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Summary y
Thiss dissertation describes and analyzes how people construct identity in a
rapidlyy changing border region. Based on ethnographic research in three localities of the
Autonomouss Republic of Ajaria (Georgia), it traces changing ideas and practices
concerningg ethnicity, religion and modernity in order to illuminate the shifting linkages
betweenn state borders and cultural boundaries. It demonstrates that in the Georgian
borderlandss the withering of the socialist state was paralleled by the drawing of rigid
culturall and social boundaries. These boundary-drawing practices had the paradoxical
effectt of grounding and reinforcing Soviet constructions of identity, even though they
weree part of the process of overcoming and dismissing the Soviet past.
Thesee findings about identity construction challenge conventional wisdom
concerningg the end of socialism. The heightened importance of cultural identity in
postsocialistt countries is often presented as a return to pre-Soviet identities that were held
inn 'cold storage' and/or as a response to the 'ideological vacuum' left by the collapse of
thee Soviet Union. The problem with these views is that they ignore the Soviet past and
faill to understand how, often in unexpected and unintended ways, Soviet rule has, and
continuess to influence, the formation of specific identities. Instead of assuming or denyingg continuities between pre-Soviet and post-Soviet forms of identity as the 'cold
storage'' and 'vacuum' theories do respectively, it is crucial to analyze how these forms
off identity have been shaped and modified to fit changing social and political contexts.
Thiss dissertation shows that even though local celebrations of cultural identity are
presentedd as a return to the pre-Soviet past, they often follow social lines, and are based
onn ideas, that developed during Soviet rule.
Thesee 'Soviet creations' of identity have not simply spilled over to the present.
Rather,, the collapse of the Soviet state has sparked incentives to fortify and essentialize
thee cultural constructions it produced. The disappearance of socio-economic certainties,
thee renewal of cross-border contacts and the return of dissenting voices revealed
contradictionss and incongruities in locally held notions of religion, ethnicity and
modernity.. These threats to identity have pushed inhabitants of Ajaria to emphasize and
enlargee differences between 'self and 'other,' and thus the boundaries between Christianityy and Islam, Georgians and Turks, and Asia and Europe have been reinforced. This
dissertationn shows that although physical constraints do not necessarily bind the
constructionn of identity, the dynamics that unfold along territorial borders may well
providee the means and incentives for grounding and fortifying the state endorsed
identities.. Thus, in the case of Ajaria, the ideological divides created during the socialist
periodd have been reinforced despite the fact that the Soviet state has disappeared.
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INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION
Att midday on a July afternoon in Khulo, I was asked by an
acquaintancee to accompany him as he paid his last respects to a former colleague. We
enteredd an apartment where his colleague's body was being displayed. We walked
aroundd the coffin and softly said our condolences to some family members. Then we
leftt the apartment and spent a few minutes more outside talking to other men who had
gatheredd in the street. At the time, I didn't think the event was anything special but
myy opinion changed when Murman, an acquaintance of the deceased, dropped by one
nightt to tell my assistant Teimuri and I the 'full story' of the funeral. After he
recountedd the events, a lively discussion ensued in which it became clear to me that
forr Murman and Teimuri the particularities of the funeral were an apt representation
off the dilemmas currently facing Ajaria.
OtariOtari Abuladze was born in Didachara, a village in the mountains of Upper Ajaria,
whichwhich is known throughout Georgia for its 'persistent' Islamic character. His
parentsparents met in his mother's native town in the north of the country, where Otari's
fatherfather had been dispatched during World War II. They married and 'returned' to
DidacharaDidachara where Otari, their first child, was born. When Otari was ten years old, his
fatherfather died. He and his mother moved to the Ajarian capital Batumi. Otari finished
hishis education in Batumi and was subsequently assigned to a position as police officer
inin the district center Khulo, which is located between Batumi and Didachara. After
havinghaving completed his professional career in Khulo, Otari retired and moved back to
Batumi.Batumi. Here he spent the last years of his life until he died unexpectedly at the age of
fifty-three. fifty-three.
DuringDuring the two days preceding his burial, Otari lay in a wooden coffin in the
centercenter of the living-room of his apartment in Batumi. He was dressed in a black suit,
hishis eyes were closed, and his folded hands rested on a small cross. A bible was
placedplaced against the front end of the coffin. Flowers and floral wreaths presented by
friendsfriends and colleagues encircled the body. Female relatives from his mother's side
satsat on chairs against the walls and took turns wailing.
OnOn the day of his burial, Otari's body was brought to Khulo where his
formerformer colleagues paid him their last respects. The set-up in Khulo resembled the
roomroom in Batumi but some items were no longer present. The most colorful floral
wreathswreaths as well as the relatives from his mother's side were left behind and both
biblebible and cross were conspicuously absent. The ritual was very sober and involved
littlelittle more than a walk around the coffin and the soft whispering of condolences.
11

In Georgia personal names are indicative of someone's ethnic, religious and regional background.
Thus,, for this dissertation I have used existing names that reflect the background of a person while
obscuringg his or her real identity. I chose Otari because it is a common name among educated
middle-agedd Ajarians and Abuladze because it is a name from Upper Ajaria not held by this
particularr person.
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ButBut still the body had not arrived at its final destination. Otari 's paternal
relativesrelatives had insisted that his body be buried in the family-graveyard in Didachara.
InIn preparation for his final journey, Otari was undressed and wrapped in white cloth.
HeHe arrived in Didachara by car, where a group of village-men were waiting for him.
TheThe imam led the prayers on the mud path in front of the paternal home. Women were
absentabsent from these public prayers. They did not arrive until after the actual burial was
completed,completed, though they remained at the graveyard until the evening verses were
recitedrecited from the Koran.
Whatt Murman and Teimuri saw immediately in this story, and what took me some
timee to figure out, was that Otari's funeral succinctly summarized some of the most
importantt effects of the complex social and political changes that had taken place in
Ajaria.. Moreover, it illustrated how people have re-ordered their lives in response to
thesee changes. The funeral highlighted how cultural boundaries have changed during
andd after socialism and pointed out some of the new contours and rigidities that
constrainn negotiations of identity in the post-Soviet era. I chose to open my dissertationn with the story of Otari's funeral because it depicted the major issues I will
grapplee with in this dissertation: How do inhabitants of Ajaria construct and negotiateate social identity after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the opening of the Iron
Curtain? Curtain?
Otari'ss post-mortal trajectory reflected a life entwined in social networks
formedd during state-atheism. His own birth from a 'Muslim' father and a 'Christian'
motherr was not uncommon in the 'atheist' 1940s. However, even then such a marriagee was considered sensitive and thus it was only logical that Otari and his mother
leftt Didachara after his father's death and started a new life in Batumi. Various
strandss of his biography - the different background of his paternal and maternal
relativess as well as his own bureaucratic career - came together in his funeral and as
suchh were reminiscent of the complex legacy that communism left behind. Otari's
funerall entailed a reversed tour of his life journey - from the regional capital Batumi
wheree he had spent the last years of his life, back to the raion center Khulo where he
hadd been employed as police officer, and finally to his place of birth in Didachara.
Thee funeral also revealed the change in religious landscape of the region following
thee collapse of the socialist state.
Otari'ss funeral reflected the ambiguities and contradictions that are inherent
inn a borderland situation during a time of rapid change. The dead body moved
throughh an ambivalent cultural space in which religious practices overlap and confrontt each other. The corpse was initially inscribed with Christian symbols, but
subsequentlyy was unwrapped and prepared for a decent Muslim funeral. As the
corpsee moved through cultural spaces, it was bestowed with Christian and Muslim
qualitiess while the sober ritual in Khulo was to some extent reminiscent of official
Soviett funerals.

22

Despitee the fact that Otari was dead, he was also the architect of his own
funeral.. This at least was the opinion of my assistant Teimuri, who held that funerals
reflectt the life of the deceased. As he stated it at the time, "if you don't stick to one
truthh during your life, then it is only logical that your funeral will equally be hotchpotch."" But perhaps the significance of this 'hotchpotch' funeral was not that Otari
hadd wavered between 'truths' as Teimuri intimated. Rather, the funeral revealed that
thee messages, experiences, and loyalties which informed Otari's life had suddenly
becomee contradictory when social identities were redefined following the collapse of
thee Soviet Union.
Thee redefinition of Otari's corpse's identity was dramatic - it completely
alteredd three times in the span of a few days. This transformation was possible
becausee Otari was dead and because his identity was being defined by his friends,
relatives,, and colleagues. They could isolate and prioritize one aspect of his identity
whilee ignoring others, a feat of identity transformations not always possible in the
living.. But, the struggle of relatives and colleagues over the identity of the corpse
wentt beyond their concern for 'who Otari was.' It was also a struggle for their own
identitiess and their own convictions of religion and ethnicity as well as nationality
andd homeland. This was also the reason why Murman and my research assistant
Teimurii discussed the funeral in lengthy detail.
Thee struggles of those involved in Otari's funeral point to the changing relationss between place and space as discussed by Donnan and Wilson: "Space is the
generall idea people have of where things should be in physical and cultural relation to
eachh other. In this sense space is the conceptualization of the imagined physical
relationshipss which give meaning to society. Place, on the other hand, is the distinct
spacee where people live and the actuality of where things are" (1999: 9). Otari's
funerall was just one instance which demonstrated that in the Georgian borderlands
connectionss between cultural identity and geographic location had become problematicc and that people struggled to grapple with the resulting dilemmas. In border
regionss like Ajaria, daily life is marked by symbolic signs of what does or does not
belongg to one's own space. These signs need to be reinterpreted at the moment when
thee make-up of place - the economic and social arrangement as well as the limits
posedd on movement - suddenly changes as it did in the Georgian borderlands in the
1990s.. The distinction between place and space is useful for this dissertation as its
mainn goal is to understand how the opening of the Iron Curtain and changes of the
politicall and economic environment had an impact on cultural and social identities in
thee border region. In other words, it aims to understand the shifting linkages between
statee borders and cultural boundaries along the Iron Curtain between (Soviet) Georgia
andd Turkey.
Thee Ajarian case shows that the end of socialism has been accompanied by
attemptss to establish unambiguous cultural boundaries, and that the demarcation of
suchh distinctions is especially urgent on the frontier. The new distinctions that
evolvedd in the process of post-socialist change often follow lines that are very differ33

entt from their pre-Soviet referents and instead tend to follow paths set out during the
Soviett period. The recent changes illustrate the tensions and paradoxes inherent in the
interconnectionss between space, place, and time as they draw attention to the 'imperfections'' of the supposedly natural units of nation, state, identity, and culture. It is one
off the central aims of this dissertation to explore how and when aspects of identity
becomee primary identities, capable of subsuming, and demanding change of, other
identities.. It also explores how the renewed importance of cultural identity produces
neww patterns of inclusion and exclusion as well as new hierarchies and inequalities.
Ass such, this dissertation aims to contribute to discussions on the nature of borders in
aa world increasingly characterized by transnational and trans-cultural contact and
contrast. .

Disruptionss in the Caucasus and the Ajarian exception
Thee Ajarian Autonomous Republic is a small triangle in the Southwest
cornerr of Georgia. The region rises up from the Black Sea and shares a border with
Turkey.. It has an overall territory of 2,900 square kilometers (4 percent of the Georgiann republic) and a population of approximately 400,000 (8 percent of Georgia's
population).. Apart from the provincial capital Batumi, with its seaport and oilrefineries,, Ajaria used to be highly dependent on agriculture; during the 1980s
approximatelyy 60 percent of the population was employed in the agricultural sector.
Regionall variance is reflected in the locally employed differentiation between Lower
Ajariaa and Upper Ajaria, that is, between the subtropical coastal region and the
mountainouss hinterland. The differences are particularly apparent to the eye when
drivingg up the only road that connects Upper Ajaria to the coast. Eastwards from
Batumii one drives first through large plantations with tea bushes and citrus trees.
Afterr some ten kilometers the road traverses deeply carved canyons surrounded by
denselyy forested slopes. Once the 1,000-meter altitude is surpassed, the valleys widen
againn and allow for the cultivation of corn, potatoes and tobacco, often in combinationn with animal husbandry.
Soviett encyclopedias about Ajaria give the impression that it was a region
firmlyy integrated in the Soviet Georgian Republic. Ajaria was presented as economicallyy thriving and firmly embedded in the wider planned economy. Its population was
classifiedd as predominantly (85 percent) Georgian, and it was seen as a politically
well-integratedd part of the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic. Though these depictionss may appear to be only political rhetoric, they reveal a certain felt truth. Nowadayss people often remember the Soviet period in exactly such terms. But beyond
whatt these depictions show they are equally interesting for what they attempt to hide.
AA reading that focuses on the silences and exaggerations in the portrayals quickly
revealss that the Soviet 'certainties' as presented in encyclopedias were based on
ideologiess that have since evaporated, on an Iron Curtain that has lost its rigidity and
44

onn a state that has given up many of its former functions. As I will show in the next
threee sections, the 'hidden ambiguities' returned with the recent changes. In Ajaria,
thee trajectory from socialism involved the destruction of the regional economy while
simultaneouslyy creating new economic opportunities. It involved the end of the partystatee while also enhancing possibilities for elite groups to strengthen their domination.. The changes facilitated the upswing of nationalism but, as a result, also revealed
thee 'imperfections' of the national ideal in the border region.
THEE COLLAPSE OF THE PLANNED ECONOMOY AND
THEE UNCERTAINTIES OF GLOBAL CAPITALISM

AA 1967 Soviet encyclopedia writes that Ajaria "will always be associatedd with citrus plantations and perfectly well trimmed tea bushes, with the glossy
fanss of tropical palms rustling in the wind, and with the scenic Batumian bay [...]
withh its ocean steamers and oil-tankers" (Davitaia 1967: 262). If we take the 'tropical
palms'' to stand for tourism, the description covers three important pillars on which
thee Soviet Ajarian economy thrived. Wealth connected with oil goes back to the
1880ss when Batumi developed as the transit capital of oil from the Caspian Sea. The
cultivationn of subtropical crops first became important in the 1930s when the
collectivizationn of agriculture was connected to the large-scale program of clearing up
swampss and preparing hill-slopes for cultivation. In the 1970s, some 60-65 percent of
alll citrus fruits in the Soviet Union were grown in Ajaria and together with tea they
weree seen as the (green and yellow) gold of Ajaria (Davitadze and Khalvashi 1986).
Withh the development of Soviet tourism, Ajaria became a popular destination (though
lesss prestigious than Abkhazia or the Crimea). A whole series of turbazy (hotels,
pioneerr camps, health resorts) was erected along the Black Sea coast. On a yearly
basiss some 230,000 tourists visited the region, contributing significantly to the
regionall economy (Putkaradze 2001: 31).
Too a large extent, these sectors thrived because in Ajaria 'the world ended.'
Indeed,, the climate was neither optimal for citrus fruits nor tourism, but due to the
protectionn offered by the Iron Curtain, tea flourished as if Ajaria was the wettest
region,, and citrus fruits and tourism as if it was the sunniest place on earth. The
borderr opening in 1988 meant that Ajaria lost this protected position and was no
longerr able to attract tourism or to sell its subtropical crops. Many hotels are now
emptyy while others have been converted into homes for war refugees from Abkhazia.
Productionn levels of cash crops fell to approximately twenty percent of their volume
inn the 1980s and prices of these crops dropped far below their Soviet level.2 Although
Batumii has retained some of its importance in the oil-trade, this function will be lost
whenn the new oil pipelines from Baku to Supsa (Georgia) and Ceyhan (Turkey) are
completed.. Moreover, despite the fact that GDP levels have stabilized in recent years,
22

Between 1985 and 1999 tea production dropped from 68,621 to 7,347 ton; tobacco from 5,047 to
605;; and citrus from 89,990 to 39,765 tons. Respectively drops of 89, 88 and 44 percent (Putkaradze
2001). .
55

theyy have done so on levels far below those of the Soviet period.3 The economic
catastrophee led to a massive retreat to subsistence agriculture, to large-scale emigrationn and widespread unemployment.
Certainly,, the opening of the border with Turkey has also brought new possibilitiess for economic gain. In the 1990s, Batumi became an important transnational
hubb between Turkey and the Caucasus. But although the new trade may have seemed
too imply a change to a 'free market' economy, it has turned out that the 'free market'
iss increasingly dominated by a state that is organized along personal lines. The new
economicc flows have dramatically illustrated the rising inequality between winners
andd losers. The abrupt economic changes have lead to new uncertainties and anxieties.. Although many ordinary citizens have found ways to deal with the intense
economicc crisis, they are still astonished by the unpredictable and destabilizing
effectss of the new economy.
THEE END OF THE PARTY STATE
ANDD THE RESTRUCTURING OF POWER

"Byy a decree of 16 July 1921 the Ajarian Autonomous Socialist Soviet
Republicc was established," states the text of a handbook about Ajaria (Davitadze and
Khalvashii 1986: 49). Significantly, such one-line statements were everything that was
usuallyy written about the origin of the Ajarian Autonomous Socialist Soviet Republic
(Ajariann ASSR). The circumstances and reasons for Ajarian autonomy were preferablyy left unnoticed and were certainly not presented in popular texts. This silence is
strikinglyy different from texts about other ASSRs, in which the importance of autonomouss status for the development of 'titular categories' like the Abkhazians or Tatars,
wass expanded upon extensively. Ajarian autonomy was not deliberately planned by
Soviett authorities and ethnographers, but rather came about as the product of a
compromisee reached between the new Turkish Republic and the USSR in the early
1920s.. This compromise granted Ajaria to the Soviet Union under the condition that
itt would have full autonomy because of the religious differences between Muslim
Ajarianss and Orthodox Christian Georgians.6 When the Soviet leadership enforced
state-atheismm throughout the Union, the religious criteria as thee defining feature of the
Ajariann ASSR became unacceptable. The titular category 'Ajarians,' which in every
dayy life meant 'Muslim,' was abolished. While Ajarians disappeared from Soviet
statisticss in the 1920s, the political structures - in essence the status of autonomy continuedd to exist. On the existence of an ASSR without titular nationality, Derlugian
33
Poverty levels for Georgia compare unfavorably with most former Soviet Republics. In 1996 some
655 percent of the population was estimated to live below the poverty line (UNDP 1998).
44
In 1996 the UNDP estimated that in Georgia the richest 10 percent earned over 43 percent of
incomes.. Their incomes exceeded those of the poorest part of the population by 50 times (1998: 97).
55
"The Ajarian ASSR was formed in June 1921 within the confines of the Georgian SSR" is all that
anotherr textbook writes about it (Zambakhidze and Mamuladze 1979: 18).
Thee insistence on Ajarian autonomy by the Turkish government reflected its hope to reclaim Ajaria
inn the future. In the 1920s however, establishing peace with the USSR was more important to the
internationallyy isolated government.

66

wrote,, "For a student of Soviet nationalities, this is like discovering an egg-laying
mammal"" (1995). In the Soviet structure the lack of a 'titular category' meant the
lackk of any 'objective' ground for political or cultural deviation from the 'mother'
republic,, the Georgian SSR. Thus, Ajaria was subjected to national and federal centerss in very much the same way as other regions (oblasts) of Georgia and very much
unlikee the other Autonomous Republics. Its administrative organs, ministries, educationall structure, state security agencies and press continued to exist but were completelyy dependent on directives from the national center. However, although the
existencee of these institutions was not even symbolically relevant during the Soviet
period,, they would become instrumental in post-Soviet political dynamics.
Afterr the collapse of the Soviet Union, the new Georgian national political
leaderss immediately tried to abolish Ajarian autonomy. But in the unwrapping of
power-struggless between Tbilisi and Batumi, Ajaria has managed to withstand these
pressuress and to reorganize its political coherence. The decline of overall state power
clearlyy played a crucial role in this process. Throughout the 1990s, Georgia was
depictedd as 'a state that no longer exists' and as a country in a state of 'stable catastrophe'' (Jones and Parsons 1996; Lieven 2001). The impotence of the national state
alsoo allowed the restructuring of power on sub-national and regional levels. The
'dormant'' institutions that Ajaria possessed as a result of its autonomous status
becamee suddenly of crucial importance. They allowed the new political elite to
quicklyy consolidate its economic and political power. Since 1992, when the Revival
PartyParty headed by Asian Abashidze came to power, the security forces, police structures,, the customs and tax agencies have been controlled by the government of the
Autonomouss Republic instead of the national center. This has resulted in de facto
independencee from the national center. President Sheverdnadze, who has been unable
(orr unwilling) to challenge the power-groups in Ajaria, has since then allowed
Abashidzee to continue running Ajaria as his personal fiefdom (Aves 1996: 44).
Stevenn Sampson (2002) recently argued that it may be time to think "beyond
thee transition." Although his use of the term 'post-postsocialism' may involve too
muchh pre-fixing, its value is that it addresses the need to think beyond the effects of
thee collapse of socialism. In Ajaria, the state remains an important player, but its
naturenature seems much different from both the state during socialism and the way it was
expectedd to develop after the collapse of the Soviet Union. As an organizing structure
thee state has different characteristics and the relations between state and society, as
welll as between nation, religion and ethnicity need to be reconsidered from this
perspective. .
FROMM SOVIET TO POST-SOVIET NATIONALISM

Textbookss about Ajaria celebrated the diversity of Batumi's population
ass well as the homogeneity of its hinterland. Batumi was presented as a cosmopolitan
place,, a place where the 'friendship between peoples' ensured cooperation in the
steadyy development of the region. The rural area, on the other hand, was depicted in
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termss of homogeneity, where more than 90 percent of the population was Georgian
(Gachechiladzee 1995: 76). These "rooted inhabitants - Georgians," a 1967 encyclopediaa states, "differ not by customs nor inner traits, nor by language from other
Georgiann groups" (Davitaia 1967: 265).7
Thee similarities needed to be stressed because it had been subject to much
debatee and popular skepticism. Well into the twentieth century, the inhabitants of
Ajariaa had not identified with the Georgian nation and instead defined their loyalties
primarilyy in terms of local residence, family and 'clan,' and especially in terms of
religion.. Religious difference between Orthodox Georgians and Muslim Ajarians had
aa long tradition that manifested itself in many aspects of social life as well as in
violentt conflicts. However, as Saroyan writes about the Caucasus in general: "Traditionall social identities that had been constructed around social categories such as
class,, clan, tribe, and local patterns of residence gave way, under Soviet policies, to a
newer,, overarching identity based on ethnicity" (Saroyan 1996: 403). Ethnic categorizationn was an important factor in this process. Although until 1926 the inhabitants of
Ajariaa were allowed to register themselves as Ajarians, the religious basis of this
classificationn was intolerable in an atheist state and accordingly the category
'Ajarian'' disappeared from Soviet statistics and only continued to exist as a
geographicall indicator. Ultimately, ethnic categorization, restrictions on religious
performancee as well as the promotion and institutionalization of 'authentic' culture
resultedd in a growing identification among inhabitants of Ajaria with the Georgian
nation. .
Thee Ajarian case strikingly shows that the view of the Soviet Union as a
'breakerr of nations,' popular during the Cold War (Hirsch 2000) is untenable.
Instead,, it supports the view that whatever the intentions and predictions of the Soviet
state,, "the actual history of most of the major Soviet peoples has been of greater
consolidationss of ethnic nations" (cf. Suny 1993). Although constrained within
politicall and ideological frames, Soviet rule in effect popularized and institutionalized
thesee 'ethnic nations.' Some of these ideological frames, notably state atheism,
facilitatedd the emergence of Georgian national identity among inhabitants who
previouslyy defined their identity in opposition to Christian Georgian groups.
Inn the late 1980s when nationalist ideology obtained more exclusive
characteristicss and religion reappeared as a central element in nationalist rhetoric, the
implicationss for inhabitants of Ajaria were contradictory an4 ambiguous. It forced inhabitantss to redefine their ideas about religion, ethnicity and nation. Georgian
independencee made it blatantly clear that within each former Soviet republic there are
stilll other minorities like the Ajarians who are instantly affected by changing dominantt ideas about the nation and the state. These nationalisms appear to be more
stringentt in their demands of inclusion and exclusion, but more uncertain in their
relationn to the state.
Anotherr textbook stated: "Only a few minor customs differentiate Ajarians from the Georgian
populationn of other regions" (Birina:: 1956: 328).
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Thee end of socialism and the opening of the Iron Curtain spurred contradictoryy processes that radically altered the social and cultural horizons of the inhabitants
off Ajaria. The changes caused the destruction of the regional economy while simultaneouslyy creating new economic opportunities. They brought an end to the party-state
whilee also enhancing possibilities for elite groups to strengthen their domination, and
theyy facilitated the resurgence of Christian-Georgian nationality while at the same
timee unleashing counter movements. As has been outlined before, the main goal of
thiss dissertation is to understand the cultural contradictions and ambiguities that arose
afterr the opening of the Iron Curtain and the collapse of the Soviet Union. The
cultural,, political and economic disruptions have shown in a poignant and often tragic
wayy the uncertainty of the road 'from socialism' and highlighted the contradictions
betweenn nationalism and globalization. "While the Soviet mystique has been demystified,, the post-Soviet mystique has only deepened" writes Vitebsky (2002: 181).
Vitebsky'ss statement is compelling. It is indeed very mysterious where a region like
Ajariaa is heading. There is clear need for 'de-mystification' of the transition rhetoric
thatt dominated many debates about postsocialism and more attention should be given
too the discrepancies and links between neo-liberal imaginations of 'transition' and the
de-stabilizingg effect of capitalism, between the decline of the state and the restructuringg of power and between nationalism and globalization. At the same time, I
wonderr how far the Soviet mystique has actually been demystified. The myths of
'homoo Sovieticus,' of 'Soviet modernization' and of the 'rational atheist worldview'
mayy have disappeared with the collapse of the Soviet Union, but as Caroline Humphreyy states, "we still have not worked out what the heritage of actually existing
socialismm is" (2002b: 12). Indeed, demystification of the Soviet period remains of
cruciall importance to assess the present changes and uncertainties, and this is especiallyy true for Soviet peripheries that were neglected in Soviet studies (cf. Suny 1993:
293). .

Borders,, boundaries and frontiers: A research approach
Borderr regions are privileged sites for the study of "the production,
maintenancee and subversions of nationality, ethnicity, and identity in general"
(Donnann and Haller 2000: 15). This is so because border regions allow us to study the
dynamicss of the imprecise fit between nation and state and to reflect on the opposed
butt interrelated processes of the fragmentation and reinforcement of the nation state.
Twoo conceptual maps introduced by Ernest Gellner (1983) to illuminate the differencee between the 'pre-modern' and the 'modern' era form a good starting point to
investigatee configurations of space and place along the Iron Curtain.8
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These conceptual maps have subsequently been used by other social scientists to rethink the culture
conceptt in the present world (see especially Hannerz 1996: 65-78; Hann & Bellér-Hann 1998). See
Aschersonn (1995) for a popular use of the 'maps' in thinking about cultural difference along the
Blackk Sea.
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Gellnerr presents two imaginary ethnological maps to illustrate differences
betweenn the pre-modern and modern era. On the first (pre-modern) map cultures fluidlyy merge into one another like in a painting of Kokoschka, in which "the riot of diversee points is such that no clear patterns can be discerned in any detail, though the
picturee as a whole does have one. A great diversity and plurality and complexity
characterizess all distinct parts of the whole" (1983: 139-40). The second (modern)
map,, after nationalism has done much of its work, resembles a painting of Modigliani,, in which "There is little shading; neat, flat surfaces are clearly separated from
eachh other, it is generally plain where one begins and another ends and there is little if
anyy ambiguity or overlap" (1983: 13940).
Gellnerr used these maps to illustrate the growing organizing power of modernn states and the effect that this had on cultural difference. The rigidities of the Iron
Curtainn between Turkey and Georgia show clear similarities with this ideal-type as
Hannn and Bellér-Hann (1998) already have pointed out. Indeed, geographical and
politicall maps of the region as they appeared during the height of the Cold War
presentt the state border as a line in a painting of Modigliani. They depict the border
ass a 'fault line,' a divide between socialism and capitalism, Islam and either Orthodox-Christianityy or atheism, the Georgian and the Turkish nations, and between Asia
andd Europe. Of course, in reality, things were more complicated much like there were
flawss in Gellner's ideal type. The cultural differences between two sides of a state
borderr - even in the modern era - are never as clear-cut as Gellner's map indicates.
Butt to overemphasize these flaws would be to ignore that seventy years of Soviet
rule,, Cold War rhetoric and nationalizing identity politics resulted in a close
approximationn of the ideal along the Turkish - Georgian border. Most importantly,
thee dimensions were locally considered real and influenced the thoughts and actions
off authorities as well as ordinary citizens.
Whilee for Gellner and his contemporaries the main challenge was to explain
thee organizing potential of 'imagined communities,' today scholars are faced with
explainingg trends towards fragmentation. The disintegration of the Soviet Union and
thee subsequent softening of the East-West divide - indeed, the redrawing of conceptuall and political-economic maps of Eurasia - have figured high in a growing
awarenesss that our familiar categorizations are less stable than previously assumed
(Lewiss and Wigen 1997). Recent post-modern theorizing has focused on the blurring
off borderlines and characterizes border regions as zones of hybridity, impurity and
intermingling.. In other words, the contemporary cultural processes would resemble a
'returnn of Kokoschka,' characterized by increased mobility of goods, people and
ideas,, and by the diminishing roles of the nation-state and declining importance of
nationall boundaries. Some scientists have criticized such 'post-modern' theories and
arguee that for many purposes the nation-state still serves as the most central organizingg feature. This seems to be especially the case for the 'fourth wave of nationalism'
inn the former Soviet Union. Benedict Anderson, for example, mentioned in the
prefacee of the 1991 copy of his famous masterpiece that the fragmentation the Soviet
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Empiree into republics pointed out "that history seems to be bearing out the 'logic' of
ImaginedImagined Communities better than its author managed to do" (1991: xi). But this
'persistencee of Modigliani' also needs careful consideration. No matter the toughness
off nationalism and the attractiveness of viewing the state as a bounded and ethnically
homogeneouss unit, the state (especially in post-Soviet republics) has become less
immediatelyy relevant to its citizens. What can be observed is akin to the depiction
profferedd by the Comaroffs. They explained that in recent years, nation-states witness
aa "widening rupture in their hyphen-nation; in the disarticulation, that is, between
nationn and state" (Comaroff and Comaroff 2000: 326).
Still,, the question remains what the implications of Gellner's maps are now
thatt the certainties of the Cold War have disappeared. Did the opening of the border
andd the changes in the socio-economic landscape result in cultural blending across the
internationall divide or instead in a hardening of perceived difference? And within the
Ajariann border region, did these changes incite the creation and accentuation of other
(internal)) boundaries? Or did the changes instead shape the need to get rid of existing
differencess and thereby result in an accelerating cultural homogenizing process on
bothh sides of the border? Or perhaps are both processes simultaneously taking place
andd if so, what defines the direction of change?
Inn Transnational Connections, Ulf Hannerz sensibly writes that in order to
applyy the images of Modigliani and Kokoschka to the contemporary world, the two
artistss should "work on canvas together, as there may be parts of the world where the
neatt surfaces really are even more clearly separated, and others which have a great
deall more of the multiple relationships, the complexity, the ambiguity" (Hannerz
1996:: 78). Having them work together is a good starting point, but I hesitate to
reservee separate parts of the canvas for each of the artists. Since the (imagined)
claritiess of the Cold War have vanished, the multiple borders implicated on this
dividee have been in rapid change, changes that have simultaneously led to clashes
andand blendings between various groups, to the disappearance of cultural divides and to
thee creation of new boundaries. In my view, the question should not be whether we
seee the return of Kokoschka or the persistence of Modigliani in certain parts of the
world,, but how both artists are recombined in new paintings.
DIMENSIONSS AND DYNAMICS OF BORDERS

Partt of the attraction of studying international borders is that they are
spatiallyy grounded. State boundaries mark the limits of sovereignty and of state
controll over citizens and subjects. Borders regulate and sometimes inhibit movement,
whilee at the same time the differences between two sides of a border may constitute
thee exact reasons for traversing them. Moreover, the spatial effects are not restricted
too the actual line on the map or the fences on the ground, but extend into adjacent
territoriess - the zones that are "significantly affected by an international border"
(Baudd and van Schendel 1997: 216). Here, because of the proximity to the border,
statee control may be intensified. Or instead the state may have only limited influence
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onn its subjects. Thus, Martinez describes the peculiarities of the border region by statingg that its inhabitants "live in a unique human environment shaped by physical
distancee from the central areas and constant exposure to transnational processes"
(1994:: xviii), whereas Berdahl shows that along the German Iron Curtain, the state
wass even more omnipresent than elsewhere in the former GDR (1999).
Ass spatial constructs, international borders influence human behavior and
sociall relations. Moreover, because they are spatially grounded, international borders
aree also of symbolic importance. Borders are the markers of national integrity, of the
state'ss relations with neighbors and of its own image. Borders are inscribed in territoriess as wel! as in imaginations. Fences, military patrols, detection mechanisms and
watchtowerss can never fully inhibit cross-border contact, although sometimes such
contactt is limited to the imagination. Likewise, increasing permeability of physical
borderss may be paralleled by intensified rigidity of cultural and conceptual contrast.
Inn border regions, the ideal of the nation-state often shows its most flagrant inconsistenciess and frequently clashes with the loyalties and identities of local residents. That
is,, "borders matter so much because the state is most vulnerable at its edge" (Driessen
1996:: 289). This vulnerability stems from the fact that border regions partly escape
thee forces of the state, which simultaneously creates the need for the state to attempt
too dispense with difference and to vigorously enforce the ideal of the nation.
Mappingg the 'geo-political realities' of borders is thus only one of the tasks
thatt I have set out in this dissertation. As mentioned, another important task is to
explicatee the relation between place and space in the border region. More specifically,, I wish to understand how the spatial characteristics of borders and border
regionss intersect with social and cultural boundaries. This involves looking at the
relationss between state structures and the people living in the border region. Moreover,, it entails looking at how these people deal with differences and similarities both
acrosss the international border and in relation to the larger society of which they are a
part. .
Thee opening of the Iron Curtain and the collapse of the socialist state
revealedd the imperfections in the ideal of the nation and triggered new configurations
off space and place. But this does not imply that the border region has been transformedd into a zone of fluidity, ambiguity, liminality, or cultural hybridity, as recent
writingss on border regions have suggested. On this unbalanced view of border
regionss Daphne Berdahl notes that "such depictions often overlook the fact that
borderr zones are also places of intense and inflexible lucidity" (1999: 8). Her
reminderr rings true in the case of the post-Soviet border region where cultural and
sociall boundaries are often being reinforced and endowed with renewed vigor.
Inn order to understand the simultaneous withdrawing and redrawing of social
andd cultural boundaries it is necessary to move beyond observations that borders are
'Janus-faced'' - that they show 'the contradictions' between categorization and practicee and demonstrate the poor fit between states and nations. Too often such
contradictionss are eagerly accepted as integral features of borders, perhaps because
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theyy fit well in the hype of 'deconstructionism.' The challenge ahead is to explain the
concurrencee of seemingly contradictory processes of state disintegration and
restructuring,, of withering borders and constructing new divides, of fix and flux.
Thee aforementioned contradictions can be better understood by disentangling
somee of the processes that are taking place in the border region, often in conjunction,
butt also with varying intensity and with various impacts. Borders are not only the
liness that divide and connect, but also zones of asymmetrical power relations and
spacess of socio-cultural reconfiguration. A study of borders that pays attention to
differentt dynamics that are manifest in border regions will assist in outlining how
thesee contradictions are interrelated. Of the social processes taking place in border
regions,, I distinguish between dynamics of inclusion and exclusion, of center and
peripheryperiphery and of creativity and control. By exploring how these different dynamics
workk in combination, understandings of particular cultural and social configurations
onn and along borders will be enhanced.
Boundariess are mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion that structure and
explainn ideas about 'self and 'other.' In this dissertation, I look at the exclusive and
inclusivee qualities of ethnicity, religion and modernity. That is, I see these categories
ass forms of social organization that are important in defining personhood in the midst
off rapid social and economic change and as ways of dealing with, even as ways of
constituting,, difference. Claims to identity are highly dependent on exclusions of
difference;; every 'us' simultaneously defines a 'them.' The cultural boundaries
betweenn 'us' and 'them' exist by virtue of constant negotiation of the nature of the
dividee and are in continuing processes of reinforcement and dissipation. These processess can be observed anywhere, but they become especially interesting along borders
inn times of social upheaval. In Ajaria ideas about 'self and 'other' were suddenly
challengedd after the Soviet collapse. The return of religion to the public sphere, the
narrowedd nationalist rhetoric of the state and the sudden economic and political
disruptionss challenged established ideas of identity and loyalty and demanded the
redrawingg of boundaries and the re-defining of lines of inclusion and exclusion. In
Ajaria,, the 'other' has often become an immediate and thus threatening danger,
whereass previously held ideas of 'self needed to be reconsidered because of the
changess in the social, political and economic environment.
Thee dynamics of inclusion and exclusion are important in order to understandd how cultural difference is maintained despite (and because of) contact across
boundaries.. But it is not sufficient to focus only on the points of contact between
differentt categories - on the negotiations and clashes between Muslims and Christians,, or on the day-to-day uses of a concept like modernity. Although the interactionall perspective is important to gain better insight in how boundaries are constructedd locally, the dynamics of inclusion and exclusion need to be connected to the
largerr webs of power (cf. Cole and Wolf 1999: xvi, 1). Ethnicity, religion and
modernityy are not only constructed at a local level, but are often part of the politics of
aa state, tied to national expansion or to the dissemination of elite ideologies.
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Thee relations between the day to day construction of identity and the larger
webss of power in which they are embedded can be seen as dynamics of periphery and
center.center. Regarding the role of the state in shaping patterns of cultural distribution
Hannerzz wrote: "it is obvious that it contributes greatly to the formation of a cultural
center-peripheryy continuum, in the national setting" (1996: 72). These power
differentials,, prominent as they may be, should not be seen as a simple dichotomy
betweenn center and periphery in which everything flows from the center to the
periphery.. In his historical study of the French-Spanish border Peter Sahlins (1989)
arguedd that the center - periphery model "denies the role of local communities and
sociall groups in shaping their own national identities." Instead he argued that "local
societyy was a motive force in the formation and consolidation of nationhood and the
territoriall state" (ibid: 8). Sahlins rightfully challenges the view of border regions as
passivee receivers, but his focus on the ability of border-dwellers to write their own
historyy seems less applicable to border regions of the former Soviet Union where the
statee was omnipresent and the physical border more stringent than in the Pyrenees.
Indeed,, power differentials on the periphery depend to a large degree on the
permeabilityy of the border, the presence of the state, and the endorsement of state
ideologiess by local elites.
Ann analysis of the role of various players within the framework of the state
cann contribute to a better understanding of the processes by which culture and identitiess change. This analysis also needs to be sensitive to the changing relations between
centerr and periphery over time. Earlier in this introduction I briefly outlined how
attemptss at national homogenization were enforced in Ajaria. The power asymmetries
betweenn center and periphery were extremely pronounced during heydays of the
Soviett Union, when the state disposed over a strong apparatus to implement economic,, political, but also cultural change. Recent years have seen increasing
permeabilityy of the international border and the declining power of the state.
Consequently,, the power-balance between center and periphery, and thus the room
forr internal reconfigurations need to be reconsidered. In a way, center and periphery
relationss have become more 'symmetrical' in the postsocialist era, but at the same
timee this change has been accompanied by renewed insistence on national commonality.. This insistence, besides having an ethnic component, now also has a clear
religiouss counterpart.
Thee variation in the asymmetries of power between center and periphery
draww attention to what may be called dynamics of creativity and control. As Hannerz
wrote,, "some situations tend to become the free zones of cultural currents, less
immediatelyy affected by center-periphery relationships, often drawing from local or
regionall traditions" (1996: 73). Another, much older observation is equally valuable.
Inn a discussion on the nature of borders Lattimore wrote that once borders exist they
becomee areas with their own internal dynamics. The differences themselves, and the
difficultyy of passing borders, often result in the creation of a specific border-culture
(1955).. These two observations, first that control at the periphery may be low, and
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secondd that the contact between two sides results in a specific border-culture form the
basiss of the idea that border regions are characterized by ambiguity and creativity.
Accordingg to Rosaldo, social analysis should reorient itself to the study of borderlands,, which should not be regarded as analytically empty transitional zones but as
sitess of creative cultural production (1989: 207).
Theree is much value in these observations, but again, caution is necessary.
Lookingg at Ajaria, it can be seen that the opening of the Turkish-Georgian border
transformedd two 'ends of the world' into a dynamic area of new 'cultural production.'
Butt simultaneously, this cultural production needs to be understood in relation to the
earlierr mentioned dynamics. New cultural and economic flows confront dynamics of
inclusionn and exclusion and may thus become part of new distinctions. Moreover, the
flowss are not devoid of power, but often serve clear interests and may be taken up by
elitee groups to enforce their vision of the national ideal, and thus be instrumental in
creatingg new asymmetries.
Thee value of differentiating between these different dynamics is obviously
nott to single out one mechanism. Instead, they are sensitizing models that point at the
differentt plays of powers and social configurations that can be detected in the border
region.. It is the interplay of these forces that will be helpful to assess particular
outcomess and most importantly to understand better why certain social and cultural
boundariess have become obsolete while others have hardened. Moreover, these
differentt forces have to be understood from a historical point of view, a view that
lookss at changes in the permeability of the international border, the activities of the
statee and the responses of the people living in the border region. It is this task that is
centrall to each of the three case studies that form the empirical part of my dissertation. .

Fieldwork:: The anthropologist on the border
Ass is true for most anthropological studies, the path and eventual
outcomess of this research were not anticipated beforehand. In this case, the
unpredictabilityy of the research trajectory stemmed from the complications involved
inn carrying out ethnographic research along a former Iron Curtain and from my initial
lackk of knowledge of the region. I had read available Russian and English literature
aboutt Ajaria but although these works provided (mythologized or ill-informed)
detailss on the history, population and economic development of the region, they did
nott provide me with an idea of what life in Ajaria was like. In fact, my perception of
Ajariaa was mostly based on pictures in Soviet encyclopedias, which at least gave a
vaguee idea of what the region looked like during the heydays of Soviet power. Of
coursee I had expected that the stylized pictures - of the sea boulevard, the market, the
coffeee houses and crowded hotels - would look quite different six years after the
Soviett collapse. Still, little had prepared me for the cold atmosphere that I encoun15 5

teredd in early March 1997, when the train from Tbilisi dropped me off in Batumi at
sixx o'clock in the morning. The town was dark and freezing cold and piles of half
frozenn snow made it difficult to walk with an overweight backpack. Compounding
myy sense of unease was my lack of addresses or telephone numbers. In fact my only
connectionn to the town was an appointment scheduled for the next day in front of the
post-officee with an acquaintance of an acquaintance. While I walked through the
morningg streets - not knowing where to go, nor seeing a place appropriate to kill
somee time - I seriously began to doubt my sensibility in choosing Batumi/Ajaria as a
researchh site. The rest of that first twenty-four hours were spent by trying to stay
warmm in an over-priced and under-heated hotel room, by convincing policemen that I
hadd no money to give them and by wishing that I had never decided to come to
Batumi. .
Thee negative impressions of that first day changed, though for a rather long
timee I continued to doubt the viability of my research project. The acquaintance of
thee acquaintance, called Nugzar in this dissertation, accepted me to his home and
providedd me with an elaborate introduction to many ins and outs of Batumi life. It is
thankss to him and our joint visits to his friends, our participation in drinking sessions
andd attendance at weddings and funerals that 1 came to appreciate the beauty and
hardshipp of life in Batumi. Nevertheless, I could not rid myself of the feeling that for
ann outsider it was difficult to move around. Frustration with the slowness and
difficultyy of fieldwork culminated in a decision to quit doing research altogether.
Afterr having conducted two pilot studies in Ajaria and finishing my PhD coursework
inn Amsterdam, I took up a position with the UN working in Kyrgyzstan from 1998 to
1999.. But during that year in Kyrgyzstan it turned out that the particularities of
Ajaria,, the paradoxes of borders and the intriguing lives of my informants, did not
partt from my mind. The exact difficulties that made me abandon my research now
pulledd me back to that same border, to the difficulties and opportunities of life in a
rapidlyy changing border region.
Duringg four research stays of varying length - three months during the spring
off 1997, two months in winter 1998, nine months from October 1999 to August 2000
andd three months in summer 2001 - 1 have steadily gained insight into the lives of the
peoplee I met and the issues that are important to them. Looking back upon my
fieldworkk period, it seems to me that it is best characterized as a process of discovery,
inn which new findings as well as obstacles allowed and forced me to follow distinct
routess through a region about which I knew next to nothing when I started. The
peculiaritiess of the border region demanded that the topics and locations of research
bee chosen while the research was in progress. Doing research in a post-Soviet border
regionn - so-called "uncertain places" on the "last ethnographic frontier" (Herzfeld
2000;; Dudwick 2000: 13) - had implications for the fieldwork trajectory. First, I had
too radically dismiss the (anyway mythologized) idea that an anthropologist can be an
unobtrusivee observer. Instead, as a representative from 'the West,' I drew attention
fromm the people I studied as well as from state agencies. Second, because the border
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regionn was intersected with social and cultural boundaries, it would be misleading to
describee the relation between researcher and research population in simple oppositionss or continuums between insider and outsider. These two considerations also had
implicationn for the possibilities and limitations of gathering material as will be
outlinedd below.
CRUCIALL MOMENTS

Difficultiess of gaining access to a research population and of establishingg rapport with informants play a prominent role in accounts of anthropological
fieldwork,, often with the intent to anchor ethnographic description in the intense and
authority-givingg personal experience of fieldwork (Pratt 1986: 31-32). These descriptionss are often structured as a "fieldwork turning point narrative" that explains to the
readerr how the ethnographer was accepted in a given community (Berdahl 1999).9
Suchh a linear success story is not applicable to this study and perhaps cannot be
applicablee to studies that take seriously the fact that communities (and cultures) are
anythingg but bounded and homogeneous units. Still, I wish to discuss my own
'turningg point narrative,' which I have told and retold on numerous occasions, mostly
too explain why I eventually decided to do research in three instead of one locality.
Thee events captured in the story are crucial to understand the form of this dissertation
ass well as the limitations of my study, though they are not typical of my research
activitiess or my relationships with informants.
Too be sure, my initial intent was to carry out a community study and explore
howw the various dimensions of borders played out in local life. I selected the border
villagee Sarpi because it was strategically positioned for this purpose. It was located
exactlyy on the international border separating Georgia from Turkey, and moreover,
wass almost evenly divided into a Turkish and a Soviet/Georgian part in the early
1920s.. In the fall of 1999, considerable time after I had carried out some pilot studies
inn other parts of Ajaria, I proceeded to find accommodation, in Sarpi. I was lucky
enoughh to meet a family who was willing to provide shelter and also agreed to
introducee me to their co-villagers. This assistance was crucial because, despite the
collapsee of communism and the opening of this once inseparable divide, the border
hadd not lost all of its harshness.
Rightt from the start my host family pointed out to me that the villagers
wouldd wonder what my intentions were in Sarpi. My host family also explained that I
neededd to adjust to certain codes if I wanted to accomplish anything. For example, I
hadd to be careful about using my camera, should preferably ask questions about the
pastt rather than the politicized present, and should not 'hang around,' because that
wouldd easily be misinterpreted. Aware of these dangers I tried, with some success, to
obtainn the status of 'village historian.' The advantage of this status was that most
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A 'turning point narrative' is a text employed to underline the 'authority' of the fieldworker and to
markk the testimony of'being there.' Such accounts provide insights into how anthropologists (wish
to)) see their fieldwork. They simultaneously veil other, often less 'successful,' stories that could be
told. .
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peoplee were willing to engage in long face-to-face interview sessions, but it hamperedd my ability to be a participant observer, to engage in everyday activities and to
justt simply 'be there.'
Thee warnings of my host family were less exaggerated than I had thought or
hoped.. Doubts concerning my intentions may well have risen from the fact that I was
obviouslyy not content with knowing the main outline of the village history but was
'digging'' for more. After having spent five months in Sarpi it turned out that somethingg was in the air. My host sister Nino told me that Koridze, the village council
chairman,, wanted to have a word with me. I had known Koridze all along so I
wonderedd what the reason was for this official summoning to his office. I asked Nino
too join me, as she was always helpful in explicating the unspoken implications of
verball communication. However, this time the unspoken implications were not hard
too guess.
Koridzee was unsure how to start. He walked around in his office, lit a cigarettee and without looking at me he asked, "so what is your research actually about?"
Thee question struck me by surprise because we had talked about it before and because
hee knew that it was my intent to document the recent history of the village. Did he
wantt to convince himself of something? Had he been ordered to ask me these
questions?? His next question even more clearly pointed out that my presence in the
villagee was at stake, "So do you think that your stay has been successful?" Trying to
avoidd the silent implication I told him that it was important for my research to talk to
manyy people, to hear their stories, and to try and grasp something of the personal
experiencess of living along the border. Koridze seemed unsure what he needed to ask
next,, and probably it was not so much the questions but the message that he wanted
too get across. Uncomfortable with the situation, he switched from Russian to Lazuri
andd talked for a few minutes with Nino, after which we left. When we walked home
Ninoo told me that Koridze had suggested that it might be better if I went elsewhere.
Ninoo was furious at the man, complained about the Soviet mentality of Koridze, and
off people in the village in general.
Att that point nothing else happened, but it turned out that the event was not
ann isolated case. During the following weeks I learned that several of my best
acquaintancess had been approached by 'KGB' employees and questioned about my
intentions.'°° Although to my knowledge none of these interrogations were particularlyy frightening and although no one faced repercussions, it presented me with an
ethicall and a practical problem. It was highly dubious whether I should continue to
confrontt people with my questions. Even though the KGB appeared to have dropped
itss investigation (letters sent by my supervisors and handed to the authorities by a
mediatorr had eased the situation), I clearly directed the attention of state authorities to
myy informants. For me it was difficult to assess the gravity of the situation because I
wass never approached by KGB employees (nor was I supposed to have known about
10
11 use the somewhat anachronistic term KGB when I talk about the Georgian state security forces. I
doo so because my informants (among whom some 'KGB'-employees) always used that term.
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theirr investigations). This uncertainty and lack of transparency was typical of the
relationn between state and individuals in the border zone and provided much food for
thoughtt concerning the ethical implications of conducting or proceeding with
researchh on the border while being watched (if only from a distance) by the state
securityy forces.
II do not know whether these ethical considerations alone would have convincedd me to abandon research in Sarpi because the practical consequences virtually
inhibitedd further research anyway. Now that villagers knew that the secret police was
watchingg my steps, they became more hesitant in telling me about their lives and
experiences.. Although they still welcomed me as a guest, sensitive issues were more
frequentlyy avoided, and conversation more often switched to Lazuri when I was
around.. Of course, obstacles in ethnographic research are often revealing, and in this
casee it was a good indication of the continuing (and changing) tensions along the
border.. But although useful for the 'process of discovery,' these obstacles also had
thee result that my research could not continue in the originally intended form.
Thee ethical dilemmas in combination with the inability to delve deeper into
thee dynamics of the border village convinced me that I should change my approach
byy adding case studies from two other settings. This decision had both disadvantages
andd advantages. The main disadvantage was that I have not been able to fully
disentanglee the social history of any particular setting, but have had to restrict myself
too more specific questions. At the same time though, this also implied a broadening of
geographicall scope and enhanced the possibilities for comparison. This comparative
componentt is especially important when attempting to come to grips with the dynamicss of space and place in a border region. In its present form this dissertation draws
attentionn to the idea that there are not only multiple borders at play in one given
place,, but moreover that these multiple borders converge into various knots throughoutt the region.
MATERIAL L

Thee material on which this dissertation is based was drawn from diverse
sources.. At the core of analysis are life stories and data on social networks. The life
storyy approach entailed the collection and analysis of stories in three locales and the
tracingg of the meanings and implications of certain events that seemed to me telling
forr life in the border region. Data on changing social networks were collected by
reconstructingg genealogies and residence patterns and included information on a
rangee of indicators such as education, professions and religious affiliation. These
core-activitiess were mutually constitutive and were further complemented by
informationn gained through participation in social life as well as through collection of
documentss - newspapers, local historical studies and archival data.
Inn two of the three case studies, those based in Sarpi and Khulo, I started out
byy collecting material on social networks. This approach reflected advice of senior
anthropologistss that it can be useful to start with 'counting' when you are over19 9

whelmedd by the complexity of a research situation. Moreover, the collection of oral
genealogiess was something people were familiar with and was something an
ethnographerr was supposed to do.11 It was not considered to be sensitive material and
peoplee liked seeing charts of their families. Through collecting genealogies, data on
marriage,, residency and occupations it was possible to produce diachronic maps of
sociall life. Of course, the 'numbers 1 did not provide answers but they indicated
patternss and as such triggered questions for further investigation.
InIn each case study informal and semi-structured interviewing techniques
weree adopted to collect family- and life-stories. These stories were used to study how
peoplee position themselves in historical processes and to analyze what notions of
identityy and loyalty this reveals. The stories were further analyzed by comparing and
contrastingg them with archival sources and locally produced historical and ethnographicall works. In this way, I attempted to present alternative histories of the confrontationn between local communities and the wider powers.
Thee collection of these different kinds of data had different success in the
threee localities. In Sarpi - except for a small group of key informants - most informationn stemmed from more or less formal face-to-face interviews. In Khulo these
interviewss were more often accompanied by other social activities, like festive
dinnerss and drinking sessions. In Batumi, most information was a byproduct of
hangingg around. Similarly, whereas the data on social networks is most elaborate in
Sarpii and actually covers the whole village, in the much larger setting of Khulo, I was
nott able to do so and instead collected genealogies of selected families. In Batumi,
thee approach was different again and the social networks that I managed to unfold
theree were 'event 1 or topic oriented. In short, different localities and different questionss demanded different approaches. In the following, I outline these data in more
detaill to provide a rough indication of the material on which this dissertation is based.
Sarpi.Sarpi. The main part of research in Sarpi took place between mid-October 1999 and
latee March 2000. During this period I lived with my host family in Sarpi five days a
week.. The other two days I spent in Batumi where I processed my material. I started
withh the creation of a database in which I collected information on the eight family
groupss in the village. Eventually, this resulted in a database with data on marriages,
residencyy and personal names for most of the 1,500 people who lived in Sarpi during
thee last century. The data were derived from oral genealogies, village council records
ass well as the local graveyard. For some 150 people I have complemented this
materiall with information on education, occupations, participation in state organizations,, etc. This diachronic network study showed fluctuations in the permeability of
thee border and in the connection between the village and Soviet-Georgian society.
Althoughh vital for understanding the historical dynamics of the village, most informationn that appears in the text is from a restricted number of people with whom I
1

'' Several Soviet ethnographers had worked in Sarpi, usually for no longer than a few days, to collect
informationn on Laz kinship structures and social organization.
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discussedd their experiences about living on the border in more detail. This involved
informall conversations as well as more formal interview-sessions with thirty-two
informants.. In addition to the stories they were willing to tell about themselves and
theirr families, the interviews focused on topics such as the purges and deportations,
borderr enforcements and on the recent changes. In each of these instances, my
particularr interest was to find out how their experiences related to changing ideas and
practicess concerning ethnicity and kinship.
Khulo.Khulo. Like in Sarpi, research in Khulo was initially hindered by interest from the
statee security forces, although this time it was only a personal annoyance. My
researchh assistant Teimuri and I spent many hours in the offices of the police, but in
thee end I think that the authorities spent more time tracing us than we were obliged to
spendd in their offices. It was only because of the diplomatic skills of Teimuri that I
wass able to live and work in Khulo for five months. Research was carried out in two
phases.. The first part was between early May and late July 2000 and the second part
involvedd a stay of two months between June and August 2001. During the largest part
off that time I lived with Teimuri in the center of Khulo, where we shared a house
withh a family. When my social network expanded, I started to work on my own as I
couldd then move from one house to the other and spend several days at a place.
Becausee Khulo was, with 6,000 inhabitants, substantially larger than Sarpi,
thee approach chosen for collecting data on social networks was to focus on a limited
numberr of families. Genealogies were reconstructed for twenty families (usually
tracingg them back four generations), in which specific attention was paid to formal
educationn and occupations, marriage and settlement, as well as religious affiliation.
Thesee genealogies were complemented by stories of the informants concerning a
moree limited part of their genealogical group. Even in this small sample, it became
obviouss that there were clear differences between Muslim and Christian families.
Subsequentt interview sessions with twenty-five informants focused on religious ideas
andd practices as well as the relation between religion, society and the state.
BatumiBatumi Initial pilot studies in Batumi were carried out in the spring of 1997 and
winterr of 1998. These short investigations focused on the effects and understandings
off the border opening and on the incorporation of new cultural and economic flows.
Duringg 1999 and 2000, when my main activities were in Sarpi and Khulo, I regularly
stayedd in Batumi and used that time to enhance my understanding of the city. I ended
myy work in Batumi with a five-week stay in the city in September 2001. During those
periods,, I lived with the earlier mentioned Nugzar as well as in various apartments
throughoutt the city. Most of the information presented in these chapters was initially
writtenn down in my field logs in which I documented observations and parts of
conversations,, in essence, everything that resulted from unplanned encounters,
informall gatherings and participation in social life.
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Onlyy in the Summer of 2001 did I decide to take up my initial interests in the
politicall and economic consequences of the border opening and continued with
exploringg how new cultural, economic and ideological flows were made concrete by
thee government and other elite groups. For this purpose I used earlier collected
materiall as a basis to start several short investigations into some of the contradictions
off modernity. Although the material is thus less structured than that of the other case
studies,, my long-term familiarity with the city assured me that it was possible to
includee it in this dissertation. Moreover, I felt that the dynamics observable in the
provinciall capital could provide a good counterbalance to the more 'traditional'
topicss of ethnicity and religion that form the focus of the other case studies.
NOTEE ON LANGUAGE

Thee numerous languages spoken in the region exceeded my language
learningg capabilities. When I left for the field I was relatively fluent in Russian.
Russiann seemed to be a strategic language as it was still a lingua franca in the region.
Bothh in Batumi and Sarpi most people (though not the youth) communicated freely in
Russian.. Reasons for this situation were that in Batumi until the 1990s a substantial
partt of the population (30 %) was Russian-speaking, whereas in Sarpi the continuing
presencee of Russian soldiers and recently the importance of cross-border trading had
keptt language proficiency high. Russian was also important because many official
documentss and books from the Soviet and pre-Soviet period were written in that
language.. However, as an anthropologist I intended to speak people's first language.
Therefore,, I immediately started studying Georgian but my progress was rather
irregular.. Besides my limited talent for learning languages, my progress in Georgian
wass inhibited by the fact that I started out doing research in Sarpi. In Sarpi many
people'ss first language is Lazuri, which in everyday speech was often mixed with
Georgiann phrases. These two languages are related but not mutually understandable. "
Itt was therefore only gradually that my language proficiency in Georgian grew, and
initially,, most interviews were conducted in Russian. Over the years my knowledge
off Georgian increased, but I have never been able to claim fluency in that language.
However,, towards the end of the research, I was at least able to understand Georgian,
andd from that period a larger number of interviews were partly conducted in people's
motherr tongue.
FlELDWORK,, BORDERS AND THEORY

"Fieldworkerss may present themselves as delicately lurking, working,
andd getting results, but the results they achieve are always experientially contingent
andd highly variable by setting and by person" (van Maanen, 1989: 4). van Maanen's
commentss point to the importance of reflexivity in ethnographic writing to explicate
122
The Georgian language family is generally divided into three groups. Kart - Svan Mingrelian/Lazuri,, which are further subdivided into smaller languages or dialects that are partly
mutuallyy understandable.
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howw the 'fieldwork encounter' influences anthropological knowledge. Some of the
particularitiess are important but also obvious and therefore not in need of much
elaborationn here. For example, as a male I had better access to men than to women
(andd had virtually no contact with Muslim women). Although regrettable, this bias
wass unavoidable in the given research setting and has resulted in a focus on the
publicc dimensions of religion and ethnicity, rather than on how religion is practiced
withinn the confines of households.
Whereass gender is not easy to manipulate, other roles change according to
context.. In Ajaria, I was a naive 'student' to some, a knowledgeable 'scholar' to
others.. I have been an acquaintance or friend to my closest informants and an
'admired'' as well as 'suspicious' foreigner in more fleeting contacts. These multiple
roless that an anthropologist can play imply that the ethnographic encounter should not
bee understood as a simple dichotomy between 'the ethnographer's world' and the
'locall population.' As Dudwick wrote, "fixation on the differences between us and
themm involves a risk of not seeing the differences between them and them" (2000:
27).. Distinctions between outsider and insider, between native and researcher become
problematicc as soon as the myth of cultural unity is abandoned. In Ajaria, oppositions
betweenn 'us' and 'them,' and between insider and outsider, were often thwarted by
otherr distinctions. Whereas on one level I was very much the 'other,' the outsider, the
westerner,, I was also a potential collaborator or enemy to the various causes of
differentt groups in Ajaria. I was someone to be converted to the national cause as
welll as to Orthodoxy and Islam. In border regions, ethnographers become part of the
processess of inclusion and exclusion, that is, of the dynamics that are being studied.
Butt although the contingency of the ethnographic encounter can lead to
mutuall misunderstandings and disagreement, it is often also the exact trigger of
ethnographicc understanding. As Bradburd has written, "To the degree that ethnographerss are aware of 'hidden transcripts' and know what they are, juxtapositions of
differentt positions [...] can be created only by the ethnographer (or other party) who
iss outside the web of local power relations, for others equally outside the web" (1998:
156).. To do so the ethnographer has to constantly try and contextualize the encounters,, events and observations and to "place them within a framework that facilitates
understandingg of the encounter even as the encounter shapes and changes the framework"" (Bradburd 1998: 168). Thus, van Maanen's statement about fieldwork
contingencyy seems to work also the other way around - Although the results
ethnographerss "achieve are always experientially contingent and highly variable by
settingg and by person," they can appreciate this contingency only through "delicately
lurking,, working, and getting results" (1989: 4).
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Structuree of this dissertation
Thee outcome of this research was largely unplanned. However, the
choicee for specific locations, topics and approaches had a definite rationale. If we
acceptt Barth's thesis that it is the "ethnic boundary that defines the group, not the
culturall stuffit encloses" (1969:15), then it is appropriate to focus on those instances
wheree different categories most closely meet, where they are most severely contested
andd contrasted, and where the ambiguity and change is best observable. "We should
imaginee a hundred frontiers, not one, some political, some economic, and some
cultural,"" wrote Braudel about the Mediterranean world (1976: 160). Applying this
metaphorr to this dissertation, one can say that these 'hundred frontiers' diverge and
convergee at different places in the border region. In order to explain the fix and flux
alongg borders, it is important to look from various perspectives on these frontiers and
too analyze the intertwining of power and identity in their different scenarios.
Thee choice for ethnicity in Sarpi, religion in Khulo, and modernity in
Batumi,, was made because initial observations pointed to the salience of these
differentt aspects in the respective settings. Discussions with informants as well as
theirr actions revealed that in each locality different sets of concepts and ideas had
becomee the focal point of negotiating identity. Closer investigation taught that these
differentt key-aspects were tightly related. In providing titles to the respective case
studies,, I have used the terms frontier, border and borderland, because these fit most
closelyy to the different dynamics at play across and along borders. However, a note of
cautionn is necessary. As the outlines will show, the analytical distinctiveness of the
variouss notions is limited. I, therefore, do not use the different notions of borders as
facts,, but only as conceptual tools that remind us of the various dimensions of borders
andd of the forces at play in border regions.
"Partt I - The Religious Frontier," focuses on religious identity in Upper
Ajaria.. The return of religion to the public sphere has been highly conspicuous
throughoutt the postsocialist world. This also applies to Ajaria, though here, instead of
aa 'return' to Islam, increasing conversion to Christianity is observed. This situation
cann be understood by studying the Soviet past, and especially the influence of stateatheism.. The case of Upper Ajaria shows that by relegating religion to the private
sphere,, Georgian national identity managed to take root. When nationalist discourse
wass connected to Christianity, Ajarians ended up in a difficult position and not
infrequentlyy converted to Orthodox Christianity. However, this is not a one-way
processs as the past ten years have also revealed the renewal of Islam in Ajaria. Thus,
onn one hand, the case study serves to illustrate the importance of 'frontier asymmetries'' in constituting patterns of religious change, while at the same time, it shows that
att present these asymmetries are far from encompassing and that local inhabitants
findd new ways of reconciling seemingly contradictory identities.
"Partt II - The Georgian-Turkish border," focuses on kinship and ethnicity in
thee divided village Sarpi. The subject is particularly relevant in this locality because
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thee border between Turkey and Georgia split the village in two halves and disrupted
numerouss kinship relations between the two sides of the village. Moreover, the
villagerss of Soviet Sarpi, who defined themselves as 'Laz,' saw the majority of their
ethnicc group disappear across the border into northeastern Turkey. This case study
tracess how the villagers of Soviet Sarpi were affected by the existence of an
impermeablee divide and how, within this restricted environment, they developed new
notionss of culture and ethnicity. After fifty years during which virtually no crossborderr contact existed, the border between Georgia and Turkey was re-opened. But
duringg these fifty years the ethnic boundary between Lazi and Georgians had partly
disappeared,, while new differences between the Lazi in Georgia and those in Turkey
hadd emerged. As a consequence, the border opening created the need for redefining
ideass of 'self and 'other,' which eventually resulted in the creation of a new 'ethnic'
boundaryy between Lazi on both sides of the border.
"Partt III - Borderlands of Modernity" explores the discrepancies between
expectationss of life after socialism and the actual social-economic processes that took
placee in the 1990s. It asks why and how, despite the disillusions with postsocialist
change,, images of modernity have retained their attractiveness and credibility. Part of
thee answer is that by directing their grievances to immediate dangers as embodied by
'Turks'' and 'the Mafia,' inhabitants of Batumi have managed to preserve their
dreamss about an abundant future. Moreover, the images of 'modernity' and the
expectationss of 'the transition' are actively marketed by local elites who use them to
legitimizee their rule. The management of these images - both by the state and
ordinaryy citizens - guarantees that the dream of modernity is kept alive. Moreover, by
imaginingg the future through the lenses of a pre-Soviet 'European' past, the cultural
dividee between Georgia and Turkey is reinforced.
Thee tri-partite division is simultaneously a division in three localities where
researchh was carried out, in three different key-aspects of social identity as well as
threee different approaches of conceptualizing borders. The three cases-studies inform
eachh other and contribute to an understanding of the variegated outcomes of the
interplayy between power and identity in the border region. Each of the cases representss unique configurations of more general social, political and economic processes.
Butt although the case studies are presented in a way such that they can be read
independently,, the different dimensions and aspects of identity construction in the
borderlandss are to a large extent complementary. Instead of providing a neat comparisonn of different outcomes, my strategy has been to use both similarities and
differencess as commentaries on each other. In other words, the case studies follow up
onn issues that remained implicit elsewhere and as such complement insights in the
variouss outcomes of the interplay between power and identity. Ultimately, the three
casess demonstrate the various ways and degrees to which borders impinge on local
life.. They also illustrate how social identities are restructured in relation to the
opposedd but interrelated processes of reinforced nationalism and the weakening of
politicall and economic boundaries. This approach allows me to suggest new ways of
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thinkingg about borders and to account for their continuing relevance in an age
characterizedd by flows that transcend them.
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OnOn the Frontier

Throughoutt the former Soviet Union, religion has gained important
momentumm in the decade following the abolishment of state-atheism and the demise
off communism. But while the renewed importance and visibility of religion are often
explainedd as a return to pre-Soviet religious practices, in Ajaria the religious dynamicss radically contest this explanation. Whereas before the Soviet era Ajarians adhered
too Islam, an accelerating process of conversion to Christianity was observable in the
yearss following the Soviet collapse. This case study aims to understand this outcome
byy investigating the dynamics of religious identification on the frontier of the Muslim
andd Christian realms. It asks how Ajarians, who have come to see themselves (at least
partly)) as Georgians, presently redefine their religious identity. The basic question
thatt I will address here is: Why was the Muslim renewal short-lived and why are
Ajarianss increasingly converting to Christianity? It tries to answer this question by
analyzingg the post-Soviet dynamics of religious change not as an exclusively religiouss confrontation between Islam and Christianity but as struggles within a postSoviett environment in which local and national worldviews clash and are redefined in
thee process. To introduce the subject and to provide initial insights in the dimensions
off the shifting religious frontier I will start with a description of an event to which I
wass invited by Bishop Dmitri of the Batumi-Skhalta diocese. As for the reader, this
eventt was my personal introduction to the subject, as it coincided with the start of my
fieldworkfieldwork in Upper Ajaria.
TheThe Georgian Republic held double festivities in spring 2000 to celebrate several
notablenotable moments in its history. According to a year-count that seems to be commonplaceplace in post-soviet republics attempting to advance new national identities, it had
beenbeen two millenniums since Christianity made its entrance into Georgia and 3000
yearsyears since the first Georgian State was established.1 The Autonomous Republic of
AjariaAjaria played a special role in these events, because of its peculiar history. Although
thethe inhabitants of Ajaria are (or were) predominantly Muslim, the province is
believedbelieved to be the site where Christianity made its first appearance in Georgia. The
memorablememorable year 2000 then was an excellent occasion for the Georgian Orthodox
ChurchChurch to raise awareness of Ajaria's presumed deep Christian roots and, moreover,
toto reinforce its missionary work among the region's Muslim population. One of the
celebrationscelebrations organized was a procession to the place where the first church in
GeorgiaGeorgia was supposed to have been built. According to the story, after traveling from
TrabzonTrabzon into Lazica in the first century AD, the apostle Andrew built a church in the

11

The Georgian Times (August 23, 2000) wrote: "it is the 3000lh anniversary of Georgian statehood,
thee 2000,h anniversary of Christ's birth, the 1700,h anniversary of Georgia becoming a Christian state,
andd the 1500th anniversary of the Georgian church acquiring autonomy."
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heartheart of present-day Upper Ajaria.' According to the clergy, the significance of the
apostle'sapostle's activities was that he introduced the principle of Christian faith and thereby
pavedpaved the way for later missionary activities, despite having brought about full
Christianization.Christianization. On May 23rd, a group of priests, bishops, scholars and lo
reveredrevered writers made a pilgrimage to this most ancient site of Georgian Christianity.
TheThe appearance of the group of Christians in the small Muslim village of
DidacharaDidachara was doubtlessly an unusual sight for the villagers. Black-bearded priests
inin equally black cassocks carried a colorful icon of Saint Andrew and were followed
byby a group of singing youths. They made their way through the village to the top of
thethe hill where the church had supposedly once overlooked the village. It is hard to
guessguess the thoughts of the village-men who sat on benches in front of the mosque
watchingwatching the procession pass by. Whatever they were thinking, the men kept silent,
eithereither taken by surprise or more likely, being instructed by the village authorities not
toto make provocations.

AtAt the top of the hill a small natural clearing partly surrounded by trees
overlookedoverlooked the village and the green valleys running down to the Black Sea. Indeed
thethe place formed a remarkably convenient spot for the supposed existence of a church
andand although there was not a single sign of any religious building, the participants
easilyeasily imagined that this had been the original site. Any reason to doubt the existence
ofof the church, moreover, was symbolically erased by the placement of a commemorativetive plaque, which stressed the historical significance of the place4 The participants
gatheredgathered around the icon; on one side stood the clergy and on the other side the
representativesrepresentatives of Batumi University. Some local youth formed a second row, while
handfulhandful of representatives from the local government watched the spectacle from a
shortshort distance. Bishop Dmitri opened a case, took out the religious requisites and
whenwhen everything was prepared began the service. The priests and children sang
churchchurch songs that floated away in the air. The bishop led the prayer and various
rituals.rituals. An hour passed before the ceremony was completed. The bishop then walked
toto the icon and with a brush he sprinkled holy water over the picture of St Andrew
andand invited the attendants to receive God's blessings.
AfterAfter the completion of the religious ceremony the attendants left in procession,sion, headed by the icon of Saint Andrew. Their departure represented the continuationtion of the Saint's travels through Georgia. The celebrations concluded with a supra
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This version is based on the work of Mroveli - an 8th century Georgian bishop. Although the
passagess referring to St. Andrew's travels are considered insets in Mroveli's work, they are increasinglyy accepted as proofs of the ancient roots of Christianity in the region. See for example
Bibileishvilii and Mgeladze (2000) and the website of the Batumi and Skhalta eparchy at
http://eparchy.batumi.net/. .
Thee renewed attention to St Andrew forms a break with earlier Georgian historiography, which
tracedd Christianization to the missionary work of Holy Nino in the 4th century AD (Thomson 1996).
Nott everyone took this story for granted. A young man from Khulo told me that he didn't believe
thee story because the sources mentioned not Didachara but Didi Achara [didi means large], which
backk then was a name for the entire region. But the one time he had expressed his doubts at Batumi
Universityy he was reproached.
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(festive(festive dinner) presented by the mayor in honor of the guests. As is custom when
respectedrespected guests arrive from Batumi or other Georgian cities, the banquet was in
'true'true Georgian style,' with plenty of food, wine and vodka. The bishop was appointed
asas tamada (head of the table) for the occasion. Being an excellent speaker, he
managedmanaged to perfectly evoke the region's ancient history and its connection with
Christianity.Christianity. In subsequent speeches, the priests, scholars and writers gave their
viewsviews on the biography of Saint Andrew and the 'unfortunate' history ofAjaria. They
especiallyespecially stressed the tragic result of three centuries of Turkish oppression, namely
thatthat so many inhabitants abandoned Christianity. But almost simultaneously, this
tragedytragedy was trivialized by stories that purportedly proved Christianity's enduring
influenceinfluence in the region. The account that women went at night to the church in
SkhaltaSkhalta until 1929 intimated long lasting Christian devotion. Similarly, discussion on
thethe local village-practice of making two perpendicular cuts in homemade cornbread
-- a 'Christian' symbol - revealed Christianity's enduring influence. In the same
spiritspirit and in line with the remarks of the previous speakers the bishop predicted a
brightbright future in which the local inhabitants would return to their original and native
religion. religion.
TheThe asymmetries of power between the intellectual elite and the clergy on the
oneone hand, and the (at least nominally) Muslim villagers on the other, seemed clear in
thisthis encounter, but it was certainly not unchallenged. When a toast was raised to the
inseparableinseparable connection between the Georgian nation and church, one of the attendinging villagers loudly remarked: "Well, I myself am Georgian, but I am also Muslim,
whatwhat about that? " The comment caused stirring in the room. Several villagers dared
toto laugh heartily. But for the clergy and the guests from Batumi it was an unpleasant
moment,moment, though they too tried their best to keep favorable facial expressions.
NotNot long after this minor incident the bishops and priests retreated. Only
somesome scholars who were from the region and the villagers remained. The departure
ofof the clergy brought about an abrupt change of atmosphere. No longer was ancient
historyhistory discussed, but instead, those who remained talked about the reasons for the
one-sidedone-sided focus on Christian roots. As one villager expressed with some cynicism: "It
isis really nice that Christianity has such a long history in Ajaria, but now it is us who
livelive here, and we have our own life, our own religion. " In other words, whereas the
clergyclergy aimed to include Ajarians and Georgians in the same category by stressing the
ChristianChristian roots of the region, the villagers (although identifying with the Georgian
nation)nation) did not accept the full implication of this inclusion and differentiated between
'us'us Muslims' and 'them Christians.' Thus, though the church stressed the 'long
ChristianChristian history' and underlined that the villagers' ancestors were Christians, the
villagersvillagers themselves stressed the present-day realities of life and agreed on the
importanceimportance of history only insofar as it involved their immediate forefathers, which
byby implication meant an Islamic tradition.
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Thee events revealed something of the social context within which the Georgian
Orthodoxx Church was expanding its influence among villagers whose ancestors
adoptedd Islam several centuries ago. The clergy, backed by the intelligentsia and
(withh some reservations) the village administration, was able to demonstrate its
rhetoricall power concerning the past and future of Ajaria. As such, the events were
typicall of the frontier, taking that 'frontier' refers to "the territorial expansion of
nationss or civilizations into 'empty' areas" (Baud and Van Schendel 1997: 213). But
ass the use of diacritics already suggests, the frontier never is really empty. Although
thee clergy was in a strong position to display its view on the relation between
Christianityy and the Georgian nation, this display was without much immediate
impactt on the local community. Despite an undeniable advance of the Georgian
churchh in Upper Ajaria, the outcome of the resulting confrontation between Islam and
Christianityy is immersed with irregularities. The concept 'frontier' is useful as it
drawss attention to these contradictions without neglecting asymmetrical power
relations.. Let me present two quotations from scholars who were concerned with
understandingg the general nature of'the frontier.'
[T]hee frontier was not the end ("tail") but rather the beginning ("forehead")
off the state; it was the spearhead of light and knowledge expanding into the
realmss of darkness and the unknown. [The frontier was characterized by]
pioneerr settlements of a forward-moving culture bent on occupying the
wholee area (Kristof 1959: 270)
[T]hee linear frontier as it is conventionally indicated on a map always
proves,, when studied on the ground, to be a zone rather than a line [...] It is
nott surprising that the ambivalent loyalties of frontier people are always
conspicuouss and historically important (Lattimore 1955: 106-7)
Thesee two definitions serve as sensitizing concepts to the dimensions that are
importantt in understanding processes of change at the frontier. They remind us that
nothingg is hard and fast on the frontier. Instead of being a line or divide, the frontier
iss a zone with its own dynamics and in which inhabitants display ambivalent loyalties.. At the same time, the authors suggest that these ambivalences are not devoid of
direction.. Kristof writes that the frontier "was the spearhead of light and knowledge
expandingg into the realms of darkness and the unknown." This is a political statement
whichh reflects how dominant groups perceive the frontier.5 As such the quotation
resembless how the clergy and intelligentsia perceive their activities in Upper Ajaria,
andd points to the power-differentials involved. But since the frontier is never 'empty,'
thiss "forward-moving culture" both clashes and interweaves with the interests and
culturall horizons of the local population.

"" See also Kopytoff who writes that "The definition of the frontier as 'empty' is political and made
fromm the intruders' perspective" (1987:25).
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Inn Upper Ajaria this confrontation implied challenges to the ideal of the
nation-state,, which led to ambivalent as well as conspicuous and extreme views
concerningg the nature of the categories 'ethnicity,' 'religion,' and 'nation.' In the
describedd event, the participants discussed whether Georgian-ness by nature implied
beingg Christian and whether it is possible for Muslims to retain their faith and still
claimm Georgian nationality. Because the involved categories are imagined as deeply
rootedd in the past, this struggle is also (perhaps primarily) a struggle over history.
Historicall claims are critical tools for both parties, both in promoting Christianity,
andd in defending Islam. The clergy predict the nearing conversion of Ajarians not
becausee they can change their religion, but because they supposedly were never really
Muslim.. Against this background the importance of Saint Andrew and the references
too the perdurability of Christianity become clear. The story of Saint Andrew reinforcedd the idea of Georgia being a Christian nation par excellence and Ajaria being an
indivisiblee part of that history, thus giving moral weight to the church in its attempts
too Christianize Ajaria. Moreover, by claiming that Ajarians secretly visited the church
orr used Christian symbols, the clergy and the intelligentsia 'prove' the perdurability
off Christianity. This enables the clergy and intelligentsia to hold on to the claim that
thee Georgian nation and Christianity are an indivisible whole.
Thee imposition of these dominant views in Ajaria prompts the question how
thee inhabitants realign ideological narratives with their own life- and family-histories.
Thee villagers who attended the described supra disagreed on the consequences of the
historicall narrative of the clergy and the intelligentsia. When they were amongst
themselves,, the villagers countered the argument by saying that they lived not in the
pastt but in the present. But, as we willl see, it has been difficult to maintain this stance
inn present-day Ajaria. This is so because a Muslim counter narrative was not developedd during the past eighty years, but also because the villagers' lives are embedded
inn social contexts in which the dominant Christian-Georgian narrative plays an
importantt role.
Inn this case study, I am particularly interested in the role of dominant ideas in
pastt and present processes of identification. The programmatic work of Eric Wolf is
veryy useful as a guideline for how this issue can be approached. To understand the
rolee of dominant ideas in human life, he wrote, we should "look for the ways in
whichh the chains of signification laden with power come to overlay, dominate,
'enchain'' other signifiers and signifieds: we can also look for the effects of such
dominance,, as well as for any efforts to counter and resist it" (2001: 379). Such
dominantt ideas have their own genealogies, and tracing these can reveal the historical
developmentt of the relations between religious, ethnic and national identities in the
contextt of changing economic and political configurations. Citing Wolf once more,
wee should "understand the social processes of identity-making and identity-unmaking
ass responses to historically unfolding processes" (ibid. 368). For Wolf this means
payingg close attention to the interplay of general processes and local responses. To
betterr understand these local responses, especially when dealing with the construction
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andd deconstruction of identities, he maintains, it is vital to "stress the significance of
everydayy activities" (ibid: 355). The religious changes on the frontier need to be
understoodd in relation to historically constituted power-balances in which particular
discoursess of religion and nationality emerged, came to dominate and enchained
others. .
OUTLINEE OF PART I

Chapterr One discusses historical changes in the relation between
religion,, nation and state. It traces the genealogy of the myth of Georgian-Christian
primordiality,, discusses how the myth was advanced during the Soviet period and
howw it gradually came to dominate other historical narratives. The discrepancies
betweenn the contemporary Georgian-Christian myth and nineteenth century descriptionss of religious life in Ajaria serves not only to deconstruct the myth, but also and
moree importantly, to criticize the validity of theories that explain the return of
religionn in the public sphere in terms of 'frozen pre-Soviet' traditions. Contrary to
thesee theories I maintain that Soviet rule constituted more than a 'veneer' beneath
whichh traditional practices could continue undisturbed or be preserved in 'authentic'
form.. The exclusion of Islam from the public sphere and the simultaneous integration
off Ajaria into Soviet Georgian society held great consequences for post-Soviet
religiouss trajectories. I will show that Georgian nationalist discourse became so
effectivee in Ajaria during the Soviet period precisely because of the influence of
state-atheism,, which (at least partly) disconnected Georgian national identity from
religion.. In a sense, Ajarians could be Georgians in public while remaining Muslim at
home.. This state of affairs changed in the late 1980s when, in the wake of national
resurgence,, Georgian nationality was tightly connected to Christianity. The chapter
endss with an analysis of the strategies of Christian and Muslim leaders to advance
theirr cause within a state that blatantly favors Christianity. By describing the
intertwiningg of politics and religion, the chapter will sketch the wider contexts within
whichh peoples' dealings with opposing and intertwining religious and national
discoursess can be understood.
Chapterr Two asks why the position of Islam has become increasingly difficultt in the public and private spheres. The argument put forward is that in the postSoviett era increased expectations of what being a Muslim entailed ran counter to
increasedd demands for displaying loyalty to the Georgian nation. This discrepancy
forcedd Muslims to articulate their social identities in new ways. By discussing the
storiess that people tell about their lives and documenting the dilemmas they encounter
inn daily life, the chapter analyzes how people's choices and interpretations relate to
theirr social biographies and how they are embedded in processes of political and
economicc change. The general decline of Islam is accompanied, and partly contradicted,, by new interpretations of religious and national identities and new ways to
integratee these in aspirations for the future.
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Chapterr Three focuses on those inhabitants of Ajaria that have abandoned
Islamm and converted to Christianity. The argument made is that conversion to
Christianityy in Upper Ajaria in the 1990s can be understood as attempts to realign
historyy and community with a strong sense of national identity among converts. But
althoughh the intention of conversion was to restore historical and societal incongruities,, the act of baptism was often disruptive in nature. This situation can be understoodd by viewing Ajaria as a frontier society in which local and national traditions
intertwinee and clash. In many respects the converts are the embodiment of postSoviett Christian Georgian lifestyle and pursue a restoration of what they perceive as a
Christian-Georgiann historical unity, which at the same time embodies promises for a
'modern'' future. In doing so they severed social ties with their direct social surroundings,, their families and neighbors. To soften this tension converts mobilize a host of
metaphorss that evoke the historical Christian legacy, demonize the 'other' embodied
byy the Turk or the Ottoman epoch, and point to the progressive nature of Christianity
andd its role in alleviating Ajaria's 'backwardness.' However these ideologically
informedd narratives can only partly resolve the tensions involved in conversion. It is
onlyy by mobilizing ancestors as metaphors and symbolic actors in conversion that
nationall discourses can be effectively integrated in social life and that disruptions of
genealogyy can be restored.
Lastly,, chapter Four draws on the previous sections and examines how the
returnn of religion to the public sphere relates to the changing religious frontier. It
reviewss the social organization of, and control over, potential meanings of religion
afterr state atheism, and aims to understand the process of religious change on the
microo level as intertwined in the play of larger and more powerful forces. It argues
thatt the initial 'freedom' that people had in appropriating religious labels to construct
identitiess became increasingly limited during the first ten years of postsocialism.
Becausee inhabitants of Upper Ajaria are constantly confronted with the opposing
tendenciess of Islamic and Georgian-national discourses, they are forced to take sides.
Thee result is the emergence of new religious boundaries on the frontier of the Muslim
andd Christian realms.
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C H A P T E RR O N E

TheThe Making and Transformation of the Frontier

Thee myth of undisrupted Christian-Georgian continuity, as propagated
byy the clergy and the intelligentsia since the 1980s, is a central tenet that gives weight
too the missionary activities of the Georgian Orthodox Church in Upper Ajaria.
Accordingg to the myth, Ajarians had never really been Muslim, but rather had
always,, if only subconsciously, perceived themselves as Georgians.1 In this chapter I
willl explore the genealogy of this myth. Obviously, the purpose of this investigation
iss not to present an equally mythical description of pre-Soviet Ajaria or to claim an
'authentic'' Muslim past for Ajarians. Besides my limited knowledge and access to
primaryy sources of pre-Soviet Ajaria, such an attempt would run into serious
epistemologicall difficulties. Rather, I intend to demonstrate the contingency of
identityy and to illustrate how social, political and ideological processes on the frontier
hadd an impact on the relation between religious, national and ethnic identity.
Katherinee Verdery recently wrote that "throughout the postsocialist world
theree has been a veritable orgy of historical revisionism, of writing the communist
periodd out of the past" (1999: 112). This is equally true for Ajaria, where the local
intelligentsia,, the Christian clergy and the political elite are actively rewriting the
past.. However, in assessing the historical revisionism occurring in Ajaria, one should
addd three considerations. First, this revisionism did not only write the communist
periodd out of the past, it also obliterated the three centuries preceding 1878 when
Ajariaa was a part of the Ottoman Empire. Second, one should recognize that in the
casee of Ajaria, the historical revisionism was not only a post-Soviet phenomenon, but
inn part also a continuation of Soviet historiography, now modified to fit the renewed
importancee of Christianity. This earlier origin of historical revisionism also implied
thatt it became the only existing narrative, at least in print. As a result, and that is the
thirdd point, this historical revisionism was not only useful to the promoters of
Georgian-Christianity,, but was also accepted by foreign (western) experts writing
aboutt Ajaria. My attempt to deconstruct the Georgian-Christian myth then, is not so
muchh a response to the narratives advanced by the clergy (whose uses of the myth are
moree interesting than the involved distortions), but a critique of those authors who
havee accepted the same aspects of primordialism in their analyses of contemporary
processess in Ajaria. Typical examples of this type of primordial understanding of
nation,, ethnicity and religion in studies on Ajaria come from the often-cited authors
Gachechiladzee (1995), Cornell (2002) and Castells (1997).2
11

For an English version of this myth, see Mgeladze 1994. Versions of the myth in Russian and
Georgiann will be discussed extensively in this chapter.
::
Gachechiladze's The New Georgia (1995) was the first book on modern Georgia written by a
Georgiann to appear in English. Cornell is a political scientist and well-known specialist on the
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Georgiann Muslims, the Adjarians, easily intermix with the Christian
Georgians,, even allowing their women to marry the non-faithful, as they
realizee they belong to the same nation (Gachechiladze 1995: 98).
Ajariaa [...] represents the only case of a South Caucasian autonomous
regionn not involved in armed conflict with its central government. This
iss not surprising, given that few indicators ever pointed to a high risk of
ethnicc conflict between Ajaria and Georgia. Most importantly, Ajars are
inn fact ethnic Georgians, differing from the majority population on
accountt of their Muslim religion (Cornell 2002: 273).
Georgia'ss second autonomous republic, Adzharia, is also Sunni Muslim,
butt from ethnic Georgians, thus supporting Georgia, while seeking their
autonomyy (Castells 1997: 40).
Thee primordial qualities that the authors attach to ethnicity, nationality and religion
aree not very different from the views advanced by the clergy, despite the fact that the
citedd authors would probably reject the idea that Christianity could be conserved on a
subconsciouss level for many generations. However, in order to explain the absence of
conflictt between the Autonomous Republic of Ajaria and Georgia, they resorted to
thee same mechanism of explanation. First, the authors turn religion and nationality
intoo immutable building blocks and essentialize them by attributing explanatory
powerr to them. Second, they place these immutable categories in a hierarchical
positionn relative to each other and assume 'nationality' and/or 'ethnicity' to have a
greaterr explanatory power than 'religion.' It is this two-fold core of their argument
thatt needs deconstruction in order to better understand the dynamics of social
identificationn on the frontier.
Thee quotations are taken from larger arguments that aim to understand why
thee relation between Georgia and its autonomous republic Ajaria had not resulted in
violentt conflict. The authors argue that violence was a likely outcome for Ajaria
followingg the collapse of the Soviet Union. In support of this they note that violent
separatistt movements occurred in most other autonomous republics that showed
religiouss or ethnic differences with the newly independent Republics to which they
belonged.. To explain the lack of violence - the 'Ajarian Paradox' - they reference the
primacyy of the inhabitants' Georgian identity. This argument based on national
identityy is obvious in phrases where they claim that Ajarians "realized" they belonged
too the Georgian nation or where they noted that Ajarians "are in fact" ethnic Georgians.. For Cornell, the primacy of ethnicity explained the anomaly of Ajaria as the only
Autonomouss Republic where war did not erupt. For Gachechildze the fact that
Ajarianss realized they were a part of the Georgian nation was the reason that Ajarians
easilyy intermixed with other Georgians. Finally, the quotation from Castells was part
off an argument which intended to prove the primacy of national identity. For him, the

Caucasus,, while Castells' trilogy on The Information Age is widely cited in the social sciences.
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'fact'' that Ajarians supported Georgia proved his theory that "when people were
finallyy free to express themselves in the 1980s" they returned to the "only source of
identityy that was kept in the collective memory: national identity" (1997: 41,
emphasiss original).
Whyy conflict did not erupt between Ajaria and Georgia proper is interesting
andd so is the authors' suggestion that 'identity' has played an important role in this
outcome,, but their depiction of identity is highly problematic. Because the authors
essentializee and separate the involved categories, they fail to understand how ethnic
andd religious affiliations affect the phenomena in which they are interested. Moreover,, they fail to understand how various social identities act upon each other. The
mentionedd categories - Georgian, Ajarian, Christian and Muslim - play an important
rolee in this chapter; however, they are not employed as immutable categories but as
framess of references that changed in relation to wider processes that unfolded on the
frontier.. The discussion will not provide direct answers to the question of why
conflictt between Georgia and Ajaria did not erupt after 1991. However, by analyzing
thee identity politics that were waged on the frontier during and after Soviet times, this
chapterr will explain why and how Ajarians came to identify with the Georgian nation
andd thus why an 'ethnical' basis to conflict with Georgia did not exist. Moreover it
willl explain why, after a long period of state-atheism, a further decline of Islam and
increasingg conversion to Christianity took place in Ajaria. This discussion will
demonstratee that religion did not enter a 'post-atheist vacuum' but was instead tightly
entwinedd with unfolding political struggles on the frontier, which held very different
consequencess for Muslim and Christian groups in Ajaria.

Thee making of the frontier
Writtenn sources on everyday religious life until the Russian conquest of
thee region in 1878 are scarce. Informed guesses of historians suggest that although
Ajariaa had been part of the Ottoman Empire since the end of the 16th century, adoptionn of Islam occurred much later. In general it seems that Islam was adopted earlier
inn the coastal region than in Upper Ajaria, possibly because of the difference in the
intensityy of contact with the Ottoman heartland. Likewise the pace of religious
changee differed among social strata. Throughout the 17th century cases of conversion
aree reported for members of the elite, the beys and aghas. Little is known about the
conversionn of lower strata, though several authors estimate that it was much slower
andd only completed in the beginning of the 19th century.4 A reason for this supposed
latee adoption of Islam, at least when compared with the neighboring Lazi and
33

Since the mid 16th century the genealogy of the Abashidze family (ancestors of Ajaria's present-day
leaderr Asian Abashidze) only mentions Muslim first names like Suleiman, Ahmed, and Mustafa
(Abashidzee 1998: 232-323).
44
This view is based on the conclusions of the Georgian publisher Zakari Chichinadze who collected
orall testimonies of conversion during the 1890s (1915). See also Meiering-Mikadze (2000: 241-261).
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Meskhetianss (Bellér-Hann 1995: 489; Benninghaus 2002: 483-484), might be that the
regionn - especially Upper Ajaria - was only weakly integrated in the Ottoman
Empiree and up to the 19th century economically and strategically unimportant. For a
longg time, the Ottomans pursued a policy of indirect rule and did not interfere directly
inn local politics. Actual power remained in the hands of rivaling valley-lords or
derebeysderebeys (Allen 1929: 135-156; Allen and Muratoff 1953: 9).
Thee 'peripheral' status of Ajaria changed during the first half of the 19th century.. The advance of the Russians in the Caucasus and especially their successes in
thee Russian-Ottoman wars of 1828-1829 increased the strategic importance of Ajaria.
Itt is likely that the changed geopolitical position of Ajaria in effect strengthened the
positionn of Islam. There are some indicators that support this claim. First, this period
saww an increase in the construction of mosques, not only along the coast where
Ottomann influence was larger, but increasingly so in the mountain villages of Upper
Ajaria.55 Moreover, the most powerful family of Upper Ajaria - the Khimshiashvili iss said to have adopted Islam as late as 1829, immediately after the first incursion of
thee Russian army into Ajaria (Potto 1912: 129-130; Geladze 1969).
Overr the following decades Ottoman and Turkish cultural forms were graduallyy adopted, not least because of extensive patterns of circular migration that
developedd between Ajaria and Istanbul.6 In the 1870s, Georgian and Russian visitors
too Ajaria noticed that villagers had adopted Turkish names and only vaguely rememberedd their former Georgian family names. Likewise, the chadri and the fez became
acceptedd attributes of the local dressing code. As far as language is concerned, it was
notedd that Georgian became less important throughout the nineteenth century. In the
1870ss it was spoken only at home and the men predominantly spoke Turkish in
public.. Ottoman Turkish was also the literary language, suggesting that Turkish had
firmlyy established its position as the lingua franca (Kazbeg 1875, cited in Allen 1929:
146-7;; Seidlitz 1884: 441-2).
Thee increased importance and visibility of Islam in the public sphere coincidedd with the changed strategic position of the region; Ajaria found itself on the
frontlinee between the Ottoman and Russian armies. During these Russo-Turkish wars,
Islamm became a force that motivated inhabitants to continue their struggles against the
giattrigiattri (non-Muslims). After the first aborted invasion of Ajaria in 1828 the Russians
triedd in vain to persuade local beys to side with them. Instead, the beys became some
off the most determined opponents of the Russians and were characterized as "fanaticallyy anti-Christian, stoutly conservative, and attached by many personal interests to
thee court in Istanbul" (Allen and Muratoff 1953: 40). From the late 1850s onwards
thee Russian army was severely challenged by a continuing partisan war with "fierce
Ajarianss and Laz irregulars" (ibid 214). The war was eventually decided far away on
Threee of the oldest and most important mosques of Upper Ajaria (those of Didachara, Ghorjomi and
Khulo)) were built between 1820 and 1830.
Youngg Ajarians would live in Istanbul for several years to earn money and upon returning would be
ablee to set up businesses and support a family (Megrelidze 1964: 81-83). These circular migratory
patternss with Istanbul existed in many Ottoman provinces (Quataert 1993: 787).
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thee highlands near Kars. Ajaria itself passed to the Russians only after an agreement
hadd been reached at the Berlin Conference of 1878.
ENCOUNTERS S

Thee 19th century witnessed the emergence of a nationalist movement
withinn Georgia, which saw its own interests coincide with the Russian advance. In
thiss nationalist perspective, Ajaria was perceived as a lost region which ought to be
broughtt back into the orbit of the Georgian nation. In the newspaper Iveria, the leader
off the nationalist movement Ilia Chavchavadze wrote the following shortly after the
incorporationn of Ajaria in the Czarist Empire: "The Berlin treaty has done one
tremendouss good deed for us, and because of this a highly memorable year has
passed.. Our brothers in blood, the nest of our heroes, the cradle of our civilization,
ourr ancient Georgia, was united to us"" (cited in Abashidze 1998: 117)
Itt came as a shock to members of the nationalist movement that the ideas of
brotherhoodd and Georgian unity did not encounter much enthusiasm among most
Ajarians.. Instead, during the years 1878 to 1880 a large portion of the native populationn decided to seek refuge in the Ottoman Empire.9 The shock that this migration or
muhajirobamuhajiroba caused for the Georgian bourgeoisie was well conveyed by the Georgian
novelistt Tsereteli when he wrote in the newspaper Golos that "For a long time I could
nott believe that the Ajarians could wish to emigrate to Turkey."1
Thee reasons for this emigration were discussed extensively at the time. In a
letterr to the viceroy of the Czar, a Georgian official wrote: "Now the inhabitants of
Ajariaa and Kars [...] run away from us, as if they are running from the plague! Is it
possiblee that the single explanation for this is [religious] fanaticism? Of course,
fanaticismm partly causes it, but there are other, not less important reasons."11 The
allegedd 'fanaticism' was blamed on the Muslim clergy who according to the Georgian
presss stressed the incompatibility of living a true Muslim life under the 'heathen' rule
off Russians and who spread the rumor that the Russians would force the inhabitants
too convert to Christianity. The other reasons mentioned in the Georgian press includedd economic and political motives. First, with the exception of a handful, the
Ajariann elite had lost their official positions that had secured them a steady income
duringg the Ottoman Empire. Emigration was also blamed on a policy of the Ottomans
whichh promised Ajarians that after immigration they could settle on fertile land and
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See Jelavich (1970) for an extensive discussion about the Russian acquisition of Batumi.
Suny (1996) explains the emergence of Georgian nationalism as an effect of the incorporation of
Georgiaa (minus Ajaria) into the Russian empire, which created the modern basis of nationality economicc stability, modes of communication, western education - and as such enabled the emergence
off a national elite. His analyses explicitly draws on Gellner's theoretical framework of nationalism.
99
A rough estimation has it that about 30,000 Ajarians (35 percent of the population) left the region,
temporarilyy or permanently (Seidlitz 1884: 446).
100
Newspaper Golos, 5 February 1879, No. 36, reprinted in Megrelidze (1964: 84-87).
111
From a letter of Grigol Orbiliani, 9 November 1879, reprinted in Megrelidze (1964: 79).
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furthermoree that during the first years of residence they would be exempt from
militaryy services and all taxes.
Itt may be that economic and political factors played a larger role in the
emigrationn than religious difference did. What is interesting though is that in the
responsess given by individual migrants one finds flat rejections of Georgian national
rhetoric.. An interviewed Ajarian emigrant expressed his reasons for leaving his
homelandd as follows: "Every man, every soldier, in one word every non-Ajarian takes
uss for people whom they can treat as dogs, because we are not Christians, because we
aree not Russian. And that is exactly what they do. They [the new rulers] are not even
punishedd if they murder an Ajarian."13 Another emigrant expressed similar feelings
concerningg the political situation after the incorporation of Ajaria, saying: "We are
nott used being treated this way. The Turks respected us... We go to them... There, if
nott better, it will certainly not be worse either."14
Thee Georgian nationalist movement responded to this exodus by downplayingg the religious difference between Georgians and Ajarians. The earlier mentioned
Iliaa Chavchavadze for example wrote: "Neither unity of language, nor unity of faith
andd tribal affiliation links human beings together as much as unity of history" (1955:
9).. Along with other Georgian intellectuals, he strongly opposed the emigration of
Ajarianss from the region and contributed to a campaign for the rights of Muslim
citizenss in Ajaria (ibid 13; Broers 2002). Apparently this campaign had some success
becausee in 1880, under pressure of the Georgian national movement, the Czarist
authoritiess circulated a proclamation that attempted to stop the emigration. The
proclamationn guaranteed that Islam would be inviolable and that Muslim courts
wouldd continue to deal with familial and heritage disputes according to the shariat.
Furthermore,, it guaranteed that taxes would remain the same as under Ottoman rule,
thatt the local population would be exempt from service in the army and that Ajarians
wouldd be eligible to hold higher administrative functions.15 Perhaps because of these
guarantees,, between 1881 and 1882 half to two-thirds of the emigrants returned to
Ajaria. .
Likee the texts about the muhajiroba, the descriptions of Georgian scholars
whoo traveled through 'Islamic Georgia' during the 1870s and 1880s are equally
interspersedd with sentiments of disappointment. They had to acknowledge that the
locall population plainly rejected their bourgeois nationalist ideas. The disillusion is
reflectedd in the writings of the Georgian historian Dmitri Bakradze, who traveled
throughh Ajaria in the 1880s and wrote about his astonishment with what he saw as
prevalentt religious fanaticism in Ajaria.
Too everything that is not related to religion they look with repulsion [...].
Leadingg one's life according to the Quran, that is what the Muslims are
122

Golos, 5 February 1879, No.36, reprinted in Megrelidze (1964: 84-6). See also Baramidze {1996:
107-126);; Quataert(1993: 793).
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drawnn to, indeed, that is what they consider as the only demand of their soul
andd body. No matter what subject is discussed, in every case they trace it
backk to a religious theme (Bakradze cited in Chanturia 1932: 14).
Thesee personal impressions of Bakradze once again suggest that a sense of Georgian
nationall identity was generally absent among Ajarians, the most important reference
forr identity instead being Islam. The absence of a sense of Georgian nationality in
sociall identification is effectively illustrated by a passage from Akhvlediani's work
(1941:: 16). The conversation he recounts took place in the first decade of the 20th
centuryy between the novelist L. Kldiashvili and a student who attended a medrese or
Muslimm school in Batumi:
'Whoo are you?' asked Kldiashvili.
'II am an Ajarian,' the student answered.
Ajarian,, Ajarian, is that all?'
'Well,, Tatar'.
'Whatt do Tatars have to do with all this?' he angrily exclaimed.
'Giirji\\ the student corrected himself.
'Man,, you don't even know who you really are'.
Thee student clearly identified himself as Ajarian, while his subsequent reply mentionedd the name that Russians attributed to all Muslims, that is, Tatar. ' 6 His last
statementt was Giirji, which was the Turkish word for Georgian, but locally understoodd as radically different from KartveUan or Christian Georgian. These answers
mayy suggest that the student had been honest though confused about what the
strangerr wanted to hear from him. For Akhvlediani however, the fact that the student
didd not 'acknowledge' being a Georgian (kartveli) proved the poverty of his educationn at the medrese. But, leaving aside the quality of religious schools, I think the
strikingg aspect of this conversation is the primacy of religious identity in the student's
answers. .
SCHOOLS,, HODJAS AND THE CZARIST STATE

Georgiann scholars have frequently asserted that the Czarist administrationn followed a deliberate policy of divide and rule, and thereby factually strengthenedd the position of Islam (Sanikidze 1999; Baramidze 1996). In Ajaria this is a
popularr interpretation as it explains the existence of Islam not only by pointing to
Ottomann oppression but turns it into an even more recent development. However, the
availablee primary documents suggest that the Russian administration had only limited
controll over the social processes on the frontier and was forced to mediate between
thee Georgian bourgeoisie and the Muslim population. For example, a letter from the
governorr of Batumi to his superior shows the weak hold the Russians had over
Islamicc institutions. In this letter the governor complained that the medreses were

Duringg the Soviet period 'Tatar' became the official name of an ethnic group living north of the
Caspiann Sea. In common speech it was, and still is, used in a derogatory way to refer to any Muslim.
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organizedd without consent of the Czarist administrative bodies and that the quality of
educationn was completely dependent on the individual teachers or mullahs (Chanturia
1932:: 14). Part of the reason for the weak hold on the Muslim clergy was that the
clergyy retained intimate relations with Islamic centers abroad. In 1913, that is 35
yearss after the incorporation of Ajaria into the Czarist Empire, 76 out of 295 registeredd hodjas had received their education in Istanbul or other large Ottoman cities
(ibidd 1932: 6-7; CSAA 1916). In several instances when Muslim leaders faced
prosecutionn because of anti-Czarist activities, the involved hodjas fled into Ottoman
territory,, thus greatly hindering the attempts of the state to control their activities
(ASMA1911:91).17 7
Thee influence of religious structures on local life and the compromised positionn of the Russian administrators are well illustrated by the problems connected to
thee establishment of a church in Upper Ajaria. The church was intended to serve the
religiouss needs of Russian and Georgian (Kartvelian) soldiers that were based in the
region.. The inhabitants and especially the Muslim clergy perceived the presence of a
Christiann institution as a threat to their community and suspected that it was a part of
aa conspiracy to spread Christianity in the region. In 1910, not long after the establishmentt of the church, the Russian authorities received letters of complaint in which the
priestt was accused of public drunkenness and insulting Islam. Although the priest
himselff denied the accusations and claimed that the Muslim clergy had manufactured
thee letters out of fear of losing its influence, the Russian authorities nevertheless
decidedd that the complaints of the Muslims were valid and dismissed the priest
(ASMAA 1900-1917: 61-79).
Att the outbreak of World War I, both Turks and Georgian nationalists
distributedd pamphlets to encourage the population of Ajaria to take part in the war.
Thee Georgian pamphlets emphasized that, after centuries of repression, the time and
thee need had come to achieve independence from both Turkey and Russia in a united
Georgia.. The Turkish pamphlets incited the Ajarians to take up weapons against the
Russiann and Georgian 'infidels,' to liberate Ajaria from the rule of non-Muslims and
thuss to defend their religion (ASMA 1917: 126-8). The call of Islam found much
moree resonance than the call for Georgian independence, at least according to the
memoirss of the Georgian General Kvinitadze. Although he initially had the idea to
"unitee the Ajarians with us as fellow-tribesmen," he was forced to accept that "those
fellow-tribesmenn made openly clear, with weapons in their hands, that they didn't
wantt to unite with us" (Kvinitadze 1985: 213). Summarizing his impressions he
wrotee that, "The population of Ajaria, the vast majority, was extremely hostile to us"
(ibidd 209). This hostility, which for him was difficult to understand, he attributed to
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Archive of the State Museum of Ajaria, file 50. Hereafter I will refer to this source as "ASMA,"
followedd by year and page. The source consists of field reports of state agents, communication
betweenn various levels of the Russian administration and letters of citizens to the Russian administration. .
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"Turkishh emissaries, the [Muslim] clergy, and the majority of [Ajarian] beys" (ibid.
209).' 8 8
Thesee short historical descriptions give of course only very limited insights
inn pre-Soviet Ajaria. What the documents of the Czarist administration and travel
reportss of Georgian scholars nevertheless suggest is that up to the Soviet period there
wass no indication that Ajarians identified themselves as Georgians. This means that
bothh the assumed continuity of Georgian-Christianity and the primacy of ethnic
Georgian-nesss are problematic. If we want to understand the contemporary advance
off Christianity in Ajaria, it would thus be a mistake to claim 'superficiality' of Islam.
Equallyy problematic would be to accept Castells' argument that people returned to the
"onlyy source of identity that was kept in the collective memory: national identity'"
(1997:: 4, emphasis original). National identity, especially Georgian national identity,
wass simply absent in Ajaria prior to the Soviet Union.19 To understand post-Soviet
trajectories,, issues of identity are very important. But we need to examine the ways
thesee identities unfolded during and in response to Soviet rule to understand how. In
previouss sections, we saw that the local population rejected the ideas of ethnicity and
nationalityy advanced by the nationalist movement. In the next section, we will
examinee why these same notions were increasingly accepted and how, despite atheist
ideology,, these notions became tightly connected to Christianity.

Thee transformation of the frontier
Thee claim that the inhabitants of Ajaria had never been 'really' Muslim
iss very popular in present-day Ajaria and is used to explain why people 'return' to
theirr 'original' Christian faith. But although this theory is the only one that reaches
thee press, several intellectuals in Batumi hold different opinions. During an interview
Giaa Masalkin, lecturer at Batumi University, denounced this mythical portrayal of
Georgian-Christianityy in Ajaria. In his opinion, it was not so much ethnic immutabilityy but the Soviet period that had brought the Ajarians back into the orbit of the
Georgiann nation. What he had in mind was that Soviet rule had weakened or even
destroyedd the Muslim structures and as such had reduced the role of Islam as the
primee reference for identity. By destroying religious institutions and by banning
religionn from public life, Soviet rule had turned Muslim Ajarians into pliable 'material'' that subsequently could be cast into the mould of Georgian Christianity. The
continuingg decline of Islam in Ajaria and the explosion of nationalist Georgian
sentimentt among Ajarians after the collapse of the Soviet Union seem to justify this
theory.. To explain the post-Soviet outcome, the physical repression of Islam is an
Seee also Kazemzadeh who, on the basis of archival research, concluded that "it became painfully
clearr that the population of Ajaria [...] was helping the Turks" (1951: 102).
Seee also Tishkov (1997: 14) who writes "The irony is that 'Georgian' as a group identity is in fact
aa recent construct [which was] finalized during the Soviet period when the borders of the republic
configuratedd an ethnically complex territory with a dominant Kartli culture component."
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importantt factor and definitely a more plausible explanation than theories that explain
religiouss revivals and ethno-nationalisms in terms of a return to pre-Soviet identity. I
willl argue that Soviet rule in fact created the groundwork for the later expansion of
Christianity,, but in more ways than just the physical repression of Islam. To make
claimss about the relation between Soviet rule and the decline of Islam, we need to
lookk both at the anti-religious measures as well as the sociopolitical environment
withinn which these were enforced. That is, we should look at the position of Ajaria
withinn Soviet political structures and at the reactions of the Muslim community to
understandd how the peculiar intertwining of religious and national identities developedd that was favorable to later Christian expansion.
THEE ERRATIC CONSEQUENCES OF MUSLIM AUTONOMY
INN ATHEIST GEORGIA

Lett me return briefly to Cornell's argument that was introduced in the
beginningg of this chapter. Cornell made an important point in tracing the eruption of
conflictt in the Caucasus in the 1990s to the administrative and political division in
SSRss and ASSRs. In the Soviet Union, the largest administrative structure was the
Unionn of Socialist Soviet Republics (USSR), which was then subdivided into Socialistt Soviet Republics (SSRs) like the Georgian SSR. On the basis of this division,
economicc allocations were made and policies were effectuated, which then flowed
furtherr down to the level of oblasts (provinces), raions (districts) and cities, and
finallyy to local political structures and economic enterprises. For 'nations' or 'ethnic
groups'' that were "not yet significant/sizable enough to be created a Soviet republic"
specificc arrangements were created in the form of Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republicss (ASSR).20
Cornelll argued that a structure that grants territorial autonomy to minority
groupss did not prevent conflict but instead, in the case of the Soviet Union, increased
thee likelihood of conflict between ASSRs and SSRs. He rightly argued that this
outcomee was related to the sets of powers involved. Because ASSRs were not
arrangementss below a federal state with a civic ideology (in essence the USSR), but
weree subordinate to 'ethnic' republics (SSR), the formation of ASSRs increased the
likelihoodd of ethnic strife (2002: 248). First, by providing autonomous status to
minorityy groups, the legitimacy of the SSRs increasingly rested on the majority ethnic
group.. It thus created an opposition between minority groups and majority group
insteadd of forcing the republic to become more 'civic' and adopt policies that better
reflectedd existing ethnic difference in the SSRs (Cornell 2002: 248). Second, althoughh the ASSRs were subordinate to the SSRs, the political leaders of the ASSRs
weree able to move back and forth between power centers in the relevant SSR and the
USSRR by using their rights as titular nationality. The titular nationality of a given
ASSRR could claim rights to fulfil certain (strategic) political positions in the state
structure,, and could contest attempts by the SSRs to enforce (undesired) policies by
Quotedd text is from The Great Soviet Encyclopaedia (1926, Vol. 1, p. 381).
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appealingg to the Soviet ideal concerning the 'development of nations.' To some extentt the federal structures functioned as counterweight to integrationist tendencies of
thee SSR, and could be used by the leaderships of ASSRs to advance their interests.
Whenn the Soviet Union collapsed this counterweight disappeared, and by implication,
ledd to major tensions between the ASSRs and the respective SSRs.
Thiss rough sketch is often used to explain why conflict in the former Soviet
Unionn mainly occurred between the former ASSRs and the now independent SSRs
(Cornelll 2002; Smith 1998). However, this model is still static and that explains why
Cornelll and others did not understand why things were different in Ajaria. In fact, the
politicall structures themselves cannot be understood without taking into consideration
thee identity politics involved. Although ethnic and national categories played a key
rolee in the relations between ASSRs and SSRs, these categories themselves were far
fromm stable. Instead, the administrative divisions (and the related policies) had a large
impactt on the content and form of ethnic and national categories (see especially Hirsh
20000 and Tishkov 1997). Francine Hirsch explains that in the early 1920s the Soviet
regimee adopted policies that aimed to "give nationhood to peoples without national
consciousnesss in order to equalize power relations among groups at different levels of
national-culturall development" (2000: 207). Local elites quickly understood the
advantagess afforded to members of titular nationalities. By affiliating themselves
withh a titular ethnic group, elites were granted certain privileges through the policies
off korenizatsiia (indigenization), such as special access to higher education and
priorityy in fulfilling positions in national and union institutions of literature, art and
sciencee (Karpat 1986: 7).
Att first glance the Ajarian ASSR fits the outlined principles of ethno-territoriall autonomy fairly well. The principle of national-cultural development was also
presentt in the official description of Ajarian autonomy, as can be seen in the followingg quotation.
Takingg into account the religion and customs of the working population of
Ajariaa and some other specific circumstances, the communist party and the
Soviett government recognized the necessity to grant autonomy to the
workerss of Ajaria. Via a decree of 16 July 1921 the Revkom of Georgia
formedd the Ajarian Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic within the structuree of the Georgian SSR (Merkviladze 1969: 164).
Severall factors however contributed to the unique position of the Ajarian ASSR.
First,, the immediate reasons for the creation of the Ajarian ASSR were not prompted
byy ideas of ethnic or cultural difference but were the direct outcome of peace negotiationss between the Turkish and Soviet governments that were effectuated in the treaty
off Kars (October 1921). The Turkish government had insisted on this arrangement to
guaranteee protection to the Muslim population and probably to leave the possibility
openn for later territorial claims. Second, the status of Ajarians remained vague. As
cann be seen from the quotation, autonomy was said to be based on religion, customs
andd "some other specific circumstances," and not on the basis of officially sanctioned
nationality,, as was the case with all other ASSRs. The issue of whether or not
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Ajarianss should be considered a separate group was vigorously contested. Already at
thee outset, the Georgian political elite had been radically against the idea of Ajarian
autonomyy and claimed that Ajaria was and should be an integral part of Georgia. The
resistancee of Georgian communists was only broken after the personal interference of
Stalinn during a visit to Tbilisi in 1921, when he forced Georgian communist leaders
too announce autonomy for Ajaria (Chavleishvili 1989).
Althoughh the autonomous status still might have resulted in a certain degree
off cultural and religious respite, this did not happen in the case of Ajaria. As early as
Novemberr 1922, a year and a half after the institution of autonomy, and at a time
whenn Soviet officials were still relatively free to express their views, K. Yust, consul
off the RSFSR (Russian Socialist Federal Soviet Republic) in Batumi summarized
somee of the excesses that had taken place since the installation of Soviet rule.
Accordingg to him local Soviet administrators created an unbridgeable divide between
workerss and farmers by starting excessive raids on Muslim leaders (Yust 1922: 14).
Insteadd of contributing to the construction of Soviet society, those in power in Ajaria
weree more concerned with combating everything that was not considered truly
Georgian.. Moreover, the makeup of the leadership in Ajaria alienated a large part of
thee local population from Soviet rule; "The Ajarian intelligentsia has been imprisoned,, they started to avoid Soviet structures and generally moved to the opposition
[...]] At the helm of power remained only Georgians, and among them often workers
thatt were not in the least qualified for the job" (Yust 1922: 17-8).2I
Forr Yust this state of affairs explained why the local population had such a
negativee attitude towards Soviet rule. He even wrote that he could not blame the
Ajarianss for wishing to return to Czarist rule, which for them had been better than
livingg under any other regime, including Soviet power (1922: 14). He described the
statee of affairs as the "Georgian kolonizatsia of Ajaria," which according to him
startedd during Menshevik rule and had even worsened since the Bolsheviks came to
powerr despite the autonomous status of Ajaria (1922: 15). He thus concluded,
"Regardingg the autonomy one needs in the end to make a firm decision on the future
trajectory.. Either one should choose for autonomy, that is, real autonomy, which
meanss liquidating the Georgian colonization of the region and advancing selfgovernmentt by real Ajarians. Or, one should liquidate the factual autonomy and
enforcee strong centralization" (Yust 1922: 30). According to Yust, without such
changess the relation between Soviet authorities and the local population would
remainn disinterested and hostile. Consequently it would inhibit the modernization of
Ajaria.. However, the status of Ajaria was never changed nor were any attempts made
too advance self-government by 'real' Ajarians.
Yustt was the last official spokesman to write about these issues. Soon after
thatt not only did it become dangerous to deny the achievements of Soviet rule or to
writee about religion other than in terms of its demise, it also became impossible to
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Yust provides some further details. The Batumi party organization had in its ranks only one
Ajariann member, who was subsequently removed from the party list in a 'cleaning' (1922: 19).
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writee about Ajarians as a distinct group. Whereas until 1926 the local population was
stilll registered as 'Ajarian,' in the 1930s the category 'Ajarian' ceased to exist in
officiall registration, leaving the population little other choice than to register as
Georgian.""" In this respect it is interesting what Shirin Akiner, one of the best known
expertss on Islam in the Soviet Union, wrote about Ajarians:
Numberr and distribution [is] only known for 1926: large numbers of
Adzharss (possibly the whole population) were deported from the Adzhar
ASSRR in 1929, after an uprising of Adzhars in April of that year. As they
aree no longer listed separately in the census reports and no reference is made
too them (or their language even) in Soviet sources, it is impossible to know
howw many are still left and what their present location is (Akiner 1983: 244).
II presented this example not to show its mistakes (Ajarians had no separate language
andd were not massively deported), but because the dearth of literature about Ajarians
duringg the Soviet years reflects something more essential. Ajarians had 'ceased to
exist.'' They had officially become Georgians. The re-classification of Ajarians was in
itselff nothing exceptional. Dragunskii estimated that, of the 191 licensed ethnic
groupss that 'existed' in the Soviet Union in 1924 about half had 'disappeared' by the
latee 1930s (1994: 69)."" This reduction of ethnic groups fitted the framework of ethno
territoriall division of the Soviet empire. But in Ajaria, although the titular group
'disappeared,'' the administrative structures continued to exist. This meant that Ajaria
wass still endowed with the same governmental structures as all ASSRs - including
executive,, legislative and judicial bodies as well as institutions for higher education
andd cultural expression but with no 'Ajarians' to fill them.
Ass a result, other non-Ajarian Georgians who had either migrated to Batumi
becausee of the economic opportunities it provided, or who had been sent there by
Tbilisi,, began to benefit from the privileges normally given to the titular ethnic group.
Sincee in pre-Soviet Ajaria most education stressed literacy in Turkish and Arabic,
Ajarianss were in a disadvantaged position to enter state-structures and to develop
intellectuall elites. Moreover, the rurally based Muslim Ajarians, who already formed
aa minority in their capital Batumi, were excluded from the higher political circles of
thee autonomous republic. Instead, the political elite consisted predominantly of nonMuslimm Georgians. It is important to note here that until the 1950s the first secretary
wass never native Ajarian, and only in the 1960s were Ajarians becoming part of the
autonomouss republic's political elite (Darchiashvili 1996). But by then the predominantt attitude among native Ajarians who had worked their way up the hierarchy was
too stress the similarities with Georgia and to deny or combat any tendency that might
challengee this ideal.
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The other possibility was to register as (the later deported) Meskhetian Turk. Few did so, probably
becausee it was safer to belong to a category named after the republic (see also Tishkov 1997: 20).
~~ These groups were classified under larger ethnic categories which fit within the ethnoterritorial
divisionn of the Soviet Union in SSRs, ASSRs, and Autonomous Obtasts (Tishkov 1997: 15-21).
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PHYSICALL REPRESSION AND GEORGIAN NATIONALISM

Severall authors have noted that the outcome of the communist struggle
againstt Islam depended largely on the attitudes of local cadres.24 Since the political
cadress in Ajaria consisted predominantly of Georgians with Christian roots who held
strongg anti-Turkish and anti-Islamic sentiments, the local political elite eagerly
adoptedd Soviet policies aimed at curtailing the influence of Islam as the writings of
Yustt already indicated. Many have taken this argument as an explanation of the
declinee of Islam in Ajaria (Derlugian 1995; Meiering-Mikadze 2000; Sanikidze
1999).. Derlugian pointed to the extraordinary harsh repression of Islam in Ajaria
writingg that "the Bolsheviks in Tbilisi and their local comrades in Batumi unleashed
whatt amounted to a war against Moslem authorities and institutions of Ajaria" (1995:
33).. All 172 medreses and 158 mosques in Ajaria (save the one in Batumi) were
destroyedd or transformed into stables and storage-houses (Sanikidze 1999: 16-7).
Religiouss leaders fell victim to the repression, fled across the border into Turkey or
hadd their movements and activities strictly controlled. The result was that the institutionall basis of Islam was effectively broken by the end of the 1930s.
Thee conflict between the Georgian-oriented authorities and the rural populationn came to a climax in 1929. The central government had decided to close all
existingg religious schools and moreover, decreed that Muslim women were to be
requiredd to remove the chadri (veil) (Suny 1994: 244-5).25 By March of that year it
appearedd that resistance was starting to spread through Ajaria. One informant, now in
hiss eighties, told me about these events:
Itt started after the communists ordered the women to come to a meeting.
Thenn [the communists] ripped off the [women's] chadri and threw them into
thee fire. But it was not a large conflict, only a few villages were involved.
Thee people had no weapons, no bombs, no cars, nothing. Just some hunting
rifles.rifles. Of course when the army arrived it was all over. What could those
farmerss do against a professional army? Nothing of course.
Likee this informant, others told me that the resistance was short-lived and they
portrayedd it as a hopeless and easily suppressed rebellion. Oral testimonies indicate
thatt not more than a handful of people were killed in the rebellion. Immediately
thereafter,, the army demanded that all weapons be collected from villagers, somethingg to which terrified village functionaries complied obediently.
Religiouss leaders that are now remembered for their important role in
'preserving'' Islam in Upper Ajaria were all characterized as men who held a moderatee stance concerning the relation between state and religion. Reportedly they assisted
statee representatives in overcoming resistance against the establishment of Georgianlanguagee schools, and urged their followers to let the interests of the state prevail
overr that of religion. The NKVD (predecessor to the KGB) might well have de244

J. Anderson (1994: 383) explains from this angle the discrepancies in the percentage of mosqueclosuress between republics.
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As in other anti-religious campaigns, the Soviet government upheld the image that the population
hadd demanded the measures. In this case, the banishment of the chadri was demanded at the first
congresss of'Muslim Georgian women' in February 1929 (Sanikidze 1999).
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mandedd this assistance in exchange for not being imprisoned. Locally well-known
Muslimm leaders like mullah Osman and Abdulkadir hodja, had been subject to strict
supervisionn by the NKVD. 26 Overall, the reaction of Muslim leaders, especially after
thee 1930s, seems to have been one of accommodation and retreat.
Althoughh 'physical repression1 was an important factor in relegating Islam to
thee domestic sphere, this is not enough to explain why the counter-reaction was so
weak.. Several factors may have contributed to this ineffective resistance. First, the
delimitationn of the international border between the Soviet Union and Turkey had
isolatedd Muslim Ajaria from its former religious centers. Whereas even during
Czaristt rule many religious leaders obtained their education in Istanbul, these contacts
weree made impossible after the establishment of Soviet rule. Instead, the Islamic
leadershipp became formally accountable to the so-called spiritual directorate in Baku,
whichh was predominantly Shiite in orientation and for whom Ajaria would remain of
minorr importance. This implied that it was hardly possible for Ajarian Muslims to
voicee their interests through official bodies.27
Anotherr reason for the easiness with which Islam was relegated to the private
domainn can be found in the nature of Islamic institutions prior to the Soviet conquest.
Itt has been noted that a basic difference existed between areas like Ajaria where
Islamm spread as a consequence of Ottoman expansion and had an overt and public
role,, and areas like the Northern Caucasus where Muslim brotherhoods were
responsiblee for the propagation of Islam (Bennigsen and Wimbush 1985: 5). This
differencee is important, for as the brotherhoods easily went underground (they formed
secrett societies par excellence) in Ajaria, Islam had a far more open role and drew
muchh of its organizational basis from these public institutions. With public institutionss now openly hostile to Islam and without the traditional flexibility of
brotherhoods,, the Muslim leaders of Ajaria could not effectively deal with the
changedd political situation and they were easily controlled by the new Soviet authorities. .
Itt is difficult to determine which factors are the most important in explaining
thee retreat of Islam, especially because so little information is available. What is clear
thoughh is that even in the most peripheral villages, Islam retreated into the domestic
domainn and lost a large part of its institutional basis. Still, the possibilities for
continuingg religious practices were much higher in the highlands than in administrativee towns. In Ghorjomi for example, people were able to continue most religious
practicess in secret. As a hodja explained, "We knew exactly, of every neighbor, what
youu could and what you couldn't say and in this way we were able to spread information."" Despite these possibilities of continued observance of religious demands, the
kindd of Islam that survived Soviet rule was increasingly localized. There was only

Accordingg to a grandson, Abdulkadir had been denied a passport for ten years, something that {in
thee restricted zone) made it virtually impossible for him to leave his native village.
Immediatelyy after the collapse of the Soviet Union all religious ties with the Islamic centre in Baku
weree ended and an independent muftiate was created in Ajaria.
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infrequentt contact with Muslim visitors to Batumi and the hodjas had to keep their
ownn lunar calendar to keep track of the right times for religious rituals.
Islamm became isolated in another important way. Throughout the Soviet
periodd local historians and ethnographers were engaged in recreating Ajaria's history
inn a way that tightly connected the region and its inhabitants to deep Georgian history
andd removed it from its more recent Ottoman past. Soviet historians generally held
thatt sheer force and violence, rather than persuasion or economic pressures, were
responsiblee for the widespread adoption of Islam during the Ottoman era (Japaridze
1973:: 101-105). In Soviet historiography, the portrayal of Islam was strictly connectedd with a denouncing of the Ottoman past. Starting as early as the 1940s, a
centrall preoccupation of local historians was to separate indigenous history from
Ottomann suppression:
Ajariaa is one of the oldest regions of Georgia. It went through a difficult
historicall process [...] part of the population was massacred, while the
remainingg part, trying to save their life, adopted Islam. Despite this
oppression,, the inhabitants of Ajaria preserved their language and culture
(Birinal956:328). 28 8
Thee same tone of description was related to the previously described emigrations
followingg the Russian occupation of the area. Soviet authors stressed that the Turks
forcedd the population to emigrate and sent them to "swamps full of malaria where the
majorityy died from diseases and starvation. The few that survived tried to make their
wayy back to their motherland" (Akhvlediani 1941: 14). In short, the Ottoman period
wass portrayed as one of poverty and economic decline following an earlier 'golden
age'' when Georgia was united.
Althoughh framed in Soviet ideology, this denouncing of the 'evil Turk' and
Islamm has fit in perfectly with the contemporary nationalist discourse that presents
Georgiaa as a Christian island surrounded by threatening Islamic powers. The Georgiann nationalists and Christians in Ajaria, for whom the 'Soviet' criticisms of Islam
andd Ottoman domination are useful tools to foster their own interests, have adopted
thee same rhetoric. For example, when in early 1991 one of the first churches in Ajaria
wass reopened, the newspaper reported the following: "More than once the enemy has
destroyedd our region but we have risen from ashes like the Phoenix. The Georgians of
ourr region did not abandon their feelings of discontent. For decades they have
dreamedd about a return to their faith and of the resurrection of churches". 29 The
Ajariann intelligentsia became and is still actively involved in the creation of a
comprehensivee Christian-Georgian Ajarian history. This image of Ajaria is not only
laidd down in academic works, but more importantly, in newspapers and televisionbroadcastings,, and has gradually become a part of dominant - though not uncontested
-- discourse of the history of Ajaria.
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See also Zhgenti (1956: 1) who introduces his voluminous work with the words: "The period of
Turkishh domination constitutes one of the bloodiest periods of the Georgian nation."
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"Tserkov' budet vosstanovlena" [The churches will be resurrected], Adzharia, 11 January 1991.
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Despitee the fact that Islam was scattered and localized and relegated to the
domesticc domain, it did not disappear. In the 1980s, when the restrictions of the
Soviett state concerning religion were relaxed, there was an immediate increase in
religiouss practices. But by this time the harsh reactions against Muslim revival were
noo longer backed by atheist ideology but solely motivated by nationalist views. The
'reappearance'' of Islam was seen as an attack on the Georgian nation and as a denial
off Ajaria's position within Georgia. Tellingly, the harshest reactions came not from
Georgiaa but from within Ajaria, from Ajarians who had moved up the sociopolitical
ladder.. In the 1980s, when it became obvious that Islam was again gaining ground in
thee region, a local newspaper spoke of self-styled mullahs who extracted large sums
off money from gullible believers before being unmasked. Pridon Khalvashi, a
famouss Ajarian writer, published an article in the newspaper, complaining about
'thesee dregs of society,' who try to drag the region back into 'the Dark ages.' 31 The
mainn conclusion in a recent novel of Khalvashi, with the suggestive title Is it possible
oror not that a Muslim be Georgian? - is that Islam is incompatible with the Georgian
nationall character because it preaches submissiveness (1994: 14). Islam had become
thee historical enemy of Georgia, an enemy that undermined Georgia's sense of
nationall identity.

Publicc religion in contested space
Thee renewed visibility of religion throughout the former Soviet Union
hass provoked commentators to stress the strength of "pre-Revolutionary religious
traditionss and ideological trends which had apparently been rooted out in the Soviet
era"" (Filatov 1998: 267). However, understanding religious renewals in terms of preSoviett traditions hinges on the idea that Soviet rule had merely a superfluous impact,
somethingg I have tried to disprove in the previous section. Religion left the Soviet
periodd differently than it had entered it, and moreover, related differently to (ideas of)
nationn and state. One crucial aspect of religion in post-Soviet Georgia is exactly the
penetrationn of religion into other aspects of social life. ~ The intermingling of religion
andd other markers of social life draws up a variety of responses on the religious
frontier,, where the link between the Georgian nation and Christianity is not univocallyy accepted. In this final section I will explore some of the consequences of the
returnn of religion into the public sphere and of the shift in the locus of religion from a
spacee of personal refuge during socialist rule to its more public significance in

'' From the newspaper Kommunisti, 22 April 1986, cited in Fuller (1986: 1-4).
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From the newspaper Sabchota Ach'ara, 22 January 1986. Khalvashi is long-standing chairman of
thee Ajarian Society of Literature. His view on Islam is the more provoking because his roots are from
Upperr Ajaria. His recent baptism (March 2000) was given wide coverage by the national media.
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Dragadze noticed that an important new dimension of religion in Georgia is "the national
symbolismm which the villagers now associate with the construction of every mosque or church"
(1993:: 154-155).
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presentt times. This general shift has had consequences both for local interpretations
off Islam and Christianity and for the relative success with which they can advance
theirr cause. The public arena into which religion returned should not be understood as
somee sort of 'free market place' where different faiths could compete on equal terms.
Rather,, the links between religious groups and regional and national authorities turn
outt to be crucial for the relative success of Islam and Christianity in the public arena.
CHRISTIANITYY AND ISLAM IN POST-SOVIET GEORGIA

Whenn the nationalist movement gained influence in the 1980s, one of
itss major concerns was to defend the interests of the church along "geographical,
historicc and ethnic lines" of the republic (Lilienfeld 1993: 224-6). The nationalist
movementt and the first leaders of the independent Georgian republic presented
Georgiann nationality and Georgian orthodoxy as an undividable composite. The
speechess of both the Orthodox establishment and the new government were permeatedd with expressions like "A Georgian is Orthodox by nature and way of life" and
"Georgiann means Orthodox" (Shatirishvili 2000: 24-25). Georgia's first president, the
ultra-nationalistt Zviad Gamsakhurdia, employed a theocratic image of dominion and
envisionedd a future for Georgia that would be ethnically pure and closely linked to
Christianityy (Crego 1996: 26; Kurbanov and Kurbanov 1995: 237). Although the
mostt radical ideas of Gamsakhurdia were not effectuated in political action after his
deathh in 1993, the church has nevertheless been successful in gaining numerous
privilegess and significant power in local politics and issues like public education
(Nodiaa 2000).33
Thee close connection between religion and other aspects of social identificationn in Georgia implies that even people without strong religious convictions have to
takee sides. This has been true of political leaders in many post-Soviet countries, who
havee been quick to adopt religious rhetoric in political speech. Georgia's president
Sheverdnadzee was no exception to this trend. After this former communist was
appointedd head of the new Georgian republic in 1992, not only did he become a
'democrat,'' but also became 'a son of the Georgian Church.' Whether or not his
baptismm was motivated by personal conviction, it was certainly a strategic move that
cleverlyy responded to the dominant mood in the country and showed appreciation of
thee new role of the Georgian church (cf. Shiratishvili 2001).
Whereass Sheverdnadze's turn to Christianity parallels religious sentiment in
Georgiaa proper, in Ajaria the situation is more complex. Asian Abashidze, the leader
off the Ajarian Autonomous Republic since 1992, was one of the few political leaders
inn the former Soviet Union who has not openly expressed loyalty to a singular faith
andd has avoided answering questions concerning his personal convictions.34 On
"" Though the Orthodox Church did not become the official state religion, it was granted "special
status"" in the constitution for its "significant role in the history of the nation" in 2001 (Papuashvili
2001). .
Amongg the few others who avoided identification with a particular faith was the president of
Tatarstan,, another autonomous region located on the frontier of Christianity and Islam. But when
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numerouss occasions he circumvented the question and instead declared by way of
answer:: "My religion is Georgia" and "I pray in that church the name of which is
Georgia"" (Adzharia 01-08-1998; Smirba 1999: 63). These statements contained a
doublee message. On the one hand, they were a patriotic reply to critics in Tbilisi who
accusedd Abashidze of separatism and who had named him a "Turkish bey " and the
"pasha"pasha of Aslanistan." On the other hand, the statements intended to demonstrate his
neutralityy towards the unclear and changing religious situation in Ajaria. In fact, both
Muslimss and Christians claim that Abashidze is a member of their religious community.355 Muslims stress that Abashidze is of Ajarian - meaning Muslim - descent and
thatt he takes the problems of the Muslim community to heart. Christian supporters,
onn the other hand, point out that Abashidze's grandchildren were baptized and that he
himselff is predisposed towards Christianity.
Abashidze'ss rise to power was facilitated by support of the Muslim population.. Shortly after the nationalist Gamsakhurdia became Georgia's president, public
unrestt among Muslims in Ajaria got out of hand. In a large demonstration in 1991,
severall thousand Muslims came to Batumi to demonstrate against the proposed
abolishmentt of Ajarian autonomy. During the demonstrations, grievances were
expressedd against the expected campaign of forced Christianization. As a conciliatory
gesturee Gamsakhurdia appointed Abashidze as the leader of Ajaria, because as a
descendentt from a family of Muslim Ajarian nobles he could count on support from a
largee portion of the population (Aves 1996: 41). 36 Although Muslim support aided
Abashidzee to further consolidate his power, this does not imply that the regime itself
wass favorable towards Islam. In hindsight, the mobilization of rural Muslim groups
appearss to have been a one-time strategy of the ruling elite to secure their position in
Ajaria.. In Batumi, Abashidze's position was dependent on alliances with other
factions,, most of whom were from non-Ajarian descent and who were strong supporterss of the Georgian church.37 In recent years moreover, even Abashidze himself has
becomee explicit in his backing of the Georgian church.3S For example, while he
orderedd several of his 'clients' to contribute to the building of a new church in Khulo
andd had this extensively covered by the local press, not a single Lari was spent on the
numerouss newly built mosques. In a recent interview, Abashidze did not leave much
doubtt about his stance towards Islam when he stated, 'islam is slowly dying in
religiouss tensions rose in the mid-1990s Shamyev had to take sides. He converted to Islam and since
thenn promoted himself as both political and spiritual leader of Tatarstan (Filatov 1998: 269).
355
The Russian newspaper Izvestia wrote about this issue in an intentionally humorous way. When a
journalistt entered the mosque he was told that Asian Abashizdze, like 80 percent of the population,
wass Muslim. But when he asked the same question in a church, he was told that 80 percent of the
populationn was Christian and that Asian Abashidze, "that speaks for itself, he is a Christian" (21-121993). .
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It has been suggested that Abashidze personally orchestrated the demonstrations to consolidate his
positionn (Hin 2000: 9)
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Early resistance against Abashidze came solely from the Christian Georgian population of Batumi,
whichh is at the same time the center of gravity for political power in Ajaria (see also Fuller 1993: 23).
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Nevertheless, support for Abashidze remains high among Muslims. Most see no alternative in
otherr political parties, which are even more overtly predisposed towards Christianity.
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Ajaria,"" and insisted that only some elderly people still carried out Muslim practices
(Meiering-Mikadzee 2000: 255).
Thee backing of Christian institutions by the political establishment filters
throughh into the coverage that the regional media provide of Muslim and Christian
institutions.. The television channel Adzaria, which is closely linked to Abashidze's
RevivalRevival Party, frequently broadcasts special church events and invites priests to give
theirr opinion on moral and social issues. Similarly, the local newspaper Adzhaha
publishess accounts of all the church-openings. However, in the last ten years not a
singlee article has appeared on the opening of mosques. Only once did the newspaper
reportt Abashidze's joint visit to a mosque and a church, but the article paid more
attentionn to Abashidze as 'the tolerant leader' than to the activities of the Muslim
communityy {Adzharia 12-01-2000). There is some irony in the fact that newspapers
controlledd by the Revival Party publish stories in which church representatives
expresss gratitude to Asian Abashidze for "the enormous work he has done to unite
Georgiaa under one religion" {Adzharia, 14-09-1994).
RELIGIOUSS TRENDS IN AJARIA

Duringg the 1990s the political leadership of Ajaria became more
explicitt in its support of Georgian Orthodoxy. This increased public support for the
churchh paralleled the normalization of political relations between the Autonomous
Republicc and the national government in the second half of the 1990s. The demarcationn of spheres of interest meant that support from the rural Muslim population was
noo longer crucial to the Ajarian regime. Given these shifts in the political atmosphere
itt is interesting to look at changes in the scope of activities performed by the Muslim
andd Christian clergy.
Whereass during the late 1980s and early 1990s some sixty mosques had been
reopenedd or were newly constructed, ten years later a number of them were no longer
beingg used. In coastal settlements rumors circulated about the misuse of community
moneyy by self-styled mullahs and the disappearance of grants from Turkish benefactors,, and jokes were made of the fact that several mosques which had been newly
constructedd remained completely empty. During this same period the Georgian
Orthodoxx Church increased its scope of activity. In the early 1990s churches were
mainlyy opened in Batumi and other coastal towns, but in the second half of the 1990s,
churchess were constructed inland as well. In 2001, some fifteen churches were
functioningg in the lowlands and five new churches had been constructed in Upper
Ajaria.. A new geographical pattern between Islam and Christianity is taking shape,
whichh roughly corresponds to the locally employed distinction between Lower and
Upperr Ajaria. The most conspicuous exceptions to this pattern are the incursions of
Christiann activity in the administrative centers of Upper Ajaria and continuing
influencee of Islam in several settlements in Lower Ajaria that only became populated
inn the 1960s by labor migrants from the highlands.
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Inn Lower Ajaria the population became tightly integrated in Soviet Georgian
societyy as a result of the proximity to urban centers and the educational and
occupationall patterns of residents. Demographic processes like intermarriage with
'Christian'' Georgians and a continuing influx of non-Muslim Georgians added to a
graduall adoption of Soviet-Georgian life-styles, which, although atheistic in outlook
laterr came to be identified with Christianity. Accordingly, in Lower Ajaria the
processs of conversion to Christianity is relatively unchallenged and the Georgian
Churchh is rapidly expanding its influence. Besides the construction of new churches,
Christiann schools have opened their doors and a significant portion (possibly the
majority)) of the population has been baptized during the last ten years. The influence
off the Georgian church is particularly clear in the provincial capital Batumi. During
thee last decade, the old churches were renovated and new ones constructed, often on
prominentt places: along the boulevard, in the historical center of the city and next to
thee main market. 39 Priests show up at official meetings and are invited to television
shows,, and many of Batumi's youth wear Georgian crosses. But while Christianity
hass made a rapid appearance, the wish of Muslims to reconstruct the former central
Sultan-mosque,, which was demolished in the 1930s, has been discarded by the
Ajariann authorities. The call-to-prayer from the only mosque in town was shortly
reintroducedd in the early 1990s, but again abolished after residents complained about
thee noise.
Inn Upper Ajaria, Islam continued to play an important role in domestic life
duringg socialism, though was equally banned from public life. In the 1980s, when
Soviett policies towards religion were softened, local networks were activated to
restoree Islam. However, this Islamic renewal was severely handicapped because it
lackedd financial resources and an educated clergy. Moreover, it also lacked links to
thee economic and political power holders of Ajaria who could have supported its
growth.. At present, Islam is influential only in small mountain communities. Here,
villagerss have participated in the reconstruction of mosques and they send their
childrenn to local medreses. In the mountain village Ghorjomi, for example, the
mosquee is usually well visited and the Muslim clergy has regained significance in
sociall life. The imams perform important roles in weddings and funerals and negotiatee in conflicts between neighbors. By and large the Muslim leaders have become the
factuall authorities in these villages, despite expressions of discontent from some
youngsterss about the prohibition on the sale of alcohol as proclaimed by mosque
leaders.. In some villages, the mosque appears to be the only adequately functioning
organizationall structure. The Muslim leaders have little difficulty in gathering regular
contributionss from the community, whereas the state is unable to collect nominal fees
forr electricity and land-use.
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The old churches date from the city's 'golden age' between 1878 and 1914, when Batumi was an
importantt oil-harbor inhabited by significant Christian communities (Greeks, Armenian, Russian,
Christian-Georgians)) as well as Muslim inhabitants (Persians, Abkhaz, Lazi, Kurds and Ajarians).
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The overview is based on a two-week research stay in the mountain village Ghorjomi, which is
situatedd 20 kilometres east of Khulo and locally known for its strict Muslim life.
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Betweenn Upper and Lower Ajaria lies the 'transitional zone,' which consists
off the district centers in the highlands. These are towns with a native Ajarian populationn that have been selected by the church as a prime location to start their missionary
activitiess in Upper Ajaria. These settlements are particularly interesting because here
thee intertwining of Georgian national identity and Christianity is much more contestedd than in Lower Ajaria.
Khulo,, a center and important locus of communication and trade in the
region,, is a good place to investigate the changing positions of Islam and Christianity
inn Ajaria. The town is an eighty-kilometer or three-hour ride eastwards from Batumi.
Thee town is located at an altitude of 1,000 meters in the valley of the Acharistsqali
whichh cuts deep into the mountain slopes. The center lies approximately 100 meters
abovee the river, where the mountain-slopes flatten a bit and the fields allow the
cultivationn of crops, mainly potatoes and corn, but in communist times also tobacco.
Thee center of town seems a bit out of place in a region that is predominantly rural.
Run-downn apartment buildings, the large but empty post-office and cinema, the shops
thatt have closed their doors and the rusty workshops of the textile factory are
conspicuouss reminders of wealthier times. The town of Khulo once represented
Soviett modernization and now equally represents the collapse of an economic and
ideologicall system. But whereas in the center the atmosphere of the foregone 'heydays'' can still be felt, the neighborhoods that stretch out from the center into the hills
lackk the visual signs of the Soviet past. Life in these neighborhoods was and still is
primarilyy focused on agriculture. Most inhabitants used to work on the kolkhozes.
Theirr year cycle was mainly defined by the demands of crops and of privately owned
cattlee which needed to be guided into the mountain pastures during spring and
summer.. Ten years after the collapse of the Soviet economy, nearly all visible traces
off the 70-year Soviet development campaigns are gone. The kolkhoz buildings have
beenn decomposed and its parts have been sold or reused. The land, formally still part
off the kolkhoz, has been reclaimed by descendents of its former owners.
Althoughh the heydays of Khulo are gone, the town retains much of its importancee as the economic center and knot in transportation and communication for the
region.. Because of its proximity to the international border (approximately ten
kilometers),, the state security agency and other governmental bodies are well representedd in town. Moreover, Khulo is an important center of the Muslim community as
welll as the basis from which the Georgian church has attempted to christen the
region.. The convergence of these two religious traditions in Khulo is mirrored in the
closee proximity of the mosque and the church. They are located a short walk uphill
fromm the center, on land that both parties consider historically significant.
MOSQUES,, MEDRESES AND SUSPICION

Orall sources indicate that the first mosque in Khulo dates from 1829
whenn the bey of Upper Ajaria, Hasan Khimshiashvili, adopted Islam. After a fire
destroyedd the original wooden building in the 1890s, a new mosque was constructed
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off stone. This mosque and the attached medrese was the largest Islamic complex in
Upperr Ajaria and had further prestige because the qadi and the political power
holderss resided in Khulo. Soviet authorities closed the mosque in 1938 and initially
usedd the building as village school. The town-administration planned to destroy the
building,, but the director of the kolkhoz reportedly convinced the local authorities to
transformm the building into a storage house instead. The man is still venerated for
'savingg the mosque.' The historical importance of Khulo's mosque as well as the
centralityy of the town meant that reopening the mosque was a major issue not only for
locallyy residing Muslims, but also for the Muslim community of Upper Ajaria at
large. .
Inn 1988, after Gorbachev announced that believers "have the full right to
expresss their convictions with dignity" (Bourdeaux 1995: 8), Muslim believers
throughoutt Ajaria reclaimed the long abandoned mosques. The actual pace at which
formerr religious buildings were reopened and new ones erected varied greatly
throughoutt Ajaria. One important reason for this was that in 1987 no one was very
suree about the enforcement of these new laws. Many feared that they were only
temporaryy whims of the new leadership and that the situation would later backfire on
thee people. If Muslim believers doubted the sincerity of the new laws, it is no surprise
thatt the local authorities were reluctant to allow believers to perform religious
servicess in the mosques. In Khulo, the opening of the mosque was delayed several
times,, until hodja Muhammad, the son of the last imam of Khulo, and a group of
believerss simply occupied the building. Hodja Muhammad told me about the events:
"Onn a rainy Friday morning we broke down the door and removed everything stored
inside.. [...] But as soon as we had completed the prayers, the police and the town
administratorss arrived and forced us to leave the mosque." The conflict did not
proceedd further as the police-commander took the leaders aside and promised to help
themm receive official permission for the re-opening of the mosque. In the meantime,
thee Muslims could use the mosque for their Friday prayers. The town administration,
accordingg to Muhammad "kept on delaying official permission. It was a hectic time
then.. They themselves were probably also afraid."
Inn 1990, the re-institution of the mosque still had not been officially
approvedd and the situation grew tenser when the nationalist movement came to power
inn Georgia. The town administration decided to shut down the mosque completely
andd made it clear that the mosque would not be reopened until official permission had
beenn granted. Thereupon, the Muslim community sent a delegation to Moscow to
demandd that local authorities comply with the new laws on religion. But as one of the
delegatess told me, it was all for nothing because "in Moscow we were told that they
couldd do nothing because the [Georgian] government would interpret it differently,"
meaningg that any interference from Moscow would be interpreted as a hostile attack
onn the nation by the nationalist movement. The delegation then tried to obtain the
neededd documents in Batumi but again this was in vain; "So then the people decided
too open the mosque by force. People from the town administration and from Batumi
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[triedd to intervene], but the people did what they wanted to do." The precarious
situationn ended not long after Abashidze was installed as the chairman of the Upper
Soviett of Ajaria, and official permission was granted.
Thee coming to power of Abashidze combined with the general weakening of
statee structures in the early 1990s meant that Islam could return to the public arena.
Forr several years it seemed that Islam was steadily securing ground. In 1992, the
leadershipp of the mosque in Batumi created the mufiate of Ajaria and ended its
officiall linkage to the 'Spiritual Directorate' in Baku.41 Instead, extensive contacts
weree established with Muslim organizations in Turkey and the Arabic world in the
1990s.. In 1992, a group of approximately 50 Ajarian men was invited by the Saudi
governmentt to perform the hadj to Mecca and between 1992 and 1996 approximately
3000 men followed religious courses of varying length in Turkey. Brochures and
bookletss about Islam were sent from Turkey to Ajaria, first in Turkish but in later
yearss also in special Georgian editions. Significant contributions were made to the
renovationn of Ajarian mosques and medreses. Although statistical information is
unavailable,, Muslim leaders estimated that 20 out of 60 mosques in Ajaria were
partlyy or completely financed by Turkish citizens and Muslim organizations. In
Upperr Ajaria, people stressed that these benefactors offered their contributions in
orderr to obtain madli (virtue) and explained that most benefactors had singled out
Ajariaa because they had familial roots in the region.42 But non-Muslim residents
lookedd with suspicion at this assistance and several new Christians told me that they
suspectedd that Turkey was using these religious contacts to further its political
interests. .
Duringg this period differences between the Muslim clergy in Lower and
Upperr Ajaria became evident. Iusuph, an elderly Muslim, told me that in the early
1990ss the Muslim leaders had made plans to form a separate muftiate for Upper
Ajaria;; "At that time such possibilities existed, because it was a period of chaos." But
thee one person from Upper Ajaria who had the necessary education and organizationall talent, Merjivan, preferred to work through Batumi and was chosen by the
majlismajlis as mufti in 1994. However, shortly after his appointment he got involved in a
corruptionn scandal. What people believe happened is that Merjivan accepted gifts
fromm Abashidze including a car and an apartment and was subsequently forced by the
secularr authorities to abandon his position. Merjivan's relatives stated that the scandal
hadd been a set up, intended to restrict the potential of Islam in Ajaria. This allegation
iss supported by the fact that the new mufti Mahmud Kamashidze, appointed in 1996,
hadd no formal religious education and readily accommodated to the demands of the
authorities.433 Since then the call to prayer is only heard irregularly in Batumi and
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This 'directorate for the Sunni and Shi'i Muslims of Transcaucasia' was one of the four official
Muslimm Spiritual directorates in the Soviet Union (Bennigsen and Lemercier-Quelquejay 1967: 171172).. The Ajarian Muslims had always been of marginal importance to the Baku directorate.
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The investors often descended from migrants who fled the region during early Czarist or Soviet
rule. .
433
Kamashidze had no formal religious education (Sanikidze 1999).
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closee cooperation with Turkish Muslim organizations has ended. In Upper Ajaria,
theree is much dissatisfaction about the Muslim leadership in Batumi. The comment of
onee hodja that "The mufti doesn't help us with anything because he is someone of the
government"" seemed to be the prevailing opinion.
Inn Upper Ajaria, attempts to set up organizational structures independently
fromm the muftiate in Batumi have been taken up and dropped more than once. Since
1996,, Muslim leaders from Upper Ajaria have cooperated with foreign Muslim
organizationss without interference of the muftiate. In the late 1990s, religious leaders
oncee again explored the possibilities of an independent muftiate in Upper Ajaria with
thee center in Khulo. The goal was to be able to assist and coordinate religious
education,, facilitate contacts with other Muslim countries and to communicate
concernss of Muslims with the authorities. But before action was taken, mufti
Kamashidzee appointed a special representative to "maintain contacts with the
Muslimss in Upper Ajaria" as he explained to me during an interview. The appointed
representativee seemed an odd choice because, although he was a Muslim believer and
regularlyy visited the mosque, he had no formal religious training. What seemed to
havee motivated the choice for him was his son's position as officer in the state
securityy apparatus in Khulo. As a result, many Muslims saw the representative of the
muftiatemuftiate as a figurehead for the intelligence services. His appointment, even accordingg to one moderate townsmen, was motivated by political concerns: "sixty Lari a
monthh [30 US$] for basically doing nothing, do you really think that such wages are
providedd just like that, that's not how things work here."
Thee renewed religious connections with Turkey as well as attempts of the
Muslimm clergy to set up organizational structures are interpreted by the dominant
(Christian)) group as expressions of national disloyalty, thus putting further pressure
onn Muslim voices in Ajaria.44 Their activities, moreover, raised considerable suspicionn in the political establishment. 45 In the press as well as in parliament,
commentatorss speculated about the danger of Islam to the Georgian nation, and about
thee possible threat of the infiltration of Turkish interests through religious practices.
Althoughh it is impossible to determine the exact pressure put on Muslim leaders, the
factt that their activities are closely monitored suggests that the policy of making
religiouss life controllable and manipulative is carried out more successfully against
Islamicc than against Orthodox institutions.
CHRISTIANN SCHOOLS, NEW CHURCHES, AND RESISTANCE

Whereass Muslim leaders were underdogs in the public arena, the Christiann clergy was primed for success because it could build on its relations with the
centrall authorities of Georgia. In 1991, president Gamsakhurdia personally transferredd the authority of the Internat (boarding school) in Khulo to the Georgian
Church,, as part of his new nationalist-Christian policies. Because the Internat,
Sanikidzee (1999) mentions that Georgian newspapers alleged that many of the youth studying in
Turkishh religious schools return as Wahhabis and maintain close contacts with Chechens.
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See Fuller for an overview of the suspicion voiced in the Georgian press (1993: 23-26).
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renamedd the spiritual lyceum of the apostle Andrew, was the only institution for
vocationall education in the region, the (still) predominantly Muslim population
revolted.466 Shortly after the changes in the status of the school, several hundred
Muslimss from Khulo and the surrounding villages marched up to the district center to
demonstratee against the presence of priests in the school. The besiegers consisted
mostlyy of farmers, manual workers and technicians, while the defenders of the clergy
weree middle-class inhabitants (teachers, medical staff, administrative personnel) of
Khulo.. The position of the police and local authorities was ambiguous; they were
nativee Ajarians and a portion of them must have sympathized with the demonstrators,
butt taking the side of the demonstrators would have meant professional suicide. As
onee informant put it, "Christianity is the religion of the state, so it was out of the
questionn that [state representatives] would not support the new school, that was out of
thee question because, because ... you need to earn a living, don't you?"
Thee clergy was not all that sure of the backing it would get from the local
policee and called for military assistance from Adigeni, a predominantly Christian
region.. Within a few hours all roads to and from Khulo were blocked by the military,
whilee at the same time the situation near the lyceum grew tenser. Father Grigori
lockedd himself in one of the rooms on the second floor of the school. According to
onee witness, he almost jumped out of the window, fearing that the gathered crowd
wouldd lynch him. However, with the help of some local followers, the priest managed
too escape to Batumi and was never seen again in Khulo. Negotiations were initiated
byy the town administration but resistance ended only after Asian Abashidze sent a
delegatee to convince the Muslim leaders to allow the priest to remain in Khulo. The
Muslimm demonstrators accepted the existence of a Christian lyceum on the condition
thatt the rector would no longer be a priest but a layman. Nevertheless, within a year
off the compromise, the position of rector was once again given to a priest.
Thee Christian lyceum received official recognition despite the wishes of the
majorityy of the citizens. Moreover, because it was the only vocational school in the
region,, poor Muslim families who wanted their children to continue their education
weree left with no choice but to send their children to this Christian lyceum. The
Muslims'' dissatisfaction did not only concern the Christian lyceum but also the new
stylee of 'secular' education.49 In the mid-1990s a special governmental committee
hadd prepared a new subject that was to fill the lack of teaching 'morality' in primary
educationn in Georgia. This subject with the sympathetic name 'culture and religion'
wass added to the school curriculum in 1997. But despite its name the textbooks only
coveredd Christianity. Consequently, the introduction of the subject caused great
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Information is based on oral testimonies. The media did not report about the short-lived conflict.
In 2000, this delegate became the official representative of the mufti for Upper Ajaria.
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Education at the lyceum, which includes a nursing-school and teachers-school, has a strong focus
onn bible studies and related subjects. See also Pelkmans (2002).
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A representative of the Ajarian ministry of education pointed out that the goal of the educative
systemm is to teach students the Christian basis of Georgian culture (Meiering-Mikadze 2000: 259-60).
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dissatisfactionn in Ajaria." Cases were reported in which parents refused to have their
childrenn follow this subject, while in a few mountain villages the subject is still not
beingg taught. According to the secretary of education, the absence of the class in
thosee villages is the result of a lack of specialists on the subject and has nothing to do
withh discontent in these villages. However, several teachers who were ordered to
teachh the subject told me that they had refused to comply on moral grounds.
Muslimm believers complained that by making the subject obligatory, the state
turnedd their children away from their religion. "During communism", an imam
commented,, "we had more freedom; we still had our own life, while now we are
losingg everything." The stated reason for this longing to the Soviet period was that
thenn both religions were forbidden. As one informant commented, "They lifted the
prohibitionss and gave them [Christians] all the rights, while Islam stayed as it was.
[Christians]] have opened a school while there are not even Christians in Khulo.
[Instead],, Muslim children go there. There is constant propaganda for them. We want
too have equality of religion in Ajaria. When an article about Christianity is published,
wee want there to be one about Islam as well."
Despitee these expressions of dissatisfaction, the introduction of a class on
'religionn and culture' did not lead to any organized attempts by Muslims to change
thee nature of education. Instead the majority of the population silently accepted the
neww policies of the state, even though the policies were seen as threats to Islam. This
compliancee is partly a result of the absence of an organizational structure through
whichh Muslims can express their grievances. Moreover, since Muslims form the
lowerr echelons of society, they have very little tactical power to alter these (as they
seee it) attacks on their community. Instead, most people retreat into forms of silent
resistance.. The assistant rector of the Christian lyceum explained how Muslim
studentss deal with Christian education. "Most students probably think 'well, the
governmentt has decided that this is necessary, so what can we do.' For you this
attitudee might seem strange, but here people have always adjusted to the requirements
off the state. They don't really study, they come to the lessons and that is all." So
whilee Muslim children (and their parents) outwardly adjust to the new policies, just as
theyy did during the Soviet Union, to a certain extent they remain true to their own or
familiall ideas. But it is questionable how effective this silent resistance is. Meanwhile,, the Georgian Church is expanding its influence on the population of Ajaria.
Thee steady penetration of Christian ideas has not escaped the attention of
Muslimm leaders who greatly worry about the declining influence of Islam. An imam
off a neighboring village conveyed the difficulty of countering this Christian expansion:: "[In 1991] we had great strength, but after the priest came to stay our strength
hass weakened. Now it's very difficult for us. Let God help us. If the people wanted it
wee would have the school closed within 24 hours, but unfortunately the people don't

Thee original intention was to name the subject 'Cultural history of Christianity," but this was
changedd into 'Culture and Religion' in order not to upset Muslims (personal communication).
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thinkk in one direction." Another imam told me a fable to convey his vision of what
wass happening to Islam in Ajaria.
Oncee some people decided to boil a frog, so what they did was to throw it
intoo a kettle with steaming hot water. But as soon as the frog touched the
waterr he immediately jumped out. The men understood that it would not
workk like this, and came up with a new plan. Instead they put the kettle on a
tiny,, almost invisible fire. The water had a nice temperature and slowly
becamee warmer, without the frog even noticing it. This continued, until the
frogg was unconscious. That is what they are doing to us now...

Conclusion n
Inn a comparative study on Abkhazia and Ajaria, the sociologist
Derlugiann stated that the "assimilation of Ajaria was, arguably, among the biggest
successess of the Georgian national project" (1995: 36). In this chapter, I have
describedd the processes by which this assimilation took place by analyzing the
changess in the relation between Islam and Christianity. During the 19th century,
whenn Ajaria served as the battleground between the Russian and Ottoman Empires,
Islamm increasingly became the main reference for identification among Ajarians.
Ajarianss certainly did not perceive this incorporation as a "happy reunification of the
Georgiann historical lands," as it was at the time seen by the Georgian nationalist
movementt and later came to be presented in Ajarian historiography. Instead, aside
fromm a small part of the Ajarian elite, Ajarians continued to identify themselves as
'Muslim'' and as 'Ajarian,' and their political orientations remained directed towards
thee Ottoman Empire.
Soviett rule in Ajaria radically changed the course of history. Through the
repressionn of religious leaders and the closure of mosques and medreses, Islam was
relegatedd to the domestic domain. In analyzing the effects of atheist policies, it
becomess clear that the physical repression of Islam and the annihilation of religious
institutionss were only partly responsible for the decline of Islam in Ajaria. It was only
becausee these measures were accompanied by identity-politics that they managed to
engenderr a Georgian national identity among Ajarians that a strong revival of Islam
wass precluded. When in the late 1980s restrictions on religion were loosened Islam
wass fractured, fragmented and marginalized, while Christianity was being reimaginedd and re-rooted in Ajaria's deep past. Moreover, during Soviet rule the higher
echelonss of Ajarian society became firmly integrated in Georgian society that,
althoughh atheistic in outlook, retained strong sympathies for Christianity. During the
samee period, Muslim Ajarians increasingly started to identify themselves as Georgians,, a process that was greatly enhanced by the efforts of the local intelligentsia to
rewritee or reinvent Ajaria's past. In this new historical discourse, Ajaria was perceivedd as having been oppressed by 'evil' Turks for centuries, and Ajarians were
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portrayedd as fierce Georgians, who relentlessly continued to struggle against forced
Islamizationn and Turkification, and kept hoping for better times under a united
Georgia.. This historical discourse became official history, propagated by the
intelligentsia,, reproduced by the media, and adopted by new Christians.
Sincee the end of the 1980s, both Muslim and Christian clergy have expanded
theirr range of operations and have been active in the construction of religious
buildings,, in providing religious education and have been prominent actors in other
spheress of social life as well. Religion has also become increasingly important in
publicc discussions concerning the nature of the state and the nation. The outcome has
beenn strikingly different for Muslim and Christian groups. The activities of Muslim
leaderss were denied recognition by the media, were suspect in the view of nationalist
orientedd elite groups and were subjected to state interventions. The Christian clergy,
onn the other hand, drew on financial as well as political resources engendered through
thee state. In short, the kind of public space that emerged after socialism in Ajaria
enabledd Christianity to claim a prominent position in public life, while it relegated
Islamm once again (though not always successfully) to the lower levels of the public
spheree or even back into the domestic domain. The religious confrontation that
ensuedd after state-atheism has consequently been unequal. It has led to the general
retreatt of Islam and the advance of Christianity. This is true even in Upper Ajaria
wheree the position of Islam, until recently, went unchallenged. The confrontation
betweenn the two religions resulted in a series of small but locally very important
clashess in which struggles for control over social domains were waged. The outcome
off these struggles showed the importance of politics and more broadly the state, for
changess on the religious frontier.
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CHAPTERR TWO

DefendingDefending Muslim Identity against the Tides

Islamm in Ajaria is being marginalized in the public sphere. Muslim
voicess are completely ignored by the regional media and Muslim issues are discussed
byy the nationalist press only as far as they might pose a threat to Georgian unity. The
factt that medreses operate illegally put their teachers in an insecure position, while
Muslimm leaders in general are closely monitored by state-security agencies. With the
basicc channels for organization and expression of Islam supervised and controlled by
statee structures, there seems to be little possibility for renewed proliferation of Islam
inn Ajaria.
However,, Islam's exclusion from the media and its restriction in the public
arenaa is nothing new and is certainly less oppressive than during the larger part of
Soviett rule. Nevertheless, Muslim leaders claim that Islam is more severely repressed
nowadays.. During socialism, religious expression in general was restricted. At
presentt however, the restrictions apply only to Islam. This, added to the fact that the
advancementt of Christianity is often aided by the state, frustrates Muslim leaders.
Moreover,, I believe that the frustration is also partly a longing for times when the
relationn between religion and the state was - though strained - at least fairly clear and
stable.. Although during Soviet rule Islam was expelled from the public sphere,
Muslimss could retreat to the more private spheres of kinship and friendship where
religiouss values were not contested. Islam thus provided a valuable counter-model to
state-atheismm and as a result became paradoxically compatible with it.
Inn the post-Soviet era, Islam has lost its position as a place of refuge within a
criticizedd system and its promoters struggle to redefine its position in relation to
Georgiann nationality. The advance of Christianity has meant that Muslim leaders can
noo longer stress the values of their faith in opposition to atheism, but are forced to
definee Islam in opposition to Christianity. The fusion of Christianity with Georgian
nationall identity and the resulting state policies make this task a difficult one.
Moreover,, they severely limit Muslims' ability to identify simultaneously with Islam
andd the Georgian nation. It is in this complex encounter of competing discourses
withinn a changing social field that indications can be found for the decline of Islam in
Ajaria.. A crucial factor contributing to the decline of Islam is that members of the
Muslimm community, who have come to see themselves as Georgian, find it increasinglyy difficult to comply with the religious demands of Islam. The result is that the
declinee of Islam is not restricted to the public sphere, but increasingly occurring in
thee private sphere as well.
Whatt then are the possibilities, and the impediments, for renewed proliferationn of Islam in Ajaria? In this chapter, I will focus in particular on how Islamic
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demandss are interpreted locally, and how the dynamics of local Muslim discourses
relatee to the shifting frontier between Islam and Christianity in Ajaria. I will begin by
describingg the process of Islamic decline as witnessed by Muslim leaders and then
movee to the main issue of this chapter which asks how individual Muslims deal with
thee conflicting Muslim and Christian-Georgian discourses. I have narrowed my
attentionn specifically to young and middle-aged males who at least nominally identify
withh being Muslim. This age group is particularly interesting because they have
experiencedd the changes in the sociopolitical climate in their personal lives. The
particularr dilemmas at stake can therefore very well be illustrated by reviewing how
theyy negotiate their religious and national identities.

Thee worries of the hod jas
Muhammadd efendi was in his early seventies, but despite his age, he
hadd lost none of the willpower that had given him a prominent position in the Muslim
community.. His father had been the last imam of Khulo before the mosque was
closedd in 1938. Muhammad considered it his duty to follow in his father's steps. He
wass one of the initiators in the re-opening of the local mosque in 1989 and, angry
tonguess claimed that he was the main force behind the Muslim uprising against the
openingg of a Christian lyceum in Khulo. Muhammad had many worries and spoke
aboutt them agitatedly whenever I visited him. His worries concerned the lack of
fundingg for Islamic institutions, pro-Christian policies and the threat posed by
Christians.. But he was especially concerned about the 'weaknesses' of the Muslim
community. .
Onee afternoon, not long after I first arrived in Khulo, Teimuri and I attended
thee Friday prayers at the mosque and we were just in time to hear the vaizi (sermon)
off Muhammad, who instructed the approximately 150 gathered men.2 Muhammad
startedd by discussing the issue of name-giving, stressing that there was no longer any
excusee for giving children two first names as was common practice in Soviet times.
Insteadd he urged his followers to give their children only one name, a Muslim name.
Hee had done so even when the communists ruled, going through thorny procedures to
givee his son the Muslim name Yusuph.' Then he proclaimed loudly: "Islam is a
beautifull faith, remember that! Don't hide that you are Muslim. Also when you leave
thee jame (mosque) you should be proud of it." Somewhat later he continued in his
Ass a male researcher I was not able to discuss these matters with women and the important question
howw women deal with the same issues awaits research of someone better situated to do so than
myself. .
"" Women never attended the Friday prayers, nor did the mosque have a separate place for women.
Theyy were supposed to perform the prayers at home and they gathered sometimes in small groups for
thiss purpose. Women only participated in public religious rituals during special celebrations and after
funerals. .
33
He was referring to the difficulties to have a Muslim name written on the official birth-registration
documents. .
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loudd and authoritative way of speaking, "What kind of believers are you if you don't
raisee your children properly? Many of you are weaklings. When a Christian offers
youu money, you take it without even thinking about his motives. A Christian man is
smartt and you ought to think twice before you send your children to his school." A
murmurr of approval resounded through the mosque, after which Muhammad recited
fromm the Quran. Just before it was time for the prayers he concluded with the words,
"Iff you wish to be Muslim be one, and if you don't, then don't enter this mosque
anymore." "
Muhammad'ss lecture dealt squarely with the precarious position of Islam in
Ajaria.. He touched on the threats posed both by the state and the growing Orthodox
Church.. But even though these issues resounded in Muhammad's lecture, what made
hiss words interesting was that they were directed not at Christians or at the state, but
att the Muslim community itself. In his lecture, Muhammad denounced the continuing
practicee of giving children two names, one for the local (Muslim) community, and
onee for official use and dealings with non-Muslims. Muhammad moreover stressed
thee danger of sending children to the Christian lyceum, something that many of the
poorerr Muslim families nevertheless did, as it was the only affordable possibility for
higherr education. In other words, he was worried about the choices Muslims were
making.. Muhammad condensed his worries in a single frustrated exclamation once,
whenn I caught him working in the field. He was sweating all over and must have
thoughtt about the issue for some time when he grabbed my arm and said: "You know
whatt the bitter thing is in all this? Finally we are able to freely carry out our beliefs,
butt instead Islam is in decline. Satan is playing his own game." Muhammad efendi
wass intensely worried about what he saw as the weaknesses of the community
members,, fearing that they would abandon the path of Islam.
Elderlyy Muslims considered the waning influence of Islam among the youth
too be a serious threat. One of them complained that these days there was "no differencee anymore between the village and the city. Islam prohibits wearing short dresses,
butt people watch television and they copy what they see. The television tells people
too kiss and hug and that is what they do." Causes for the immoral behavior were
easilyy found. The influence of TV was a popular cause, while others stressed that it
wass the fault of parents, who neglected their duty to raise their children properly. At
otherr times, it was seen as a moral deficiency of the younger generation who
wouldn'tt listen anymore and had no respect for the elderly.
Thee improper behavior of children (especially sons) was considered highly
problematic,, partly because of the conviction that after death the question of raising
childrenn as proper Muslims would weigh heavily. During a discussion among imams
whoo had gathered for mevludi celebrations, one who wasn't very careful with his
wordss put it this way, "At the end of the day you will have to face yourself, asking
whetherr you really were the head of your family or more like a rooster who flies in
andd out." Besides its religious motivation, a major fear of religious leaders was that
theyy would lose credibility in the community if they couldn't ensure proper behavior
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off their children, which would then hasten the decline of Islam. During the mentioned
meeting,, the imam of a neighboring village spoke about the issue as follows:
Wee try to preserve what God has given us, but that is impossible if our
childrenn don't continue [the tradition]. We say that we are Muslims, but we
don'tt act as Muslims should act. I give vaizi (sermons), in which I tell the
communityy what is forbidden and what is allowed. But who will believe me,
iff even my own son does not as I told him? It is not just about my own
family,, but also about the general situation we are in.
Thesee and other statements corroborated the hypothesis that Islam, at least as perceivedd by elderly men, was declining rapidly. There was some important truth in it;
mosquess that remained empty and large-scale conversion to Christianity in Lower
Ajariaa proved the waning influence of Islam. Still, in Khulo it was not entirely clear
howw fast and straightforward this process was. It is difficult to determine whether the
processs of decline as witnessed by the hodjas was taking place as rapidly as suggested,, especially since comparisons with the Soviet period allow multiple
interpretations.. But it was clear that the renewed importance of Islam that was
witnessedd in the early 1990s had ended, and that elderly Muslim leaders were losing
theirr grip on their community.
Thee restrictions on Muslim organization and expression may be important in
explainingg why the upswing of Islam was essentially short-lived. But another
importantt factor is that Muslim leaders failed to reconcile Islam with the ideology of
thee nation and with 'modernity.' The defenders of Islam may stress the importance of
theirr faith and the need to stay true to familial traditions, but any attempt to mobilize
thesee values encounters strong opposition from the political establishment and more
importantly,, ambiguous feelings from their own members.
Thee issues raised by hodja Muhammad - drinking, education, indeed even
kissingg as on TV - were not just worries of an old and embittered man. They were
seenn as problematic by the younger generation as well, although the involved dilemmass led them often to different conclusions. Among those youth who called
themselvess Muslim (still a majority), discussions about religion unavoidably
promptedd the difficulty of reconciling Muslim identity and conduct with ideas of
nationn and state. Their careers and social lives were often tightly embedded in
Georgiann contexts that had obtained explicit Christian characteristics. The resulting
ambiguitiess in self-ascription mean that it is impossible to provide a general depiction
off 'religious identification' in Upper Ajaria. Instead, the shifts between particular
loyaltiess indicate the need to pay attention to the way individuals have dealt with the
involvedd dilemmas.

Difficultiess of restoring and maintaining Muslim identity
Wee have seen that the Muslim leaders' greatest fear was that their
childrenn would abandon the path of Islam. The dangers that were most frequently
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expressedd dealt with the consumption of alcohol, dressing codes and non-observance
off religious rituals. These elements were not very different from what Muslim leaders
perceivedd as the evils of state-atheism but these evils had re-appeared in a new
context,, with renewed vigor. Given that the Muslim clergy sees its grip on the
youngerr generation declining, it is interesting to look at how these young Muslims
deall with dilemmas of faith in everyday activities.
II will start the discussion by describing a supra (dinner) to which I was
invited.. The specific encounter had some 'political' significance because Otari - a
potentiall convert to Christianity - had urged me to come and discuss the issue of
religionn with his neighbors Bejan and Enver to show me that they were not as Muslim
ass I might think.4 Bejan was formally unemployed but had inherited land which
belongedd to his grandparents before collectivization. This and his talent for cultivatingg flowers enabled him to make a moderate living. 5 Enver was a traffic-police
officerr in a somewhat better financial position than the other two, especially because
off the informal supplements to his income.6 Both Bejan and Enver, although they
underlinedd that they were Muslims, paid very little attention to religious obligations
andd neither of them had been in the mosque for several years.
Whenn I met Bejan and Enver, they enthusiastically told me that I would
experiencee true Georgian hospitality. Invoking a popular Georgian saying, they
stressedd that I should express all my wishes since guests were a gift of God.7 The
eveningg consisted of a rotating table of dishes prepared by the spouses of Enver and
Otari,, and large quantities of vodka. Otari was given the honor of being tamada (head
off the table) and as such was responsible for raising appropriate toasts. Otari used his
positionn to start discussions on religion, specifically Islam, its relation to the Georgian
nationn and the freedom that his neighbors would give their children in deciding what
religionn to choose.
Afterr Otari asked the other two if they would allow their children to adopt
Christianity,, Bejan was the first to answer: "Every one is free to choose his/her
religion.. If my son decides to be a Christian, then he is free to do so, but if he decides
too follow my path, then that's also fine." Enver had a different opinion, saying: "For
myy part, I would not allow my children to abandon Islam." When Otari heard this he
interruptedd Enver. He leaned over the table, his face expressing disagreement. A
quickk exchange followed.
Otari::
What was your grandfather?
Enver::
Muslim, of course.
Otari::
and your grandmother?
Enver::
The same, Muslim.
44

Otari worked as mathematics teacher in the village school of Dekanashvilebi. He was baptized in
Augustt 2001, a few months after the described evening.
55
This flower-business was quite profitable as competition concerning this crop was still low in
Batumi. .
66
Enver openly commented on the necessity of taking bribes, not only to be able to complement his
meagree wage but also because refusing bribes would mean being fired by superiors.
77
The word used for God was rhmerti, which is used by Muslims as well as Christians.
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Otari::
And what about your [distant] forefathers?
Enver::
Christians.
Otari::
Right.
Otarii fell back in his chair and relaxed, seemingly satisfied with having made a
convincingg point by invoking the Christian past of Ajaria. Enver, however, did not
agreee with the consequences that Otari drew from his answers and continued the
discussion: :
Yes,, we know that they [distant forefathers] were Christians, but we also
knoww that at a certain point they adopted Islam. How and why they became
Muslimm we don't know, nor do we know whether it was voluntarily or with
thee sword. But we do know that since then they have been living as Muslims,, [which means that] they must have considered it the true faith. I live
thee same way as they did and want my children to continue in the same
direction. .
Otarii remained silent when Bejan, who as it turned out agreed more with Enver than
itt seemed earlier, joined the discussion. He placed a pencil on top of a dish and
lookedd in my direction when he said,
Doo you see this, this [the pencil] is God, and these [imaginary lines from the
edgee of the plate to the pencil] are ways that lead to God. Perhaps there are
400 different religions. Do we know for sure what the shortest way to God is?
No,, we don't! But my grandparents have concluded that their religion,
Islam,, is the shortest way to God. [...] My grandparents were intelligent
people.. They taught me everything, so how could I dare to abandon that
path? ?
Inn this discussion, the ideal of keeping the familial tradition intact was a central
theme.. As for the continuation of the tradition it seemed of little importance whether
onee fulfilled the religious obligations, as long as one did not reject the path of Islam.
Enverr conveyed this when he ended a speech that he had started earlier, "Perhaps I
amm not actively observing the demands of my religion, but I observe the most
importantt commandments: I don't kill people, I don't steal, and I don't sleep with
otherr women. That is, I don't undermine my family." Bejan for his part explained that
hee did not fulfill the religious demands because he had grown up in an atheist period
andd anyway did not have time for it. "But," he stressed, "I gave my father and brother
aa Muslim funeral and I would have considered it a sin if I had decided otherwise."
Thee idea behind this is that as long as one did not abandon Islam altogether a
continuationn of the familial tradition was still possible. As such, it was also an
implicitt critique of Otari who was about to decide otherwise and convert to Christianity.. That evening Otari did not raise the issue again. The next morning though, when
wee had breakfast, Otari returned to the subject:
Youu know, Enver's statements really surprised me. He tells you that he is a
Muslimm and that he won't allow his children to adopt Christianity, [laughs]
Butt what kind of Muslim is he anyway? He doesn't go to the mosque, he
drinkss vodka and - 1 wanted to tell him then, but I didn't - he even eats
pork!! Last year when it was Ramadan I saw him returning from work early
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inn the day. When I went over to greet him it turned out that he was carrying
aa bag with pork, someone had given it to him.8
Despitee the fact that nominal Muslims like Bejan and Enver presented their stance as
aa continuation of familial traditions, this perspective was not univocally accepted.
Otarii did not present his critique in a direct confrontation, perhaps because Bejan and
Enverr united their ideas on the matter. Nevertheless, it showed that not only converts
needd to explain the reasons for their conversion, but that also those who define
themselvess as Muslim need to explain and defend their stance. The difference is that
whereass new Christians talk openly and even self-confidently about their choices,
youngg Muslims speak about their religious convictions - at least to outsiders - in
moree covered and modest terms. Perhaps they do so because they are aware of the
gapp between their religious orientation and the expectations of the wider society they
livee in.
Withh reference to these expectations, it is possible to identify several
domainss in which regaining or retaining Muslim identity was problematic. I will
discusss three of them here, but by no means want to suggest that this would be an
exclusivee list. The first is that of Georgian 'culture,' understood here from an emic
perspectivee as those customs that are seen as characteristic for Georgians. Especially
crucial,, in this respect, are the codes for social behavior and the resulting dilemma of
alcoholl consumption. The next domain is that of Georgian 'nationality,' and especiallyy its assumed relation to Christianity. For Muslims, this means that they have to
positionn themselves in relation to a national discourse, which stresses the Christian
rootss of the Georgian nation. The last domain concerns ideas of the 'future,' and here
II refer specifically to the aspirations that people hold for themselves and their
children. .
'CULTURE'' - ALCOHOLIC TESTS

Whenn I asked a man in his sixties what he though the reasons were for
thee decline of Islam in his community and especially for the waning interest of the
youngerr generation in it, he provided me with the following explanation: "You know,
Islamm is a demanding religion and people are simply not always strong enough to
copee with that. You have to pray five times a day and you are not allowed to drink
[alcohol]] or to eat pork."9 Although the man may have referred to insufficient levels
off self-control, the statement also referred to opposing codes of behavior for Christianss and Muslims. The issues of consuming pork and alcohol were of course also
problematicc during the Soviet period, but there is reason to suspect that, at present,
thee issues have gained new importance. The account of Jemali, a man who grew up in
88
Secular Muslims in Ajaria told me that eating pork is considered a larger sin than consuming
alcohol. .
99
Other restrictions were mentioned in Okruashvilebi, one of the more conservative neighborhoods of
Khulo.. The hodja had forbidden the youth to play volleyball or backgammon, or to wear 'Christian'
(baseball)) caps. Backgammon and volleyball were nevertheless played when no old men were
around. .
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Okruashvilebii and until recently had not given his Muslim identity serious doubt,
shedss light on the subject.
"Duringg Soviet time," Jemali said, "of course we were Muslims, but we
couldd only pray inside our homes. We didn't think badly of anyone who drank at
workk or offered wine to guests, those things were simply unavoidable. Of course we
kneww that for Muslims it was a sin to drink [alcohol] or eat pork, but what could you
do?"" The new possibilities for religious proliferation after socialism changed the
expectationss of how Muslims should behave. This was also true for Jemali. In 1989,
whenn the mosque was opened, he was 26 years old. He started attending the local
medrese,medrese, making it to the position of teacher at the medrese in the mid-1990s. He
abandonedd drinking and for several years observed all the religious obligations.
However,, recently his unproblematic stance towards Islam has been challenged.. He received a promotion at work which made him responsible for the
telephonee lines that run to his neighborhood. But because his position involves
attendingg meetings and receiving guests from the district center, he has started
drinkingg again. According to Jemali, it would simply be impossible not to drink, "It is
fairlyy simple. You know our customs, whenever a guest arrives you have to provide
himm a meal and since we have a long tradition of wine drinking, you have to serve
winee and drink together. People would think badly of you if you said that alcohol was
prohibitedd in your house. It would be the same as saying that you are not a Georgian."
Thee issue of hospitality and drinking are crucial issues in the Georgian context.. Mars and Altman argued that in Georgia, beyond the family, a male has
"continuallyy to prove himself as catso - a man. He is, in this respect, perpetually 'on
show'' and has constantly to demonstrate his worthiness to public opinion in general
andd to his colleagues and peers in particular. These require the extravagant use of
displayy and consumption, as well as exhibitions of 'manliness'" (1987: 271). The
extensivee rituals of drinking and toasting are an integral part of everyday politics, of
definingg who is who, and of expressing gratitude and respect. Without participation in
thesee activities, it is hardly possible to advance one's position in professional life.
Evenn for Jemali, a low-level state employee, abstaining from alcohol consumption
wass practically impossible as it would diminish any future job-perspectives.
Marss and Altman offer valuable insights on the role of drinking in Georgia
ass a whole, but the issue has an extra dimension on the frontier. In Ajaria, it was not
onlyy important to prove one's manliness through alcohol consumption, but also to
provee that one was truly Georgian.10 Several baptized acquaintances couldn't imagine
thatt in some mountain-villages in Upper Ajaria there was no alcohol available at all.
Peoplee would ask, "Then what did you do, you just sat there and ate?" They were
amazedd at the possibility and showed their disapproval about what they considered to
bee a lack of hospitality." In Ajaria, drinking has become a very powerful symbol of
Wheneverr I was invited for dinner, either in the houses of nominal Muslims or new Christians, the
levell of alcohol consumption struck me as significantly higher than in Christian villages. A reason
mightt be that by showing that they were able to drink a lot they proved their Georgian-ness.
111
Even harsher reactions followed when people heard (from Teimuri) that when I had cut my hand,
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Georgian-nesss and abstaining from it not only placed you in a difficult social position
butt was also interpreted as a rejection of the nation.
Againn we encounter the same problem noticed earlier. During the Soviet
periodd Ajarians could be Muslim in their homes, while being Georgian in public.
Obviously,, there were people who continued to observe most or all religious obligations.. In order to do that, they had to maintain a low-profile life, take jobs as tractordriverss or shepherds and refrain from membership of the Communist Party. For
anyonee employed in a public function, continued observance of religious demands
wass not a possibility and this was accepted even by Muslim leaders. Informants
pointedd out that for men with jobs like school teachers, kolkhoz directors or policeofficerss it was taken for granted that they could not comply to certain religious
demands.. But whereas then it was accepted behavior for Muslim men to drink alcohol
orr eat pork or to withdraw from the Ramadan, today it is more complicated to abstain
fromm religious demands and still maintain being Muslim. Today, social behavior
needss explanation and is more easily subject to criticism from either other Muslims 'youu are no real Muslim' - or cynicism from new Christians - 'you say that you are
Muslimm but actually you are not.'
'NATIONALITY'' - FORCED TO TAKE POSITION

Thee way the terms Ajarian and Georgian are used locally reveal the
issuess at stake when people talked of nationality. Once, after Teimuri and I had been
talkingg with some men sitting in front of the mosque, we ran into an old man whom
wee hadn't met before. The following short conversation between the two unfolded:
Oldd man: Are you a Georgian or an Ajarian?
Teimuri::
I am a Georgian and an Ajarian
Oldd man: That is impossible! You are either one or the other.
Teimuri::
Isn't Ajaria then part of Georgia?
Oldd man: Ajaria is Ajaria
Heree the conversation ended. When Teimuri and I were alone again he shook his
headd and then said: "He is an old man, it is no use explaining to him that he is
confusingg religion with nationality [...]. Anyway, such opinions you will only
encounterr among the older generation, they never received education you know."
Teimurii was right in saying that it is nowadays fairly uncommon that Ajarians would
presentt themselves as radically different from Georgians, and instead most people
madee it clear that they saw themselves as Georgians, sometimes specifying that they
weree Muslim Georgians. But although Teimuri claimed that it was a matter of
understandingg the difference between religion and nationality, distinguishing between
thee two in contemporary Ajaria was often difficult if not impossible.
Mostt young Muslims I spoke with told me of painful encounters concerning
theirr religious affiliation. These encounters happened most frequently while traveling
too places outside Ajaria - to Tbilisi or to any of the other provinces of Georgia. One
informantt told me about an incident that occurred while on a bus from Tbilisi to
theree had been no alcohol to disinfect the wound.
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Batumi.. When the bus crossed the (administrative) border between Guria and Ajaria a
passengerr remarked: "I see we have arrived in Tatarstan." The Ajarian passengers
weree highly insulted and forced the driver to stop and kick the man off the bus. Other
informantss had similar experiences, they had been called 'Tatar' or 'Turk,' or their
refusall to drink wine had provoked comments that they were not 'real' Georgians.
Butt although these experiences were extremely painful for some, for others it
offeredd opportunities to talk about religious difference and to stress the possibility of
reconcilingg Muslim and Georgian identities. In front of the mosque I overheard the
followingg monologue in which imam Kemal told some bystanders about an encounter
hee had had on a trip to Guria, the oblast (province) north of Ajaria.
Thiss [Gurian] man asked me about my family name, and then [after hearing
thee answer] replied: "that is a real Gurian name." [...] I asked him: "why a
Guriann name, why not Ajarian?" Then the man made some statement about
Islamm undermining our nation and that Georgians should be Christian. So I
askedd him: "Christianity came here in the first century, what religion did
peoplee before that period have?" Animism was his reply. So I asked him,
"weree those animists Georgians?" Yes, of course they were Georgians. And
hee also agreed with me that they stayed Georgian when they adopted
Christianity.. So then I told him that if Georgians stayed Georgian despite
havingg changed their religion, they also stayed Georgian after having
adoptedd Islam. Then the man gave in, saying: "I'll have to think about that."
Thee bystanders laughed and nodded in agreement. "That is how it is. Kemal knows
howw to say it," one of them remarked. Within the Muslim community these and other
storiess 'proved' that there was no real problem in combining Muslim and Georgian
identityy and that claims to the contrary were those of people who were simply not
intelligentt enough. Still, the issue troubled many. Even the monologue presented
abovee ran into serious limitations, despite the fact that it skillfully used the contradictionss in nationalist rhetoric. It was a response to a dominant discourse but as a
reactionn it was ineffective because part of the Georgian message was nevertheless
accepted.. Moreover, because it claimed rights as a religious minority it still placed
Muslimss in a position of difference, something which was often inconvenient to
memberss of the younger generation.
Thee negative experiences with expressing religious difference might have
contributedd to the fact that (especially in public) many Muslims displayed an
accommodatingg attitude. Muslims would stress that the most important thing is to
believee in one God and that differences between religions were only of secondary
importance.. They respected Christianity but it happened that they were Muslim; that
wass the environment they grew up in. Islam was the tradition of their parents and
grandparents,, which in some cases almost sounded like an apology. This was also
truee of Muslim teenagers who attended the Christian lyceum in Khulo. A nineteenyear-oldd female student wrote in an essay about her view on religion: n "We know
"" The (anonymous) essays were written for the purpose of this research. Despite incorporating this
quotation,, the attempt in general was a failure because of the 'contextual indeterminacy' (cf.
Baumannn 1994); the impossibility of drawing conclusions from statements when nothing is known
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thatt our ancestors were Christians who were Islamized by the Turks during the 300yearr domination. Christianity is probably our true religion, but thereafter we became
Muslims.. [Islam] was handed down from generation to generation and therefore we
believee in Islam". So although she wrote that she is Muslim, in the same sentence she
mentionss that 'our true religion' is Christianity. The quotation not only demonstrates
thee clash between national and local traditions, but also suggests that this student has
internalizedd the nationalist rhetoric about religion - a rhetoric which makes it very
difficultt to reconcile being Muslim and Georgian.
CONFLICTINGG IDEAS ON THE 'FUTURE'

Despitee their stated religious affiliation, many Muslims faced difficultiess in giving this religious affiliation a place in the aspirations they had for themselvess and their children. More broadly still, it was often difficult for them to imagine
ann Islamic future for a 'Georgian' Ajaria. One of the reasons for this was that the
elderlyy Muslims who had dominated religious life in the 1990s stuck to interpretationss of Islam that were difficult to align with the aspirations of the younger
generation. .
Youngg Muslims openly distanced themselves from what they saw as an
attemptt of Muslim leaders to restore a kind of pre-Soviet Islam. Amiran, the 37 yearoldd judge in Khulo, made it clear what he thought the basic problem was, "I am not
sayingg that Islam is backward. You only have to go to Turkey to see that for yourself.
Butt here it is different. For the past eighty years Islam was isolated, it didn't move
forward.. It is a village-kind of Islam." The consequences of the isolation from the rest
off the Muslim world was particularly clear in a conflict over the interpretation of the
Muslimm calendar in Ghorjomi, a village twenty kilometers east of Khulo. Here the
locall Muslim community stuck to a deviating Muslim calendar. This calendar was
createdd by the locally famous mullah Osman, who played an important role in
religiouss life in Upper Ajaria between the 1930s and 1980s. Because back then there
wass no reliable information about the times of prayer or the start of the Ramadan,
mullahmullah Osman constructed his own calendar based on the moon and the stars. When
thee restrictions on religion were lifted and the rest of Ajaria adopted the standard
Sunnii Muslim calendar, the Muslims in Ghorjomi stuck to the calendar of mullah
Osman,, with the result that they start their Ramadan two days earlier than the rest of
thee Muslim world. The local community refused to adjust to the standard timetable,
becausee that was considered a later, impure modification.
Thee local inventions made in response to the isolation of Islam in Ajaria
weree seen by its defenders as attempts to stick to an authentic version of their faith.
Fervorr to create a pure Islam also led to other and newer inventions. During an
informall meeting of Quranic teachers, hodja Muhammad displayed his wish to keep
aboutt the social background of informants or the social setting in which statements are made.
133
The previous imam of Ghorjomi - a middle-aged men who followed Quran-courses in Turkey triedd to abolish this calendar but gave up his position after some disputes with elderly Muslims.
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truee to Muslim traditions in a way that was shocking for several participants. The
familyy with whom the group was having lunch, had arranged tables and chairs in
advance.. But upon seeing the arrangement, hodja Muhammad decided otherwise. He
orderedd the men to remove all furniture and to arrange the 'table' on the ground
instead,, which, he explained, was closer to the Islamic tradition. When his wish was
realized,, Muhammad efendi went into the kitchen and insisted that he would carry the
foodd into the room, thus ensuring that the women would not have to leave the
kitchen.. When it turned out that the men were supposed to eat with their hands
insteadd of cutlery, one could feel the discomfort among the other men. Little jokes
weree whispered and one young Islamic teacher remarked: "hodja says it is more
Islamicc [to sit on the floor], according to me it is more Asiatic." He continued,
"Luckilyy they let us wash our hands with warm water; that is the minimum."
Thesee and other situations made less devout Muslims feel that Islam was
pullingg them backwards instead of bringing them forwards. The version of Islam
propagatedd by men like Muhammad was understood as inhibiting progress. Many
peoplee struggled with the decision to send their children to medreses where they
wouldd learn to read Arabic, something that they saw as being quite useless in daily
life.. Moreover, inhabitants of Khulo frequently mentioned that children from
mountainouss villages with stricter Muslim lifestyles performed very poorly at school.
Judgee Amiran told me about this, "I pity them, they are prisoners of their traditions"
Thee reservations many Muslims had concerning the 'old men's Islam' of the 1990s
aree understandable and it was an important factor in the subsequent decline of Islam.
However,, among the younger generation there are those who found new ways to
integratee competing discourses in their personal lives. Moreover, some of the younger
imamss offer new interpretations of Islam that are more compatible with the aspirationss people hold for their own and their children's lives.

Findingg ways out
Muslimm men in Ajaria struggle with how to reconcile Georgian expectationss of hospitality and the religious obligations of Islam. They must decide how to
presentt themselves in non-Muslim contexts when the 'wrong' identity may squelch
theirr opportunities for the future. They are often forced to choose between their
religiouss and national identity, or to create a tenuous reconciliation between the two.
Theirr Muslim identity and its implications even produce crisis when they are making
decisionss about their children. As has been demonstrated, their struggles to restore
andd maintain their Muslim identity have been most difficult in the arenas of culture,
nationalityy and dreams for the future.
Thee men I encountered in Ajaria all dealt with these issues differently in
theirr daily lives. During my fieldwork I observed and was told about countless coping
strategiess employed by young Muslim men in their attempts to navigate their way
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throughh life as Muslims in Ajaria. Yet, despite the differences, there were similarities
inn the men's tactics; the stories of Kemal, Alexander and Teimuri seemed to me apt
exampless of the types of strategies most often employed. Their tactics, which I have
namedd 'reinterpretation,' 'circumvention' and 'ambiguity' respectively, mirror the
wayss in which many young men are attempting to deal with the difficulty of being
Muslimm (Georgian) in Ajaria.14
KEMALL - REINTERPRETATION

Afterr the border with Turkey was opened and restrictions on religious
expressionn were lifted, wealthy Turkish citizens became interested in helping
Ajarianss re-establish Islamic institutions. Besides making contributions to the
constructionn of mosques and medreses, the Turkish benefactors invited young Ajarian
menn to study at vocational schools in Turkey. Initially these invitations were handled
byy the muftiate in Batumi, but in later years young men were selected and recruited
throughh more informal contacts.15 Kemal was initially invited to study in Turkey for
onee year, though his stay in Turkey eventually lasted for seven years. According to
hiss account, he had been selected because he was the best student of the medrese.
Duringg the first two years of his study (1994-1996), he lived with a family in Trabzon,, learned Turkish and followed preparatory courses to be accepted at the Seljuk
Universityy in Konya. He was accepted and spent the next five years studying Islamic
law,, which he successfully completed. Upon return to Khulo in early 2001, Kemal
wass appointed as the new imam, because with his university degree, he was the
personn with the highest religious education.
Thee male domain of his house consisted of the visitors' room and a large
study.. Kemal was especially fond of his study-room. There was a computer, which he
hadd received from an Islamic organization in Turkey. His bookcases were filled with
bookss in Arabic and Turkish that he had purchased over the years. During one of my
visits,, he showed the university album and his yearbook, making sure that I noticed
thee high quality of the paper and the colorful layout, something that was very rare in
Georgia.. He went through the pages with photographs of students and talked extensivelyy about his professors. He also made me admire the advertisements that had
enabledd the production of this book, something he considered a wonderful combinationn of business and good deeds.
Inn our conversations, Kemal often made comparisons between Georgia and
Turkey.. Perhaps what struck him as the biggest difference was the way people were
engagedd in economic life. While Turkey (and especially Konya) had rapidly 'modernized'' during the years he lived there, Georgia did not manage to overcome the deep
economicc crisis. To Kemal this was a sign of intense chaos not only of economics but
alsoo of the mental state of the inhabitants.
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At least a fourth strategy could be added, that of'rejection,' but that will be the subject of the next
chapterr on conversion to Christianity.
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The muftiate facilitated participation of some 200 men in Quran-courses in Turkey in 1992-1994.
Thiss triggered harsh reactions from the political establishment in Batumi (Meiering-Mikadze 2001).
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Youu know what the difference is between rich men here and in Turkey. In
Turkey,, when someone starts to make money, he won't show it off. Instead,
hee first wants to expand his business, to guarantee a secure income for himselff and his family. But here, as soon as someone has earned a sum of
moneyy he will immediately buy a car and spend the rest of the money on
partying.. People don't act the way they should.
Manyy examples followed which showed Kemal's positive attitude towards Turkey.
Forr him, Turkey represented a model of progress, and proof that it was possible to
'modernize'' an Islamic country. Well aware of the existing stereotypes in Georgia
concerningg Muslims, Kemal perceived the Turkish system as successful in tolerating
differencee without losing the unity of the state, "One of the problems we have here is
thatt people mistakenly equate ethnicity with religion. For example, some people say
thatt Ajarians are not Georgian because they are Muslim. But those two are separate
things."" In Turkey by contrast, "there are many religious and ethnic groups but they
alll see themselves as belonging to the Turkish nation."
Hiss formal religious training also had changed his view on the religious practicess that were commonplace in Ajaria. Although he was careful enough not to
mentionn any names, he regretted that most hodjas had never been 'properly' trained,
"Theyy learned about Islam only from their parents during the winter, behind closed
doors."" This older generation was, in Kemal's view, not reacting properly against
certainn superstitions, like wearing amulets against diseases and reciting Quranic
versess to cure sickness.
Kemall managed to realign Islam with aspirations to which many of his
felloww townsmen subscribed. He separated religion and nation, something that
workedd well within the Muslim community in Upper Ajaria, but as we have seen, is
challengedd outside the local community. Moreover his 'modern' picture of Islam
involvedd a rejection of those markers of Georgian identity (hospitality, consumption)
thatt were vital in social life and that many Muslims in Ajaria explicitly used to stress
theirr loyalty to the Georgian nation. His positive stance towards Turkey as a model of
developmentt was accepted by several young Muslims, but also evoked suspicion
fromm those who explained any potential influence from Turkey as a possible attack on
thee nation. At the same time, his modern depiction of Islam aroused the suspicion of
severall elderly Muslims like hodja Muhammad who on one occasion expressed his
doubtt concerning the changes that Kemal had made in the organization of the
mosque. .
ALEXANDERR - CIRCUMVENTION

Alexander'ss life had not been easy. Now twenty-nine, he lost his father
whenn he was sixteen years old. As the oldest son he became the head of the household,, responsible for the well-being of his family during unstable times. Alexander
hadd done reasonably well though. He had managed to make good money by traveling
andd trading in Russia and Turkey.
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II hadn't seen Alexander for about a year when I ran into him near his home
inn July 2001. It came as a surprise to find him working in the fields, cutting and
stackingg hay. On earlier occasions he had always insisted that there were easier and
moree lucrative ways to earn money. He smiled when he noticed my surprise and said
thatt he had changed his lifestyle, and that these days he harvested the fruits of real
labor.. Profits from earlier businesses had enabled him to purchase several plots of
land.. He declared that for now he had given up on trading, "It is no use anymore; you
endd up losing money because of all the bribes you have to pay." 16 Besides the
changess in the way he earned a living, I noticed another change as well. Around his
neckk hung an amulet which, he told me with a laugh, his mother had urged him to
wear.177 That evening when I joined Alexander for dinner, there was no alcohol. To
myy surprise, Alexander seemed very comfortable with the fact that he had broken
theirr Georgian custom. Instead of making apologies, as was usually the case in
similarr situations, Alexander told me about an encounter he'd had which had made a
bigg impression on him.
Sixx months previously Alexander had gone to Batumi to sort things out for a
lumber-sellingg deal in which he was involved. That time he had bad luck and was
unablee to quickly find Turkish buyers. After searching in vain for several days, he
decidedd to ask his cousin Ismet for help and ended up living with him for an entire
month.. Many believe Alexander's cousin Ismet will become the future mufti of Ajaria
ass he has been studying off and on for six years at the prestigious Al-Azhar Universityy in Cairo.
II can tell you, living with him was quite an experience. You know how I
usedd to live. I like women, company, drinking. Well, Ismet knew this too of
course,, and he immediately warned me that I would need to adjust my
behaviorr if I wanted to stay in his house. There would be no drinking in his
housee and he [made it clear that he] didn't want to see me drunk once. Well,
II agreed. But a few days later several friends passed by, wanting to thank me
forr a deal that had worked out well. I thought to myself, 'OK, this time I
willl do it right.' I refused [the bottles of] vodka they offered me. Of course
theyy didn't accept it, but I told them: 'If you want to thank me, buy me a
tablett of chocolate.' You should have seen their faces! [laughter]. The next
dayy I heard that they had been beaten up just after they had turned around
thee corner - something about a debt or so. So you understand that I was
gratefull to Ismet, for in a way he had saved me from this fight.
Thiss was only the beginning of the story that Alexander wanted to tell me. He
continued, ,
Onee evening Ismet and I had a long conversation. Ismet demanded that I
givee up my sinful lifestyle. I told him, I never steal or cheat and I don't kill
people.. My only two sins are that I drink alcohol and that I sleep with other
166
The difficult route through the north-Caucasus - where he had to pay huge bribes and was recently
beatenn up by policemen - convinced Kemal that it was no use to continue this kind of trade. Because
hiss brother found a job in Abashidze's private militia, his family responsibilities had also lessened.
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These amulets contain a piece of paper with a verse or phrase from the Quran, preferably written
byy an imam. They are considered to give protection against the evil eye.
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women.. But as long as I am young, I can't give up the women. Ismet
thoughtt for a while and said: 'Just be careful with women, but the drinking
youu definitely have to give up." After some talking back and forth I gave in,
butt said that in that case he should help me with one question: how I could
bee sure about the existence of God? We talked about it and in order to convincee me Ismet asked what my strongest wish was. So I told him that I
really,, really wished to talk once more with my [deceased] father, to find out
whatt had really happened to him when he died. [Kemal followed instructionss that Ismet gave him and they apparently worked.] 1 had never had such
aa vivid dream as during that night. I really saw my father. He told me not to
worryy about it, that there was nothing to be found and that 1 should go on
withh my life [...]. How can you not believe after such an experience?
Afterr that encounter, I saw Alexander once more. A week before my departure from
thee field I met Alexander in one of the cafe's in Batumi. He was in the company of
somee men, eating and drinking chacha (strong alcoholic drink). I joined them. We
discussedd international politics and raised toasts on Georgia, women and good
business.. Nothing seemed to indicate his previously noticed change in lifestyle. But
well,, this was Batumi and not Khulo.
Alexanderr was a man with many faces. He definitely needed those different
faces.. To survive as a small-trader in a highly unstable region, it was not only vital to
havee good trading-skills but also to be able to adapt to many social situations.
However,, this did not diminish the value of Islam for him, which gave him spiritual
strengthh and a place of refuge back in the mountains.
TEIMURII - AMBIGUITY

Teimuri'ss father Khalid is hadji and well known in the Muslim community.. But Kalid's two sons Anzor and Teimuri hardly observe any of the religious
obligations.. This causes their father to worry about what went wrong in their upbringing.. Sometimes he half-jokingly tells his sons that he made a big mistake in allowing
themm to go to university in Batumi. It is difficult to characterize Teimuri as Muslim
andd he himself usually avoids answering the question. In fact, he has been in an
almostt continuous struggle about how to reconcile his religious and national identity.
Ass my research assistant, he sometimes jokingly remarked that it would be much
easierr if I would just take him as the subject of my research, because all the tensions
inn religious and national identifications came together in him. At times he felt
compelledd to convert to Christianity, especially since many of his friends in Batumi
implicitlyy or explicitly urged him to do so.
11 would celebrate Easter with them, and when they would greet me with the
wordss 'Khristos voskres' (Christ is risen) I knew I was supposed to say
'Voistinuu voskres' (He is risen indeed). But then, should I say that or not? I
wouldd feel very uncomfortable in such situations. On the one hand I spent
ann important part of my life with them, they have helped me with so many
things,, yet I reject their faith. But then on the other hand I have my family.
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Makingg a conscious decision to convert to Christianity would mean a slap in the face
off his father. At times, Teimuri called himself a lost cause and explained that what he
feltt was udvoienie (two-sidedness). As a result, he was not only incapable of choosingg one religion over the other, but it also had prevented any religion from entering
hiss heart. Some of his ambiguous feelings were well expressed during a conversation
wee had about the position of Islam in Ajaria.
Thee thing is, Islam might be a good religion, but it is incompatible with the
Georgiann state. We finally have our independence and we can't give too
muchh freedom to Islam, because we are still in the process of constructing
[ourr country]. Look at the Muslim children here, they can hardly write a
correctt sentence. Their parents send them to the medrese and only care
aboutt their children being able to read Arabic. But what is that going to do
forr their lives here? Our entire language, our culture, that is all connected
withh Christianity, so being Muslim immediately draws you away from it and
itt inhibits integration of Ajaria in our [Georgian] society, it inhibits the
developmentt of these people.
Thee reason that Teimuri stressed the aspect of 'integration,' and he did so on several
occasions,, was closely related to his own experiences. Teimuri often spoke about the
disadvantagess that he experienced when he went to university, his difficulties in
beingg accepted into the lives of friends with non-Muslim backgrounds, and his unease
aboutt not knowing Christian - and thus Georgian - lifestyles. For his children, he told
me,, this would be different. He was determined to provide them with a better start. At
homee he taught his children Georgian history and also acquainted them with
Christianity,, so that they would be 'free.' This freedom, Teimuri explained, entailed
nott only the freedom to choose one religion over the other, but especially the freedom
too live in Georgian society. That this was problematic for someone with a Muslim
backgroundd was very obvious to him, and actually, he could not always understand
whyy Muslims still perceived of themselves as being Georgian, "The Muslims here
sayy that they are Georgian, but besides language, what is it that makes them feel
Georgian?? I don't understand that."
Despitee all his doubts, over the past four years changes in his own life drew
himm closer to a 'Muslim' life. In 1997, when I first met Teimuri, he was about to
finishfinish his aspirantura (post-graduate degree). He was full of hopes that finishing his
thesiss would give him a good start in establishing an academic career. However, four
yearss later his hopes had all but vanished. After several delays (partly) caused by the
difficultyy of combining writing a dissertation with obligations at home, he had finally
finishedd his thesis in 2000. But because organizing a public defense in Georgia
requiress making monetary or other contributions to the right persons, in 2001 Teimuri
stilll hadn't managed to complete his studies. During that time several vacancies to
whichh he applied went to others, people whose financial resources and personal
networkss guaranteed them an academic career. Teimuri's lack of both diminished all
hiss hopes for being able to make a living in Batumi. During the last few years,
Teimurii no longer participated in the supras (festive dinners) organized by his former
friendss and colleagues, partly because of unease he felt with not being able to repay
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thesee social favors. Instead, after having lived in Batumi for six years he had returned
too Khulo. Through hard work and with the help of his relatives he has more or less
managedd to arrange his life. More actively than before, he now adheres to religious
demandss and takes part in Islamic rituals.

Thee three men represented distinctive ways of how young men in Ajaria
deall with the complexity of realigning religious and national identity. Each of these
strategiess also involved risks and could not simply be appropriated and acted out in
publicc life. The '^interpretations' of Kemal could be seen as an attempt to provide
neww meanings to Islam but involved the risk of alienation both from the society at
largee and from the more conservative Muslims. 'Ambiguity' as in the story of
Teimurii referred to accepting both the messages of Georgian nationalism and Islamic
traditions.. This meant that one was constantly confronted with the contradictions
betweenn the two discourses, which often led to withdrawal from direct involvement
inn religion. Alexander's ways of 'circumvention' referred to the tendency to try and
keepp Georgian and Muslim identity separated in different spheres of life. Actually,
thiss last 'strategy' seemed to me the most promising in the present national context,
withh the only 'risk' that this interpretation of Islam would not be acceptable to more
devoutt Muslims.
Judgingg from the stories, it is tempting to equate Islam in Ajaria with a rural
lifestyle,, and many people in Ajaria would subscribe to this viewpoint. Both nominal
Muslimss and Georgian nationalists associated Islam with backwardness and lack of
civilization,, attributes that were considered typical of rural life in mountain villages.
Inn Khulo, these notions were replicated on a smaller scale as evident in the nicknames
thatt were given to the various neighborhoods. Duadzeebi and Okruashvilebi, two
neighborhoodss that depended mostly on agriculture, were respectively called 'Meccadzeebi'' and 'little Arabia,' also because most hodjas lived there. By contrast, those
neighborhoodss that were closer entwined with the state-administration and the service
sectorr were associated with 'modern' life. Elderly Muslims referred to these
neighborhoodss as 'the center,' and spoke with contempt about the lack of morality
'overr there.' This 'over there' started near the center of Khulo and extended to
Batumii or perhaps even further, to those places they saw as characteristic of immoral
city-life. .
Likee most stereotypes, when stripped of their moral load, these contained a
coree of truth. During the Soviet period, Islam was of greater importance in rural areas
thann it was in urban centers and this geographical pattern was also visible in the
Islamicc upswing of the early 1990s. The differences between urban and rural life also
resoundedd in the stories presented above. For Kemal, Teimuri and Alexander their
sociall background proved important for how they incorporated Islam in their lives.
Forr the three men, as for many Muslims, Islam was important as it was part of social
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lifee in the local community to which they were tightly connected. For Alexander, the
Muslimm community was a place of refuge from which he escaped his hectic and
dangerouss life as a small-trader. For Teimuri, it was a place he would rather have left
behind,, but to which he returned when his hopes for starting a life in the city faded.
Forr Kemal finally, the Muslim community was the place to which he returned after a
prolongedd stay in Turkey, and where he now held an important position.
Butt all three had ambiguous feelings about the kind of Islam that was propagatedd in Ajaria during the 1990s. Teimuri worried about how the preoccupation with
learningg Arabic influenced kids' performances at school and how a Muslim life might
handicapp his children in their future lives. Kemal denounced the 'superstitions' that
weree to him a reflection of village customs rather than of proper interpretations of
Islam.. Only Alexander did not express such ambiguous feelings, perhaps because he
hadd given both Islamic and non-Islamic traditions a meaningful place in his life.

Muslimm identity against the tides
Inn the post-Soviet era, increased expectations of what being a Muslim
entailedd ran counter to increased demands for displaying loyalty to the Georgian
nation.. Thus, it was often quite difficult for Muslims to maintain Islamic traditions.
Thee initial upswing of Islam, as shaped by devout (and usually elderly) Muslimm men who strove towards the restoration of a pure or pre-Soviet Islam, clashed
withh aspirations of the younger generation and with the state. The portrayal of
Muslimm life that these elders advanced involved a rejection of the inclusive language
off Georgian nationality. They held on to a distinction between Georgian (Kartveli)
andd Ajarian (Achareli) on the basis that Georgians were Christian and Ajarians
Muslim.. Their variant of Islam thus contained a message of separation from the
Georgiann nation. This narrative of difference was difficult to accept for those young
Muslimss who saw themselves as Georgians and whose careers were tightly interwovenn with the Georgian state.
Youngg males with more moderate views on Islam displayed a preference for
aa de-politicized and de-ethnicized version of Islam. They claimed that religion and
nationn were different things and that therefore there was no problem in being
simultaneouslyy Muslim and Georgian. This de-politicized version of Islam attempted
too soften contradictions in the combination of Georgian and Muslim identities. But, as
wee have seen, it only worked in the Ajarian highlands when Muslims were among
themselves.. The combination of religious and national identity lost its cogency and
wass suspect to criticism when confronted with Georgian nationalist discourse.
Moreover,, because these Muslims incorporated part of a national Georgian ideology,
itt limited the appropriation of Islam in their daily lives.
Thee tragedy of Islam in the first decade after socialism was that it did not
managee to advance a worldview powerful enough to function as an acceptable
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alternativee to Georgian nationalist ideology. The view of elders was contrary to ideas
off Georgian nationality, but did not offer an acceptable alternative to the younger
generation.. The moderate view of younger Muslims, on the other hand, did not solve
thee incompatibility of Muslim obligations with expectations of 'Georgian' behavior
inn daily life, resulting in dilemmas that over time often became untenable. In part, this
wass a legacy of the Soviet period, in that, during that period, representations of
culturee and ethnicity were stripped of all Islamic connotations. This meant that the
lifestyless of Muslims could not be legitimized by the language of ethnicity and
culture,, but were often presented as village traditions or as leftovers of a despised
Ottoman-Turkishh past. This continues to incapacitate the appropriation of Islam in
'cultural'' and 'ethnic' presentations of 'self,' at least among those who had (partly)
embracedd the promises of 'modernity' as modeled on the national Georgian ideal.
BREACHESS IN THE FRONTIER

Withinn a changing field of social relations and competing discourses,
Ajarianss struggle with integrating contradictory identities. The stories in this chapter
suggestedd that although presentations of 'self can and need be adapted to changing
circumstances,, these adaptations do not necessarily ease the problems of reconciling
conflictingg identities and loyalties. The case of Teimuri showed this vividly. In Upper
Ajaria,, he called himself a Muslim, but in Batumi he presented himself as Georgian.
Att the same time, however, Teimuri was searching for ways to bring together these
centrifugall forces. The way he talked about his ambiguous feelings demonstrated that
hee was caught between the Muslim community on one hand and the urban Christian
societyy where he had studied on the other. As such, Teimuri was a representative of a
generationn that had studied in Georgian cities or had careers within the state bureaucracyy and imagined its future within the bounds of the state.
Ass Teimuri's story reveals, using these points of reference for constructing
identityy in Ajaria often resulted in ambiguous feelings for Muslims and a 'powerless'
Islam.. But we also saw that the state may lose its centrality in how people imagine
andd construe their lives. As we saw exemplified by the stories of Kemal and Alexander,, people's lives may increasingly be structured around other points of reference, be
theyy transnational trading networks or religious centers in the Muslim world. The
openingg of the border with Turkey is an important aspect for the creation of new
pointss of reference. On this point, Seteney Shami provides interesting insights in her
discussionn on post-Soviet identities in the North Caucasus. About the Circassians, she
writes,, "more than the fall of Soviet communism per se, it is the sudden porosity of
borderss and accessibility of territories that had been largely closed to them, that has
beenn of transformative importance to concepts of ethnic identity" (1999:43).
Althoughh I don't want to go as far as Shami in attributing a radical
transformativee power to it, the opening of the border certainly influenced the scope
andd possibilities to articulate religious identities. First, in line with what Kemal had to
sayy about his experiences in Turkey and return to Khulo, it has offered a renewed
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visionn of Islam that may be better compatible with aspirations that people hold for the
future.. Second, the opening of the border produced ways to circumvent the straitjackett of the state. Alexander's story is a case in point because it shows that living in
aa post-Soviet era requires circumventing not only official structures, but also expectationss of religious and national loyalties. In the case of Alexander, the nation-state has
becomee less important. It is a place of temporary residence, while his interests, and
perhapss eventually his loyalties He elsewhere. If Islam has a future in Ajaria it is
throughh such shifts in points of reference, which help Muslims conceive of their
identityy outside the bounds of the Georgian nation state.
However,, both cases also suggest that new configurations of religious and
nationall identities depend on a decline in the power of the state. For the moment, it is
tooo early to predict whether this is actually the case. Despite the collapse of the Soviet
statee and socio-political and economic turmoil of the following years, the past five
yearss have shown a recovery of state structures in Ajaria. Drawing explicitly on
Turkishh experiences, no matter how relevant this might be for a revitalization of
Islam,, is not without its drawbacks in the present political context. It raises great
suspicionn from those who take the Georgian nation to heart, as we will see in the next
chapter.. This suspicion is especially great on the frontier and illustrates the two-sided
naturee of borders in general. On the one hand, the renewed contacts with Turkey have
createdd opportunities for religious renewal, while on the other hand, they have
increasedd Islamophobia in Georgia.
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CHAPTERR THREE

OnOn the role of Ancestors and Enemies
inin Religious Conversion

Inn the late 1980s, when restrictions on religion were lifted, Ajarians
seemedd to be converting en masse to Christianity. A local newspaper edition of that
timee reported that 5,000 people had been baptized in Batumi in a single day and that
thee recently opened churches were unable to seat all the worshipers who had finally
beenn able to "return to their ancestral faith," Georgian Orthodoxy {Sovietskaia
Adzharia,Adzharia, 29-05-1989). Bishop Dimitri recalled those days with delight, remembering
thatt "we baptized from early morning to late at night, one after the other, and still
theree were people waiting." These mass baptisms were not only taking place in
Batumii and its surroundings - with their heterogeneous population - but also in Upper
Ajariaa where the position of Islam was much stronger. In June 1989, patriarch Ilia II
paidd a visit to the medieval church in Skhalta - a small mountainous village in Upper
Ajaria.11 During his visit the patriarch held a requiem for those who had died during a
naturall disaster earlier that year. He then delivered a speech in which he expressed
gratitudee that, after centuries of oppression, it was once again possible to pray at this
sanctifiedd place (Sovietskaia Adzharia, 01-06-1989). "He admonished the Ajarians to
returnn to Christianity [and] told them that the catastrophe that had befallen them was
obviouslyy the punishment of God for their unfaithfulness to the Savior" (Lilienfeld
1993:: 227). Afterwards, the patriarch carried out baptisms near the walls of the old
church.. The arrival of the patriarch caused stirring among the population. Rumors
circulatedd that every person baptized by him would receive a cross of pure gold.
Whetherr or not for this purpose, during that day no less than fifty villagers were
baptized,, among which were a large segment of the village elite like the kolkhoz
director,, the village council chairman and other state functionaries. However,
accordingg to one of the converts from this village, almost none of those who were
baptizedd ever attended a service in the years following their baptism. What is more,
aboutt ten baptized families started to attend the Friday prayers at the local mosque
whichh was re-opened a year later in 1990.
Althoughh the church may have interpreted the numerous baptisms (estimationss of the actual number vary greatly) as a confirmation of its hope that Ajarians
wouldd rapidly 'return' to Christianity, it is difficult not to see these baptisms as
opportunee adaptations to the time or as symbolic gestures towards the nationalist
11

The church in Skhalta dates from the 13lh century and is the only medieval church in Ajaria that has
survivedd both the Ottoman and Soviet periods.
22
I based the estimation of fifty converts on the accounts of villagers. It is significantly lower than the
estimatee of 3,000 mentioned in the local newspaper Sovietskaia Adzharia (01 June 1989).
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movement.. Moreover, economic and political considerations may have influenced
people'ss decision to be baptized more than religious concerns. That at least is what
thee stories of gold and the predominance of the village elite among the 'converts'
suggest.33 As such, the events offer a glimpse into the unstable political and economic
atmospheree in Ajaria at the time. It is unclear, however, how these events relate to
religiouss change, the direction of which was indeed far from clear in the early 1990s.
Still,, what these baptisms point to is the emergence of flexible space for religiouss renewal after the collapse of state-atheism, a space that at the time was still
largelyy amorphous. Pragmatic and haphazard shifts between religions may have been
aa characterization of a time of great upheaval, particularly after the official ideology
hadd just crumbled. In subsequent years however, it became clear that there was
anotherr current, a slower but more permanent process of conversion to Christianity,
whichh will be the focus of this chapter. This process of 'permanent conversion'
proceededd steadily in the lowlands - sometimes including the population of entire
villagess - but was much slower and less predictable in Upper Ajaria where Islam had
retainedd an important role in social life.
Althoughh conversion in Ajaria is intricately linked to the instability of the
post-socialistt era, ambivalence is not all there is to it. In the previous chapters, I have
outlinedd some of the basic factors that made the adoption of Christianity understandable.. This included the amalgamation of religious and ethnic identity in
nationalistt discourses, and the difficulties of observing Islam while living in a state
thatt privileges Christianity both through state policies and through the dissemination
off Georgian 'high' culture. Moreover, after the initial turmoil of the early 1990s, slow
shiftss in the power balance between competing interpretations were taking place,
whichh induced people to make more permanent choices between Islam and Christianity. .
Althoughh the complex motivations that underlie people's decision to convert
cannott be fully retraced, by looking at the structure and recurrent themes in
conversionn stories it is possible to discuss how conversions are related to changing
social,, national and ethnic identities. The stories are insightful cases that inform us
aboutt societal changes and are condensed reports of the ambivalence experienced by
aa majority of the population. To grasp the implications of the interplay of identity,
politics,, and morality, conversion stories are especially relevant. They illustrate some
off the motivations and actions of converts as influenced by the larger political and
economicall context and moreover, they reveal how people root themselves in a
changingg world.

Whatt 1 have in mind is that during the period of social and political turmoil it might have been in
thee interest of village notables to adjust to the new political realities, for example to secure their
officiall positions.
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Talkingg about conversion
Inn this section, I will present four stories of people who told me about
theirr conversion. These stories, as well as the other verbal accounts that are the basis
off this chapter, were all recorded in Khulo, the administrative center in Upper Ajaria.
Thee town has important functions for the Muslims in the region as it hosts one of the
largestt mosques in Ajaria and because both the deputy mufti and several influential
familiess of Muslim teachers live in the town. At the same time, Khulo also functions
ass the bridgehead for Christian missionary work. Concerning the extent of conversion,, it forms a sort of middle ground. At the time of research, the Christian
communityy was still only a fraction of the town's total population. The Church had
approximatelyy 300 members or five percent of the population. Although this number
seemss small, it is still a considerable group, especially when considering that a large
partt of the town's population (perhaps as much as fifty percent) does not openly
identifyy itself with either Islam or Christianity.
Thee accounts were recorded during interview sessions in which I specifically
askedd about how they came to be baptized. In most cases this material was supplementedd by circumstantial information recorded at other occasions. The reason for
includingg four stories at length is to provide the reader with some ideas of how people
explainn and talk about their conversions, and to provide a basis to start my discussion
onn the meanings of conversion. Because presenting lengthy stories automatically
favorss those who are willing to talk about conversion - by implication the more
outspokenn converts - in the subsequent discussion I will not only refer to these four
texts,, but also include shorter comments of less talkative new Christians.
TAMAZ Z

Tamazz has been teaching at the Christian lyceum for the last ten years
andd he is the only one within his family who has opted for Christianity. His quest for
aa satisfactory worldview, which eventually led him away from Islam and towards
Christianity,, has been long and, in view of his continued ambivalence about his
decision,, difficult. Now 42 years old, Tamaz grew up in what he calls a 'true atheistic
period,'' although he mentioned that his parents continued to observe Muslim rites
evenn then. Tamaz himself however - at that time an enthusiastic pioneer - refused to
participatee in these practices and, as a result, his parents sometimes half-jokingly
calledd him 'our little heathen.' After Tamaz completed high school, he entered the
pedagogicall institute in Batumi. He did not see this period as having influenced his
laterr conversion, because "at the institute we didn't even talk about religion, that was
severelyy forbidden and besides, it was not interesting to me." After four years Tamaz
returnedd back to Khulo and married a girl from a neighboring village.
Shortlyy after my wedding in 1982 my wife and I visited Tbilisi. By chance
wee passed the Church of David. The doors of the church were open and the
soundss of the choir filled the air. It struck me as very beautiful and I told my
wifee that I would look inside. It was one of those exciting moments. I didn't
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evenn know what rules to observe, and upon entering I was completely taken
abackk by the peace and beauty of the scene. It was as if I had found peace
andd I understood that this was what I had been looking for all my life, that
thiss was part of my life, of my culture.
Uponn their return to Khulo, his sudden interest in Christianity unavoidably slackened,
butt when the Christian lyceum opened in 1991, Tamaz was among the first to take up
aa position as a teacher (of Russian language). Although it was never required of
teacherss to adopt Christianity, working at the lyceum, of course, involved being
exposedd to Christianity.
Duringg the period that I worked here, I came to a point - and I don't say this
too portray myself as better than others - that step by step I returned to the old
religionn to which my forefathers three centuries ago had adhered. The final
decisionn to be baptized was not an easy step, but the [historical] works and
sourcess I read convinced me that my forefathers had been Christians. In
1999,, with the help of Father Iosebi I finally managed to break the barrier.
Withh his assistance 1 managed to rid myself of the Muslim rites and customs
thatt were in my skin and in my flesh and I returned to my native religion.
[...]] My father on the whole agreed with my decision, more so than my
motherr and wife. Of course there was some resistance from their side, but I
explainedd that my forefathers had also been Christians. Within my family
theyy talked badly about me, saying that I had been behaving differently
sincee I started working at the lyceum... but I remained true to my own path.
BADRI I
Whenn I met Badri for a dinner at his house in the upper part of Khulo,
thee guestroom was not prepared yet so Badri decided to show me around his
neighborhood.. Before long we stopped to look at the neighbor's baby, who was just
beingg put in her crib. Badri zealously explained the tradition of the crib.
Thiss crib is made in the traditional style which allowed it to be picked up
andd carried away whenever there was a threat of danger. Another custom
wass to hide a large knife under the mattress, so that the women could defend
themselvess against the Turks. You see; the Turks could have attacked at any
moment,, and people had to be constantly prepared. Our people struggled for
centuriess to defend not only their families, but also their faith. As you see,
althoughh my neighbors are Muslim, they still hate the Turks and have
preservedd our Christian traditions.
Throughh this story of the crib, Badri revealed his convictions about religion as well as
somee of his reasons for adopting Christianity even before I had a chance to ask him
aboutt his conversion. Later that evening, Badri and I eventually got around to
discussingg his conversion. He spoke about the period of time when he was a student
off veterinary medicine in Tbilisi.
Att that time [1984] I visited churches as if they were museums. I did not
knoww anything and I did not have a strong faith, neither in Islam nor in
Christianity.. At a certain moment my friends made plans to go out. I joined
themm without asking where we were going until it became clear we were
goingg to attend a divine service. This was at the time of course strictly
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forbidden.. The KGB kept an eye on everything. After we had entered [the
church]] I watched how the others received blessings, I discovered how I had
too act and decided to go myself as well. I was insecure of course; I didn't
knoww whether what I was doing was allowed. But the priest did not ask me
anyy questions and painted a cross on my forehead with wax. After this event
II went more often, also without my friends and every time I became more
intrigued.. I also started to read literature about Christianity.
Afterr his studies, Badri returned to Khulo and had no further opportunities to
continuee the quest he had started. Badri became a teacher at the Christian lyceum in
1991,, but he wasn't baptized until the church in Khulo was opened in 1996. I asked
himm the reason for this delay.
Youu know, I didn't baptize earlier because of my neighbors. They don't
evenn comprehend such a move; it is not part of their understanding. From
theirr perspective Islam is the proper (sobstvennaia) religion, I felt that they
weree looking at me with strange eyes. Don't think that it was an easy decision;; there were unpleasant responses from neighbors who told me that I had
madee a big mistake. But I always replied that I had made the right decision,
thatt I had chosen the path of our forefathers. My father had no problem with
it,, he was and still is a staunch communist, and although his parents were
Muslim,, he himself is practically an atheist.4
Badrii envisioned an important role for the Georgian church in Ajaria. In his view the
churchh should do everything in its powers to repair the misfits in society, "Only the
Orthodoxx Church can do that," Badri insisted.
Onn subsequent occasions Badri often complained about his illiterate
neighborss who did not understand historical truth, "They can't see," Badri explained
too me, "that Islam is only here because the Turks imposed it on us." In a way Badri
wantedd to rid himself of this Muslim past, and his baptism can be seen as an act of
rituall cleaning of what he sees as foreign - inauthentic - influences. Convinced that
Ajaria'ss future would be Christian, he placed his two children in the Christian
gymnasiumm and later decided to have them baptized, without consulting his relatives.
Nott everyone was completely happy with his action, but Badri easily dismissed the
differingg views. Concerning his wife's reaction he told me that she "started to cry
whenn she heard that I had Giorgi and Nino [their children] baptized. She was upset
becausee she feared that no one would want to marry our children. As if I would
acceptt a son-in-law who is Muslim. It actually made the whole issue easier, this way
onlyy the good marriage candidates will be available to marry them."
KETEVAN N

Ketevann was still very young when her father died. She was raised by
herr mother and grandmother. She was about eleven years old when a neighbor (of
Georgian-Christiann origin) told Ketevan and her mother that she wanted to baptize
Itt is important to note here that Badri's grandparents and several of his uncles fell victim to the
purgess of the 1930s. They were sent to jail in Batumi and possibly deported, but nothing further is
knownn about their fate.
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thee little girl. Although at that moment Ketevan was hardly able to grasp the meaning
off her neighbor's wishes, she said it was a turning point in her life and stressed that
afterr this incident she became very interested in Christianity. When she was in the
eleventhh grade she wanted to be baptized. However her grandmother was against it
andd there was no way Ketevan could make such a decision without her grandmother's
consent.. Nevertheless, during those years she began to weigh both religions against
eachh other, "Although I was more inclined towards Christianity, something kept me
awayy from it. It probably had to do with my upbringing and of course my grandmotherr played a role in this, but it was only recently that I came to understand that it
wass my past that was sitting in my heart, keeping me away from my religion."5
Onlyy later, when Ketevan entered the school of music in Batumi and had
livedd with relatives in the city for several years, did she start to think more concretely
aboutt adopting Christianity.
Myy friends, although not all of them were Christians, shared that same lifestyle.. At school we often sang religious songs and because of the acoustics
wee often practiced in the church. Then I realized that I wanted to lead this
life,, with these friends, but that would be impossible without being baptized.
II then remembered what my neighbor had said ten years before. For me it
wass a confusing period. I even started to have dreams in which I entered the
churchh to be baptized, but I always woke up before the ceremony was completed.. I was unaware of it then, but now I know that these were messages
fromm God [...] When I was in the second course we talked about the issue in
myy family. Mother was not against it or at least she didn't say that she
disagreed. .
Herr grandmother, however, was against Ketevan's plan from the first moment,
"Althoughh she didn't threaten me with reprimands, she never gave her approval. But
shee has come to accept it, and now she merely says that I shouldn't forget about our
religion,"" which for Ketevan's grandmother is obviously Islam. "Of course there are
thingss I can't say at home. My grandmother is very pious, she observes the Ramadan
andd she prays. For her it is too difficult to abandon Islam. I respect her, and therefore
II hide my icons. In my bedroom I have a corner with religious items, but I only pray
theree when grandmother is not at home or late at night when they are asleep. My
motherr is not baptized, but when she sees how I pray from the heart, she sometimes
wishess that she too would be Christian. Maybe when grandmother is gone she too
willl be baptized."
MARINA A

Marinaa explained to me that she had gone through a difficult period in
herr life. For several years she has lived separately from her husband, but, she pointed
out,, they were planning to get back together now. These last few years had been very
hardd for her and she stressed that this, to a large extent, should be blamed on the
55

Note that in this sentence two perspectives on history come together - the family history as
symbolizedd by the grandmother - and a more abstract perspective on history, symbolized by 'my
religion1. .
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Muslimm clergy: "They have tried everything to get us divorced, simply because they
fearr that [if we stayed married] it would accelerate the decline of Islam; they are
afraidd to lose their control over the community.6 But you know what is so interesting?
Myy husband is now himself preparing to be baptized. He tells me that he is ready for
itt now." Marina was one of the first people in Khulo who converted. This, in addition
too the difficulties she experienced following her conversion, made her a kind of
heroinee for other converts - adding to the heroism of becoming a Christian. During a
two-hourr session we spoke about her experiences, but when we got to the point of her
ownn decision, she seemed a bit nervous, as though afraid that I wouldn't understand it
right. .
Off course it did not just come out of the blue. When I was young I often had
too travel and I remember very well visiting a church in Sverdlowsk [in the
latee 1980s]. Then I already understood that only Christianity saves one's
soul.. Later, when they opened the lyceum and Father Grigori came here [he
becamee the director of the Christian lyceum] I got more involved. [Besides
him]] there were also a few nuns, and with one of them I often talked about
myy feelings. She would give me things to read and we discussed those. But
att that time I could still not decide to make that step.
Marinaa hesitated for a second before she told me about what she presented as the
cruciall moment for making a difficult decision. She told me that at the time - in 1993
-- she joined the priests from Khulo every two weeks on their trip to the church in
Skhalta,, where sermons were being given. After the sermon had ended during one of
thosee trips, she continued:
II went for a little walk behind the church. It was March, still very cold and a
bitt foggy. You know, the forest there starts almost next to the churchyard.
Soo I was walking around, captured in my own thoughts, when I saw somethingg between two trees. It was as if there suddenly was a wide, shining path
throughh the forest. On the middle of that road I saw an old man in a black
cassock.. He stood there, or rather was waiting, with a staff in one hand and a
crosss in the other. He looked up to me, and told me, 'don't wait any longer
withh what you have to do'. He turned around and disappeared as suddenly as
hee had arrived. Then 1 became aware that he was my ancestor, it was even as
iff I had known his face all along. You see, my ancestors used to be priests.
Thee last priest in Ajaria was one of my forefathers. I know that it was he
whoo had sent me on the right track. The next day I was baptized.

Whatt the stories suggest is a continuing struggle for truth, history, and
community,, through a reinterpretation of the past as embedded in personal life
Whatt I think she was referring to was that individual conversions of marginalized (divorced)
individualss would be less threatening to the Muslim community than accepted conversions within
families. .
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stories.. The people who told their accounts portrayed their conversions as a difficult
process,, due to the social environment and to the moral considerations inherent in this
change.. They portrayed their adoption of Christianity as a form of resistance against
falsee village opinions as Badri's story demonstrated. They also showed that their
conversionn was a move against local power-balances as in the case of Marina who
stressedd the obstacles posed by the Muslim clergy. As another informant put it when
hee talked about his decision: "Traditions are important of course, but you have to
differentiatee between good and bad traditions. Sometimes 90 percent says that you
havee to comply while 10 percent says you don't, but what if that 10 percent is right?"
Convertss talked about the difficulties in breaking away from that community and
stressedd that they had managed to remain true to their own path. In that sense the
storiess were typical for the situation in Khulo where the relation between the Muslim
andd Christian realms is not only tense but also murky. Converts must learn to deal
withh the opposing and intertwined forces of these religious realms. The conversions
shouldd not just be seen as opportunistic adaptations to the new times or as uncritical
appropriationss of hegemonic discourses, but as deliberate choices embedded in
broaderr political and economic contexts, choices that moreover had great impact on
personall lives.

Narrativess of conversion: Continuity, enemies and progress
Thee conversion stories do not necessarily reflect peoples' 'real' motives
forr adopting Christianity, nor do they necessarily explain how their conversions came
about,, but they do tell us something of how new Christians explain and defend their
decisionn to be baptized. Put differently, the language of the stories and the recurring
signss and symbols in them suggest how conversions are imbedded in wider discourses.. They also display the relationship between religious and other identities. I
willl comment on the narrative aspects of the stories by drawing out common threads
andd elaborating on these by using additional stories for support. The goal is not only
too show that the conversion stories are related to wider discourses - which is more
thann obvious - but also to try and find out how they are related. To achieve this, I will
focuss on those recurring themes in the stories that are important for understanding
whatt conversion entails in relation to national and private arenas.
CONTINUITY Y

Althoughh non-Christians in Ajaria frequently employed the word
'conversion'' (perexodit') to denote the actions of new Christians, many converts (I
willl continue to employ the term) did not use the word because of the unwanted
connotationn of change.7 What they had experienced in their spiritual life was not to be
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New Christians did not like the term conversion because of its connotation of change and rather
talkedd about 'being baptized.' The Muslim clergy also did not use 'conversion' because they didn't
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understoodd as a personal change or disruption, but rather as a regaining of the true
selff in Christianity. Instead of a change, the ritual act was presented as expulsion of
inauthenticc influences. This was evident when Tamaz said, "I managed to rid myself
off the Muslim rites and customs that were in my skin and in my flesh." While ridding
thee new Christians of inauthentic influences the conversion at the same time enabled
aa return to - not a change towards - Christianity. One informant, a young woman of
222 years old expressed this notion point blank, saying: "I don't have the feeling that I
amm switching from one to another religion, no I have returned back to my native
religion."" "
Whatt does this 'return' to Christianity imply? In many stories it quite bluntly
pointedd to primordial notions of national and ethnic identity. Tamaz, for example,
stressedd that Ajaria was historically Christian and that Christianity was the religion to
whichh his forefathers adhered. He portrayed his conversion not as a change to
somethingg new, but as an interrupted continuity of Christianity that had remained part
off his - Georgian - culture. These notions were made meaningful by referring to the
distantt past, a past in which the local population was Christian. History clearly
providedd an important source of approval for the new Christians, who presented their
conversionss as a continuation of the original faith of their predecessors. This aspect
off continuity was true not only for the accounts presented above, but also recurred in
fleetingg comments made on the subject. During one short interaction a new Christian
saidd the following about his conversion: "It's simple; if you read history then you
startt to understand that our religion is Christianity. Everything of value in Ajaria, the
bridges,, castles, churches, they were all built in the 12th century. And by whom were
theyy built? By us, Georgians!"
Referencess to the heydays of the Bagratid kingdom (12th and 13th centuries
AD)) were made very often. The relation between this distant past and the present was
portrayedd as self-evident. Verbally connecting the 12th and the 21 st centuries by
placingg them next to each other into one sentence was generally enough to carry the
messagee across. In many accounts, it seemed as if the 12th century happened only
yesterday.. How the eight centuries in between were explained away was not a matter
off great interest, although some referred implicitly to the issue. For Vakhtangi for
example,, the historical realities continued in a straight line up to the present. These
realitiess could not be denied nor forgotten, although they had been repressed for
centuries:: "It is the Georgian soul that pulls us to Christianity. Of course, most people
sayy that they are Muslim but that is just a cover, by way of their lifestyle and customs
theyy are drawn towards Christianity. If you would be able to have a look in their soul
youu would find out that they truly are Christians."
Thee idea that Islam had only had a superficial impact on the local population
wass also voiced by Badri when, in the story presented previously, he pointed out to

believee that such a change was altogether possible. Instead they denoted new Christians as misled
peoplee or as apostates. The term conversion remains, however, useful to describe personal religious
changee as a process that does not start nor end with the ritual act of baptism.
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mee all the signs of Christianity that had survived centuries of Ottoman rule and the
'superficial'' Islamization of the area. That the narrative of an ineradicable Christian
pastt resonates very well with the ideas of the converts is obvious, it provides affirmationn for their decision to adopt Christianity. By implication this meant an adoption of
nationall rhetoric as revealed in scholarly works about the history of the region. These
bookss were often presented as proofs of their righteousness. As one informant
commented:: "I have read those books, I have read them all, and I discovered that our
ancestorss were Christians. A well-thinking person can not ignore that."
Butt whereas this historical narrative may be unproblematic in the larger part
off Georgia which is often presented as a Christian island surrounded by Islam, Ajaria
hadd been incorporated in the Muslim realm for several centuries. This difference
makess the historic narrative sketched above simultaneously more problematic and
moree crucial for the involved. Indeed, I propose that Ajaria's location on the frontier
off the Muslim and Christian realms is an important factor in understanding why new
Christianss so zealously embraced nationalist historic rhetoric.
Thee idea behind the numerous statements on historic truth then is that the
compositee of Georgian culture and Christianity had been obscured - but not
essentiallyy changed - by Ottoman rule. From this same perspective it is understood
thatt at present, through reading books about history and increasing one's knowledge
off history it has become possible to 'uncover' this 'covered reality,' a reality that
accordingg to new Christians had been hiding behind the superfluous image of Islam.
Regainingg the true self through history is an important element in most stories, an
elementt that is probably so vital because of the fact that it is problematic. When
peoplee stressed continuity of the earliest past with the present, they could only do so
byy putting four centuries into brackets. In other words, these four centuries or rather
thee memories and traditions of a Muslim past had to be erased or explained away.
ENEMIES S

Whenn new Christians talk about history or culture, it is often in oppositionn to the 'other.' This 'other' manifested itself in speech as 'the Turk,' 'the Ottoman,'' or more broadly as 'Muslims' and was presented as radically different from the
'self.. The 'other' is simultaneously a religious and a cultural 'other.' This is well
capturedd in a statement of a young woman who had been baptized several years
earlier:: "When I read the Quran I do not recognize anything, it is not about our
people,, not about Georgians. By contrast, when I started to read the Bible I recognizedd everything, everything struck me as familiar. The bible is about people like
me."" In this short comment, Islam and Christianity are neatly opposed. The bible is
presentedd as a book about Georgians. It is contrasted with the Quran whose messages
whichh are portrayed as alien. Moreover, Muslims are thought of as having done a
greatt injustice to the Georgians generally and to the inhabitants of Ajaria specifically,
ass the next comment shows. "I used to have nothing to do with religion; I was a
simplee farmer, although once in a while I went to the old [closed] church out of
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curiosityy [...]. But I did read a lot, for example that the Turks had cut off 300 heads
andd thrown them into the Chorokhi [river] and then sent a message to Skhalta that the
samee thing would happen there if people didn't submit to Islam."
Similarr stories about the cruelties of the 'Turks' or the 'Ottoman Empire'
weree repeated over and over again. They were exchanged during dinners and discussedd over wine-sessions. 8 In addition to the historical injustice that the 'other' had
inflicted,, the 'other' was also perceived as a threat to present-day realities, judging
fromm stories, like the following, that discussed the danger of renewed influence of
'thee Turk.' "[One day] a whole group arrived from Turkey, they called themselves
hodjas,hodjas, but in fact they were secret agents. They studied the situation here, about how
peoplee related to religion and the state. Of course the Muslims here are interested in
religionn in Turkey, but it turned out that the [hodjas] were agents, they wanted to
restartt the process that took place here 400 years ago." 9 Although this particular story
wass 'known' by many, the numerous references that were made to publications and
scholarlyy works on the subject points to the active role of Soviet ideology in the
creationn of an enemy. Whereas part of this Soviet ideology was denounced as
propaganda,, the rhetoric on the 'cruel Muslim past' had remained an active and
importantt part of their collective memory.
Definingg who the 'other' actually refers to is problematic because the stories
aree hardly ever about personal encounters with the typical 'other,' that is Turks.
Indeed,, few of the converts who made these comments had ever been to Turkey or
hadd met with citizens of Turkey. The fact that story of the 'hodja-agents' was so well
knownn in the Christian community made me wonder what the hidden messages of the
storyy might be. Why was this story repeated, distributed and celebrated? Perhaps it is
thee little note in the above comment saying "of course the Muslims here are interested
inn religion in Turkey," which indirectly suggested that the 'other' could also come
fromm the inside, from the Muslims living in Ajaria.
AA first insight might be gained if we examine how the 'other' is related to
conversion.. Another look at the story of Badri might justify the hypothesis that the
actt of being baptized was a form of ritual cleaning from 'a past contaminated by
Turks.'' He stressed that even his Muslim neighbors act in a Christian way and hate
thee Turks just as much as he does. As he sees it, their mistake is their failure to
concludee that Islam is not their religion, but that it is instead a religion of disliked
foreigners,, the Turks. What this suggests is that the 'other' is very near and, in fact,
residess in one's own household, family or street. Doubts about who the 'other' is
mightt also be found in the next statement from Marina, "The most important thing is
thatt we never married Turks. It tells a lot about how people here related to the Turks,
II heard the story about the Turks cutting off heads of those unwilling to adopt Islam from at least
fivee informants, sometimes the name of the river or village was changed and it was sometimes added
thatt the rivers had been red with blood for days on end.
Surmanidze,, probably the original source of this story, claimed to know that the hodjas were secret
agentss because he had seen them spend the night in the mosque, which according to him was against
Muslimm law.
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aboutt the fact that we were always one indivisible nation." She referred here to the
19thh century and Soviet publications about that period. Although probably largely
correctt in that the local community did on the whole not marry with Turks (who were
nott living in the area anyway), what was left out and needed to be left out is that 'we'
-- our parents and grandparents - were Muslims. It omitted that the inhabitants of
Ajariaa had largely abandoned the Georgian language in favor of Turkish at the end of
thee nineteenth century, and that they had fought with great fervor against the 'heathen'' Christians.
Thee problem is that the historical intertwining of different, sometimes opposing,, identities in Ajaria challenges the ideal of a cultural, ethnic and religious 'other.'
Havingg their roots in a community that had been Muslim for generations and opting
forr becoming 'true' Christian Georgians, it seemed as if they had to exorcize the
'other'' from their own past and their own community. Instead of just getting rid of
somee alien influences, it was this sense of 'self that needed to be purified. I would
suggestt that part of the reason for the demonization of the 'other' stems from the
ambiguouss position that the New Christians have in relation to their local communitiess on the one hand, and the Georgian nation on the other. I will pursue this point
further,, but not before having commented on the theme of progress, which is even
moree clearly related to the life trajectories of converted families than the two themes
discussedd so far.
PROGRESS S

Inn the previous sections I argued that conversion was imagined as a
returnn to a glorious Christian past and that the stories that were told about becoming
Christiann underlined their national affiliation through an oppositional 'other.' Importantt as these aspects were to legitimate the personal adoption of Christianity, the
'past'' and the 'other' also played an important role in ideas about the region as a
whole.. New Christians endorsed the idea that the 'backwardness' of Ajaria could be
eliminatedd by the 'return' to Christianity. Through imaginings of the progressive
naturee of Christianity and its favorable comparison with the 'backward Turks,'
Christianityy contained a promise, a promise of progress and an unambiguous
(re)connectionn of Ajaria with 'civilized' Georgian society.
Neww Christians, but also people without clear religious predilections, worriedd about the possible strength of Islam. One person told me, "there simply can't
[shouldn't]] be a future for Islam. It is a dark, dark religion. It turns people into slaves
off Allah." An acquainted lecturer from the university of Batumi similarly invoked the
ideaa of Islam's backwardness. After we had an (unsuccessful) encounter with an
imam,, he expressed his worries about the activities of Muslim leaders, "You know
whatt would happen if they were in control? They would send us straight back to
Arabiaa of the seventh century, to Muhammad and his camels." The alleged regressive
characteristicss of Islam were placed in unambiguous contrast with the achievements
off Christianity. Once, when visiting one of the medieval bridges across the river
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Acharistsqali,, a Christian acquaintance told me the following: "Can you imagine,
theyy [the Ottomans or Turks] ruled here for four centuries and during that period not
aa single bridge or monument was constructed, whereas these ingenious bridges were
builtt already in the twelfth century when Ajaria was Christian. Architects would not
bee able to construct them even today."
Thee medieval monuments and bridges were symbols of a desirable and
unambiguouss connection with the rest of Georgia. What the new Christians aimed for
wass to be part of'civilized' Georgian society. As such, the 'return' to a Christian past
containedd promises for the future.
Thee new Christians clearly saw themselves as forerunners of an unavoidable
processs that over time would encompass all Ajarians. As Inga, a young woman of
twenty-fivee commented: "For me Christianity started as a kind of hobby, but now I
wantt to make it official. That is just natural, I think that in a few years everyone will
bee Christian and it is better that way." For Inga, Christianity was natural and better,
andd better not only because Christianity was indivisible from the Georgian character,
butt also because of the civilizing role it has played as claimed by nationalists. For
manyy converts, the return to Christianity is vital for alleviating the backward position
off the region.
Thee clergy actively appropriated these ideas in their missionary efforts in
Ajaria.. But, as a result of this appropriation the clergy saw themselves in a difficult
positionn as the idea of 'progress' was not easily compatible with the message of
Orthodoxy.. As Father Miriani explained:
Manyy people here think that Christianity is progressive. Well, from a certain
perspectivee they may be right. In the third and fourth century we had already
constructedd splendid churches, cathedrals and monasteries, while when you
lookk at Southern Georgia during the three centuries of Ottoman rule, the
areaa remained backwards. For the people here this proves Christianity's
progressivee nature. But, in essence, Georgian Orthodoxy is about the
originall message of the bible.
Fatherr Miriani's statement illustrates a tension between the clergy, who stressed the
authenticc roots of their faith, and the new converts who stressed the modern and
civilizingg role of the Church.10 However, for most new Christians this tension did not
exist,, they simply adopted a Christianity that was an embodiment of modernity.
Myy assistant and colleague Teimuri also witnessed the modernizing force of
Christianityy in aspects of daily life, like the way people dressed. Not long after we
firstt arrived in Khulo we walked through the center when Teimuri remarked: "Wow,
itt is just like Paris here," referring to a pretty girl whose shirt accentuated her breasts.
Jokinglyy he added, "no wonder people are converting to Christianity, if you compare
thiss to the dark cloths that they have to wear in the [Muslim] villages." Whether it
wass his imagination or not, the idea that Christianity enabled wearing 'modern'
Inn at least one case this tension lead to a conflict between Father Miriani and one of the converts
whoo demanded that the church take a much more active participation in alleviating the 'backwardness'' of Ajaria, preferably through forced conversions.
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clothess and adopting a 'modern' lifestyle was an idea that several new Christians
held.. This was obvious in the warnings people gave me when I went on a fieldtrip to
aa village higher in the mountains. There, several people told me, life was backward.
Whenn I returned many people (especially women) wanted to know whether the
womenn in the mountains really wore veils and whether or not these women really did
nott speak to men outside their families. "Well, at least here we have some civilization,"" Ketevan mentioned once when I returned to Khulo. "For you it may not seem
much,, but for me [it is different]. I am really glad that here at least I can talk with
whomm I want and dress the way I like."
Christianityy embodied a modern life that the new Christians were pursuing.
Thiss feature supports the argument of Werth (2000: 514) concerning the case of
conversionss between Islam and Christianity among the Tatars: "Rather than coding
religionn as indisputably 'traditional' and construing modernity in terms of religion's
demisee and transcendence, [religion] especially in a colonial context, can serve as a
vehiclee for inducting subjects into modernity." But as we have seen in the preceding
chapter,, Christianity's role was, in this respect, not all that different from that of
Islam,, especially for those Muslims who had studied in Turkey.
Thee modernizing force of conversion and the important role of education are
clearlyy related in this line of argumentation. Most converts would mention that they
weree from educated families and stressed that they had read not only works of
history,, but also the Russian and German classics. The argument of how education
andd Christianity were linked worked in two ways. On the one hand, education was
supposedd to raise the awareness that Christianity was the true religion (for Georgians)
andd to help Ajarians discover that had been living with a false consciousness." On
thee other hand, education was meant to provide people with freedom and to allow
childrenn to make choices for themselves.
Thee theme of progress was also evoked when Christians stressed that better
educationn would automatically precipitate conversion, which is visible in the next
quote:: "If a person is educated and so is his family, then s/he shouldn't have a
problemm to arrive at certain conclusions from reviewing our history. And if they are
educatedd and understanding, then they shouldn't forbid their children to become
Christian."" Likewise converts said that although they had met resistance, it was 'the
educatedd people' who had supported them. According to the converts, educated
peoplee recognized the importance of Christianity in this project of modernization.
Thee importance of the idea of progress, of catching up with the rest of Georgia, the
stresss on education and 'modern' lifestyles did of course not lead to the same conclusionss by everyone. Rather, it was a specific group for whom these topics were of
particularr relevance. By analyzing how the themes are related to their personal lives
wee will better understand why they mattered so much for the involved.
111

Compare also the statement that Bishop Dmitri made during one conversation: "People have been
livingg in ignorance for centuries; they were suppressed by the Turks and later by the communists.
Noww they are free to learn about their true selves."
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Baptismss and biography
Thee numerous comments on the antiquity of the Georgian nation, the
referencess to centuries of Ottoman oppression as well as the claims of the bible as a
bookk about Georgians illustrated the importance of nationalist (and Soviet) discourses
inn legitimizing converts' decisions to adopt Christianity. However, the comments by
themselvess fail to explain why these discourses found resonance with those who
convertedd in the first place. Nor can they explain why some people appropriated these
discoursess while others clearly rejected them. Nor does it explain why the group that
appropriatedd the Georgian-Christian narrative is growing, a question that awaits the
nextt chapter.
Thiss unresolved dilemma kept not only me but also my colleague and assistantt Teimuri intrigued. What was the meaning of all these stories about tradition and
history?? Why were people so obsessed with them? At a certain point, Teimuri got
frustratedd with it, arguing that collecting all those stories wouldn't get us anywhere:
Theyy all say that in the bible it is written like this, but when you would
confrontt a Muslim with those ideas he would simply point to his Quran and
telll you that there it is written in another, the right way. The Christian will
say:: our ancestors were also Christian, and then the Muslim will say: My
grandfatherr and grandmother have taught me like this [the opposite].
Perhapss a Muslim might confirm that his ancestors were Christian, but he
doesn'tt feel it, he only knows it. For him it is just historical reality, nothing
more. .
Thee basic problem was that by collecting stories and verbal statements, we learned
nothingg about what made people choose between opposing discourses, only about
howw they legitimated their choices. Asking explicitly about the reasons did not solve
thee issue. On the contrary, when attempting to do so, all we got were circular argumentss concerning historical truth like "I was baptized because the first Georgians
weree Christians, and thus Christianity is our religion."
However,, the obsession with continuity started to make sense when comparedd with statements of those new Christians whose conversion had not been
problematicc within their family or neighborhood. For example, when I interviewed a
neww Christian who was baptized six years after his father had adopted Christianity, all
hee had to say about it was, "What can I say, everyone in our family is Christian and
thatt is how I became convinced that Christianity is the true religion. But even if he
[myy father] hadn't made that choice I would have pursued in the same direction,
becausee Orthodoxy is the true faith." Similarly, converts in Lower Ajaria, where the
processs of conversion had proceeded much further, were often more moderate in the
wayy they mobilized history, using it merely as an affirmative source rather than as a
causingg force. In short, the explicit appropriation of nationalist sentiment was less
importantt in cases of conversion that were not disruptive of social ties. " If the social
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The appropriation of nationalist discourse was in those cases less important when talking about
conversion,, but could be very prominent when discussing other themes, like for example, ethnicity or
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positionn of converts influenced how they talked about their conversion, then the
reasonn for explicit appropriation of nationalist discourses and the obsession with
continuityy could well be located in the life trajectories of early converts in Upper
Ajaria.133 By exploring how the themes of'return to the original faith,' the 'demonizationn of the Other' and the stress on the 'progressive nature of Christianity' are related
too personal lives, we might find more clues for why specific people made the decision
too be baptized.
THEE NEW CHRISTIANS IN KHULO

Althoughh the conversion stories aptly illustrate how ideas about nation,
statee and religion are integrated in personal biographies, it is important to stress that
thee new believers do not represent the 'average' Ajarian and, in fact, are partly
outsiderss to their own communities. Some additional information on Khulo and the
'distribution''distribution' of new Christians over its territory and their social position in the town
iss needed at this point.
Thee four persons whose conversion stories have been presented at length earlierr in this chapter - Tamaz, Badri, Ketevan, and Marina - lived in two of the twelve
neighborhoodss of Khulo, and were, as such, representative of the uneven distribution
off new Christians over its territory. In fact, almost all new Christians turned out to
livee in just three neighborhoods, Daba Khulo (center) and two other neighborhoods,
Dekanashvilebii and Kedlebi. These three neighborhoods bordered on each other,
formingg a kind of triangle extending from the center northwards. Apart from the fact
thatt these neighborhoods were located in or near the center with its more dynamic
pacee of life, these neighborhoods had some other characteristics that made them
differentt from the nine remaining neighborhoods. Whereas most other neighborhoods
consistedd of just a few family groups who had lived there for at least five generations,
thee more central districts showed a different pattern. Although in Daba Khulo,
Dekanashvilebii and Kedlebi there were several families who prided themselves on
havingg lived there for many generations, the majority of its inhabitants consisted of
familiess or individual members who moved from various mountain villages to the
districtt center between the 1930s and the 1970s, when Khulo was expanding as an
administrativee center for the region.
Thee means of living in Daba Khulo, Dekanashvilebi and Kedlebi were also
differentt from the rest of the neighborhoods. Although there used to be kolkhozes in
thee latter two neighborhoods, most people were employed elsewhere, either in the
twoo clothing factories, the service sector or in the town administration.14 This pattern
iss even more evident when reviewing the social backgrounds of new Christians.
Amongg the 64 adult new Christians about whom I have sufficient information, there
worldd politics.
Inn fact when I write 'early convert' I have in mind practically all converts in Khulo, precisely
becausee they (still?) form a minority. The exceptions are children whose parents already had
converted. .
Inn the other neighbourhoods, the majority of the population was employed on the kolkhozes.
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weree twenty-two teachers (34 percent), six civil servants working at the town or
raionn administration (9 percent), five nurses (8 percent), four physicians and other
medicall specialists (6 percent), while the remaining twenty-seven people had professionss such as housewife, sportsman or book-keeper, or had formerly held a position
(mostlyy middle management) at one of the factories in town. What is interesting
aboutt these figures is that they almost solely involve representatives of the educated
'middlee class,' while farmers and technicians (former kolkhozniki) are virtually
absentt among the new Christians.
Thee middle class families in general attributed much value to education and
sentt their children to Batumi, Tbilisi or other cities to attend university. Members
fromm these families took up positions in the state structure and often lived part of their
livess outside Khulo, mostly in urban areas in Georgia. Moreover, they have all seen
theirr social and economic positions deteriorate during the last ten years. The clothing
factoriess closed their gates not long after the Soviet collapse. And although a large
percentagee managed to retain their position in the administration or in the medical
andd educational institutes, their wages have decreased so dramatically that they
necessarilyy fell back to income generating strategies which combined official positionss and other activities such as small-trading.
InIn short, the new Christians were often people who moved 'in' and 'up'
duringg the Soviet period. They were, in a sense, the embodiment of the new 'modern'
lifee that started during the Soviet Union and obtained explicit Christian characteristics
inn the wake of Soviet disintegration. But this 'modern' life had become problematic
forr the involved families, since many after moving 'in' and 'up' during the Soviet
period,, had subsequently fallen 'down' when the Soviet state collapsed.
LIFEE COURSES

Onee more look at the conversion stories of Tamaz, Badri and Ketevan
mayy help us further understand the patterns sketched above. In the stories, the
decisionn to adopt Christianity is presented as a turning point for individual lives, as
thee moment when people saw the light, which brought them on the righteous path.
Butt what is more relevant for our purpose here is to note that the baptisms coincided,
orr were preceded by, other crucial episodes in the life-courses of the involved.
Tamaz,, Badri and Ketevan had each lived for considerable time outside their own
community,, whether it was Tbilisi or Batumi. During those periods they were
initiatedd into a different social environment. Although Tamaz rightfully observed that
whenn he lived in Batumi an atheist atmosphere predominated, his stay in the city
neverthelesss implied a way of life that was radically different from that in the small
communityy in which he was raised. Whereas perhaps only for Ketevan the period
outsidee the Khulo meant a factual encounter with Christianity, all three were exposed

155
The decline in living standards have been more abrupt for this group than for most former
kolkhoznikii {especially in the less densely populated neighbourhoods) who were able to reclaim their
grandparents'' land and manage to sustain a modest livelihood.
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too a city-life that embodied Georgian culture and that later was tightly reconnected to
Christianity,, a life of which they wanted to be a part. Negative attitudes held by other
Georgianss concerning Ajaria and Ajarians sometimes also played an important role as
revealedd by the following remark of an Ajarian man who had studied in Tbilisi in the
1980s. .
Someonee made the suggestion to visit a church, and that exact moment I felt
thatt everyone was looking at me with strange eyes, and the topic was
changed.. Then I said, 'if you think that I keep Islam somewhere inside of
me,, then you are just flat wrong, as if I don't respect Christianity. I am
probablyy more Georgian than you are... So we went to visit a church.
Thee emphasis on encounters and social environment does not negate the sincerity of
thee converts' belief in Christianity - and there is, for example, no reason to doubt
Ketevan'ss belief in a Christian god - but it suggests that their life-courses made them
moree susceptible to the Christian message. In other words, because of their experiencess they found a connection with Christianity that enabled them to make this
religionn their own. The prevalent idea among some converts that people only need to
bee educated and then automatically will adopt Christianity is therefore true enough,
albeitt in a slightly different way than they see it. It is not education as such, but the
contentt of this education (with a strong focus on Georgian history) and the context in
whichh this education takes place (higher education is always located on Georgian
'Christian'' territory), that makes 'educated people' more receptive to the Christian
message. .
Theree were a few other seemingly unrelated characteristics in these genealogies.. It turned out that in several cases the families with baptized members had also
beenn victims of the purges of the Stalin period and in a significant number of cases
onee or more parents of the new Christians had died prematurely. Ketevan, who was
introducedd above, had grown up in a family without a father and a grandfather,
whereass Badri's grandfather and uncles were arrested in the 1930s, never to return
home.. That deportations and arrest might have had some influence on later religious
changee was also suggested by the data on the social background of the converts. Of
366 converts about whom I had extensive biographical information, ten turned out to
bee members of 'repressed' families. This finding was not all that surprising, since it
wass especially the middle class, the state functionaries, who fell victim to the repressionn in the 1930s and 1950s. Apart from the overlap between repressed families and
middlee class families - who were more exposed to national rhetoric - there are
severall other possibilities how 'repression' might have influenced later conversion.
Akaki,, a sixty year-old history teacher who converted several years ago mentioned:
Myy grandfather, father and three uncles were imprisoned in 1937.
Grandfatherr was killed there, while my uncles and father returned home [...]
Fatherr was always scared. He knew Turkish and Arabic, but he never
prayed,, he didn't carry out any rituals, he wanted to make sure that nothing
wouldd inhibit his children from reaching a prosperous life.
InIn this account, but also in the case of Badri who described his father as a staunch
Stalinist,, this fear about possible imprisonment resulted in a strict atheist atmosphere
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att home, and explicit adoption of Soviet lifestyles. What it suggests as well is that
educationn and repression both caused the family to be only partly integrated in the
locall community. Whether the convert's parents had been victims of repression, or
whetherr the convert had spent several years away from the nuclear family to study, it
meantt that the family members were partly outsiders to their community and family
andd thus had a relatively large social and conceptual 'freedom' to explore alternative
paths.. Or, arguing from the opposite angle, they experienced less pressure to comply
withh local values and norms. As for repressed families, they were often treated as
inferiorr long after their rehabilitation. This, and perhaps also the feeling among the
repressedd that the local community had betrayed them, in a way pushed them out of
thee moral community. 16
Heree I have identified three factors that contribute to religious change;
education,, lack of compactness of the genealogical group, and the social and
geographicall mobility of its members. The resulting weak social ties and being partly
outsiderr to the local communities meant that the converts were in a sense less inclined
too comply with local customs and traditions and more apt to conform to what was
seenn as 'modern' or 'civilized' Georgian society. In the case of education, it basically
meantt stronger integration and more direct exposure to Georgian and thus Christian
lifestyles.. But while on the one hand making religious change more likely, this
ambiguouss position in the local community and sometimes even in relation to family
memberss was even enlarged by the act of baptism, thus further challenging the social
statuss of new Christians.

Baptizedd Georgian: Mobilizing ancestors and other kin
Inn the previous section I elaborated on how national discourses
andd personal lives converged. There is one theme, however, that recurred in almostt every single narrative, but upon which I have not commented yet: ancestors.. They matter so much because they enable new Christians to link the
nationall discourses with their personal lives in a very poignant way. Perhaps
thee most striking example was in the story of Marina who decided to be baptizedd after she received a message from her great-great-etc-grandfather that the
timee had come for her to make a decision about her faith. Although this was a
particularlyy striking incident, it was not the only case in which ancestors literallyy showed the way to Christianity. Otari, a Christian with rather radical ideas
aboutt the need for forced proselytization, had similar experiences with his
great-grandmother. .
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One family confirmed this hypothesis too well to pass unmentioned. In this family, three out of
fivefive daughters had married priests. The family stood not only 'outside' the community but was also
disrespectedd because the mother divorced two husbands and was said (by other Christians) to have
beenn highly promiscuous.
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II remember that when I was young she would talk about the time that our family
movedd from Imereti [region north of Ajaria] to Khulo [...] On June 9th, 1984, she
appearedd to me in a dream and in that dream she asked me: 'what are you waiting
for?? Go to Tsioni' [central Cathedral in Tbilisi]. The next day I went there and was
baptized. .
Whereass in Marina's story the forefather was a priest, in Otari's account the grandmotherr talked about the family moving from a Christian part of Georgia, thus
connectingg the family to a Christian tradition. Yet another informant, Vakhtangi,
madee a similar claim stating "from childhood onwards I was oriented towards
Christianityy because of my grandmother, who had told me that we had Christian
predecessors." "
Whatt is it that makes ancestors such important metaphors for, and symbolic
actorss in, contemporary religious change? Given the emphasis on history and the
negativee experiences with the local community, it is not hard to start seeing why
ancestorss are so important. On one level, they prove that Christianity is not something
new,, but actually something that has always existed. This is not only important for
thee converts themselves, but also for the church which has to counter (local) accusationss that they manipulate the youth and talk them into converting. It is thus not
accidentall that the clergy often prided themselves on having been able to convert the
elderly.. Bishop Dimitri told me: "every day we have new baptisms, sometimes even
peoplee aged seventy or eighty rediscover their true (istinaia) religion." Later I was
shownn the video of the ritual act to which he referred, which showed the baptism of
ann eighty-year old man from Khulo. The video showed how the old man received the
sacramentt of baptism. Then he was interviewed saying: "I am very happy that I was
baptizedd today, the way that my ancestors were also baptized. I have dreamt about
beingg baptized Georgian for a long time and when I die, I will die as the Georgians
usedd to die, as a Christian." His words were quite similar to what others might have
said,, although his statement of being "baptized Georgian" was a very explicit
examplee of the connection between national and religious sentiment. For the clergy,
however,, the power of this fragment - the reason that they recorded and proudly
showedd it - was the man's old age, which reduced the gap between past and the
present. .
Grandparentss were also useful in reassuring converts of the rightfulness of
theirr decision. When I joined Nugzar - a befriended professor of ethnology - on a
visitt to the bishop a conversation unfolded between them in which Nugzar told the
bishopp of the fact that his grandfather had been hodja and had been shot by the
communists.. Hereupon the bishop replied: "I am sure that your decision [to baptize]
wouldd have made your grandfather very happy. He himself didn't have that opportunityy at the time, you know."
Investingg old people, and more distantly ancestors, with the wish to have
beenn able to carry out their true Christian nature reduces historical religious disruption.. Ancestors thus very powerfully convey the message of continuity of the
Christiann faith, and they link the issue of faith to that of nationality. Ancestors root
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peoplee in particular soils and give a moral and historical weight to nationalist and
religiouss claims. In essence, they make nationalist - and religious - claims more
tangiblee and concrete by linking family-relations to national ideals. 17 They personalizee a nationalist narrative of history. By stating that it was our family that was
Christian,, our family that was forced to become Muslim, and by referring to grandmotherss who reminisced about the family being Christian, the martyrdom of the
Georgiann nation is reconceptualized on the level of kinship.
Forr the new Christians, ancestors have also more concrete roles to play. For
one,, they provide a legitimation of their choice to be baptized. Teimuri rightly
observedd that historical knowledge is not enough to effect religious change. But when
framedd in a narrative of family and tradition, the converts' decision at least starts to
becomee meaningful. Ancestors are indeed not only important as historical figures,
butt also as familial figures that bind family and community together. They, in
essence,, give weight to the claim that converts are re-included into the original
communitiess rather than being renegades to their community. The ancestor in a way
accomplishess what ideology cannot accomplish, that is to root people in time and
restoree interrupted genealogies.
Thee ancestor is thus the ideal figure to repair disruptions in locality. S/he is
nott alone in this task, but often assisted by other kin (especially old ones such as
parentss and grandparents) who are similarly employed to soften the disruptions
causedd by the act of baptism.
Motherr would also have adopted Christianity but she is afraid that for her
thingss will end if she does. But at the same time she has icons hanging in
herr room and she has a picture in which she stands in the middle of her
icons.. She reads Arabic and has read Muslim books, but she is more
inclinedd towards Christianity.
Likee in this example, stories about individual baptisms were often accompanied by
statementss about relatives and friends that indicated that the convert did not stand
alonee in his actions or ideas concerning religion. The importance of this theme was
alsoo obvious in the stories presented earlier. Ketevan for example mentioned that her
motherr 'sometimes wished to be Christian,' while one of the first things that Marina
toldd me was that her husband was now 'ready to be baptized.' Similarly, Badri
stressedd that his neighbors, despite being Muslim, really hated the Turks. Whether
thesee statements really matched the intentions or attitudes of the family members
cannott be answered, but what it makes clear is the need to find a place - a new place
-- in a community that has disapproved of one's decision to convert, preferably
throughh changing that community.
Inn short, ancestors translate national discourses to the level of personal
experience.. Ancestors and other kin also assist the converts in healing the disruption
thatt their baptism caused. Moreover, ancestors evict the 'other' from the 'self,' out of
Thiss line of reasoning is taken from Verdery (1999:41) who argues that ancestors are vital to
nationall ideology. Similarly, Gingrich (1995) discusses the predominance of ancestors in frontier
mythss of orientalism on the Balkans.
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thee local community. They drive out the enemy from within. But sometimes their
powerr is insufficient. Badri, who had always presented himself as a confident convert
whoo aimed to restore historical justice in Ajaria, talked less steadily after a few
bottless of vodka. I will end with this last passage from my notebook, which hopefully
reflectss something of the moral dilemma and the ambiguity in the loyalties that are
experiencedd by many newly baptized Ajarians.
[That][That] night he was drunk again, at times he murmured prayers, spoke about the unity
ofof the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. He took the cross from under his shirt and
kissedkissed it. "My mother is a Muslim, I am a Christian ... Of course we both believe that
ourour religion is the true one. She is a good woman, how can I even think that she is
wrongwrong ...It hurts to think that after our death we won't be together." Then he started
toto pray, "forgive our sins, forgive my mother, let it not happen that one goes to heaven
andand the other goes to hell.
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CHAPTERR FOUR

DynamicsDynamics of Religious Change

Thee hard and fast line between Islam and Christianity as presented in
atlasess and recent theories about 'the clash of civilizations' is rather fuzzy on the
frontier,, spurred with contradictions and ambiguity. However, ambiguity is not all
thatt can be said about the new religious dynamics in Ajaria. In this chapter, I aim to
theorizee about religious change in Ajaria without losing sight of the particularities of
thee frontier. The main question, in this case study, was how Ajarians dealt with the
renewedd visibility of religion and how changes in their religious affiliation were
relatedd to the Soviet and pre-Soviet past. Instead of seeing religious renewals as 'a
returnn to the past' or 'instances of creativity' disconnected from historical trajectories,
II argued that changes in the religious sphere should be understood as continuous
struggless that are constrained by temporal and spatial characteristics of the region and
itss inhabitants.
Contraryy to the predicted return to pre-Soviet religious traditions, we have
seenn that when state-atheism imploded, the forms in which religion re-entered the
publicc sphere were not (or only indirectly) related to the pre-Soviet past. I argued that
too understand contemporary religious renewals, one has to take into account the
profoundd impact of Soviet modernization as well as the gradual dissemination of
Georgiann national ideology. But although these changes were asserted from the
federall and national centers (Moscow and Tbilisi) to the periphery (Ajaria), the
relationn between these poles was more complex than such a simple model would
suggest.. To see religious change as part of a process extending from the national
centerr to its periphery, risks underestimating the complexities and ambiguities that
bespeakk religious change at the frontier. Both asymmetrical power relations and the
activee involvement of 'frontiersmen' in incorporating and rejecting external cultural
schemataa need to be considered. I will illustrate the complexity of religious change by
firstt summarizing the main trends and then comment on the ambiguities and seeming
contradictionss that were observed at the micro level.
Thee dominant trend - the gradual shift from Islam towards Christianity - can
bee understood by referring to the workings of institutional structures and the
disseminationn of national ideology during the Soviet era. Although the 'assimilation'
off Ajarians was not completed, the mechanisms through which it was advanced
severelyy handicapped post-1990 Islamic renewal. During the Soviet period, nationalistt Georgian discourse was so effective in Ajaria because Georgian national identity
wass (at least partly) disconnected from religion. In other words, because religion was
bannedd from the public domain, Ajarians could come to see themselves as Georgians.
Theyy could be Georgians in public while remaining Muslim at home. This state of
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affairss changed in the late 1980s when Georgian nationality was tightly reconnected
too Christianity. In the emerging nationalist discourse, Georgian and Muslim identities
becamee incompatible, creating a dilemma for Ajarians who saw themselves as both.
Thiss effectively muted Muslim voices and curtailed Islamic renewal in Ajaria.
Moreover,, because of the incompatibility of professional careers and pursuing an
Islamicc lifestyle, Islam had become increasingly a religion of the lower echelons - of
kolkhoznikikolkhozniki and low-educated workers. This trend isolated Muslim groups from the
economic,, political and intellectual elite of Ajaria and consequently resulted in a
furtherr marginalization of Islam.
Inn contrast, proponents of Christianity could cash in on societal changes
facilitatedd by Soviet rule and on a nationalist ideology that imagined Georgia as a
coherentt Christian nation surrounded by dangerous and different Muslim peoples.
Thee fact that regional elites either had been Christians all along or relatively quickly
convertedd to Christianity further contributed to the 'Christianization' of the public
sphere.. These elites used their influence to establish Christian schools and to introducee bible studies as an obligatory subject in 'secular' education. Moreover, they excludedd Muslim voices from the media and scholarly writings. As was illustrated in
thee previous chapter, recently converted Ajarians effectively appropriated the
nationalistt discourse and in doing so contributed to the acceleration of Christian
expansion.. Conversion followed distinct patterns and was embedded in changing
sociall and political configurations. In Khulo, the first converts to Christianity were
representativess of the middle class and conversion was especially strong among those
familiess who lacked a strong cohesion and were weakly integrated in the local
community.. Because of the crucial positions they held in public institutions, their
conversionn added to an ideological environment in which many people - especially
thee youth - abstain from identifying with Islam and increasingly turn to Christianity.
Althoughh this broad outline provides basic insights in the direction of religiouss change, it is crucial to note that things were messier and more ambiguous at the
microo level. The micro level dynamics are crucial to understand the particularities of
religiouss change as well as tendencies that ran counter to the dominant trend. Both
Muslimm marginalization and Christian expansion were not unchallenged or mechanicall processes. Within Christian and Muslim groups there existed significant
variationss in the way religious ideas were used in distinguishing between 'self and
'other,'' or in talking about nationality and the future of the region. Equally important,
thee religious discourses could not be applied smoothly to the level of personal and
familiall experiences. This was true for Christians and Muslims alike. New Christians
neededd to 'restore' the disruptive qualities of their conversion by recreating
genealogicall lines and by downplaying their neighbors' or ancestors' loyalty to
Islamicc traditions. For Muslims, on the other hand, the 'new' demands of their
religionn ran counter to the ways they had led their lives until recently. The resulting
contradictionss necessitated them to find new ways to reconcile religious with national
identity. .
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Thiss intertwining of religious with national identity raises questions concerningg the meanings of the categories 'Muslim1 and 'Christian.'' What do these religious
labelss mean to the inhabitants of Ajaria after seventy years of state atheism and how
havee their appropriations of these labels changed over the last ten years? What value
doo these categories have as analytical concepts? These questions are important
becausee they may help us understand how different social identities - religious,
ethnic,, national, familial - are interlinked and thus the questions can illuminate
changess taking place on the religious frontier. The questions are also important
becausee they point to the general debate concerning the nature of religious dynamics
inn the former Soviet Union, a debate to which the Ajarian case can offer new insights.

Thee post-Soviet 'believer' on the frontier
Whatt does it mean to write about religious revival or renaissance, or to
categorizee someone as a member of a certain denomination, as Sunni Muslim or
Orthodoxx Christian? The two issues, the 'belief dimension' of religion and the
categorizationn of believers into 'denominations' are complex issues in any situation,
butt are particularly compelling with regard to the post-Soviet era, because of the illunderstoodd effects of state-atheism. How the issues locally play out is different for
variouss post-socialist countries, but a general lesson seems to be that conventional
criteriaa used to classify and analyze religious forms cannot be applied uncritically to
thee former Soviet Union.
Onee of the most common questions with regards to religion after socialism is
whetherr it is something more than just an aspect of national identity and political
rhetoric.. To phrase it differently, are these religious renewals also 'religious,' or are
theyy merely a function of political and economic concerns? Estimations of the level
off 'religiosity' and attempts to decide on the basis of this whether or not we should
speakk of religious revival have led to a rather unfruitful debate among specialists on
religion.. The debate is reminiscent of early reactions journalists had when they
encounteredd religious renewal in the former Soviet Union. Whereas some expressed
astonishmentt at the speed by which religion regained its visibility after seventy years
off repression, others were perplexed to learn that people who called themselves
Muslimm consumed large quantities of alcohol. Sociologists have been quick in
systematizingg these observations. I will confine myself here to a discussion of two
sociologicall studies (Greeley 1994; Kaariainen 1999). The fact that both articles deal
withh Russia is caused by the lack of comparable studies for Georgia and does not
implyy that I assume clear similarities.1 But the pitfalls of this kind of research and the
questionss it generates as a result are useful to comment further on religious change in
Ajaria. .
Norr is there a 'general' situation in Russia. As a unit of analysis it is too large and diversified to
makee convincing statements about the nature of religious change.
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Thee conclusion of these two studies could not be more different. Whereas
Greeleyy contended that "Despite 70 years of socialism, God seems to be alive and
welll and living in all Russia" (1994: 255), Kaariainen concluded that "it is an
exaggerationn to speak of 'religious renaissance' in Russia" (1999: 44). Both authors
providee extensive statistical evidence that differentiates between gender, age groups,
educationn levels and religious background.2 But despite these subtleties their conclusionss are necessarily blunt. In contrast to what might be expected, the different
conclusionss do not stem from differences in the gathered evidence. The responses to
questionss concerning belief in God, miracles, heaven and hell, were almost identical
inn both articles.3 Rather, whereas Greeley compared his data to lower levels of
religiosityy in the former GDR and Western Europe (with which Russia positively
compared),, Kaariainen seemed to have taken a 100 % belief in God and participation
inn religious life as his frame of reference.
Butt there is an interesting difference in approach. Although both authors paid
attentionn to general issues of Christian belief and practice, the remaining questions
showedd striking differences. Greeley focused on the attitudes of Russians towards the
(possible)) role of the church in public life. He asked whether Russians supported, for
example,, prayer in schools and whether or not they thought the church should be
involvedd in politics (1994: 258). Kaariainen's study, on the other hand, was designed
too analyze the so-called "belief dimension." He measured how people related to the
setss of beliefs of their respective faiths (1999: 36). The outcome of this exercise
taughtt him that only a minority believes in the basic doctrines of Christianity and that
"basicc knowledge about religion is still poor."
Althoughh the observations are interesting, the difficulties faced by the
authorss in translating their findings into convincing conclusions shows that they can
onlyy be the start of research that aims to understand religious dynamics in the postSoviett era. The apparent discrepancy between the public prestige of religion, and the
loww conformity to basic doctrines needs to be considered. But the study of Kaariainen
alsoo shows that one has to be careful here. By focusing on the 'belief dimension' he
reducedd religion to a fixed set of norms and practices and by effect separated religion
fromm its context. Moreover, because he took the official (clerical) 'sets of beliefs' for
granted,, he fails to consider how religious meanings are constructed at the local level.
Att best, the observed discrepancy between what people are expected to believe on the
basiss of the postulates of 'their' religion and what they state they believe, indicates
Thee differentiations showed a "U" curve relationship between age and belief in heaven; it indicated
thatt women with an atheistic background are more likely to convert than men with similar background,, and that civil servants more often say they are believers than low-skilled workers (Greeley
1994:: 256, 266-267). But no explanations are given for these patterns apart from unsubstantiated
suggestionss such as: "[unskilled workers are] less likely than the [skilled workers] to affiliate with
thee church, perhaps because they feel they might not be at home there" (ibid 266).
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The measured beliefs in God and miracles were in Greeley's and Kaariainen's articles respectively
47%% and 40%. Degrees of belief in heaven and hell differed somewhat more - in Greeley respectivelyy 33% and 30% and in Kaariainen respectively 24% and 22% (Greeley 1994: 255; Kaariainen
1999:: 36-37).
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thatt the direction of religious change is ambiguous and that the status of 'preRevolutionary'' traditions or denominations is unclear.
Thiss issue - the ambiguity of denominational categories - was discussed
moree extensively by the postmodern Russian literary philosopher Mikhail Epstein.4 In
aa sweeping depiction of post-Soviet spirituality, he argues that Soviet atheism has
"producedd a type of believer who is impossible to identify in denominational terms.
Hee is simply a believer, a veruiushchir (1995: 363). Epstein rightly questions the
meaningg of denominations for people who had been "resolutely cut off from all
religiouss traditions1' (ibid). But whereas he sees an amorphous sea of 'believers'
indicatingg a turn to post-atheist and postmodern forms of spirituality, I would suggest
thatt the ambiguity of the relation between believers and denominations in itself
revealss only that state atheism has profoundly shattered religious life and that it needs
too be seen whether and how these relations are being restructured.
Inn other words, it need not surprise us that people who only recently started
too engage in religious life show low levels of adherence to 'their' denomination, or
thatt knowledge of the postulates of a given religion is low (which is not necessarily
uniquee for postsocialist believers). Focusing on predefined indicators of adherence to
aa 'denomination,' on the one hand, or undefined 'spirituality,' on the other, bypasses
thee important and interesting question of how these two aspects are actually interlinked.. What both Kaarianen and Epstein fail to consider is how the 'belief
dimension'' is related to social and political processes. Former divisions and differencess between religions and denominations have been challenged by atheist rule and
willl in some cases become irrelevant or disappear, while in others they may regain
theirr importance. To make sense of religious dynamics in Ajaria, the aspects of
'religiosity'' and 'denomination' need to be perceived as existing in a dynamic and
changingg relationship. Moreover, instead of adopting external definitions of religion,
wee rather should investigate how people locally attach meaning to religious practices
inn dialogue with their community members. In other words, the question of whether
religiouss change in Ajaria indicates an increased relevance of religion in social life is
relatedd to the changing meanings of the labels 'Muslim' and 'Christian.'
Whatt religion means to people who have grown up without (or only restricted)) involvement in religious life cannot be assumed a priori and needs to be
understoodd in relation to the public dimensions of religion. In Ajaria, religion
returnedd in a contested space and was from the outset imbued with political messages.
Duringg the early 1990s mass-baptisms were organized by the clergy and rumors
circulatedd that Ajarians would be forcefully converted to Christianity. The period saw
aa sudden and massive construction of mosques and several local oppositions against
thee increasing influence of Christianity. But this eruption of religious activity
simultaneouslyy revealed that religious loyalties were often weak. We have reviewed
seriall conversions of people who were baptized one day but the following month
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I rely here on a short article of Epstein (1995) and discussions of his work by Borenstein (1999) and
Miller-Pogacar(1995). .
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weree attending the Friday prayers in the mosque. Often, conversion to Christianity
seemedd to be a symbolic act of support for the independence movement and to have
littlee to do with personal religious convictions. Likewise, although in many villages
thee population actively participated in the (re)-construction of mosques, this did not
alwayss mean that people were actually planning to attend prayers, and a number of
thesee mosques have subsequently been empty. Religion had suddenly returned to
sociall life in Ajaria, but its contents were not as yet defined.
Laterr years saw the 'normalization' of religion, but not the decline of its relevancee in social life. Instead, religion became more firmly embedded in everyday life.
Ass far as the applicability of pre-Soviet denominations is concerned, one has to be
careful.. In most literature, Ajarian Muslims are classified as 'Hanifite' Muslims
(Bennigsenn and Wimbush 1985: 207; Akiner 1983: 244). However, neither ordinary
Muslimss nor their religious leaders ever mentioned this term to me, nor could they
explainn what it entailed. This observation is similar to Bobrovnikov's (2001) who
arguedd that Islamic dynamics in the Caucasus cannot be understood by invoking preSoviett distinctions.5
Butt the fact that certain categorizations have been rendered irrelevant does
nott imply that people aren't actively constructing boundaries for their beliefs. As
peoplee are constantly confronted with the social and political implications of Islam
andd Christianity, their ideas about specific denominations gradually obtain more
concretee forms. The influence of religious leaders is particularly relevant for this
process.. Muslim and Christian clergy now perform crucial roles in rites de passage
likee weddings and funerals and as such stimulate discussion of what is acceptable and
desiredd social behavior. Young men who finished their education in Turkey return to
Upperr Ajaria, to which they bring new knowledge of 'proper' interpretations of
Islam.. Similar processes take place with regards to Orthodox Christianity. New
priestss were added to the Batumi-Skhalta diocese and the church has recently become
moree active in Upper Ajaria as well. The effect seems similar to what Raoul Motika
concludedd about religious processes in Azerbaijan. He argued that although the
relationshipp between Shiite and Sunnite Islam is "still dominated by ecumenical and
sometimess eclectic spirit, the 'old' categories are given new relevance by foreign
missionaries"" (2001: 122). The relation between 'believers' and 'denominations'
shouldd thus be understood not only in terms of 'spirituality,' but needs to be tied into
thee political-economic web in which religious elites play an important role.
Inn Ajaria, the main divide clearly is the one between Islam and Christianity
andd differences between Muslims and Christians are becoming more pronounced.
Thiss is largely because the politicized situation at the frontier causes the need for
explicitt definitions of 'self and 'other.' Summarizing my argument, I hold that one
off the interesting aspects of the religious dynamics in Ajaria is that the last ten years
55
According to him, the divide between Shiites and Sunnites in the Caucasus is being replaced by a
neww divide in the making between Wahhabis and Traditionalists, while the formerly important
differencess between followers of the Shafnte or the Hanifite legal schools have disappeared (2001:
29). .
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havee shown a tendency towards a more active appropriation of religious labels.
'Muslim'' and 'Christian' are no longer only labels of categorization; they are increasinglyy becoming part of new and distinct lifestyles. This is another important feature
off postsocialist religious renewals, the outcome of which is not clear yet.

Frontierss of identity
Thee more active appropriation of religious labels leads to sharper
demarcationss of religious differences on the frontier of the Muslim and Christian
realms.. As I argued at the start of this case study, these processes should be understoodd by taking account of the asymmetries involved in relations between center and
peripheryy as well as of the internal dynamics on the frontier. To take a phrase from
Hannerz,, what has to be accounted for is the "diversity within interconnectedness"
(1996:: 55). Too many theories have taken 'periphery' and 'center' as if they are
boundedd units of analysis that act vis a vis each other. The problem is, for example,
visiblee in the relatively old debate that framed itself along the opposites of hegemony
versuss resistance. In a useful summary, Weller explains that the resistance thesis
holdss that local groups "maintain their own alternative views of the world in the face
off pressures from a hegemonic discourse" (1994:12). The opposing view holds that
"whateverr such 'resistance' appear to oppose, it in fact simply recreates its society."
Thee paradox in this debate is that if resistance "appears to be everywhere to some, it
iss nowhere for others, a chimerical vision that disappears under a cold stare" (1994:
13). .
Onn the religious frontier it is not hard to find resistance, but a careful look
revealss that it is not all that clear who is resisting what. To the outsider, inclined to
takee sides with the weaker group, the resistance of Muslims against dominant
ideologiess and Christian-biased state interventions is the most obvious example of
resistance.. Muslim believers made clear that they were resisting policies that favored
Christiann education as well as the increased influence of Christianity in public life.
Theirr defense was typically worded in terms of familial tradition and the value of
locall life. To them, dominant ideas of nationality and ethnicity were difficult to
reconcilee with the demands of Islam and local lifestyles. The question would then be
too what extent, the inhabitants of Upper Ajaria resist and/or accommodate to the
powerfull national model.
Butt new Christians also saw their activities as a form of resistance. A commonn view among the Christian clergy and converted inhabitants in Khulo was that the
currentt social environment hindered the process of Christian expansion and prevented
peoplee from "returning to their religion." Father Vasili, who had been working in
Khuloo for two years, told me "people hesitate to be baptized because they don't want
too hurt their parents. It is not without reason that many converts initially hide their
baptismm from their families, but of course there are also those who speak up and tell
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theirr families that Georgians used to be Christians." In individual conversion stories
moreover,, conversion was portrayed as a struggle against the social pressure of
neighborss and relatives. Analysis of the background of converts showed that those
whoo were able to resist this 'village hegemony,' were partly outsiders to their
communityy and had closer ties to the wider Georgian society.
Thee fallacy of the resistance - hegemony debate is that it too easily prioritizess one sort of relationship without investigating relationships on other levels. For
example,, if we look from a national perspective, we witness that Christians have
adoptedd national ideologies, while Muslims resist these ideologies. But as soon as we
acknowledgee that the relation between center and periphery is more complex, it
becomess very difficult to say what resistance and accommodation implies. Simply
put,, who is actually resisting? The Muslims, who construct identity in opposition to
national-Christiann discourse? Or new Christians, who phrase their actions as resistancee against hegemonic Muslim discourse in village communities? Are they perhaps
bothh resisting and accommodating - in reversed order - 'community' or 'nation'?
Inn other words, the processes at the frontier cannot be understood as an
oppositionopposition between center and periphery. As Eric Wolf pointed out some twenty
yearss ago, one of the main problems with the resistance-hegemony debate was its
limitedd scope. The answers proposed by proponents or critics of the resistance thesis
weree framed within either - or propositions. Instead, he argued that both tendencies
takee place simultaneously, and differently so among various cultural terrains (Wolf
2001:: 357). Wolf furthermore argued that "we cannot come to comprehend these
responsess unless we see them in the wider context of the economic and political
forcess that shape the modern world" (ibid: 358). Wolfs criticism hints at creating a
moree subtle picture that can describe the simultaneous occurrence of both tendencies.
Thee particular problem is that too often the layered nature of resistance and
accommodationn is overlooked. This is especially clear on the frontier, where different
sociall networks and discourses overlap and compete. To understand the ways in
whichh religious labels are appropriated in ideas about 'self we have to understand
howw such appropriation relate to other aspects of social identities. Religious identity
doess not exist in isolation of other aspects of identity but develops in dialogue with
thesee other aspects of identity. We should imagine a highly politicized field in which
thee categories Muslim and Christian make sense not only in reference to a strictly
definedd list of religious demands - as externally defined denominations - but also in
referencee to familial, regional, ethnic and national identity. Constructing identity
fromm competing and contradictory sources has ultimately an effect on the religious
identityy that people on the frontier appropriate.
Tablee 1 summarizes how various aspects of social identity link up with religiouss identity. This scheme would appear to be valid only for unambiguous Muslims
andd Christians and overlook those who are situated somewhere in the middle. As we
havee seen earlier, people dealt differently with these various questions. The political
elitee of Upper Ajaria (in contrast to the overtly Christian elite of Ajaria in general) is
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veryy ambiguous in its religious affiliation. As an informant suggested: "Here in the
mountainss they base their authority on their Muslim identity, but as soon as they
descendd to the capital they will pretend to be Christians. For them there is no religion,
onlyy politics." But although this may be valid in reference to those for whom 'only
politics'' counts, the mentioned aspects of social identity were, for most people, more
thann simple labels that could be taken up as suited. Indeed, from this overview it
followss that it would be a mistake to assume that 'non-believers' could form a neutral
category.. Even if one would deny the existence of God and avoid calling oneself a
Christiann or Muslim, this would not relieve the person in question from adopting a
stancee in relation to the other aspects of social identity, which in Upper Ajaria is
quicklyy reconnected to issues of belief.
Tablee 1

Familiall identity

Christians s

Muslims s

Secc conversion as a return lo their (distant)
ancestors"" religion and downplay recent
familiall traditions

Stresss that immediate ancestors were
Muslimm and that they continue that
traditionn by remaining faithful to Islam

Regionall identity

See Ajaria as an inherent part of

Seee Ajarian autonomy as confirmation

(Christian)) Georgia; perceive its

off the region's Muslim background.

autonomyy as an anomaly

Ethnicc identity

Nationall identity

Stress that Ajarians are ethnic

Differentiate between Ajarians and

Georgianss and that the term 'Ajarian'

Georgians, but are careful not to make

hass only geographical connotations

politically sensitive statements

Underline the unity of religion and

Avoid commenting on the relation

nationn

between religion and nationality

Thiss schematic overview also shows why Muslims are more modest than Christians
aboutt making public statements concerning 'righteous' faith. Whereas Christians
publiclyy claim that Orthodox Christianity is the only true religion and that others have
beenn misled or are fundamentally wrong, Muslims on the whole would say that the
specificc religion to which one adheres is only of secondary importance and that
acknowledgementt of the existence of God is more crucial. The reason for this is that
statementss concerning Muslim identity immediately prompt connotations with other
sociall and political issues, to which most Muslims have at least ambivalent attitudes.
Thee difference of strength by which the truthfulness of personal convictions can be
expressedd illustrates the asymmetries in the balance of power at the frontier.
Besidess playing a constitutive role in national ideologies, religion also served
ass an important vehicle in people's conceptions of personhood. The confrontation of
Islamm and Christianity not only challenged one's own faith, but also the faith of one's
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predecessorss and offspring. Moreover, since religion cannot be confined to one
spheree of life, it is not only faith that is contested. Local customs and traditions,
indeed,, people's entire way of life is challenged in the process. Religious identity,
likee any form of social identity, is formed around notions of difference and
commonality.. Being Muslim or Christian in Upper Ajaria is involved in a continuous
processs of trying to relate personal experience to ideas of past and future, as a
"logicall extension of maintaining boundaries between 'us' and 'them' (Sahlins
1989:270). .
Thee process of differentiation seems to result in the creation of a new religiouss boundary. This boundary in the making does not follow clear social or geographicc lines and as a result makes definitions of 'us' and 'them' ambiguous.
Assertionss of Muslim and Christian identity should be understood not as resistance
againstt a clear and distinct 'other' but as struggles for constructing 'self in relation to
looselyy imagined multiple 'others.' Stereotypes of the 'other' were highly relevant for
bothh Muslims and Christians, but there was always the inconvenience that the 'other'
wass not really the 'other' but actually part of one's own community. Nevertheless,
thee dividing line between Islam and Christianity was being reinforced by religious
elitess and increased participation in religious life; as a result, views of the 'other' are
becomingg more negatively pronounced. Whether this trend will continue into the
futuree will depend on the interaction between the groups living at the frontier, the
widerr cultures of nation and state, and the renewed contacts across the international
border. .
Pierree Vilar poignantly worded the importance of applying a frontier
perspectivee to the study of social processes by provocatively stating that "[T]he
historyy of the world can be best observed from the frontier" (1985, cited in Sahlins
1998:: 31). The reason for this, according to Peter Sahlins, is that "the perspective
fromm the periphery challenges much of the received wisdom common to both historiess and anthropologies of contemporary national states" (1998: 31). The frontier perspectivee allows a more subtle understanding of how dominant ideologies are accepted,, reinterpreted, rejected and molded at the local level. Although this issue can
bee studied everywhere, the contradictions between national ideology and local
historiess are more manifest on the frontier.
Ass this case study also made clear, the religious dimension intertwines with
otherr temporal and spatial divides. Besides a junction of two religious traditions, the
frontierr is at least also a junction of states and nations, in which ideas of ethnicity and
modernityy are challenged and reformulated. In Khulo, the religious dimension
becamee very important not only in a confrontation between two faiths, but also in
political,, economic and cultural domains. Ideas of the state and the nation were
challengedd and as a result religious lines hardened. In Khulo, and more generally in
Upperr Ajaria, the religious dimension and the differences between Islam and
Christianityy became central in the post-1990 cultural developments and formed the
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focall point to which discussions of ethnicity and nationality, even of modernity, were
centered. .
However,, one of the intriguing aspects of research along borders is that one
iss forced to accept the flexibility of given sets of tensions. The ethnic, religious and
nationall dimensions interact with each other to form combinations that can significantlyy vary throughout the border region. Whereas the religious dimension came to
dominatee public discussion and motivated social action in Upper Ajaria in the 1990s,
otherr parts of the border region showed different accentuations, the workings and
consequencess of which can only be understood through in-depth localized studies. I
willl change the perspective in the next case study by moving to the village Sarpi
locatedd in the immediate vicinity of the international border, where life was highly
restrictedd until recently. Although several of the religious processes that were
discussedd in the previous chapters also apply to Sarpi, this is not what was locally
seenn as the most significant aspect of contemporary life. Instead, the particularities of
Sarpii challenged and reinforced other aspects of social identity, the most central
componentt being ethnicity. The reason for this can be understood from the fact that
thee Lazi of Sarpi formed a tiny minority in Ajaria who witnessed the disappearance of
theirr ethnic brethren behind the Iron Curtain in the 1930s. This next case study thus
servess to comment on another crucial ingredient of social identity formation in the
Georgiann borderlands, as well as to explore the more physical dimensions of borders
-- the border as a fixed line and barrier that restricted movement and communication
andd served as reference point for the inhabitants of Sarpi for several generations.
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TheThe Georgian-Turkish Border
KINSHIPP AND ETHNICITY IN A DIVIDED VILLAGE
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DividedDivided Village

Sarpii is an extraordinary village. It was divided in half in 1921 when
aa small stream running through the village center was declared the boundary-line
betweenn the Soviet Union and Turkey. The border remained porous enough to
alloww for cross-border contact for the next sixteen years, but in 1937 the Soviet
authoritiess decided to close it completely. After that virtually all forms of
communicationn across the divide were blocked, for the next fifty years. Sarpi is
alsoo interesting because it is the easternmost village of an area inhabited by the
Laz.. Who these Lazi are, or rather what this ethnic category means for the villagerss of Sarpi, will be an important subject of the following chapters. Here it suffices
too say that in the early twentieth century at least, the Muslim villagers of Sarpi
spokee their own language Lazuri and distinguished themselves from other groups
livingg in the area, notably the Georgian-speaking Muslim Ajarians and the
Christiann Georgians. These relations changed when the imposition of the internationall border caused the Lazi of Soviet Sarpi to lose contact with their kin and
ethnicc affiliates in Turkey. When the border reopened in 1988 villagers were
finallyy able to visit their close relatives. Furthermore, the border offered new
openingss in the economy and transformed the village from a forgotten place that
didd not exist on any official maps into a central gateway of transnational trade. But
whilee the two sides were physically drawn closer, this softening of the physical
borderr was accompanied by a hardening along social and cultural lines.
Duee to the geographical location on the border between two competing
ideologicall worlds, social life in Sarpi shows a unique interplay between power,
ideologyy and identity. The main question addressed in Part II of this dissertation is
howw the existence of the border and the ensuing restricted ways of life are interwovenn with changing ideas about ethnicity and the creation and undoing of ethnic
boundariess between the Lazi and their neighbors. The disruption of social and
ethnicc ties within the confines of a single village has provided an excellent
opportunityy to examine how notions of belonging and non-belonging changed and
weree redefined during and after the Soviet period.
Similarr issues have been central concerns in recent studies that have
aimedd to understand the particularities of social life along and across state borders.
Thesee studies have focused on the impact of 'concrete borders' on patterns of
cross-borderr migration, trade and labor (Driessen 1998; Konstantinov 1996;
Bellér-Hannn 1995b; van Schendel 2001), as well as on the ways social identities
andd forms of cultural identity relate to physical divides (Flynn 1997; Wilson and
Donnann 1998; Stokes 1998). An important message of these works is that the two
sidess of a given state border need to be understood as complex cultural wholes. In
otherr words, if borders are seen as constructs that divide and connect, the focus
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hass lately predominantly been on the latter, on how they connect rather than
divide.. This tendency is also observable in studies about the Iron Curtains that
oncee fenced off the socialist block. These complex borders have only received
attentionn from anthropologists since their demise in the 1990s. But even then little
moree than lip service was paid to their rigid socialist past. 1 This neglect is
understandablee as it indicates that Iron Curtains were impermeable not only to
peoplee but also to analysis. Borders seem to be only analyzable when they are
challenged,, that is, when contact across them exists.
Likewisee this study only became possible once the divide lost some of its
rigidities,rigidities, when people talked about former silences and could reflect about a
dividee that for such a long time had been an unquestioned fact of life. The new
possibilitiess for investigating the silenced and unwritten histories of social life
alongg the Iron Curtain provide further insight into how elements of culture formed
aroundd existing territorial and national borders and how the political divide
influencedd changes in cultural expressions and ethnic identification.
AA FIRST LOOK AT THE VILLAGE

Sarpii is located in a rugged narrow valley rising up from the Black
Sea.. Once the village was reachable only over sea and later only when in the
possessionn of multiple permits and documents, but at present the main road
connectingg Georgia and Turkey runs through the center of the village. Traveling
fromm Georgia to Turkey along this road, one sees in the distance a recently built
mosquee on a rock that sticks out in the sea. This building symbolizes the entrance
too Turkey, especially for villagers living on the Georgian side. They are planning
too construct a church on their side of the borderline to counterbalance the mosque
andd to underline that Sarpi really is part of 'Christian' Georgia.
Besidess the mosque and the unrealized church, the coastal strip shows the
usuall national symbols that characterize borders. Flags of both countries demarcatee the end and beginning of each country and large billboards in various
languagess welcome travelers to either Georgia or Turkey. The customhouses are
alsoo situated on the coastline, on a terrain enclosed by high fences, guarded by
armedd soldiers and controlled by officers wearing black uniforms. The entrances
too both Georgia and Turkey are marked by squares where taxi- and bus-drivers
waitt for clients crossing the border and where other villagers sell drinks and
cigarettess or wait for the next 'deal.' Usually there would be a line of trucks and
carss waiting to cross the border and daily several hundred labor-migrants and
small-traderss passed through the customs. But the number of people who passed
thee border gate was far smaller than in the early 1990s when the border was just
re-opened. .
Recentt studies focus by and large on the patterns of cross-border contact in the 1990s and leave
thee physical rigidities of socialist times largely unexplored (Konstantinov 1996; Hann and BellérHannn 1998; Veenis 1999; Svasek 1999). Berdahl (1999) is an important exception.
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Ass soon as one leaves the main road and follows the steep paths and
gravel-trackss that lead into the Georgian side of the village, the hectic life
surroundingg the border-gate disappears. Mandarin trees and vegetable plots create
aa lush atmosphere. Sarpi seems almost a regular village like so many others in the
area.. Large white houses - approximately 130 on the Georgian side and 80 on the
Turkishh side - lie scattered along the hill slopes between green gardens, bushes
andd citrus plantations. The villagers greet when passing, or halt for a short
exchangee of information. Children play on the streets and women are busy in their
vegetablee gardens or with the never-ending household chores. Especially on rainy
dayss - and there are many - there is a lively exchange of visits between the
houses.. These visits are always accompanied by a cup of coffee, fruit and nuts,
and,, depending on the guest, large quantities of wine or vodka.
Thiss almost romantic picture is smashed to pieces when reaching the
upperr part of the village. Here one clearly sees how merciless history has been to
thee small community. Fences of barbed wire follow the small stream until it
disappearss in the green covered hills; watchtowers look out over the valley. It is
temptingg to conceive of the border, like one villager remarked, as "starting over
heree at the seashore and running all the way to Vladivostok." The image of
uninterruptedd fences shutting off the former Soviet Union from the capitalist world
iss very impressive. As was written (in Russian) on a large billboard placed in the
centerr of the village: The entire Soviet nation guards the border! The slogan was
illustratedd by the figures of three serious looking Soviet citizens: a farmer, a child
andd a soldier. With their united strength they ensured the secure defense of the
border.. In reality this 'defense of the border' was of course as much intended to
preventt people from leaving the Soviet Union as it was intended to prevent spies,
saboteurss and other 'evil capitalists' from entering. Clearly, the ideological
dimensionss of the border are no longer part of official discourses, but this does not
meann that they have altogether disappeared. Ideological as well as economic and
culturall differences have become, if not more pronounced, at least more immediatee to the people living on the border.
THEE DIVISION

Afterr having been located in the Ottoman Empire for about three
centuries,, Sarpi was incorporated in the Czarist Empire in 1878. The new border
wass established at Liman, a settlement some ten kilometers west of Sarpi. With the
outbreakk of World War I, battles between Russia and Turkey flared up again. Most
familiess in Sarpi fled the region and traveled in small boats westward to towns
alongg the Ottoman Black Sea coast. When they returned to their village in 1918
thee area was briefly occupied by Turkish troops. Russia and its new Bolshevik
governmentt was left without allies and stuck in a severe civil war. To secure peace
onn the southern border it signed a treaty with Turkey, which included the transfer
off Ajaria to the Turks. At the same time though, Georgia had declared independ123 3

encee and did not accept this loss of territory. But before Georgian troops arrived
onn the battlefields, World War I was decided in favor of the Allied Forces. The
Turkishh army was replaced by British troops, who stayed in the area for a year and
aa half as part of an attempt to secure their oil-interests in the region (see Arslanian
1996).. In February 1921, the Red Army invaded Georgia and installed a new
government.. Both Turkey and the Soviet Union were exhausted by their respective
civill wars, and the two powers started peace negotiations that resulted in a
decisionn that had great impact on the lives of people in Sarpi. The paper version of
thatt agreement reads as follows:
Thee north-eastern boundary of Turkey is defined as follows [.,.] The
villagee of Sarp (Sarpe) on the Black Sea coast - Qara Shalvar (Kara
Shalvar)) Dagh (5014) and crossing the Chorokh to the north of the
villagee of Mardidi... (Russo-Turkish Treaty of 16 March 1921,
Appendixx 1 (a), reprinted in Cornwall 1923: 446-7).
Thiss is about all that can be found in official documents concerning the border
delimitation,, signed in Moscow on 16 March 1921 and ratified later that year by
thee Treaty of Kars on 13 October, between the Grand National Assembly of
Turkeyy and the Socialist Soviet Republics of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia as
welll as the Russian Soviet government. For the villagers in Sarpi however, the
importantt moments had occurred some months before that. Contemporary Sarpi
sourcess remember the event in multiple ways.
Onee telling of the event depicts Lenin and Stalin in their office in the
Kremlinn pacing up and down in front of a large map of the Soviet Union while
discussingg how to bring peace to the country:
Att that moment, when negotiations started on the exact location of the
boundary,, the area was still occupied by the Turks. Lenin was a friend of
Atatiirkk and eager to end all the wars. The people in Ajaria are Muslims,
soo let's give the region to Atatiirk,' he told Stalin. 'Hey, now what are
youu doing,' Stalin interrupted, 'do you want to give away Batumi? Our
oill transport runs through that city, it is a very important harbor for us.'
Leninn stroked his beard and thought, 'Hmm, Stalin is probably right, but
II already promised Atatiirk that the border will be along the Choloki
river,22 so what should I do?' Lenin got a new idea and said to Stalin,
'Alright,, the border will be along the Chorokhi River instead of the
Cholokii River, Atatiirk won't know the difference.' But Stalin still disagreed,, 'No, that is too dangerous, that is too close to Batumi, it should
bee a bit further, across the first mountains. There is a small stream, which
wee can use as the division line,' he said. This is where Sarpi happened to
be,, but they didn't know about that. So they decided that this stream
wouldd be the division line between Turkey and the Soviet Union.
Anotherr account of the episode starts with an English map of the region that was
usedd both by Russia and by Turkey:

"" The Choloki is a small river roughly following the present administrative border between Ajaria
andd Guria provinces in Georgia, some 40 kilometers north of Batumi.
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Thee English map did not show the stream running through Sarpi, but
anotherr one, located two kilometers west of the village. A special
commissionn had decided that this should be the location of the new
border,, such that Sarpi would be part of the Soviet Union. But when both
partiess approached the agreed place, the Turkish officer, who was
slightlyy ahead, decided to move on. He phoned to his headquarters and
said,, 'the Russians are not in sight yet! Will you allow me to move on
andd try to deceive them?' He received permission, so he and his troops
wentt on and finally they met the Russians in Sarpi. The Russians arrived
andd said that the border should be at the next river. But the Turks told
them,, 'there is no river over there, this is the first stream we have come
across,, so the border must be here.' The Russians knew that the officer
wass lying, but they finally agreed to have the border temporarily placed
inn Sarpi. Perhaps they thought that it could be changed afterwards, but
thiss never took place.
Borderss generate stories and legends. They are places onto which secrecy, fear,
dangerr and desire are projected. There is considerable variation in the stories that
aree told about this 'accident of history.' Sometimes the Turks are blamed, at others
thee Russians. Sometimes it is seen as hapless fate or misunderstanding, at other
timess the result of evil conspiracy. What bespeaks the variation in the stories is
lackk of transparency, of a mystification of power and the unpredictability of the
mechanismss used by the state. In popular accounts, the delineation of the border in
Sarpii was always presented as beyond the power of the villagers. The stories about
thee unreachable office in the Kremlin and the conspiracy of Turks point to the
extraordinaryy interplay between wider political forces and the villagers. The
unpredictabilityy was even more strongly present in the following account given by
ann old villager who insisted that the divided village was all the fault of the
deliriumm of Russian soldiers.
Whenn the two armies encountered each other, they held a party, and the Turks
tookk care to give the Russians enough vodka. And well, you know the Russians,
ass soon as they get drunk they become very generous and when they had emptiedd five bottles of vodka, the [Russian] officer said: 'Alright, let's just put the
borderr over here, you can have that side of the village, and we will have this
side.' '
Thee stories, I think, also suggest that the Iron Curtain had become a fait accompli,
ann inescapable and definite presence. They were used to start narrations about
separatedd families and tales of relatives who would never meet each other again.
Sincee the border was reopened in 1988, the implications of these stories have
changedd but they have not become irrelevant memories that are simply replaced
byy new realities. The division is still felt as something that cannot be undone. A
youngg Sarpian cabdriver summarized this notion in a few lines: "You know, they
toree down the Berlin Wall and people live happily together now, soon the two
Koreass will be re-united, and then there will only be the two Sarpis, forgotten and
divided."" Although contact is possible again, the village is still divided, and this
nott only applies to restrictions on physical movement, but also to social contact.
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Thee next three chapters explore how the unwritten history of the international
boundaryy and the biography of people who lived in its immediate vicinity intertwinedd and affected each other.
Althoughh the decision to place a border in the center of Sarpi was beyond
thee villagers' control, this does not imply that they were passive victims. Their
livess became entangled with the borders. They exploited the opportunities created
byy the divide but, more often than not, they were forced to deal with its harsh
realities.. Their strategies were not only directed at the divide itself, but also
involvedd strategies in coping with the changed physical and social space on their
sidee of the border. Moreover, the ideological dimensions of the divide between
capitalismm and socialism profoundly influenced people's ideas of the 'other' and
thee 'other side.' Borders, especially those marked by steel, watch-towers and
barbedd wire, are complex phenomena. Their physical characteristics have observablee effects on social life but the implications of these can only be truly
understoodd when attention is paid to the imaginary qualities of borders and the
realityy of these imaginations for cross-border contact and contrast.
OUTLINEE OF PART II

Thee next three chapters deal with the question of how social life in
Sarpii is related to the presence of the physical divide. I will start with investigating
thee two-sidedness of borders, then move to the organization of culture and
ethnicityy in this restricted environment, and end with a discussion on the relation
betweenn physical borders and ethnic and cultural boundaries.
Chapterr Five revolves around the question of how a border regime
designedd and monitored in distant power centers made an impact on the lives and
identitiess of people living along the international divide. It also explores how
borderr dwellers dealt with the border situation imposed from above. It describes
andd analyzes the experienced and narrated history of the international border as
welll as the tragedies that befell Sarpi's inhabitants. The stories that are told
exemplifyy how the ambiguity of borders, the combination of danger and opportunity,, in the context of state terrorism resulted in patterns of action and reaction that
furtherr fortified the Iron Curtain. By focusing on the interactions between state
andd citizens, it will be possible to describe 'totalitarianism' from below and as
suchh reveal the tragedies connected to the border without reducing border-dwellers
too passive victims.
Althoughh the 'border of fear' is still remembered and 'dis-membered' in
complexx ways, it was clearly not the only barrier that mattered. Chapter Six moves
awayy from the international border and focuses on social life within the confines
posedd by the physical barriers during and after the Soviet period. It discusses how
thee relation between Lazi, Ajarians, and Georgians changed as a result of their
interlockingg in Soviet society. In other words, this chapter investigates how ideas
aboutt ethnicity and culture changed in relation to the closed border and the
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incorporationn of the village in Soviet Georgian society. It tries to illustrate how the
biographiess of the state and individual villagers intertwined and how this changed
theirr social orientations as well as their definitions of culture and ethnicity.
Chapterr Seven investigates how the physical borders and cultural boundariess were reconfigured after the demise of the Iron Curtain. It attempts to explain
whyy the border opening was disillusioning, especially with respect to cross-border
familiall ties. I argue that precisely because physical and social distances across the
dividee were so small, it were the 'differences' that mattered after contacts were
re-established.. It thus shows the importance of paying attention to the physical and
ideologicall rigidities of socialist borders, because in response to those rigidities
culturall and ethnic differences arose that were not easily overcome after the
collapsee of socialism. Instead, the differences created by seventy years of socialismm seem to be magnified in the new 'capitalist' era.
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C H A P T E RR FIVE

CaughtCaught between States

Wheneverr the weather conditions allowed it, elderly male inhabitants of
Sarpii would gather in what was called the 'old men house' at the entrance of the
village.. During my stay I often sat down with them to ask questions, or conversely,
wass asked questions about my home country. On several occasions I noticed a
peculiarr behavior. When talking about Europe some of these men would point not to
thee West but to the East, that is, away from the border. There was some logic in this,
ass I discovered later during an interview. The man in question had just started to talk
aboutt his visit to relatives in Turkey in the early 1980s and he illustrated his journey
byy moving his arm east and then southwards. Basically this mirrored the route that he
hadd followed at the time. First, he had traveled eastwards to Tbilisi, then southwards
too Yerevan in Armenia, then westwards crossing the Soviet-Turkish border-gate in
Leninakan,, and finally northwards by bus to Hopa at the Black Sea coast - a town
somee twenty kilometers from Sarpi. Indeed, it was only logical that 'at the end of the
world'' people would point to the East, in the direction to which even travels to the
Westt necessarily started.
Thee relevance of 'East-West' geography was more dramatically displayed in
anotherr case. The house of Nazmi Koridze, a man now in his seventies, was located
onn the hill-slope next to the village road that connects the upper part of the village to
thee coast. At the back of his house, on the eastside, started citrus-tree plantations
whichh were traversed by narrow paths that ran to the houses of several of his relatives.. On the other side of his house, across the road to the West, there was a splendid
vieww over the Turkish part of Sarpi and the hills behind it. Nazmi's house was built in
thee 1960s, with windows facing all directions. But in 1987, one year before the
border-gatee at Sarpi would be re-opened, Nazmi sealed off the two window gates that
lookedd to the West, that is, in the direction of Turkey. According to his daughter-inlaw,, the reason for this action was that whenever people would pass the house, her
father-in-laww would freeze, terrified that they would come and arrest him.
Thesee anecdotes point out two features of the border that will be further
exploredd in this chapter. First, in Sarpi the international border was, and for some still
is,, associated with fear. Numerous stones were told about the dangers of showing
interestt in the border, about sanctions for antennas turned westward and of the risk
beingg caught pointing or looking across the 'Iron Curtain.' Second, the anecdotal
remarkss suggested that the international border represented, in a very real sense, 'the
endd of the world.' Like the body gestures discussed above, oral statements indicated
thatt for the people living in Sarpi, the international border was a fixed and unquestionedd certainty. Villagers would say that for fifty years, between 1937 and 1988, the
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borderr running through their village was completely closed. They stressed that except
forr the few who went through lengthy and risky procedures and were lucky enough to
obtainn official travel visas for Turkey, no one ever went to the other side. Another
indicationn of the unquestioned rigidity were the stories told by middle-aged villagers
aboutt their experiences of living along the Iron Curtain. They usually did not talk
aboutt the international border but rather about the internal ones, about the fences and
checkpointss between the 'border-zone' and Batumi. These internal borders had been
ann everyday nuisance, and had limited villagers' contacts with colleagues and
relativess living outside the village. Those fences had been far more troublesome than
thee 'Iron Curtain' which was simply there. In short, these middle-aged men had fully
accommodatedd to the reality of the impermeability of the international border.
Accordingg to available literature such waterproof borders are impossible.
Herzfeldd for example writes about "the ease with which even - or especially - the
mostt fiercely guarded borders can be penetrated" (Herzfeld 2001: 138) and Henk
Driessenn states that "no matter how clearly borders are marked on maps, how many
borderr guards are appointed, how many fences are built, people will ignore borders
wheneverr it suits them" (1996: 289).l Evidence from the Mexican-American border,
thee borders of the European Union, or the border between Israel and Palestine, all
heavilyy guarded and patrolled borders, shows how easily the protection measures of
statess can be defeated. Yet the border running through Sarpi was an exceptional
border.. It was a "border of fear and control," to use Donnan and Haller's phrase
(2000:: 12), and almost completely impermeable.
However,, its rigidity did not appear overnight and like most international
borders,, this one was initially a border that divided and connected, a border
representingg danger as well as opportunities. But eventually this two-sided nature was
lostt and the border came just to divide. This was achieved not simply because of
restrictingg measures imposed from above (including acoustic alarm systems, highvoltagee fences, watchtowers, roles of barbed wire, and patrolling guards), but because
off a culture of secrecy that forced villagers to test the limits of the possible and
therebyy aid in setting them. To understand the rigid qualities of this border then, we
needd to investigate the particular relationship between state and local life that evolved
afterr the establishment of Soviet power. Paradoxically, the fact that in Sarpi the
borderr was (sometimes literally) located in people's backyard contributed to
configurationss that reinforced the border regime.
Ann exploration that looks at the dynamics of the relations between state and
villagerss along the border also involves a critique of studies that have described the
Soviett state or the Stalin era as 'totalitarian,' as an omnipotent force implanted from
above.. Instead, following Stephen Kotkin (1995), we need to understand 'totalitarianism'' - if we wish to stick to the term - not as an implant from above but as a dialecti'' See also Baud and Van Schendel, who write about the gap between official rhetoric concerning the
rigidityy of borders and the daily life in borderlands: "In the vast majority of cases it was possible for
borderlandd people to cross the border, legally or illegally" (1997: 220, also page 211).
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call process that developed and reinforced itself through the interaction of citizens and
statee structures. Even on the highly politicized and fiercely guarded border in Sarpi,
border-dwellerss were not passive victims. Instead, their actions were often subversive.. But by challenging the forms of control, the villagers simultaneously defined the
limitss of power (cf. Berdahl 1999).
Moreover,, a one-sided focus on the repressive measures of the state would
faill to capture the 'real' tragedy of life along the Cold War border. Because villagers
actedd in ways that resulted in deeper entrenchment in the power-webs spun by the
state,, stories about living in the border region often reveal a two-fold ambiguity. On
onee level, this ambiguity refers to the mixture of positive memories about the 'securities'' that socialism provided and the deeply negative experiences with the rigidities of
thee border regime. Perhaps even more importantly, this ambiguity stems from the
unexpressedd awareness of villagers that they were not only 'victims,' but also
'collaborators'' of this border regime. The combination of victimhood and complicity,
off being subjected to powers larger than oneself but not outside these powers, partly
revealss the 'real' tragedy of the border. The stories exemplify that people are still
copingg with a past that simultaneously must be forgotten and remembered. Moreover,
thee convergence of victimhood and complicity also provides clues to answer the
questionn of how, despite the hardships of deportation and the loss of close relatives,
villagerss continue to express nostalgic feelings for the Soviet era.

B o r d e rr regime
Inn this section I will provide a basic overview of the efforts of the state
too demarcate its territory and to inhibit cross-border movement. I thus explore the
developmentt of the border during the Soviet period, noting how it came to be
rememberedd and imbued with meaning. The presented information is based on
interviewss with elderly villagers and, to a small extent, on archival material collected
inn Batumi.
OPENN BORDER: 1921-1937

Afterr the border was delineated in 1921 the village Sarpi officially
consistedd of two parts, Turkish Sarp and Soviet Sarpi. Although during the first years
customhousess were established and a fence was erected to mark and defend the stateboundary,, it was still relatively easy to cross the border. Many families still owned
propertyy on a narrow alluvial strip of land near Makriali (present-day Kemalpasha) on
Turkishh territory, where it was possible to cultivate rice. This land was either purchasedd by ancestors or obtained through marriage arrangements. Villagers received
permitss to travel fifteen kilometers into the bordering state, allowing them to cultivate
theirr land. Aman Abuladze still remembered that he and his mother went down to the
customhousess when they wanted to visit relatives: "We had a document like a
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passportt in which the soldiers wrote for example 'is allowed to visit brother for two
days.'' Then we had to go through a small house where they would search us, men and
womenn separate." Besides administrative hazards such as these, villagers had no real
difficultiess in crossing the border. In fact, it may be argued that the implementation of
thee border and the resulting economic differences created the reasons to cross the
border. .
Inn 1921 the Soviet leadership had already started its attempts to establish a
centralizedd distribution system including fixed price-settings for most goods. These
policiess meant that on the Soviet side many goods became scarce, while price
differencess between Turkey and the Soviet Union rose steeply. Smuggling was
widespreadd and the markets in towns near the border were especially well stocked
withh contraband.3 The existence of the border enabled villagers to earn additional
incomee by trading in silk and woolen cloth, shoes, coats, soap and other goods. On
thee Turkish side, villagers erected stalls where they sold consumption goods. The
smugglingg remained small-scale - involving mostly European goods that could be
boughtt in the Turkish border-town Hopa and resold in the Soviet Union at much
higherr prices. A report of the custom-officers in 1926 states: "smuggling is mostly
unorganized,, involving people without land or permanent job. The smugglers mostly
carryy the goods on their shoulders across the mountains south of Sarpi, an area which
iss almost impossible to control due to its abundant and impenetrable vegetation." In
thosee years several hundreds of people were caught smuggling, though only a few
weree from Sarpi. However, this should not lead one to conclude that the villagers'
involvementt was insignificant. It is more likely that their knowledge of the local
geographyy and their extensive family-networks across the border made them almost
impossiblee to catch. As one old man told me, they had to be careful not to attract
attentionn from the custom-officers or soldiers, but he and his brother always managed
too bring certain goods back to Sarpi without ever being caught.
Despitee the existence of the border and the presence of soldiers, during the
1920ss and early 1930s the two Sarpis were in several respects still an undivided
village,, only partially affected by the respective states. Neither the Soviet Union nor
Kemalistt Turkey had fully developed their state structures. The respective governmentss were more concerned with improving their power basis than with rural life in
thee peripheries. Until 1924, when a new school was established, education for
childrenn in the village was provided in the medrese on the Turkish side. The deceased
weree still buried in the common graveyard (now located on Turkish soil), and several
menn continued to attend the Friday-prayers in the mosque which was also on the
22

Between 1921 and 1929 the policies which regulated trade were often contradictory. At times
privatee trade was allowed or even encouraged, while at other times the private undertakers were
prosecuted.. Private trade became more and more restricted at the end of the 1920s.
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See Ball (1987:123) for an overview of economic policy in the early days of the Soviet Union.
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Central State Archive of the Ajarian ASSR, Fond 44, file 1 (03/1923 - 09/1925; file 2 (10/1925
02/1928).. See also Paustovsky's account of the numerous luxuries that were available on the Batumi
marketss (1969: 136).
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Central State Archive of the Ajarian ASSR, Fond 44, file 3 (10/09/1925 - 19-11-1926).
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Turkishh side. This situation however did not continue for long. While the mosque was
locatedd on Turkish soil, the hodja lived in Soviet Sarpi. In the late 1920s when the
Soviett ban on religion was first enforced, the hodja had to turn in his passport and
wass forbidden to speak in public and in effect could no longer perform his duties.
Thesee and other measures soon meant that only a few older men from Soviet Sarpi
continuedd to attend the Friday prayers in the local mosque. The increasing restrictions
off the early 1930s forecasted to some extent what was to come. As Aman put it:
"Whenn Kemal Pasha died and the authorities over here started their search for
Trotzkiyistss these [trips to the other side] were over once and for all."
FORTIFICATIONSS 1937

-1956

Inn 1937 this period of relative freedom of movement abruptly
ended.. Aise Tandilava, an elderly lady who was born in Turkey but married a young
mann from the Georgian side recalled: "My husband and I were harvesting our plot in
Turkishh Sarpi. We had almost finished and planned to go back the next morning to
collectt the crop. But when we arrived at the gate the soldiers started laughing: 'You
aree not allowed to go any more,' they said, 'we just closed the border.'"
Althoughh 1937 is usually mentioned as the year in which the border became
impermeable,, more detailed conversation revealed that this was not completely the
case.. Several informants still remembered that initially there had been limited
communicationn between the two sides of the village.6 One informant sang to me the
samee song his relatives had sung across the border when his sister had her first child:
Listenn to the happiness that has overcome us
Ourr Feride she is fine and doing well
Itt is a boy who has been born to her
Andd Omar is his name
Thesee lines were sung while working on the land and thus appeared to be nothing
moree than an innocent folk-song. Since the border-guards did not know Lazuri they
didd not understand what was being communicated. But the same people who told me
aboutt these early forms of communication also explained that singing was only
possiblee during the first years after the closing of the border. As Aman remembered
it:: ' i f someone had died we would cry and then they cried from the other side. That
wayy people knew in which house there was a funeral. But afterwards they even
forbadee that. They said, 'if you want to cry, go home and cry there.' It was a very
severee regime."
Withh the growing threat of a possible war between the Soviet Union and
Turkey,, special repressive measures were introduced to halt cross-border
communication.. It was forbidden to leave the house after sunset and windows had to
bee covered with black cloth. Everyone vividly remembers these restrictions and many
recalledd how they were sitting in the dark at home, fearing that the soldiers' footsteps
wouldd halt in front of their house. Even the smallest irregularities could be interpreted
66

With reference to Sarpi, so-called border singing has sometimes been mentioned as a tacit and
illegalillegal means of maintaining contact (Hann and Beller-Hann 1998: 245; Pereira 1971).
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ass sending messages to the enemy. Villagers told me that during those years, and long
after,, no one even dared to look in the direction of Turkey. When I pushed an
informantt to find out whether there were perhaps other ways of communication, he
replied:: "No, no, those things didn't exist, who would ever try it? The people were
simplyy afraid; they didn't even try to look to that side."
Duringg the 1940s and 1950s Soviet Sarpi was sub-divided into several sections.. A zone of restricted movement was announced, including part of the village
andd a 500-meter wide stretch of land along the border. On the Georgian side, this was
thee area where many villagers had their own private plot for cultivating vegetables
andd fruits. In order to work their lands villagers had to descend first to the seashore
wheree they would receive written permission to work during precisely fixed hours.
Furtherr restrictions on movement were made in the 1950s when a fence was placed
alongg the seashore. Whenever villagers needed to enter the beach, they first had to go
too the military camp to fetch a soldier who would open a gate. A subsequent commanderr decided that the existence of such a fence was wholly unnecessary and
actuallyy bad propaganda, for what would people on the Turkish side think of 'the
goodd life in the Soviet Union' if the whole village was fenced off? The fact that these
measuress were initiated by the military commanders assigned to Sarpi was typical of
thee border regime, in which state representatives on each level were anxious to prove
thatt they had complete control over the border.
SEALEDD BORDER 1956-1988
Commentingg on the border-situation in the 1960s and the time thereafterr Niaz Kakabadze explained: "If you would have tried... Well, there were eight
meterss until the fences where the ground was cleared. Behind it there was a fence
withh an alarm system and then there was a second fence. Soldiers with dogs patrolled
[thee area] between those two fences, they would shoot or catch you even before
reachingg the fence. But no one [from Sarpi] ever even tried." The impermeable nature
off the border was even remembered as a positive development for the village. Aman,
whosee house was near the border, told me the following, "After 1956 we didn't need
permissionn anymore to work [on our plots] near the border. Simply because they had
fortifiedd the border - fences, alarm systems and so on - so that we were free in our
villagee again."
Thee situation along the international border became normalized. Village life
continuedd in a territorially constrained environment. The strictly regulated and highly
limitedd communication that was allowed following the late 1960s fits within this
'normalized'' border condition. New regulations of 1965 made it possible to send
letterss to relatives across the border. The letters usually took between three and six
monthss to arrive on the other side of the village; they were censored and contained
onlyy limited information about familial affairs. After 1970 it became possible to
applyy for family-visit visas. The application procedures required at least five and up
too ten years to be approved and involved the risk of losing one's job or ruining one's
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children'ss career opportunities. If a visa was finally provided one could go to Turkish
Sarpii by traveling via Tbilisi, Yerevan and Kars, a trip of roughly 1,400 kilometers.
Thee adjustments to these forms of communication, important though they were for
Sarpianss as I will discuss in later chapters, also suggests that villagers by and large
hadd accommodated to the restrictions and the limitations imposed by the state.
Ass an illustration, it is interesting to discuss a novel written about Soviet
Sarpii in the 1960s. Don't be afraid mother!, was written by the popular Georgian
writerr Nodari Dumbadze, who had been officially assigned to write a book about the
lifee of border-guards. For this purpose Dumbadze lived in Sarpi for some time, or
rather,, in the military compound located at the coast. Throughout his novel, it seems
thatt the author is struggling to fill the pages, not knowing what can be said about a
villagee where nothing ever happens. The main character, soldier Jakeli, repeatedly
complainss that life at the border is eventless and boring (1986: 455, 542, 544, 616)
andd that during his two-year service in Sarpi not a single person even attempted to
crosss the border (this changes at the end of the novel when the soldiers arrest a
Russiann youth who tried to escape to Turkey). In the novel, life in Sarpi is very
peacefull and harmonious. The villagers assist the soldiers by forecasting the weather
andd supply food and drinks to them (ibid. 534-5), and friendships are established
betweenn the soldiers and villagers. The rosy descriptions converge in the main
messagee of the novel, which is to present the border as a regretful though necessary
defense,, as an accepted part of everyday life. Many villagers had read Dumbadze's
novell and insisted that the descriptions were not very different from reality. But the
timingg of this novel needs to be taken into consideration. It was written thirty years
afterr the initial closure of the border. During those thirty years many things transpired
inn order to make the border as impervious and uncontested as it was. Dumbadze was
clearlyy not allowed to write about the events - deportations, executions, and the loss
off relatives across the border - which made the 'peaceful1 life of the 1960s possible.
Too these tragedies, I will turn now.

Espionage,, executions and deportations
Thee Lazi of Sarpi, like all Soviet citizens, were subjected to a series of
harshh and often erratic policies and regulations that were justified as a part of 'the
buildingg of socialism' and 'protecting Soviet society from class enemies.' During the
firstt decades of the Soviet Union's existence, a largely backward society heavily
dependentt on agriculture with a mainly uneducated population was transformed into
ann industrial empire. Stalinist modernization was not simply 'development,' but class
warr fought against ever reappearing 'enemies' of the Soviet State. This war resulted
inn the elimination of private traders, the deportation of kulaks or peasant 'bourgeoisie,'' prosecution of Trotzkists and other internal enemies of the Communist Party and
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finallyy the deportation of 'unreliable' ethnic groups.7 State terror obtained specific
characteristicss in Sarpi because the border-dwellers were both instrumental to the
Soviett state, but also suspected because of their possible loyal feelings regarding their
relativess in Turkey. This was especially true between the 1930s and 1950s when the
regionn was still contested area - the Soviet Union made claims on a large area in
Turkey,, while Turkey, although comparatively much weaker, still had pretensions to
includee Ajaria in its territory. Intelligence services of both countries were active
acrosss the border and the villagers living on the border were caught between both
powers. .
Inn the early 1930s, an aged villager named Omer was arrested and imprisonedd in Tbilisi. The man was known in the village as a hard and honest worker. He
wass not exceptionally rich nor was there anything extraordinary about his background.. The authorities did not provide the reasons for his imprisonment and the man
neverr stood trial. But several months later Omer sent a letter home in which he
orderedd his son to sell the gold that they had buried under the house. Soon thereafter
Omerr was released and returned home. He refused to give much clarification on what
hadd taken place in prison. He spent the rest of his days gardening his small plot.
Neverr again did he go to the gathering place of the old men, preferring to stay in the
safee environment of his house and associating only with his closest relatives.
Thiss episode, as little information as it contains, marks the beginning of
repressionn in Sarpi. The case of Omer was not exceptional. Around that time, the first
disastrouss effects of forced collectivization in the Ukraine and parts of Russia became
apparentt and the authorities took desperate measures to resolve the economic crisis.
Villagerss and town-dwellers alike were confronted with a government decree to sell
alll their jewelry and gold to the state. During the preceding decades most families in
Sarpii had earned quite good money through their cross-border trading activities. Of
course,, most villagers preferred to hide their gold rather than exchange it for what
theyy still considered worthless Soviet paper money.8 Even when it became possible to
exchangee the gold for rare consumer goods, only a few families decided to sell.9 Trust
inn the new Soviet State was still low and many villagers reckoned that sooner or later
theyy might have to leave their village, in which case they would be in need of their
savings.100 Unfortunately, it turned out that KGB-agents had quite precise knowledge
aboutt the amounts of gold owned by each family; they prepared actions to requisite
thesee hidden valuables.11 One day, agents entered the villagers' houses and gave them
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An early overview of the Soviet deportations of nationalities is Conquest (1995), but see also
Nekrichh (1978), Bugai and Gonov (1998), and Pohl (1999).
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Paustovsky (1969: 86) observed during his stay in Batumi in the early 1920s that most transactions
weree in Turkish lira because Soviet money was still scarce.
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Between 1930 and 1936 so-called Torgsin stores sold luxury goods in exchange for gold and silver,
inn order to increase Soviet hard currency reserves for its industrial drive (Fitzpatrick 1999: 56).
100
Many older villagers had fled the village already twice - during the Russian-Turkish war in the
1870ss and with the outbreak of WW I in 1914 - and anticipated a possible new migration.
111
Although the state security apparatus of the Soviet Union had different names during various
periodss (Cheka, OGPU, NKVD, KGB) I will only use the more familiar term 'KGB' to prevent
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thee choice to either show the hiding-places or be arrested. The fact that they knew
exactlyy what could be found implies that several people within the village worked as
informantss for the KGB. Sarpi was certainly not exceptional in this; the reliance on
networkss of informants on each level of society formed a main characteristic of the
repressivee system of those days.
Byy the mid 1930s, relations between Turkey and the Soviet Union - which
hadd been relatively friendly during the 1920s and early 1930s - started to deteriorate.. The position of Sarpi within the Soviet Union was distinctly affected by these
changingg international relations and the Lazi of Sarpi got caught up in between. Sarpi
wass virtually the only Laz-village within the boundaries of the Soviet Union; the
majorityy of their ethnic affiliates lived in Turkey. Most inhabitants of Sarpi had large
family-networkss across the border and they maintained intensive contacts with their
kinn when cross-border movements were still possible. For the Soviet authorities these
relationshipss and the fact that the villagers were Muslims, made it very likely that the
reall loyalties of villagers were with Turkey instead of the USSR.
Thee status of border-village made the situation even more complicated. Since
mostt Lazi were living in Turkey, the Soviet authorities came to see Sarpi as a
bridgeheadd for their international aspirations. The Soviet Union still had ambitions to
incorporatee the provinces of Kars and Ardahan, which had been part of the Czarist
Empiree between 1878 and the 1910s. As preparation for this ultimate goal, propagandaa campaigns were developed which included the introduction of a Lazuri
alphabett and the publication of several booklets in Lazuri.13 Secret agents and carriers
weree ordered to distribute propaganda material in Turkish Lazistan.14 For example,
youngg men from Soviet Sarpi were approached by KGB agents and requested to
deliverr packages or collect information from contacts across the border.
Especiallyy in the late 1930s and during World War II, when food was scarce,
thee rewards for performing these tasks were tempting for many villagers. Regarding
thesee temptations one villager said, "I remember that my mother repeatedly asked my
fatherr why he could not go to the other side [as other men did], so that we would also
havee white bread on the table. But father always replied with the same words: 'wife,
youu better eat black bread and sleep calmly in your bed, instead of eating theirs and
regrettingg it later on."' People were certainly aware of the dangers involved in
performingg these tasks. As an informant told me: 'There is such a rule, that if they
sendd a spy, they will send a second one to check what the former is doing." But
refusingg was not all that simple, as the following story illustrates:
confusion. .
"" The strained relation was initially a result of Turkey's improved relations with Western Europe and
becamee even more severe when Turkey signed a Non Aggression Pact with Germany in 1941.
Seee Feurstein (1992) for an overview of official representations of Laz and Mingrelian culture
duringg this period.
' 44 Soviet propaganda addressed at Turkish Lazi was not confined to this period. Even in the 1970s, a
weeklyy radio broadcast was transmitted in Lazuri. A former radio-employee told me that they never
receivedd a response from abroad and consequently the broadcast was taken off the air after a few
years. .
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Att the time my father was still single. One day he was approached by two of
thesee chekisty (agents). They asked him to cross the border, but he refused
firmlyy stressing that he wasn't a spy and would never be one. Thereupon
theyy put a gun to his head and repeated the demand. Father replied: i don't
havee a wife or children, so shoot me if you want. You can force me to go,
butt remember that I will only go once and never return.' Then the agents
gavee him a pat on the back; told him he was a good man and let him go.
Thiss example - whether or not it happened exactly as it was told - displays the
pressuree which was put on people, and shows the attitude toward those who actually
went.. People involved in these covert activities were often suspected of working
simultaneouslyy for the Turks. One tragic case vividly illustrates the dangers involved
andd the atmosphere along the border in those days. Five young men were sent to
Turkey.. They crossed the border by boat on a dark night and awaited a signal from
thee coast. When they finally saw the signal and answered by flashing back, Turkish
soldierss opened fire on them. Four of the men died and were anonymously buried on
Turkishh soil. Although villagers on the Turkish side must have recognized these men,
theyy probably denied knowing them fearing negative repercussions as a result of their
familiall connection to these 'spies.' Only one of the men survived the attack and with
thee assistance of relatives he made it back to Soviet Sarpi. The next day he was taken
awayy by KGB-agents and was never heard of again.
InIn the 1930s and 1940s the Laz community of Sarpi was living on a highly
contestedd border, caught between the two states in multiple ways. The origin of the
deportationss of families from Sarpi should be understood within this context. In the
aftermathh of World War II, the party leadership designed a strategy to both punish
thosee who supposedly collaborated with the Germans and to clean the border region
off the Soviet Union of so-called unreliable elements.15 The difference between these
repressionss and those of earlier periods was that these measures were not directed
againstt individuals but against whole groups. But whereas many of these groups were
completelyy deported, only part of the Laz population was sent to exile in Siberia and
Centrall Asia. The two-sided nature of borders again helps to understand this situation.
Onn the one hand, the villagers were distrusted because of the fact that they lived right
onn the border. On the other hand, sending all of them away was undesirable, because
thiss would give a negative impression to the Turkish part of Lazistan.
Thee first deportation that struck the village took place during World War II.
Thee measures were then directed against the Kurds and Hemshins. Approximately
eightt Kurdish and Hemshin families resided in Sarpi and the neighboring village
Qvariati.. They did not live in the village proper. During the winter they kept their
sheepp and cows in a compound a few kilometers up in the hills and during the
summerr they traveled to grazing areas in the mountains. Their semi-nomadic way of
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In 1944 and 1945 many groups were deported from the North Caucasus (Ingush, Balkars,
Karachai),, as well as Kalmyks, Volga Germans and Crimean Tatars, ostensibly for collaboration with
thee enemy. From the border-region of Soviet Georgia the Pontian Greeks and some 80,000 Muslim
Georgianss were deported, along with Turks and the mentioned Kurds, Hemshins and Lazi (Suny
1994:289). .
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lifee might not have been acceptable for the communist leadership - especially in the
borderr regions - since their movements and activities were difficult to control. The
Kurdss and Hemshins were accused of performing spying activities for the Turkish
army.. Besides this, it is likely that their refusal to enter the collective (since they were
unwillingg to give away their cattle) also played a role in the decision of the Soviet
leadership.. The families were sent to eastern Kazakhstan. While the victims of later
deportationss were allowed to return to the village, the Kurds and Hemshins were
neverr given the opportunity to return to their place of origin. After the opening of the
borderr and the relaxation of Soviet politics in the late 1980s, several Hemshins visited
Sarpii while on their way to Turkey. They told the villagers that too much time had
passedd to consider returning and that they had built up new lives in Kazakhstan.
Inn 1949, the next uprooting took place. This time three Laz families were
deported.. In all three cases the deportation involved women who had kept their
Turkishh passports. They were born in Turkey but had married in Georgian Sarpi in
thee 1920s and 1930s when it was still possible to cross the border. Although they had
movedd to the Soviet Union and had married Soviet citizens, they officially remained
citizenss of Turkey. Several villagers mentioned that these women never changed their
passportss because they wished to retain the possibility of easily crossing the border
shouldd the border situation improve. Others maintained however that it was not
possiblee for these women to change their passports into Soviet ones. Whatever the
case,, the result was that in 1949 these women still carried Turkish passports. Two
familiess were deported as a whole, while in one instance the family was divided. The
littlee children were sent with their mother to the Tomsk district in Siberia, while their
fatherr stayed behind in Sarpi. Living circumstances in Tomsk were especially harsh,
ass a villager remarked about the deportation of his aunt: "there was nothing over
there,, just forest and forest. They did not even have potatoes. We had to send all the
foodstuffss from here just to help them survive." The unbearable circumstances are
reflectedd by the fact that out of the fifteen people who were deported to Tomsk, six
died.. After having stayed for seven years in Siberia, those who survived were finally
allowedd to return to Sarpi.
Givenn the previous experiences, the largest deportations, those of 1951, did
nott come as a complete surprise. Villagers had been living in fear for more than a
decadee and several had prepared for the worst. During the weeks prior to the deportations,, the KGB had been active in the village administration building, checking the
filess and documents of the collective farm and of individual villagers. One villager
toldd me that his father had prepared a box with essentials in case they were sent away.
AA former deportee told me that his mother had hidden gold coins in her underwear,
whichh later helped them to survive. Nevertheless, few families had really expected
whatt was going to happen. Although the experiences for all the involved were
traumatic,, the living conditions in Central Asia varied. For example Necat, who
endedd up in a collective farm with three other Laz families from Sarpi mentioned that
theyy started selling home-made wine to other deportees and in this way managed to
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providee for their basic means of living. Most deportees were less lucky or successful
andd suffered great impoverishment, exhaustion and even starvation. A story told by
Niazz Kakabadze, provides a good description of his years in exile.
Thee soldiers came to our house and told us that we had to go with them. We
weree only given half an hour to pack our belongings. A truck was waiting in
thee village center to transport us straight to Batumi-station. I remember that
thee train we boarded had large banners saying 'Volunteers', implying that
wee had volunteered to cultivate the steppes of Central Asia. They put us in a
wagonn which was usually used for cattle - 28 people were packed in
together.. On New Years day we passed the Ural Mountains. It was freezing
cold.. They only opened the door once a day so that you could go to the
toilet.. I didn't see it myself, but they told me that there was even a woman
whoo gave birth... Two weeks later we arrived in Kazakhstan. We stayed in a
collectivee farm in the Aral district, approximately 90 kilometers north of
Tashkent.. We were given one very small empty room where the four of us
hadd to do everything: washing, cooking and eating. We slept on some
blanketss on the floor. We didn't receive any help at all. There was nothing;
nott even a shop to buy sugar or bread, there was only one place where we
couldd get water. The land was empty - steppe and mountains - many people
diedd on the dry steppe. Our only luck was that at the time of deportation we
hadd stored several sacks of grain at home [which they brought along] and
thatt our neighbors gave what they had. It is only because of this that we
managedd to survive.
Myy sister and I had to start working right away. I was only thirteen
yearss old at the time, but there was no other choice since my father was
disabled.. The collective farm specialized in cotton production. The laborers
hadd to carry bags that weighed more than 50 kilograms. I helped them but
thee pay was so low and irregular that we hardly had anything to eat. My
sisterr collected cotton. She had experience working in the tea-plantations so
shee knew how to do it. Soon thereafter I got a new job. They were looking
forr volunteers who would help the tractors. Although the work was very
heavy,, I told them that I would take the job and would work night and day.
Att least they paid in grain and cotton oil which we could sell or trade. The
collectivee farm consisted of huge stretches of land, which were more than a
kilometerr in length. When the fields were plowed I would walk behind the
machinee and lift up the plow at the end of the field. The tractor would turn
andd then it could be set down again. In one year I earned 515 working
days.1611 was such a small boy but I worked two shifts a day - two times the
officiall norm. Of course by the end I was little more than skin and bones.
Att the moment of our deportation my oldest sister was already married
andd lived in Gonio [which is located five kilometers east of Sarpi]. She was
allowedd to stay with her husband, while my other sister, who was married in
Sarpi,, was deported. She ended up in a different collective farm in Kazakhstan.. At first we didn't know anything of her whereabouts. We sent letters to
Sarpii asking about her and we finally found out that she was living only 20
166

The term 'working-day' applies to a centrally stipulated amount of work. Workers could try to
surpasss this norm and in this way, earn more money or goods.

kilometerss away from us. Father went to visit her but even for this he first
neededd permission. The leadership had lists with our names and the places
wheree we stayed. We couldn't just leave the collective farm. The nearest
townn was eight kilometers away. In order to go there you first had to see the
commanderr in charge and receive written permission to leave the farm. The
paperss mentioned exactly when you had to be back...
Wee lived this way for almost two years. During that period we heard
rumorss that Stalin had died. Finally, in November, we were summoned to go
too Tashkent. The government acknowledged that our deportation had been a
mistakee and we were officially repatriated. Once again we were put in
wagons.. It took fifteen days by train. We returned to Sarpi just before winter
began n
Betweenn 1953 and 1957 all Lazi who had been deported returned to the village. The
politicall climate had changed after the death of Stalin in 1953 and the rise of the new
leaderr Krushchev. For once the border had a positive influence. Because Sarpi was
locatedd in the restricted border zone, the authorities did not resettle other families in
Sarpi.. It therefore remained the compact community it had been before the deportations.. The houses left behind by the deportees were in most cases taken care of by
relativess and could be reoccupied upon return. This however does not mean that the
returnn of the deportees was not accompanied by tensions. Emine, who at the age of
thirtyy was deported with her only daughter to Siberia, recalls: "When we left, we had
aa large house near the border, but my relatives decided to tear it down. They sold the
partss in order to buy goods to send to Siberia. So when we came back, we had
nothingg left. My son-in-law built a small house, actually more a stable, in which we
livedd during the next 30 years." Nugzar, who returned as a child from exile, told me
thatt he often felt that he was looked upon differently. The other children would make
jokess about these 'enemies of the state.' Necat Dolidze remembered: 'They didn't tell
uss anything - why we were sent away, what we had done wrong - nothing. Everyone
thoughtt that we were kontrabandisty (smugglers)." And with a laugh he added, "then
wee didn't smuggle, but now we do." In this small-scale community however, most
peoplee were relatives, which prevented people from being excluded from social life
ass is reported from other cases.17
Thee evidence that has been presented so far indicates that the border zone, in
whichh Sarpi was located, formed the unfortunate site where a system of state repressionn intermeshed with the effects of changing international relations. In hindsight, it
iss possible to reconstruct the reasons that lead to the deportations. The historian
Nekrichh wrote that the resettlements often were attempts to colonize the border
regionss with 'reliable' Russian population (Nekrich, 1978: 103). In the case of Sarpi,
itt is obvious that the underlying reason was to remove 'unreliable elements' from the
borderr zone. This 'cleansing' of the border took place within a context in which
informationn was highly constrained and where lifestyles that could not be fully controlledd were seen as a threat to the state. The authorities on each administrative level
Nancii Adler (1999:10-16) describes the numerous problems of returnees. They often experienced
greatt difficulties in finding jobs and housing and for a long time were the outcasts of Soviet society.
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attemptedd to protect themselves from accusations by pretending to have full control
overr the situation. These characteristics of the Soviet system had often bizarre and
unpredictablee effects, especially along the contested border of the USSR and Turkey.
Thee two-sided nature of the border - representing both potential for expansion and
embodyingg the fear of foreign infiltration - made the outcome complicated and
erratic. .

Rememberingg and forgetting
Thee Lazi are hardly mentioned in the literature on the Soviet
deportations.188 The numbers of Laz deportees are small in comparison to other groups
andd only part of the ethnic group was deported. Moreover, all Laz deportees returned
shortlyy after Stalin's death and subsequently received official rehabilitation. 19
Nevertheless,, the deportations had a strong impact on the lives of the villagers; so it is
nott surprising that even today the deportations are a hotly debated topic in the village.
Thee following quotation, taken from an interview with Niaz serves as an example of
thee ambiguities and questions that still continue to trouble those who were sent to
Centrall Asia in 1951.
Nobodyy really had a clue about the reasons for our deportation and of course
wee immediately started writing and asking for explanations. We were
certainn that a mistake had been made or that there was some sort of
misunderstanding.. Only once did we receive an answer from Moscow. An
officiall representing Stalin wrote that our exile had been according to the
ruless and that no mistake had been made. Our relatives also sent letters askingg for clarification, stressing the possibility that a mistake had been made.
Wee just couldn't believe it. Mother had received the award 'mother hero'
[awardedd to women with five or more children] and my sister had a 'Lenin
medal.'' My father was a very trustworthy person; he put the first pillar in
thee soil when the fence was constructed along the border. He worked on the
collectivee farm and on his back they built up everything. He got a medal for
hiss work! First they gave him a medal and then afterwards... There is no
onee who knows exactly why this has happened. I don't know, some people
inn the village received money and goods in exchange for certain information.... Perhaps they were afraid to lose this [source of] income. Maybe that
iss why they gave away false information about us.
Thee issue that stands out above all others - even today - is the simple question
'why?'' First, why was it decided in the first place that ordinary villagers should be
exiledd to Central Asia? Second, how were the deportees selected? Why were certain
188
Even in the most recent overview of the Soviet deportations (Pohl, 1999) the Lazi are not
mentioned,, although a section is included on the Meskhetian Turks, Kurds and Hemshins.
199
The fate of the Soviet Lazi living elsewhere was different. Those living in the town Anakli, some
800 kilometers north of Batumi, were never deported, whereas Lazi from various villages in Abkhazia
weree sent to Siberia in 1944, where they lived for about ten years. When in the 1990s war erupted in
Abkhazia,, many decided to leave the villages and settle permanently in Turkey.
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peoplee deported, while others were allowed to stay behind? The fact that the questionss are posed with such force - like in the cited account - shows both the
bewildermentt of former deportees who found it incomprehensible that they were
treatedd in such a manner, as well as the continuing importance of creating meaningful
andd livable pasts from contradictory experiences and memories.
PURIFYINGG THE SYSTEM

Everyonee in Sarpi knew of course what tragedy had befallen which
family,, who had been deported to Central Asia or Siberia, and who had lost relatives
ass a result of state terror. When they discussed the reasons of the deportation they
alsoo commented on how they evaluated the nature of the Soviet state. The question
forr them was essentially whether the purges and the deportations were to be understoodd as inherent characteristics of communism or as unintended side effects of a
basicallyy just system. The nature of the responses and stories varied with the social
distancee between the narrators and victims of the repressions, between those who had
hadd lost close relatives and those who remained relatively unaffected by the events of
thee 1930s 1950s.
Thee remarks of middle-aged villagers - those who had not directly witnessed
thee tragedies of the Stalin period - often displayed a certain detachment from the
tragedies.. My host father, who was born in 1938, was usually critical of 'the communists'' but at the same time would defend their behavior by saying that if you wish to
buildd an empire you cannot expect to do it without force. He explained the misfortuness that befell several of his relatives by referring to the geopolitical location of
Sarpi:: "This was a Cold War border where the Warsaw pact opposed NATO, so what
doo you expect." He had grown up during the 1950s and 1960s and he was able to
keepp a distance from the tragedies. For him it was out of the question to denounce all
thee benefits of socialism. He told me once, "Right now it is fashion to criticize the
communists,, but one thing I know, there were Trotzkists, they really tried to take over
thee government." Like my host-father, others would say about the Soviet period,
'Lifee was good then and if only that border had not been here, it would even have
beenn better.'
Suchh detachment was more difficult to maintain for elderly villagers. Osman
Narakidze,, a retired physician, witnessed the deportation of his older sister to Siberia.
Hee told me, right before he abruptly decided to change the subject; "All the neighbors
aree guilty, they simply betrayed each other, but nobody knows why." Another
accusedd the 'dictator-like' chairman of the collective farm who was in office during
thee Stalin era of being responsible for the deportations, "Instead of protecting our
villagee he told them [KGB officers] that he did not trust us; that he could not guaranteee the loyalty of everyone in the village." These short statements display a tendency
too seek the origins of the deportations on the local level, thus fostering a view that
portrayss the communist system as inherently just.
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Evenn former deportees tend to explain the deportations as mistakes or as the
resultt of evil intentions of local power-holders, and only rarely as an inherent aspect
off the Soviet system. For an outsider, it is difficult to understand that several villagers
remainedd devoted communists, despite the fact that they experienced the effects of
forcedd collectivization, the purges of the 1930s and had witnessed the deportations of
theirr relatives.20 The impregnation of Soviet ideology and state control over informationn make this attitude easier to understand. But what may be more important is that
peoplee had to go along with the system in order to continue their lives and to establish
careerss for themselves and their children. Statements of elderly villagers often shuttle
betweenn positive memories about the stability offered by the Soviet system and the
negativee memories about the deportations and executions. The following statement is
off Murman Bakradze, chairman of the kolkhoz in the 1960s and was typified by
otherss as a real communist ('but a good one,' some would add). Real communist or
not,, his statements also reveal how difficult it is to create meaningful pasts from a
historyy that has known so many extremes.
OnOn the wall of Murman's house there is a picture of Stalin in the prime of his life. We
areare drinking coffee at the table when the conversation turns to the issue of the
deportations:deportations: "that is the only feature of communism I can never forgive them. How
couldcould they send away those poor people? My own sister-in-law died in Siberia, she
waswas the most honest person I knew in my whole life, what could she have done, she
couldcould barely read, had only finished four classes. " Murman reaches for a mandarin,
remainsremains silent while peeling and then, as if he forgot the whole issue, starts ponderinging over the life he has lost. "At that time [the Stalin era] everyone worked on the
collectivecollective farm. People were honest; it was unthinkable that someone would take
eveneven one kopeck as a bribe. Everyone contributed and that is why we lived rich lives.
LookLook at what we have now, the tea plantations have turned into forest, no one buys
ourour fruits and we can do nothing about it. Then we lived well, we had a life, now we
merelymerely exist. "
Onee aspect of the tragedies that befell the villagers in Sarpi is that a whole generation
livedd their lives under a repressive system, only to find out later that the new 'freedom'' implied new uncertainties like economic hardship, widespread corruption and
politicall chaos. As Aman remarked: "Now we don't have such a regime anymore, but
withoutt money, where do you want to go? These are difficult times." The Soviet
legacyy left traces on all spheres of social life and engendered complex patterns of
rememberingg and forgetting. In a way, the past has returned now that the frame of
referencee to which memories and 'dis-memories' were attached, that is the Soviet
state,, has disappeared. As a result, basic ambiguities underlying the verbal statements
aboutt the repression have returned with renewed force.

Seee also Adler (1999:16), and Nekrich (1978:128, 142).
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PURIFYINGG THE SELF

Anotherr recurring theme in discussions about the deportations
concernss the 'arbitrariness' of the system, the issue of why certain people were sent
awayy while others were allowed to stay in the village. Because most villagers in Sarpi
aree related to each other in multiple ways, people were often hesitant to speak openly
aboutt this issue. Inquiries about people who were deported were often answered by a
reconfirmationn of their honesty, the fact that the involved had been ordinary kolkhoznikikhozniki (peasants) and had kept far from politics.
Duringg the years after the deportations, people were required to forget about
whatt happened to their families. They sent endless petitions to Moscow - ritual acts
off purification to regain their rights as full citizens. They often denied having relativess across the border and would omit that their fathers and mothers, or they
themselves,, had been classified as enemies of the state.
Itt may seem that at present the need to forget is replaced with the need to
remember.. The Soviet state is no longer and there are no political repercussions to be
feared.. But this does not imply that people can remember freely. Indeed, it might be
thatt the decline of shared knowledge concerning 'how it used to be' provides new
reasonss for forgetting certain aspects even further. Claims like 'such was life' no
longerr adequately function now that there are fewer people around who experienced
socialism,, let alone Stalinism. Now that the local media, the intelligentsia and the
politicall elite increasingly dismiss the communist past as an alien, oppressive and
totalitariann implant, there is a strong need (among the younger generation especially)
too redefine one's own positions vis-a-vis that past. This results in new dilemmas of
rememberingg and forgetting, especially where personal involvement is concerned.
Duringg my research in Sarpi, there was one story that in my view exemplifies the
dilemmass particularly well. This story is about a lamp and the consequences it had.
Phadimee and her husband Hasan lived in a house located 10 meters from the
fencess separating Georgia from Turkey. The house had a special history of which I
wass unaware when I interviewed the couple for the first time. I asked them about
theirr experiences in relation to living on the border during the Stalin era, and the
discussionn that ensued between husband and wife seemed to be typical of how the
periodd of repression is remembered, as well as avoided, in speech.
Hasan:: We led our lives, the same way as we do now. Of course then you
hadd to conform to the rules, but that is normal when you live next to the
border. .
Phadimee [in strong disagreement]: Of course it was terrible then, life is
muchh easier now. You know, we had this window [facing Turkey] right
there,, where you see that wall. When Stalin was alive... I tell you one thing.
II don't like Stalin. They may kill me for it, but I say that I despise him. I am
nott afraid of anything... We had this window, and every night we had to
naill a black piece of cloth in front of it, before we could turn on the light. If
youu hadn't done it correctly, they would come knock on your door immediately,, shouting 'fast, turn of the lamp, light is escaping!!' What was the
problemm I ask you? Let the light shine, what is so bad about that!
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Hasan:: It was war at the time.
Phadimee [again in strong disagreement]: No! There was no war at all. Their
brainss didn't function. Those people weren't capable of thinking. ..pff... In
Turkeyy live people just like me. My cousins live there. What harm would
theyy do to me? Now that they opened the border, now that the soldiers who
usedd to march here have gone, everything has remained quiet. Nobody ran
away.. So what was the problem during Stalin!?
InIn the weeks after this interview I collected more stories about the Stalin era, and one
off the recurring elements were the windows that needed to be covered. I started to see
thesee windows as powerful symbols of the fear that characterized the period. But it
wass only after I had interviewed Phadime's mother Nuriè that I thought to understand
whatt the blinded windows referred to in a more literal sense.
II was nineteen years old at the time. Our [only] daughter was only one year
old.. She was in bad health, because there was hardly any food back then.
Onee night she was very ill. She was crying in bed and I asked my husband
[Osman]] to look what was the matter. With a match he lit the lamp and he
lookedd in the baby bed. It turned out that she was crying in her sleep. So he
lett her sleep and turned the lamp on low. Not much later we suddenly heard
[ourr baby] scream. I jumped out of bed and turned on the light. Then, maybe
onee minute later, soldiers rushed into the room. Without explanation they
tookk Osman away. They thought he was signalling to the Turkish side. They
tookk him and shot him. Only years later they discovered their mistake and
wrotee a document that it was very regretful that Osman had been shot.
Thiss short text was an important element in Nuriè's stories. On various occasions she
referredd to the lamp that 'changed her life.' The events surrounding the lamp caused
thee death of her husband; it had left her in poverty and with the care of their child in
difficultt times. The lamp symbolized the horrors of the Stalin era, and not only for
her.. Many villagers knew the story of the lamp. And often when the deportations or
thee rigidity of the border were discussed, the story of the lamp was evoked. But the
storyy was not finished yet. The reflections of others suggested that there was somethingg more about the story than just the lamp and the window. My host father Anzor
especially,, had strong doubts concerning the validity of the story.
II know that story, but I don't think that the lamp had anything to do with it.
Youu know, Osman [Phadime's father] used to perform activities for the
KGB.. I don't know exactly what he did, but in his household they always
hadd white bread. And he had been in Turkey during the weeks before he was
killed.. Just to deliver a message or so. But as I told you before, the KGB
neverr trusted its employees and always had them followed. Osman was seen
withh a Turkish officer in a teahouse. And you know why I especially think
thatt the story isn't correct. Once I overheard Nurié say to a friend of hers:
'Ach,, if only he hadn't gone that time, if only he had said no....'
Manyy indications suggested that Anzor was not far off the mark. Data on genealogicall lines showed that the family had extensive family relations across the border, that
Nurièè was born on the Turkish side and that she had kept her Turkish passport (Nuriè
statedd that she had never been able to obtain a Soviet passport). Crosschecking of
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Anzor'ss statement demonstrated to me that Osman may indeed have carried out certainn services for the KGB.
Findingg out what 'really, really happened1 is both impossible and unnecessary.. What is important though is that the events were probably not only about the
lamp.. Even if Anzor's account were true it would not bereave the story of the lamp of
itss relevance. On the contrary, its evocative power would only be enhanced. The
storiess did not only point to the period of repression but also to the ill-fated actions
thatt inhabitants of Sarpi were driven to. The inhabitants were not simply passive
victimss of irrational repression. They tried to find ways out of the situation. Whether
itt was by accepting small assignments from the KGB, by keeping one's Turkish
passport,, or by retreating from social life - everyone tried in his or her way to deal
withh larger powers. The tragedy was that many - through their attempts - ended up
moree deeply entrenched in the webs spun by the omnipresent state. Everyone was in
hiss or her way both a victim and a 'collaborator.' As Daphne Berdahl suggested;
"Ratherr than viewing the state's power as totalizing therefore, it may be more useful
too conceptualize it as a dialectical interplay between above and below, to explore how
dailyy interaction helped stabilize the state" (1999: 64).
Itt is exactly this 'interplay' and the resulting feeling of complicity that are
impossiblee to express. The story of the lamp liberates the involved from the burden of
'guilt,'' of the ever returning thought, 'if I had acted differently...' In the story people
weree being killed because they lit a lamp for a sick and innocent baby. The story aims
too convince the audience that the terror took random victims; it aims to prove the
arbitrarinesss and irrationality of Soviet state terror. But although the whimsical and
unpredictablee actions of the Soviet state structures cannot and should not be denied, it
iss important to look at the internal logics of the border regime. People were sucked
intoo the logics of this regime; not as passive victims, but through their attempts to
survive.. It is that two-sidedness - of border-dwellers used and mistrusted, of victimhoodd and complicity - which in my view forms the real tragedy of that period.
Thee story of the lamp thus symbolizes not only the terror of the 1930s, but
alsoo points at the internal dynamics of the Soviet system, which forced people to live
foreverr with the idea: 'if only he had not gone to the other side.' The light of the lamp
thatt was shining across the border seems to be a livable substitute for the spouse who
wentt to Turkey. The substitution of the husband by the light seems to convey: "We
weree innocent. We couldn't help it." The story tells what needs to remain unspoken.

Timee and the border
Theree used to be a large billboard in the center of Sarpi, which showed
thee faces of a Soviet soldier, a civilian and a school-kid under the text "The entire
Soviett nation guards the border!" In one sense the billboard referred to the practical
taskss that villagers (had to) perform in the maintenance and defense of the border. It
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referredd to the activities of school kids who would assist soldiers in clearing twigs
andd leaves from the strip of land along the fences and who helped rake the ground
afterr rainfall so that footsteps would be visible. It also referred to the substantial
numberr of male inhabitants of Sarpi (some 20 to 25 at a given time) who were
memberss of the druzhina, a kind of civil guard that helped patrol the border, and
reportedlyy caught more potential refugees than the soldiers.
Butt the image and text on the billboard also seem to refer to another, much
harsherr aspect of 'joint defense.' Villagers defended or rather 'fixed' the border
throughh their actions. Sometimes these actions were intentional as in the case of the
mann who prided himself on having caught three Russian refugees while being a
memberr of the druzhina, other times they were performed unwittingly, when attempts
too beat the system ended up strengthening it instead. If we look back at the deportations,, it may be obvious that villagers never formed a real threat to state security.
Nevertheless,, it is also clear that it was not simple randomness that influenced the
executionss and deportations. The villagers deployed their own strategies for survival
withinn a rigid and unpredictable system. As we have seen in the preceding pages,
somee villagers were involved in espionage activities and carried out services for the
KGB.. Some were involved in smuggling during the first seventeen years of Soviet
rule,, while others decided to retain their Turkish passports to be able to cross the
borderr at a later stage. What these people did not realize at that time was that the
Soviett system was organized in such a way that each of these tacit strategies actually
entangledd them in the system even further. Consequently, they became more vulnerablee targets of the erratic decisions of the Soviet authorities.
Thee billboard was removed shortly after the Soviet collapse. Perhaps with
thee billboard, one type of memory will also disappear. That is the memory of
complicity,, which is gradually replaced by memories of unambiguous victimhood.
Suchh memories of victimhood are instrumental in attempts to 'overcome' the Soviet
past.. An observation by Catherine Merridale in her book about death and memory in
thee Soviet Union is insightful: "The oral testimonies reveal a much-neglected image
off the Soviet past. In some respects however, the rediscovery of one kind of 'real'
storyy obscures another 'real' story, which is the process of accommodation, the
meanss by which people survived, for fifty years, and did not talk at all" (2001: 175).
Forr fifty years, Sarpi constituted the end of two worlds. The mechanisms
whichh created and sustained the separation were so pervasive that they determined
nott only the freedom of movement but also had vast influence over all other aspects
off life including the way people expressed their relation to the state and nation. This
wass especially true for villagers who had grown up with an impermeable border, and
forr whom the border represented the inviolable limits of their social world. As one of
themm told me, "We were born here; we didn't even feel the presence of the border."
Thesee 'eternal' qualities of the physical divide forces us to step away from the border
andd to look how everyday life continued on the Georgian side of the border.
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CHAPTERR SIX

JasonJason and the New Argonauts

Duringg a wedding celebration in Sarpi, several young men guided me
intoo the basement of an affluent villager's house where there was a small exhibition
thatt consisted of a boat, fishing gear and some other attributes. As I admired the
artifactss they explained to me that they were all crafted in original Laz style, which
allegedlyy had stayed the same over many centuries. The boat owner emphasized that
thee Lazi had been extraordinary sailors and traced this tradition back to the famous
travelss of Jason and the Argonauts into the Kingdom of Colchis. When we left the
basement,, one of the men, a Sarpi journalist who had recently moved to Batumi,
startedd a conversation. He wanted to know what I was after in my research. I told him
thatt I was interested in the recent history of the village and that I had considered
extendingg my research by adding a comparative case study of Upper Ajaria. Backed
byy his village peers he explained, or rather stressed, that such a research design was
boundd to fail. In his view, my research would completely miss the point because it
neglectedd to pay justice to the deep roots of their culture, as exemplified in the
'cultural'' artifacts they had just shown to me. Instead of going to Upper Ajaria, he
continued,, I should go to Georgia's capital Tbilisi. There I should study ancient
Georgiann history which would help me to find out about the true origins of Laz
culture,, "When it is your aim to understand people, you need to understand where
theyy come from and where their history started. Now you are only looking at the last
hundredd years; by that time we had already lost a large part of our culture."
Thee journalist's comments revealed several notions that frequently surfaced
inn local discussions about what it meant to be Laz. First, the journalist stressed the
historicall unity of Lazi and Georgians, while simultaneously commenting on the
uniquee and distinguishing features of the Lazi as an ethnic group. Second, he phrased
hiss dissatisfaction with my approach in terms of 'cultural loss' that resulted from
(Soviet)) modernization. But at the same time the multiple references to unique Laz
artifactss and traditions suggested that 'culture' was anything but lost. The discourse
off cultural loss was a central element in local constructions of ethnic identity and was
tightlyy entwined with a view of ethnicity as deeply primordial. Moreover, this
discoursee was based on the idea that ethnic distinctions should be measured on the
basiss of a strictly defined list of'cultural stuff.'
Preoccupationss with 'the past' and with 'cultural stuff have their own
biographiess and it is my intent to trace these in order to understand why and how this
emicemic primordialism became important in present-day expressions of ethnic identity.
Phrasedd differently, to understand the implications of the category 'Laz' we need to
exploree the genealogy of 'ethnic primordialism' and the mobilization of 'cultural
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stuff.'' In a response to Frederik Barth's famous statement that the "critical focus
becomess the ethnic boundary that defines the group, not the cultural stuff that it
encloses"" (1969: 15), Handelman (1977: 190) wrote that the "categorical corporate
holdingss of culture," far from being irrelevant, specify "a corporate history in time
andd space."1 They tell a story about why the category is substantial and legitimate and
providee group members with the elements of a social biography, which connects
culturee and behavior, and the past to the present. Objectifying culture strengthens the
connectionn between past and present even further and makes 'cultural stuff importantt tools in expressing ideas of sameness and difference in a changing world.
Inn short, this chapter discusses an inherent tension in Soviet politics, which
simultaneouslyy weakened existing cultural forms and strengthened primordial
discoursess on culture and ethnicity. It aims to show how culture and ethnicity became
objectifiedd in the Soviet context and what results this has for social identity in the
villagee on the border. My account is structured in three parts. First, I will describe
severall family histories and discuss the families' responses to the limits and
opportunitiess created by the Soviet state. Second, I will look how the physical
characteristicss of the village on the border and the life-courses of villagers led to
changess in their social and cultural horizons. Third, I will show how the ethnic and
culturall politics of the Soviet state created the basis for a specific Laz identity that
wass tightly connected to the Georgian national idea.

Soviett trajectories
Whenn the border was established in 1921, the Soviet side of Sarpi
consistedd of some forty houses. At that time the inhabitants lived mainly off fishing
andd the transportation of cargo, 2 supplemented by small-scale crop-cultivation
(mostlyy corn, beans and rice) and limited livestock breeding. Life opportunities
variedd with the economic dynamics of the nearby port city Batumi, with the constructionn works initiated by the government and changes in the location of the RussoOttomann border.3 The Russo-Turkish wars of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuriess caused patterns of emigration and remigration that not only uprooted village
society,, but also deepened its interdependence with the coastal regions east and west.
11
About the juxtaposition of cultural content versus boundary Jenkins wrote that Barth's (1969)
argumentt might "be construed as suggesting that the cultural stuff out of which that differentiation is
arbitrarilyy socially constructed is somehow irrelevant, and this surely cannot be true" (1997: 107).
Barthh himself wrote later that "the issue of cultural content versus boundary, as it was formulated,
unintentionallyy served to mislead" and wrote that "to grasp what a particular ethnic identity is about,
thee anthropologist must attend to the experiences through which it is formed" (1994: 14-17).
22
Elderly villagers reported that their grandfathers regularly traveled to Sukhumi and Trabzon to
trade,, and when economic circumstances forced them, as far as Istanbul and the Danube delta.
Forr example, between 1912 and 1915 the Russians started the construction of a road and a railway,
whichh was part of the expansionist dream of Czar Nicholas to construct transport routes all around
thee Black Sea. Many villagers were employed in its construction and received payments in gold
rubles. .
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Thesee dynamics were again radically altered with the imposition of Soviet
rule.. The installation and fortification of the international border, the collectivization
off agriculture, and the newly introduced social and political arrangements set new
framess for local life and affected the position of villagers in the wider society. To
understandd how Soviet rule influenced the social and cultural horizons of villagers, it
iss useful to start by outlining the histories of a few selected families in Sarpi. The two
familiess that will be described represent two distinct though overlapping ways of
dealingg with the Soviet state. The Abduloghlis were at the lower end of Soviet
society,, they worked as kolkhozmki and manual laborers while simultaneously
exploitingg the malfunctions of the plan economy. The Memishishis, on the other
hand,, were deeply involved with state institutions; their life-courses went, so to
speak,, through the state apparatus' core. The family histories that I will present
illustratee the wider societal changes that affected Sarpi and demonstrate some ways
familiess 'muddled through' the Soviet period.
A B D U L O G H L II / ABDULISHI / A B U L A D Z E

Thee Abduloghlis are considered relative newcomers to Sarpi because
theirr forefathers were from Hopa, which was then (as well as now) located across the
statee border. Compared to other families they are still a small family-group in the
village.. Six large houses in the village are associated with the Abduloghlis, four of
whichh are in duze - a small and relatively flat plateau centrally located in the village thee remaining two houses located further uphill behind the graveyard. Members of
thee six houses maintained close contact; they frequently visited each other, assisted
eachh other in household activities and co-operated in various economic undertakings.
Yearlyy visits were exchanged between them and family members who had moved to
Abkhaziaa and the Ukraine, but recent geopolitical changes increasingly narrowed the
family'ss range of action to their village.

GenerationGeneration 1. Osman Abduloghli arrived in Sarpi in 1879 from the Hopa distric
acrosss the border. As the story goes he was 18 or 19 years old when Ottoman authoritiess demanded he fight against the Russians. The problem, according to a grandson
wass that "those Russians included Georgians and Lazi. Therefore he refused to
partakee in the war and fled to Sarpi."4 He intended to return to Hopa after the war, but
fatee had it differently. Because he was a smith and a carpenter the old men of Sarpi
decidedd that he shouldn't leave, "The village needed his skills so they arranged for
himm to marry here." Osman married into a relatively well-off family who had three
daughterss but no male offspring.

GenerationGeneration II Osman's four sons and two daughters all married within the villag
thuss firmly integrating the family in local social networks. Reportedly, Osman never
taughtt his children the crafts of smith and carpenter. Instead, the sea became the main
44

Family members now say that Osman refused because he considered Georgians to be his brethren.
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sourcee of income for the second generation. The family owned a small boat on which
twoo of Osman's sons and several of the oldest grandchildren worked. They transportedd cargo over sea between Hopa and Batumi, and during the fishing season sold
fishh on the markets in Batumi. The family ended these endeavors not long after the
initiationn of Soviet rule; "We knew that there was no future for fishing and that soon
theyy would confiscate all boats, so we sold ours in 1932."5 The family members
joinedd the collective farm, but not all at once. They followed a common strategy to
havee only one member enter the collective. This enabled them to continue their
previouss occupations while simultaneously obtaining access to new resources
providedd by the state. Moreover, "It was still considered scandalous to enter the
kolkhozkolkhoz and only a few did so. But within a few years people became convinced that
itt was the best way. Then the payments became better and soon everyone entered the
kolkhoz.'"** kolkhoz.'"**
Livingg standards in Sarpi worsened during World War II. Villagers did not
receivee payments for their work in the collective farm but were obliged to make
unpaidd deliveries of agricultural produce to the front instead. Whereas elsewhere in
Ajariaa villagers were temporarily allowed to cultivate corn and potatoes for their
survival,, in Sarpi it was demanded that the collective continued to grow tea and citrus
fruitss in order to give the enemy across the border the impression that life went on as
usual.. Three of Osman's sons moved to the neighboring village Gonio to work in the
sovkhoz,sovkhoz, "People were starving here, so they went to the sovkhoz where they were
fedd by the government." After the war two sons moved back to the parental home
whilee the oldest son settled permanently in Gonio. The difficulties of the times
preventedd the remaining sons from building separate houses and in the late 1940s
twenty-fourr people lived in the family house.
Byy that time Osman's third son Ali had already been married for twenty
years.. His wife Fadime Hojaoghli, who was born in Turkish Sarpi, had received a
Soviett passport. Perhaps because of that she escaped deportation to Siberia in 1949.
Inn his youth Ali received three years of religious education and provided basic
religiouss services in the village during the 1930s. Fadime's background and Ali's
formerr activities were incriminating facts at the time and understandably they tried to
keepp a low profile. They both worked on the kolkoz' cattle farm (ferma) which was
locatedd in the hills behind the village. The tending and milking of cows paid poorly
butt also involved little contact with authorities. Attempts to keep a low profile were
alsoo visible in the new surname they adopted. In the late 1940s it was expected that
familiess reject their 'Turkish' surnames, so Fadime and Ali changed their name from
Abduloghlii to Abuladze, while Ali's brothers chose Abdulishi. The difference in the
twoo names is significant. 'Abdulishi' stayed closer to the root and has a Lazuri ending
('-shi'' means 'of), while 'Abuladze' drew less attention as it used the Georgian
55

Villagers were initially allowed to keep their boats and fishing-gear and could continue semiindependentt activities as members of the Sarpi fishing-brigade. In 1938 the remaining fishers were
forcedd to sell their boats and enter the collective fishery named krasnyj rybak (red fisher) in Batumi.
66
The collective farm had 17 members in 1932, 65 in 1936 and 200 in 1970 (Bakradze 1971:33).
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endingg '-dze'. As one of the children explained, "My parents were afraid of raising
suspicionn and Abuladze is such a common name - no one would think anything of
it." "

GenerationGeneration III. Ali and his family built a new house in 1954 when, for the first tim
villagerss were able to receive long-term credit. By that time their four daughters had
alreadyy left the house. Two married into villages around Batumi, while the other two
marriedd Sarpians. Not long after the family (including two married sons with children)) occupied the new house in the upper part of the village, plans were made for
buildingg yet another house for one of the sons. Ideally, the youngest son Aman would
havee stayed in the parental home, but his older brother Hasan died in 1957, leaving
behindd a wife and three kids. It was decided that Aman would leave the parental
homee instead. Construction of a house started in the mid-1960s when the family had
engenderedd enough capital. Aman and his wife worked in various positions on the
kolkhoz,kolkhoz, taking jobs as tea-pickers, tractor drivers, construction-workers, and
bricklayers.. Most importantly, they took good care of their private plot of mandarin
trees.. "Of course I worked in the kolkhoz, but besides that there was a lot to do,"
Amann told me and then elaborated on what it meant to 'work privately' during
socialism.. Through his work on the kolkhoz he gained access to construction materialss and he told me that he even went to brick-factories in Kutaisi (a city two hundred
kilometerss to the north-east) to purchase material for the construction of his house.
Otherr important 'private' endeavors were Aman's trading trips to the Ukraine. Every
yearr Aman and one of his cousins bought up the 'surplus' 7 harvest of their relatives.
Theyy sent their load by ship to Odessa and then took an airplane to meet it. In Odessa
theyy relied on the networks of a male cousin who had settled in the Ukraine. With his
cousinss Aman would transport the citrus fruits further to cities in Russia or the
Ukraine.. Such trading trips could raise as much as 6000 rubles or a third of the costs
off constructing a house. In comparison, in the 1970s the average year-wage of
collectivee farmers in the USSR was around 1200 rubles. Within twenty years Aman
hadd moved from his grandparents' house to that of his parents and then to his own
house,, which he also managed to furnish completely.
Amann frequently expressed favorable memories about life during the Soviet
period.. More than once he told me that they were much better off than their relatives
acrosss the border and he took pride in the fact that their relatively small kolkhoz had
beenn the first 'millionaire' in the Ajarian ASSR, ' i t is fashionable these days to
criticizee the communists, but when you look at it we actually lived very well. Now
wee get a 12-ruble pension and even that they won't give to us; we haven't received
anythingg during the last months." He contrasted this with the position in which he and
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The word 'surplus1 refers here to the part of harvest that exceeded the 'plan.'
Furnishing houses was often even more difficult than building one due to shortages and waiting
lists. .

ss
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hiss family had ended up, "Right now there is no work or money. My grandchildren
needd to have a house, but again it is difficult."
GenerationGeneration IV. The three children of Aman and Ferié grew up in the 1970s and
1980s.. Jemal, the oldest son moved to Batumi where he took up a job in the machinebuildingg factory. Their other son Kakha briefly worked on the kolkhoz as truck-driver.
Asiko,, their only daughter, was still in school when the opening of the border and the
break-upp of the Soviet Union radically changed life in the village.
Kakha,, now thirty-three, abandoned his work at the kolkhoz for a job at the
customss house in 1990, where he made a lot of money. He remembered with some
regret:: "As you see, nothing of it is left. I think it was all pre-arranged, I mean, they
encouragedd us to put all our money in the bank and then they stole it." He lost his job
whenn the Ajarian government carried out a reorganization of the customs. Since then
hee has been working as a driver of his cousin's minibus, but his profits are low. He
rememberedd the stability of old times but equally dismissed the idea that there would
bee a return, "You know what it is? We don't need communists to tell us how to live.
Wee are Lazi, we have been sailors and traders throughout history. But the thing is that
thee mafia is disturbing everything." The experiences of his brother and sister were not
thatt much different. Asiko worked in a kiosk near the border gate, selling cigarettes
andd drinks since 1992. When the kiosks were replaced with a new 'trading-center' in
1998,, Asiko obtained a job in one of the shops and received a fixed wage. Within a
year,, however, she lost her job because the shop was closed.
Jemal,, Kakha and Asiko all live in their parental home. Jemal, the oldest son
hadd settled in Batumi in the late 1980s after he married a girl of Azeri-Russian
background.. Initially, they made a good living by importing and reselling goods from
Turkey.. Their initial success depended in part on Kakha's job at the customs, which
enabledd them to circumvent some of the costs connected to cross-border trade.
However,, trading opportunities dwindled in the years following and Kakha lost his
job.. Jemal decided to move back to the village with his family. Although the golden
dayss of cross-border trade had ended in Sarpi as well, in the village they could at least
falll back on their social networks.
MEMISHOGHLII / MEMISHISHI / DOLIDZE / LAZISHVILI

Whenn I started to gather information about the Memishishoghli family
Anzorr pulled out a hand-written genealogy from a drawer, which showed the
genealogicall links between all male family members. The existence of this genealogy
alreadyy suggested the importance of descent for identity in Sarpi. The genealogy went
backk to a certain Memish who was born around 1800. According to Anzor, my
researchh would be a success if I could dig deeper than that and trace earlier forefathers;; "The tragedy is that the old men who knew about our history have died," he
explained.. Knowledge about family origins was also important when we discussed
thee various surnames of his family group. Anzor's own surname was Memishishi,
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whichh was the Laz equivalent of the Turkish name Memishoghli, 'child of Memish.'
"Whatt our real name is we don't know, some of my uncles thought that the original
namee was Dolidze so they have adopted that name." Another branch of the family
adoptedd the name 'Lazishvili,' meaning 'child of Laz' in Georgian, which sounded
likee a perfect combination of Georgian and Laz identity, though no one knew exactly
whyy that name was chosen. According to Anzor, the origins of Memish were uncertain;; "There is a rumor that the Memishishis descended from the Greeks. I can't tell
youu if it is true, but anyway we don't mind, at least the Greeks have an old
civilization."" He told this anecdotal remark during a dinner with his friend Zurabi
Vanilishi,, and jokingly added about his friend's family: "they say about the
Vanilishiss that they descended from the Kurds; that is why they are so interested in
history.. They work very hard to disprove that, they don't want to be Kurds you see."

GenerationGeneration I. Anzor's father Muhammad Memishishi, later named Mamia, was born
inn 1908 in one of the largest houses in the village. Here he lived with his parents and
paternall uncles' families. Already in the late 1930s though, Mamia and his family
weree able to move to a new house. "It was even in the newspaper when my father
builtt a new house," said his daughter Heva. "Everyone had to be in the picture mom,, dad, and the children. The article said something like 'Kolkhoz-workers build
neww houses.'"
Afterr having finished school in Sarpi and in Gonio, Mamia and four other
youngg Lazi were sent to study at the institute of minorities in Leningrad. This
institutee was established to advance communist cadres among minority groups that
weree underrepresented in local communist parties. Of his group, Mamia was the only
onee to finish his education, the others abandoned education before graduation. Upon
hiss return, Mamia worked in the raion administration and was subsequently appointed
chairmann of the village council and later director of the kolkhoz. Nowadays, Mamia is
rememberedd for the 'iron grip' with which he ruled the village between 1943 and
1952.. He is not thought of favorably and some older inhabitants still blame his family
forr their purported aiding in the deportation of Sarpians, something which is vehementlyy disputed by the Memishishis. Anyway, since the 1950s the family played no
significantt role in the kolkhoz or other village level organizations. Instead, Mamia's
childrenn predominantly chose careers outside the village.

GenerationGeneration II Mamia had five daughters and two sons. The two sons received higher
educationn and both they and their oldest sister left the village for extensive periods.
Twoo of them, Anzor and his older sister Heva, returned to the village in recent years.
Hevaa finished school in Sarpi and then worked in the kolkhoz as tea-picker.
Shee remembers always having been convinced that she would leave the village. So
shee did, after she had entered into marriage - at the protest of her parents - with an
Uzbekk army officer who served at the border. The couple lived for several years in a
militaryy compound in Upper Ajaria. They were later transferred to Batumi where they
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livedd for twelve years. "Then, without my consultation [my husband] wrote to
Moscoww that he wished to be transferred to Uzbekistan. I didn't want to go there, but I
endedd up in Tashkent anyway." Difficulties with her husband and in-laws as well as
unwillingnesss to adapt to what she called "their Asian way of life" led to her divorce.
"II told him that I would take my daughter with me. We divorced without many
words,, just like that." Heva and her daughter made their way back to Georgia and
settledd in Batumi, where she became director of a kindergarten. Her daughter Natasha
marriedd not long after she entered Tbilisi University and settled, without completing
herr studies, in a town near the capital. Heva's son Teimur, who had already entered
universityy in Tashkent when she returned to Georgia, became a successful businessman. .
Anzor,, ten years younger than Heva, married a girl from Sarpi, Meri
Vanidze.. Both studied in Batumi. She became a nurse and he finished the pedagogicall institute. At that time, in the 1960s, there was renewed interest in the ethnic, and
especiallyy linguistic, background of the Lazi. Anzor, together with another young
mann from Sarpi, was invited to study in Tbilisi. For about twenty years he worked at
thee linguistic department at Tbilisi University and also held a part-time job at a radio
stationn which sent weekly communiqués to the Lazi living in Turkey. During these
yearss he and his wife maintained close contacts with the village. They managed to
retainn rights to a private plot in Sarpi and returned every summer and fall to take care
off the citrus fruits. Their house in Tbilisi became a kind of center of Lazi students,
Merii recalled. For years on end they accommodated students from Sarpi who studied
inn Tbilisi. Anzor was proud of the high number of 'learned' people from his village.
Afterr he returned to the village he became - despite his young age of sixty-one - a
valuedd member of the group of village elders who discussed difficulties in the village.
GenerationGeneration III. Anzor and Meri's children, the twins Iraki i and Nino, were born in
19711 and spent the larger part of their youth in Tbilisi. They more or less followed in
theirr father's steps. Nino attended the linguistic department and specialized in
Georgiann language, like her father. Irakli studied Turkish history and language. When
theyy graduated in 1993, it was unfeasible to start an academic career. Civil strife and
deterioratingg living standards in the capital made it increasingly difficult to survive;
inn 1995 the family decided to move back to the village.
Whenn I first met them in 1997, both Irakli and Nino were jobless and were
tryingg to find some sort of official position. Nino had started to work on a dissertation
concerningg Laz poetry, but never managed to move beyond the initial stages. As she
explainedd it, she never proceeded because she was unconvinced that a dissertation
wouldd help her establish a career and also because there was a lack of funding for her
endeavor.. Nino was regretting returning to Sarpi. She was even more despondent
aboutt the seeming impossibility of returning to Tbilisi. She regarded herself too old to
findd a husband and anyway didn't want one from the village. Half jokingly she would
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calll me crazy to come and live in Sarpi, saying, "Everyone wants to get away from
thiss place, and you on the contrary are coming to Sarpi, why?"
Herr twin brother Irakli showed less regret and to some extent liked the comfortss that the village community provided. After failed attempts to secure a job at the
customss (for which he saw himself well positioned because of his knowledge of
Turkish)) he settled for a job with the electricity distribution company and was
responsiblee for securing timely payments from villagers. Besides that, he spent the
dayss hanging around in the center of the village with some of his friends waiting for
interestingg economic transactions to turn up. The money he made was sufficient for
everydayy purposes, but not for securing some of his other dreams. Lack of sufficient
incomee he saw as the main reason why his attempt to marry an Ajarian girl from
Batumii was flatly rejected by the girl's parents.
Thee house in which the family lived was one of the smaller one's in Sarpi. It
wass built in the 1970s as a dacha or summerhouse, and certainly not built for occupationn in winter.9 Over the last few years the family has worked hard to alter the house
too make it suitable for permanent occupation. They built an outdoor toilet and
improvedd the washing facilities. Still, living conditions compared unfavorably to their
formerr life-style in Tbilisi. Heva's decision to move in with the family brought some
relieff to their economic troubles, because of Heva's son who traveled at least once a
yearr from Tashkent to Sarpi to take care of his mother's financial needs. After his
visitt to the village in 2000, new plans were made to convert the basement into
additionall living space. Social networks ensured basic means of living, but misfortunee increasingly tied the family to the limits of their village. When Irakli fell ill in
20011 and turned out to have kidney disease, the family saw no other way to pay for
medicall treatment then to take out large loans. The last time I saw the family, in
Septemberr 2001, they were seriously considering selling their apartment in Tbilisi.
REFLECTIONS S

Thee ways in which the two families dealt with the Soviet system were
markedlyy different. The Abuladzes' had focused on improving their position within
thee village. They invested their capital in the construction of houses for all male
familyy members and they did so by exploiting the margins of the Soviet economic
systemm - by making trading-trips to various parts of the Soviet Union and by seeking
informall jobs next to their work on the kolkhoz. The Memishishis had different
priorities.. They took up positions within the state apparatus and started careers in
largee Georgian cities. But despite these differences the stories were also remarkably
similar.. Members of both families pointed out that during socialist times they all had
work,, that the state provided the basic necessities of life and that they had been able
too build large houses or obtain apartments in the city. Whatever the limitations of the
Soviett economy or the restrictions on movement and expression, they had successfullyy developed ways to cope with them. During the numerous informal conversations
Anzor'ss younger brother Hasan (now deceased) had inherited the much larger parental home.
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II had with them, they presented 'developed socialism' as a time in which things were
inn place and contrasted it to the 'chaos' they experienced nowadays.
Thee family stories were also indicative for the patterns of dependency that
developedd between Sarpi and the hinterland. During various periods the harshness of
lifee at the border had pushed away village residents who instead sought to live and
establishh careers elsewhere. But 'the village,' like in many other shortage economies,
continuedd to play an important role in meeting everyday necessities of life. The
importancee of the village as a point of reference was enhanced by restrictions on
settlementt in Sarpi. At least from a male emic perspective these restrictions meant
thatt the ethnic make-up of the village remained stable.10 As Anzor phrased it; "There
wass one good thing about the border. Because of it we managed to preserve our
community.. In other villages there was a continuing stream of settlers from the
mountains.. But because Sarpi was a restricted zone there never were resettlements.
Onlyy native people were allowed to build a house. Therefore our village is still ninety
percentt Laz."
Whenn economic opportunities rose in Sarpi in the late 1980s, many who had
leftt the village returned to profit from the opportunities at the border, while later on
thee uncertainties of life in Georgian cities caused further remigrations to the village.
Thee relative homogeneity of the population makes it understandable that the village
continuess to be seen as a bounded whole - at least by those who were born in the
villagee - and provides an indication as to why the category 'Laz' is still important for
them.. These preliminary observations though, need to be systematized, which I will
doo by discussing the changing marriage patterns of Sarpians.

Marriagee and ethnicity
Thee described family histories showed some of the ways villagers
playedd the system while being simultaneously formed by it. Here I wish to discuss in
moree detail how the 'social world' of Sarpians gradually altered by tracing changes in
ideass about proper marriages as well as actual choices of marriage partners. In order
too interpret the data it is useful to know that the Lazi in Sarpi traced patrilineal
descentt and that as a general rule couples practiced residence with the husband's kin.
Amongg the Sarpians marriages between (parallel) cousins are strictly taboo, and I
camee across only one case that violated this rule. The data presented in this section
aree collected through oral reconstructions of family genealogies, and provide some
insightt in how ethnicity is managed in Sarpi. Since the patterns are also influenced by
factorss like proximity, economic considerations and personal preferences of the bride,
groomm and their families, it should not be expected that they perfectly mirror changingg social identities. I will add case material to illustrate how changes in marriage
idealss related to social practice.
100

Informants only referred to the male genealogical lines and omitted that through marriage most
familiess had 'mixed' with Ajarians and (other) Georgians.
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Tablee 2
Period d

<< 1920

N(587) ) Marriagess with people of Muslim background

44 4

72 2
1920-1937 1920-1937

Lazii
Fromm
from
from
Turkeyy Georgia Sarpi*
577 %
43 %
3 6 %%

7 %

Ajarianss

Marriagess with people of
Christiann background
Others Georgianss Russians etc.

57%

1938-1956 6 113 3

1ii %

50 %

233 %

4%

33 %

9%

1957-1975 5 124 4

55 %

33 %

50%%

4%

66 %

2%

1976-1988 8 149 9

4%%

37 %

466 %

3 %

55 %

5 %

22 %
6%
27 %
4 9 %%
1%
7%
8%%
19X9-2000 0 85 5
NN refers to the number of Sarpians entering a marriage, not the number of marriages.
** "'From Sarpi" refers to the whole village until 1920. but only to Soviet Sarpi for later periods.
OPENN BORDER

Althoughh the data of pré-1920 marriages are not very reliable, as a generall indication they show that intra-ethnic marriage was at least the general rule."
Beforee 1920 brides seem to have come mainly from present-day Turkey - from
Makrialii (Kemalpasha), Hopa and Arhavi. The fact that a large part of brides went to
-- or came from - Ottoman territory suggests that the border had little effect on
marriagee practices. Even in the period between 1921 and 1937, the new physical
demarcationn hardly prevented villagers from marrying across the border. '" During
thiss period no less than 36 percent of the brides came from - or left to - Turkey, but
beginningg in the 1930s the Sarpians were looking more often for marriage-partners
withinn the Georgian SSR. There was an increase in the percentage of intra-village
marriages,, which testifies to the importance of marrying within the ethnic group.
Thee data are, however, not as straightforward as the table suggests, partly
becausee in the early 1900s people were often on the move. The story of how Fadime
arrivedd in the village in the early 1930s may be taken as an example. When I compiledd my data she was categorized as Laz but it was omitted that her mother was
Ajarian.. She was born in a village in Lower Ajaria but in 1914, when she was still an
infant,, her parents migrated to Arhavi in Turkey. She lived there until she was twelve.
Afterr the untimely death of her parents she returned to her mother's native village in
Ajaria,, where one of her brothers lived. Not long after that two women from Sarpi
approachedd her brother's wife to discuss a possible marriage. Fadime told me that she
didn'tt want to marry the man in question because he already had children from his
"" One of the problems with the data concerning the pre-1920 period is that it covers only those
peoplee who continued to live in Sarpi and ignores women who married outside the village.
122
It might be that the existence of the border actually encouraged such marriages because of
enhancedd opportunities for trading. However, I haven't been able to find confirmation for this
hypothesis. .
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firstfirst marriage, but her brother convinced her that he would make sure that she would
bee treated right. "I still objected, but then a woman visited me and said that I should
go.. She was Laz herself, and said that I should only marry a Laz."
CLOSEDD BORDER

Afterr the border was closed in 1937, it became impossible to marry
someonee from Turkey. The marriage data covering the subsequent two decades show
ann increase in the number of marriages with Lazi from Georgia, who lived scattered
throughoutt villages along the coast. Some families went to great lengths to find Lazspousess for their children. Necat recalled:
[When]] I was preparing for marriage my sister in law's mother introduced
mee to a girl from Anakli. My uncle and I went there to talk with her parents,
butt when my uncle saw this girl he didn't agree that I would marry her.
Insteadd he said, 'you are younger than me, so I will marry this girl,
thereafterr it is your turn.' That is why my uncle's wife and my wife are both
fromm Anakli.
Att least six brides came from Anakli - a town located some 120 kilometers north of
Sarpii - where several Laz families lived clustered in one street. The trend to search
forr possible Laz-spouses in Georgia suggests that ethnicity was still an important
elementt in marriage preferences. However, the same period also shows other interestingg details. World War II and the subsequent deportations of Lazi meant that many
villagerss lived outside the village for extensive periods of time. These disruptions of
thee village-community in combination with the changed life-styles meant that it
becamee slowly more acceptable to marry outside the ethnic group. 13 During this
period,, the percentage of marriages with Georgians, Russians and others increased
steeplyy and was even higher than during the next three decades.
Katjaa Vanidze was one of the first Russian women who came to live in the
village.. She had been born in the Altai in Siberia. She met her husband there during
Worldd War II while working in the car-manufacturing factory to which he was
dispatched.. "I came [to Sarpi] in November 1946. My husband told me we would
arrivee just in time for the citrus season, that we would sell [the fruit] and earn enough
moneyy to return. But when we delivered the mandarins [my husband's] brothers
decidedd that the money was needed for the construction of a new house. I waited
anotherr year but again we didn't go, and this way 20 years passed by." She told me
thatt adapting to village life in Sarpi was difficult, but that she managed to learn
Lazurii "within three months." Her sons married Ajarian girls and slowly the language
spokenn at home changed. She complained, "now they all talk in Georgian and I just
sitt here and watch them. That hurts me, that I don't even understand them."

133

This freedom in choosing a spouse was true more so for men than for women like in other
patrilinearr societies. Of the thirteen marriages with non-Muslims documented for this period, only
twoo involved women from Sarpi. These two women married during their exile in Siberia between
19499 and 1956.
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INTERNALL FENCES

Thee period after 1956 shows an initial increase in the percentage of
marriagess with the neighboring Ajarians, but this figure remained stable for the
periodd 1975 to 1988. However, during this period the border had new surprises. After
19699 a complex system of fences, military controls and roadblocks restricted all
trafficc in the borderlands, virtually shutting off Sarpi from the rest of Georgia. Since
peoplee were only permitted to pass the roadblocks if registered as resident of Sarpi,
womenn who married outside the village, youth studying in Tbilisi and others who had
changedd place of residence, were not able to easily visit their relatives in Sarpi. The
villagerss complained about this period saying that it became difficult to find brides
whoo were willing to live in the village. The data partly confirm this by a slight
increasee in the percentage of intra-village marriages in the 1970s.
Whilee potential spouses were usually reluctant to move to Sarpi, young
Sarpianss often decided to leave the village and start a life elsewhere. This was not
onlyy caused by the restrictions posed by the border, but also by the fact that the
collectivee farm could not absorb the growing number of inhabitants. The expansion
off Batumi as an industrial town created opportunities to start a career in the city,
somethingg that attracted many villagers. But for most of these recent emigres, the
linkss with the village remained very important. They often arranged for one member
off their household to stay registered in Sarpi so that they retained access to their
privatee plots. Other emigres returned during summer vacations and cooperated with
relativess from the village to set up trade routes to other parts of the Soviet Union.

ENDD OF RESTRICTIONS

Onlyy after the restrictions on movement were abolished in the early
1990ss did intra-village marriages decrease again, in favor of a slightly increasing
percentagee of marriages with Ajarian Georgians, but especially with Christian
Georgians.. It is tempting to interpret the increasing preference for Christian marriage
partnerss as a reflection of renewed nationalism in independent Georgia. The Sarpians
identifiedd themselves increasingly as Georgians and for several families it was
importantt that their daughters and sons marry either with other Lazi or with 'real'
Georgians.. During earlier periods marriages with Ajarians were considered - if not
desiredd - at least acceptable, because the Ajarian Georgians just like the Lazi had an
Islamicc background. Nowadays, however, it seems that the role of religion in marriagee is precisely the other way around. Meri Memishishi for example was
vehementlyy against a marriage of one of her children with Ajarians who she depicted
ass being "still uncivilized, in their villages people still wear veils. If my children
marryy it should be with a Laz or with a Georgian, it is best to stick to your tradition."
Afterr 1988 no more than two marriages took place between Georgian Lazi
andd Lazi from Turkey. These two marriages both occurred during the first years after
thee border-opening and involved girls from Georgian Sarpi. Nowadays these
marriagess are viewed with mixed feelings in the village. A girl in her twenties said, "I
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can'tt understand why Manana [one of the girls who married across the border]
marriedd this man. Maybe they say that they are also Lazi, but they live just like other
Turks.. I would never marry one of them!" Manana herself, who now lives in Turkey,
toldd me that before she married "I was planning to convert to Christianity, but here
thatt is not possible, so now I am Muslim." Even in this case the differences between
thee Lazi from opposite sides of the border were affirmed - by a girl who found
herselff partly on the other side of the boundary.
REFLECTIONS S

Thee marriage patterns show clear correlations with the changing nature
off the border. Indeed, at one level they may be seen as straightforward responses to
physicall restraints. This was also the view of elderly male Sarpians when they
explainedd to me why villagers increasingly had married outside their ethnic group.
Theyy stressed that their community was forced to find marriage-partners across the
ethnicc boundary because of the closed border between the USSR and Turkey. There
simplyy were not enough Laz brides and grooms not related by blood in Sarpi to go
around.. But this observation does not make the marriage patterns less significant as
indicatorss of the changing social orientation of villagers. The data show a general
trendd towards marrying with Georgians (Ajarians and other Georgians), which
becamee especially clear in the last period, when 57 percent of all the marriages took
placee with Ajarians and other Georgians. The percentage of marriages with people of
non-Islamicc background rose to 15 percent over the last ten years. Although this
percentagee is not very high, it suggests that religious background is no longer an
indisputablee precondition for choosing a spouse. These statements about religious
differencee are somewhat problematic though, because many Lazi and Ajarians who in
thee table are classified as 'Muslim' had converted to Christianity during the 1990s.
Still,, the marriage-patterns illustrate that ethnic boundaries between Lazi, Ajarians
andd Georgians has gradually loosened.
Onee of the most remarkable aspects of the marriage data was that after the
physicall barrier between Georgia and Turkey had become permeable, only two crossborderr weddings occurred. This low number is striking because verbal statements
aboundedd that marrying Lazi was still preferred and because such marriages might
havee been economically interesting. The fact that the marriages both occurred
immediatelyy after the border opening suggests that the initial approaching of the two
sidess was only temporary, and was followed by a new drawing of social boundaries.
Thee ethnic unity with the Lazi on the other side of the border turned out to be a
chimeraa when the border was finally opened.
Thee changes in social life were paralleled by changes in the definition and
outlookk of ethnicity. To understand these definitions better, I will focus in the
remainderr of this chapter on the content of the category 'Laz' and try to explain how
'thee cultural stuff became such an important element for ethnic identity in Sarpi.
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Thee cultural stuff
'Culture'' was very much alive in Sarpi. It was celebrated almost
aggressivelyy and I was often perplexed by the insistence of villagers in displaying
theirtheir culture. Whether it was when attending the meetings of the village-choir or
duringg evenings learning to plait baskets or tie fishnets, my hosts always stressed the
culturalcultural significance of these events. They would talk extensively about the Laz
traditionn of nodei (working party), and they stressed that it still existed although
'unfortunately'' was no longer accompanied by singing contests as it was written in
ethnographicc texts. Villagers insisted that this was a typical Laz tradition, though
somee speakers would draw attention to similarities with Georgian traditions. Proof of
thee Georgian connections were shown by young men, who urged me to visit a
decayedd storage room in the earth where old wine barrels had once been found. These
youngg men also took me on trips to the old church ruin, where we would sit and
imaginee what pre-Ottoman Sarpi had looked like. In short, Sarpians were highly
articulatee about what was and what wasn't culture. They also had clear ideas about
whatt was authentic and what were corruptions of their culture. In village discourse
'culture'' and 'ethnicity' were objectified, demarcated and endowed with definite
meanings. .
Initiallyy it annoyed me that informants immediately offered to recite poems
orr sing 'traditional' songs or that they would interrupt interviews when they needed
too check the information they provided with books written about the Lazi. But instead
off annoying interruptions in my fieldwork I came to understand these reactions as
significantt indicators for the way Laz identity was negotiated and expressed in the
village.. They should be understood as the result of "conducting fieldwork in a place
obsessedd with generating ethnography," as David Anderson typified his experiences
inn a far removed setting in Siberia (2000: 135). ' 4 Sarpians actively preserved,
reconstructedd and expressed their 'Laz culture' and they were highly aware of their
involvementt and responsibilities in dealing with it. As Verdery argued about 'identity,'' the kind of self-conscious "person who 'has' an identity is a product of a
specificc historical process: the process of modern nation-state formation" (1994: 37).
Thee same thing could be said about 'being' or 'having' a culture. Culture in Sarpi can
nott be understood as something 'repressed' by Soviet rule which is now re-emerging
afterr the socialist 'freeze.' Nor should it be understood as something 'covered' by
layerss of Soviet modernization, which can still be detected when you dig deep
enough.. On the contrary, culture in Sarpi needs to be understood in its relation to
Soviett identity politics. As Grant noted, "Soviet symbols and rituals are often
dismissedd because they were 'imposed from above.' Yet after several decades of
Soviett rule" it is not clear what tradition and culture are (1995: 8). An exploration of
thee amalgamation of politics and culture may enhance understandings of how forms
144

See also Grant (1995). He initially assumed that the Nivkh in Siberia would not care about abstract
conceptss like 'culture' but came to realize that they actually "saw themselves as a culture" (1995:16).
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andd contents of cultural expressions are rooted in the Soviet past and explain why
theyy are important today.
SAMENESSS AND DIFFERENCE

Soviett national policies were, from the start, imbued with a deep-rooted
ambiguity.. In theory 'nationality' was supposed to wither with the development of
Soviett society, but it became clear with time that the government was not looking to
erasee all ethnic differences. Both official discourses and political practices left much
roomm to the various republics to sustain local nationalism. The make-up of the Soviet
Unionn itself, divided into 'ethnorepublics,' created the institutional space to carry out
'nationalizing'' policies (Smith 1998: 6). For small ethnic groups like the Lazi, who
weree classified as 'current ethnic groups' (Bugai 1991) the situation was more
complexx because for them sameness and difference were measured at least at two
levels,, first in relation to the communist ideal of 'modern man' or homo sovieticus
andd second in relation to the 'ethnorepublic' they were part of.
Inn the 1920s and 1930s the need to 'root' the communist party in local settings,, coupled with the Bolshevik fear of being confronted by massive resistance
resultedd in a relatively strong emphasis on ethnic difference. These policies, referred
too as korenizatsiia}5 included preferential access to higher education and jobs in the
Soviett administration, increased membership in the local Communist Parties, and the
creationn of'ethnicity-based' newspapers. As discussed in Part I these privileges were
deniedd to Ajarians because they were considered to be ethnic Georgians. By contrast,
thee few thousand Lazi living in the Soviet Union were classified a distinct ethnic
groupp and thus had access to the benefits provided by korenizatsiia. Villagers were
sentt to Leningrad to study in the "Institute of Minorities" and for a short period in the
1920ss the school curriculum in Sarpi included lessons in Lazuri. During this period,
newspaperss and schoolbooks appeared in the native language and a Lazuri alphabet
wass introduced (See also Feurstein 1992).
'Ethnicc difference' of the Lazi was initially promoted not least because the
Soviett authorities saw Sarpi as a bridgehead for their aspirations in Turkey. The
Soviett government still had ambitions to re-take the territories it had lost to Turkey
andd thus it attempted to increase the popularity of the USSR among the Lazi of
Turkeyy through the encouragement of a Laz identity. But although 'difference' was to
somee extent institutionalized it was at the same time also dangerous, as was demonstratedd in chapter five. To escape prosecution as well as to advance oneself in Soviet
society,, religious practices had to be denounced and personal ties with the Lazi in
Turkeyy needed to be kept secret or denied. Though the Lazi were allowed to speak
theirr own language, this language was increasingly purified of Turkish influences. In
short,, the kind of 'ethnic difference' allowed, was de-Ottomanized and ripped of its
'harmfull traditions.' As noted earlier in this chapter, the need for ethnic purification
155

Korenizatsiia or indigenization refers to measures aimed at increasing the popular basis of the
communistt party among the nationalities of the Soviet Union.
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wass also reflected in the replacement of Turkish-sounding personal names with
Georgian-soundingg ones.
Soviett publications, especially those written since the 1960s, tightly embeddedd the Lazi in the Georgian nation. These books stressed the similarities between
Lazz and Georgian culture, for example in dress-codes, 'traditional' customs, and
language.. Most ethnographic works also included extensive lists of Lazuri words with
theirr counterparts in Georgian and Mingrelian languages and offered interpretations
off how the languages are related (for example Vanilishi and Tandilava 1969).
Emphasiss on folklore, language and material culture were very useful to underline the
linkk between Lazi and Georgians. An article written by a scholar from Sarpi — which
discussess "the typical Laz-house" - demonstrates some of the ways these links
betweenn the Lazi and Georgians were made.
Thee Laz population - an ancient Georgian tribe - has, up to now, preserved
oldd economic, domestic and familial traditions. The dialect and folklore are
onee of the basic sources for the study of the historical and contemporary
unityy of Georgian national culture, and the Laz house forms an important
elementt in the material culture of Georgia [...] the Laz house and farming
buildingss have many parallels with building-styles in other parts of Georgia,
whilee at the same time demonstrating local variations (Vanilishi 1978: 130131.). .
Thee emphasis on material culture and folklore disconnects ethnicity from religion and
thee recent past. Instead, material culture and folklore are presented as primordial,
traitss of the pre-Islamic Lazi. Moreover, material culture creates the possibility to
reachh back to the imagined shared past with 'Mother-Georgia.' These and other
publicationss redraw the category 'Laz' as being part of the larger Georgian nation and
integratee its material culture into the Georgian mosaic where, though each region has
itss peculiarities, it is the similarities that matter. Far from remaining confined to
scholarlyy domains or official rhetoric, the same ideas also thrived when my informantss talked about ethnicity. When they talked about their language, my informants
portrayedd it as an old Georgian language, one that could be learned by other Georgianss 'within three days.' Likewise, when elaborating on old ethnic roots, it was
specificallyy the shared past with the Georgians which was noted. The relationship
betweenn the Lazi and Georgians was often imagined as symbiotic, in the sense that
bothh groups formed for the other a weaker or stronger 'brother.' The idea that the
Lazii are an integral component of the 'Georgian mosaic' are well observable in the
neww 'folk rituals' advanced by the Soviet leadership. These 'folk rituals' poignantly
showw the relation between Soviet modernization and ethnic objectification.
"COLKHOBA"COLKHOBA "-ANANCIENT

THOUGH YOUTHFUL CELEBRATION16

Folkk rituals were increasingly considered important during the 1960s
andd 1970s, when they became central tools in the Soviet struggle against 'detrimental
traditions.'' In her book The Rites of Rulers (1981), Christel Lane provides an impor166

This heading is from a news report on Colkhoba, Sovetskaia Adzhahia 03-11-1982.
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tantt hypothesis concerning the link between the increasing importance of ritual and
thee formation of new identities. As she sees it, when economic development slowed
downn in the 1960s the discrepancies between Soviet reality and Utopian communism
becamee more apparent, creating a problem of legitimacy for the rulers. Since the
coercionn and repression of the 1930s were no longer alternatives for maintaining
sociall control and because the economic revolution already had become a distant
memory,, the leaders began to rely more on cultural management in order to induce
peoplee to accept their definition of social reality. Moreover, soviet scholars and
ideologistss were increasingly aware that Homo Sovieticus would not automatically
appearr and that something had to replace the 'detrimental old traditions' as religion
wass generally called (Lane 1981: 27-29). Thus, old and new secular traditions were
inventedd or given new life by Soviet authorities as a means to lead people away from
other,, mostly religious, holidays.
Thee renewed emphasis on the role of secular rituals in the atheist struggle
wass visible in local newspapers. They showed an increase in the number of articles
withh titles such as "New traditions are broadly introduced," "Strengthening the
strugglee against detrimental traditions" and "New traditions enter the life of workers." 177 Certainly, many of the socialist innovations (like socialist weddings and
funeralss or various political ceremonies) were regretted, opposed or passively
acceptedd by villagers. However certain rituals, especially new holidays and festivals,
weree effectively transformed in celebrations of culture and nationality. During the
1970ss all throughout the Soviet Union new cultural holidays were promoted. In
Soviett Georgia cultural festivals like Shotaoba, IHaoba, Vazhaoba, Jakoboba,
TbilisobaTbilisoba were initiated, the names of which all refer to heroic stages of the Georgian
past.188 Sarpi had its own festival Colkhoba, which was first celebrated on a large
scalee in 1979. Through this festival Soviet and local ideas of culture and ethnicity
bothh merged and conflicted. Ultimately this festival contributed to further ideas of
Lazz identity within the overarching Georgian nation. In the September 25 th , 1979
editionn of the newspaper Sovetskaia Adzhariia two journalists give their impressions
off the festival Colkhoba and quoted elaborately from the various speeches that were
givenn during the celebrations:
Georgiaa is gifted with beautiful traditions and national holidays, many of
whichh achieved new socialist content in recent years. [For example] the
authenticc holiday 'Shuamtoba' is celebrated yearly in the mountainous
villagess of Ajaria. It is a holiday of working people, of villagers as well as
laborerss and intelligentsia. Last Saturday we witnessed the rebirth of yet
anotherr ancient holiday of the inhabitants of the Georgian Black Sea region.
Thee holiday Colkhoba was celebrated in the border village Sarpi.
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Taken from issues of Sovietskaia Adzharia; respectively 24-11-1978; 27-12-1979; 11-08-1976.
Shotaoba refers to Shota Rustaveli, writer of the Georgian epic "The tiger in the panters-skin."
Iliaoba,Iliaoba, Vazhaoba and Iakoboba, refer successively to Ilia Chavchavadze, Vazha-Pshavela and Iakob
Gogebashvili,, three revered 19th century nationalist writers.
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'Shuamtoba' refers to the midpoint of the period people spent with their cattle in the mountains
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Thiss holiday has existed for many centuries. As a true workers' holiday,, the local inhabitants usually celebrated it at the end of August beginningg of September, after the harvest was gathered and before the start
off the fishing season. In the past it was called 'Day of the Sea.' Presently
theyy gave it the name Colkhoba in honor of the ancient inhabitants of these
placess - the Colchians. When we entered Sarpi suddenly two Colchians, as
iff reappearing from foregone centuries, crossed the road with lances. They
wishedd us a pleasant stay and insisted that we first try a national delicacy.
Onlyy then the Colchians removed their lances and let us pass. And so from
thee start we arrived in a world of legends, full of the atmosphere of foregone
days.. On the rocks near the sea, a fragment of a Colchian settlement was
reconstructed,, the way we know it to have been. [...]
Att three o clock PM everyone was invited to the village center. The
celebrationss started. Among the guests were many prominent party
functionariess [...] as well as famous writers and academics [...]. R.
Bakradze,, chairman of the executive committee of Khelvachauri raion and
people'ss deputy, opened the festivities." He told the crowd that it was the
firstt time that Colkhoba had been celebrated on such a large scale with the
intentt to revive this ancient tradition, to give it a modern socialist direction,
andd moreover to represent the features of our Soviet way of life. "On such
workers'' holidays, friends from different corners of the republic will meet
andd enrich their cultural ties. They will exchange experiences and thus
contributee to the preservation of the best of national traditions. The decree
off the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
'aboutt the further improvements of ideological and political educational
work'' [...] stressed the importance of communist education among workers
inn the struggle for communism. The inculcation of new rituals and traditions,, as is well known, is an important step that facilitates the success of
thesee struggles. Therefore, let Colkhoba be a part of our life; let it be a genuinee holiday of workers, of friendship and brotherhood."
Thenn the podium was given to Z. Tandilava, doctoral candidate in
philologyy and head of the folklore and dialectology department of the
Batumii research institute of the Georgian academy of Science." He outlined
thee history of the holiday and its social roots. "It originated, possibly, during
paganism,, when this holiday existed in different forms among many
ethnographicc groups inhabiting the coastal region of the Black Sea. The
traditionn was handed down to the Lazi from the Colchians. Academician N.
Marr,, who traveled in Turkish Lazistan, wrote that in 1909 this holiday was
dyingg out. And indeed, it was celebrated less and less often, approximately
untill the 30s and 40s of our century. Komsomol members and young inhabitantss of Sarpi recently decided to give the holiday a new life. Today we are
witnessess of the fact that their lofty plans have been successful."
Afterr these ceremonies the participant headed to the sea. Here, right on
thee shore there were scenes from Colchian life. A spectacle was performed
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Rezo Bakradze was born in Sarpi. At the time his brother Murman was director of the kolkhoz.
Zurabi Tandilava was born in Sarpi and wrote together with Muhammad Vanilishi the historicalethnographicc work Lazeti (1964), which was later translated into Turkish in an edition that caused
muchh controversy in Turkey (for a discussion see Bellér-Hann 1995).
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whichh visualized the history of the region and the fortunate life which the
Octoberr revolution had brought to the local inhabitants, as it did to all
peoplee of our country. [...] The central part of the celebrations consisted of
theater,, dances and songs portraying the quest of Jason. A play told the story
off the Argonauts who sailed by boat to the coast of the wealthy Kingdom of
Colchiss in search of the Golden Fleece. The fleece was represented by a
bunchh of dyed wool that was being washed in a gold-filled stream. The hero
hadd to fulfill several almost impossible tasks in order to obtain the Golden
Fleece.. He fought an intense fight with a dragon and was helped by the
king'ss daughter Medea, who possessed magic powers. Together Medea and
Jasonn succeeded and managed to escape by ship and returned to Greece. The
spectaclee was impressive and so was the play of the amateur artists. The
colorfull costumes were carried out with tasteful decoration and the vessels
sailedd the dark blue sea as true copies of foregone times.
Thee kolkhoz workers prepared rich meals of traditional food. We
enjoyedd the food while the concert started. The extensive program [included
performancess of groups from other parts of Ajaria] and was concluded by
thee always interesting performance of the singing and dance ensemble
'Lazeti'' from Sarpi. And of course, what would a holiday be without a wedding.. On this day [two villagers] became a happy bride and groom. They say
thatt a wedding on a holiday brings happiness. Yes, in Sarpi traditions are
honoredd with love. The customs of their native village are carefully handed
fromm father to son, from grandfather to grandchild. [...]
Thee article filled an entire page of the eight-page regional newspaper Sovietskaia
AdzhariaAdzharia and Sabchota Ach 'ara. In a village that did not exist on geographical maps
andd could not be easily visited by outsiders, the festival was bound to have an impact
likee "a bomb," as an informant told me. Suddenly the village was in the news, written
aboutt in newspapers and briefly shown on republican television. To the delight of
somee villagers, news about Colkhoba even reached Poland, where a colorfully
illustratedd article appeared and was later sent back to the village by the journalist.
Evenn for the Turks across the border the event was something special, "they became
veryy nervous, they probably thought we were planning an attack," a villager joked.
Thee presented text explicitly displayed the double meaning of the festival.
Onn one hand the play stressed the ancient roots of the inhabitants of western Georgia
andd their common roots in the Kingdom of Colchis. The article wrote that the holiday
"hadd been given the name Colkhoba to honor the ancient inhabitants of these places,
thee Colchians." In other articles villagers confirmed these historical ties: "villageelderss explain [that] Colkhoba probably originated as early as pagan times, when it
wass a cultural holiday celebrated in various forms by the ethnic groups of the Black
Seaa coast - Mingrelians, Georgians and Lazi. Among the Lazi this tradition was
probablyy handed down from the Colchians" {Sovetskaia Adzhariia, 27-10-1987). In
shortt Colkhoba was to be seen as an authentic holiday that existed for many centuries,ries, but which unfortunately had disappeared until it was given a new life under
Soviett rule.
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Onn the other hand Colkhoba explicitly aimed to represent 'our Soviet way of
life.'' It was described as a holiday of working people, and assigned an important role
inn the struggle against 'detrimental traditions and customs.' The prominence of
governmentt officials who inaugurated the holiday with their speeches as well as the
positioningg of the holiday "after harvest and before the fishing season" emphasized
itss socialist features. In newspaper articles these 'socialist' features were further
illustratedd by passages (excluded from the above text) about the achievement of the
Sarpii kolkhoz.
Thus,, Colkhoba referred to the distant past and the unity of 'Georgian' peoplee living along the eastern Black Sea coast, while at the same time it was invested
withh new socialist meaning. The slogan of nationality politics in general, 'socialist in
content,, national in form,' was reflected in Colkhoba. These two-fold meanings of
Colkhobaa were not fixed and 'national form' and 'socialist content' were not mutuallyy exclusive. Therefore it will be interesting to look at the various meanings
attributedd to the festival and to see how this 'socialist ritual' was locally transformed
intoo a celebration of ethnic and national identity.
THEE PRODUCTION AND 'CORRUPTIONS' OF COLKHOBA

Thee elements for the celebrations of Colkhoba had been present in
Soviett Georgia for several decades. In the 1960s and 1970s, Soviet historians had
extensivelyy written about the Colchian kingdom as a federation of 'Georgian' groups
suchh as the Mingrelians, the Lazi and the Gurians."" The regional press published
articless about the places "where Medea lived" like Gonio, the neighboring village of
Sarpi,, where "more than 30 gold items were found during excavations, adding
substantiall proof to the veracity of the theory of the Golden Fleece" {Sovetskaia
AdzhariaAdzharia 11-11-1977). The first page of a book titled Soviet Sarpi (sabch'ota sarpi)
writtenn by Rezo Bakradze mentioned the following interesting speculations: "From
historicall sources we know that Sarpi is derived from Apsari. Sarpi stems from
Psarepi,, which is the plural ending of Apsari in Lazuri. According to Plavius Arianes,
"Apsarosi"" is connected to Medea's brother's name Apsyrtus" (1971: 7). If nothing
more,, this wordplay and similar guesses about the past illustrate the imaginary power
thatt ancient history had in Soviet Ajaria.
Thee initiators of the festival were well acquainted with the imagined ties betweenn the Colchian Kingdom and the village. They were six students who were
acceptedd at Tbilisi University during a campaign to increase the level of education
amongg the Lazi. Inspired by the cultural vibrancy they witnessed in the capital of the
Georgiann SSR they made their first plans. One of them remembered:
Youu should understand the atmosphere in Tbilisi at the time. It was buzzing
withh cultural activity, theater, exhibitions and festivals. So we saw the grand
festivalss like Tbilisoba and others in which the history of the city was
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For example Vaniiishi and Tandiiava (1964: 5-6); see Broers (2000) and Shnirleman (1998: 54-56)
forr an overview of how in Soviet literature images of an ethnically homogeneous 'Georgian'
kingdomm of Colchis were popularized.
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celebrated.. And we were thinking how great it would be if we could organizee such an event in Sarpi.
Whatt they had in mind was to organize an event that would make the link between
thee origins of the Lazi and contemporary Sarpi explicit. At first they played with the
ideaa of calling their event Kvamkhazoba, after the name of a rock called Kvamkhaz
fromm which villagers used to take their yearly last dive in the sea. According to the
initiatorss this was "a kind of holiday that already existed in Sarpi" and was celebrated
yearlyy around August 18. The plays that they prepared took the sea as the central
elementt and were modeled after the Argonautica. "We tried to follow the literal text
off the myth, because it best symbolized the deep roots of our people and their relation
too the sea." To make the link between these deep origins and Laz culture even more
evidentt they invited the artist Hasan Helimishi to have an exposition of his paintings,
whichh were all depictions of traditional Laz culture and celebrated the seafaring and
fishingg qualities of the Lazi, in Sarpi.
Thee timing of their plans turned out favorable. A former resident of Sarpi
andd uncle of one of the initiators was secretary of the Khelvachauri raion executive
committeee (raikom) at the time. With his assistance, and the help of several other
influentiall Lazi, the group managed to get the funding and facilities necessary to
preparee the festival in Sarpi in 1977. The official guests clearly liked this first
performancee and allowed the initiators to organize it a second time. "They suggested
thatt we would redo it on a wider scale, not just for Sarpi, but a performance for
Westernn Georgia. That was why we called it Colkhoba, so that it would be recognizablee for whole western Georgia. It was huge - we invited Lazi representatives from
Sukhumii (Abkhazia) and many others. People even came from Tbilisi. At that time
onlyy Sarpians performed and it was a great success, something new!"
Afterr Colkhoba had become a success, the local raion authorities decided
thatt its importance was too big to have it take place in a small village like Sarpi.
Becausee of the proximity of the border the festival posed problems for the KGB, who
hadd difficulties monitoring so many spectators. "Especially the banquet posed a
problemm because it was impossible to plan beforehand who would go where." The
KGBB demanded a list that showed where every single guest would spend the night.
"Butt it was impossible to do that. People meet each other and they can't refuse
invitations." "
Inn the 1980s the festival was transferred to the remains of a Roman fort in
thee neighboring village Gonio. "When the performance moved to Gonio, others took
over.. We only got a small part, and for the rest functioned as advisors. It was not bad
thatt performance in Gonio, but it wasn't it." After that the festival was transferred to
Khelvachauri,, the raion-center. In the eyes of a Sarpian this shift completely ridiculed
thee event. "By that time it was already something completely different. There is no
waterr there, so instead they transported a ship to the central square [thus] completely
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"Very soon 'Colkhoba' expanded beyond the confines of a single village, it became a holiday for
thee entire Khelvachauri raion, even of our entire autonomous republic" (Batumskaia Rabochie 13-101988). .
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destroyingg the effect we had achieved in Sarpi." Other adjustments were made as
well.. The festival came to include exhibitions of agricultural successes and staged
performancess by Ajarian dancing and singing ensembles. Moreover, to stress the
socialistt nature of the celebrations, the date was shifted from August to late in the
fall,, "after the collection of harvest" thus further underlining the labor-idea behind the
celebrationss (Sovetskaia Adzhariia, 27-10-1987).
Myy informants insisted that these modifications destroyed the connection
withh the past the event meant to symbolize. According to Anzor, this tragedy befell
manyy Soviet festivals. 'They began as spontaneous folk celebrations, but then they
begann to mix politics and tradition [with the result that] they lost their strength." For
myy informants the significance of Colkhoba was that it was about history and about
thee Lazi, and moreover that it had showed the links between the origins of the Lazi
andd their village. These elements disappeared with the 'Soviet corruptions."
Thee production of Colkhoba exemplified that the two-sided message of
socialismm national in form, socialist in content - had been a central element from
thee start. But over the years the balance between these two sides changed in favor of
'socialistt content,' causing my informants to speak of'corruptions' of the 'authentic'
celebrationn of Colkhoba. About the possible convergence of 'socialist content' and
'nationalistt form' Christel Lane wrote, "many concessions to local traditional culture
havee been made but such concessions, it must be stressed, have always been on the
formform and never the content" (1981: 142). However, in local interpretations and
memoriess of the festival the distinction between form and content was not all that
clear-cut.. To quote Lane once more, "There still remains, however, the danger that
thee old forms cannot become wedded to the new content and that instead they
continuee to keep alive old associations of a national kind" (1982:142-3). This is an
interestingg observation, although instead of keeping alive old associations I would
arguee that the significance of Colkhoba was that it created associations about old
times.. In present memories of the celebrations, the overt communist messages that
hadd been present from the start were omitted and instead the 'original' Colkhoba was
presentedd as a continuation of local customs. One suspects that the 'corruptions' even
reinforcedd the idea of authenticity.
Whereass the communist 'content' of Colkhoba is now excluded from memory,, the myth of a glorious past is more tightly embraced. It is not surprising then that
inn a recently written book on Ajarian culture no reference is made on the Soviet
originn of the festival, but states simply that the plays are valuable because they "teach
ourr people about the roots of their long and rich history" (Komakhidze 1999: 499501).. People have picked out those elements of the celebrations that suited them best
andd omitted elements that no longer fit. The 'invention of tradition' as expressed in
ColkhobaColkhoba links up with other present-day images of the past. Whereas the
dehumanizingg of 'the Turk' and the negation of the Islamic past create difference
withh their Turkish Laz neighbors, the notions expressed in Colkhoba stress the Lazi's
sharedd past with the 'Georgian' people, and links them to an ancestral homeland - the
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oldd kingdom of Colchis - to demonstrate unity with the Georgian nation. This deep
pastt moreover provides more legitimacy than the recent history. Both the celebrationss of Colkhoba and the dismissal of Islam strengthen cohesion, by defining to what
thee Georgian part of the village and its inhabitants do and do not belong.
NEWW CELEBRATIONS

Colkhobaa disappeared in the late 1980s and it took ten years before
ideass to re-install it were realized. It might seem that the celebrations described above
aree now part of rusty nostalgia about Soviet times, fading memories that are increasinglyy irrelevant to those who grew up in the 1980s and 1990s. Certainly for the older
generationn Colkhoba spurred memories of a time in which life was still good and in
whichh political leaders enabled them to express their culture (even though they 'corrupted'' it as well). What struck me though was that young villagers actively discussed
theirr Colchian origins. Moreover, the images of Jason and the Argonauts were
appropriatedd in the cafe's and restaurants that were opened along the shore in recent
years.. They carried names such as 'The Golden Fleece,' 'Argo,' 'Colchis,' and
'Medea,'' and the interior of one café displayed a map of the Kingdom of Colchis and
aa painting of Jason's struggles with the dragon. For the younger generation it was less
thee references to a 'good Soviet past' that mattered as the possibility of expressing
theirr ideas of belonging through the festival. This was especially evident in the
commentss of the organizers of the new Colkhoba (among who were three men in
theirr thirties). They were cited in a 1998 newspaper article expressing their wish that
"inn the future 'Colkhoba' may return in a less official and more truly folk character."255 Contacts were established with the Ajarian authorities and in 2001 financial
assistancee was promised.
Thee 2001 version of Colkhoba was held on the newly built soccer field next
too the newly renovated village school. The choice for this place (on which the
sponsorss had insisted) and the spatial organization of the scene were telling of the
prominencee of the Ajarian political elite in 'cultural' events. Spectators watched the
celebrationss from behind the fences that enclosed the soccer field. Within the fences
weree the seats for official guests. They were seated behind tables with fruit and drinks
andd protected from the sun by large parasols. The celebration started several hours
laterr than planned because the guests from Batumi were delayed. These guests
includedd the locally famous novelist and poet Pridon Khalvashi, Ajarian minister of
culturee Komakhidze and other government officials.
Thee guests opened the celebrations with elaborate speeches on the importancee of keeping traditions alive as well as on the crucial role of the government in
financingfinancing the initiative. References were made to the construction of the soccer field
andd the renovation of the school which, it was stressed, were made possible by
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Lack of interest in contemporary history and preoccupation with the deep past is a feature found in
otherr postsocialist contexts as well. See Law (1998) for Georgia and Humphrey (1992) for Mongolia.
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In my discussions with them they also pointed out that through organizing Colkhoba again, they
aimedd to teach the Lazi in Turkey what Laz culture was actually about.
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personall involvement of Asian Abashidze, leader of the Ajarian Autonomous
Republic.. An hour and a half later the actual celebration started. From behind the
fencess the spectacle looked somewhat odd. The dancers and actors played their roles
butt it almost seemed as if they were doing an act for the 'jury.' This 'jury' moreover
seemedd hardly interested and was busy talking and eating. After the performances
hadd ended the guests were led away to a banquet to which the actors were also
invited.. For the village the celebrations had ended rather disappointingly.
Thee comments of villagers made it clear that this was not what they had
hopedd for. "It was embarrassing," explained one dancer, "it was as if we were
auditioningg for them." Anzori, whose critique of Soviet rituals I cited earlier told me:
"Festivalss during the Soviet period always had an ideological flavor but at least the
celebrationss were meant for us - now it is only for them." It thus may be concluded
thatt the intent to organize a new Colkhoba in 'a less official and more truly folk1
manner,, as the initiators had intended, did not come true. On the contrary, this
particularr celebration rather reinforced the increasingly popular idea that whereas
duringg the Soviet period "the state existed for the people [...] now the people exist for
thee state," as Aman phrased it. Thus, the new 'corruptions' seem to reinforce the idea
thatt the Colkhoba of the 1970s was 'original' and 'authentic;' a celebration of a
close-knitt Laz community in more stable times. In other words, the 'corruptions' of
Colkhobaa have entered a new era but do not erase memories of the Colchian past.

Shiftingg ethnic boundaries
Thee Lazi of Sarpi had, as it were, effectively adapted to the realities of
Georgian-Soviett society. They saw themselves as the direct heirs of the inhabitants of
Colchiss and took pride in this long history. Moreover, they increasingly distanced
themselvess from their Islamic past. However, this should not lead to the conclusion
thatt the Sarpians lost a sense of 'being Laz.' On the contrary, many villagers take
tremendouss pride in their ethnic affiliation. In the new situation, several of the old
identity-markerss have been modified to fit within a Georgian frame, or are rejected
altogether.. The outcome can be understood as both a reaction to the Soviet system
andd a product of Soviet society. The word 'Laz' has acquired new meanings. The
conceptt is disconnected from religious affiliation with Islam and, at present, is in the
processs of being retied to Christianity which has - thus the adherents stress - even
olderr roots in Lazistan than in Georgia proper. When I asked a villager whether he
saww himself as Georgian or as Laz, this idea of belonging to the 'oldest Christians'
mustt have been in his mind when replying, "I am both, of course I am Laz, but at the
samee time I am Georgian - not just a Georgian, a first-class Georgian."
Thee limitations of movement in the border zone and the imposition of Soviet
rulee radically changed the economic and social basis of life. The border did more than
disruptt communal and familial ties; it created a division that was not only physical
butt also increasingly social and cultural. During the first decades of Soviet rule,
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villagerss initially merely adapted. But trying to survive, they became entwined more
andd more into the fabric of Soviet Georgian Life. Former barriers to such integration
likee religion, but also language, were overcome not only by Soviet propaganda and
educationn but also by the need and wish of villagers to advance themselves in the new
society.. In Georgian Sarpi a peculiar Laz-identity was formed which differed in the
mostt crucial aspects - religion, ethnicity and nationality - from Laz-identity across
thee border. This small group of Georgian Lazi sometimes even perceives itself as the
onlyy remaining Lazi. A frequently employed phrase to stress their own uniqueness is
thatt 'the Lazi in Turkey don't even speak their own language anymore, they have
alreadyy become Turks.'
Too return to the story of the border, it would be wrong to speak of a total
partitionn or a completed process of homogenization. However, this process was well
onn its way to completion. When the border was opened at the end of the 1980s, two
differentt worlds stepped into contact: Georgia was poor and on the edge of civil war,
whilee the neighboring Black Sea provinces in Turkey had just started to become a
prosperouss region. The information villagers had about their neighbors was rooted
foremostt in the distorted images provided by the respective states and although the
possibilitiess for contact were greatly enhanced after the border opening, the stereotypess have persisted in a modified shape. The old relatives - in the form of new
otherss - formed a threat to the sense of being that had developed on the Georgian
side.. State ideologies had created the language in which the stereotypes were
communicated,, but it seemed mainly the need to dissociate oneself from their
neighborss after the Soviet collapse that lead to the final 'acceptance' of these Soviet
ideologies.. The outcome was that 'the other Lazi' were increasingly denounced as
'different,'' no longer real Lazi. Similarly, but pointing in a different direction, the
youthh of Georgian Sarpi tended to see themselves more as Georgian, and sometimes
wantedd to rid themselves of any Laz-connection.
AA fine contrast arises when comparing the outcome on the Georgian side
withh what has been written about Laz society on the Turkish side, where ideas of
nationalityy are strongly connected to Islam. The anthropologist Meeker argues against
thee applicability of western notions of ethnic identity that might easily lead to the
conclusionn that the categories 'Laz' and 'Turk' are mutually exclusive (Meeker 1971:
323).. In contrast to western notions of ethnic identity, he maintains that 'ethnic
identity'' as it emerges among the Lazi of Turkey refers back to the millet system of
thee Ottoman Empire, where 'ethnic' categories were ascribed on the basis of religion.
Meekerr maintains that in present-day Turkey "the religious criterion [is often]
indispensablee for determining who is and who is not a Turk" (ibid, p.322). Other
authorss have also noted the merging of ethnic and religious identity. Chris Hann cites
thee German scholar Rosen, who asked some Lazi in 1843, "What religion did you
havee before you adopted Islam?" they replied, "We have been Turk for a long time."
Hannn encountered the same attitude in his own fieldwork when villagers were
astonishedd that he spoke Turkish although he was not a Muslim. Hann argued that
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althoughh the Lazi have a language and other local traditions that differentiate them
fromm the Anatolian Turks, this does not undermine their adherence to the Turkish
nation-state.. Hann concludes, "the Turkish-Islamic synthesis is as applicable here at
thee periphery as it is in the Anatolian heartland" (Hann 1997: 36).
Soo how should the situation be placed that emerged just across the border in
Georgia?? In a way the process is similar, although pointing in a different direction.
Lazz identity on the Georgian side has merged with a Georgian identity and the
meaningg of 'Laz' is seen as merely a regional category, just like there are Ajarians,
Gurianss and Kakhetians. However, the basis on which this new identity is built refers
noo longer to Islam and even the sense of citizenship - after 80 years of Soviet rule iss relatively weak. Rather Laz identity on the Georgian side, points to deep ethnic
rootss and an imagined ancient community in which Lazi and Georgians were one.
Religionn plays an important role in this respect but then as being 'Christian Laz' who
returnedd to their 'lost religion.'
Concerningg the Turkish side of the border, Bellér-Hann writes about the tight
connectionn between Laz-identity and Islam that the "internalization of merged
identitiess is the result of centuries of Islamization and Turkicization," and should not
bee regarded the product of the republican propaganda during the last 70 years. In her
view,, the attempts of a Laz elite in Istanbul to evoke the greatness of the Lazi in
classicall times are a "romantic quest for a past that can never be revived because it
hass no place in the sense of identity of the people concerned" (Bellér-Hann 1995a:
502-504).. However, on the Georgian side of the border this greatness of the Lazi in
classicall times is exactly what Soviet history has evoked. The "romantic quest" for an
ancientt past has become a living reality for the Lazi of Georgia.
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CHAPTERR SEVEN

LostLost Relatives

"Onn August 31, 1988, perestroika finally arrived in Sarpi," thus starts a
Russiann journalist's account of the border opening. The article continues with a blunt
metaphoricall depiction: "After three days of subtropical rain, the sky cleared and
whenn the border was finally opened the sun began to shine. For the first time since
19377 villagers were allowed to meet their relatives. They embraced each other,
recognizedd each other's old surnames, and exchanged the family-news of so many
years"" (Mdivani 1992: 13-14). The opening of the long closed Georgian - Turkish
borderr was a momentous occasion for the villagers of Georgian Sarpi. It was a
surprisingg one as well. Soviet and Turkish authorities had been planning to open the
borderr for more than ten years, but for unknown reasons delayed the event time and
again.. On the morning of August 31 the villagers knew nothing about what would
happenn that day. State representatives arrived in Sarpi and announced that the long
awaitedd day had finally arrived. As a villager recalled, "one of the officials asked how
manyy years it had been since we had seen our relatives. Then he told us, 'only two
moree hours, then we will open the border.' The news spread like a fire through the
village.. Loud voices filled the valley and within an hour the field in the center was
swarmingg with people." Once the border was opened "the masses could no longer be
controlled,, and villagers ran to the other side to meet their relatives" (Sovietskaia
AdzhariaAdzharia 01-09-1988). One informant remembered: "the plan was that only governmentt officials would cross the border, but from the Turkish side everyone started to
cross.. Sarpi was completely filled with Turks who were looking for relatives, asking
forr this or that person. There were so many people you couldn't even walk."
Duringg the years following 1988 villagers from both sides took the chance to
visitt their relatives and to explore (hesitantly) the nearby but unknown countries.
Siblingss who had been out of contact for many years reminisced about old times.
Especiallyy elderly inhabitants of Sarpi cherished the momentous event. For them the
possibilityy of visiting their relatives was the fulfillment of a long held dream. "It was
aa heavenly period," remembered Kakè, a lady in her eighties who had crossed the
borderr six times after 1988 to visit her brother and his family in Turkish Sarp. During
herr last visit, her brother's son proposed that she came to live with them, but she
consideredd herself too old for such a change. She was very positive about her visits
andd the Turkish way of life. "They have all kinds of kitchen tools," she told me, "and
theyy don't take anything from the field, they just buy everything in the shops."
Severall times she remarked that her relatives in Turkey lived "very civilized."
Kakèè displayed positive sentiments concerning the border opening, but this
attitudee was not widely shared. Almost immediately after Kakè had spoken, her
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daughterr and my research assistant Nino commented that I should not take the words
off the old lady seriously. According to them, if life on the other side of the border
wass really so 'civilized,' then it should be noted that this was only a recent developmentt and one that was restricted to material life. In their view this 'civilized life'
shouldd be understood as the result of recent economic gain connected to the border
openingg and of labor migration patterns between the region and Germany. According
too Nino these factors had allowed them to acquire some, but only the most superficial,
characteristicss of 'European civilization.' In most interviews the higher living
standardss across the border were downplayed or trivialized by stressing the perceived
backwardness,, lack of culture and poor education of Turkish citizens.
Villagerss had expected that the border opening would enable them to reestablishh kinship ties, but as it turned out their long awaited relatives had become
strangers.. Not only did they dress and act differently, their moral worlds had different
referencee points and their common past was no longer shared. As was demonstrated
inn the previous chapter, many of these differences could be understood in relation to
thee economic, social and cultural integration of villagers in Soviet Georgian society.
Moreover,, due to the rigid nature of the border, these differences only became visible
oncee the border was opened in 1988. But although differences between both sides
weree obvious, this by itself did not explain why relations between villagers on the
twoo sides have become strained.
Inn his article The Narcissism of Minor Differences Anton Blok challenges the
receivedd wisdom which holds that "the larger the (economic, social, cultural) differences,, the greater the chance of violent confrontations" (2001: 115). Based on
empiricall data and the works of prominent scholars he argues that it might be the
exactt opposite. In his words, "the fiercest struggles often take place between
individuals,, groups and communities that differ very little - or between which the
differencess have greatly diminished" (2001: 115). The value of this provocative
argumentt is, I think, that it reminds us of the need to look critically at the way
differencee is managed in social relations. In this chapter I will explore why differencess between relatives across the border turned out to be unbridgeable. Moreover I
willl analyze how the perceived differences are employed in the creation of new
patternss of inclusion and exclusion. Blok illustrates the importance of minor differencess by invoking the idea "that identity lies in difference, and difference is asserted,
reinforcedd and defended against what is closest and represents the greatest threat."
(2001:: 123). In other words, differences matter most when they are perceived as
threatss to identity and when they involve people with whom one identifies.
Thesee insights are important to understand the strained relations across the
borderr in Sarpi. However, it is impossible for me to define whether the involved
differencess were 'major' or 'minor' differences.' The differences that seem 'minor' to
thee outsider may be very central, indeed 'major,' to the people involved, and vice
versa.. What I will do is to explore how perceived differences (major or minor) relate
too expectations and social distance. I will show that the disappointments concerning
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thee renewed contacts were so immediate because difference was unexpected. Furthermoree I will argue that the nearness between both halves of the village - in terms of
sociall relations, geography, shared history and ethnicity - increased the immediacy of
reinforcingg social and cultural boundaries. In this context differences were magnified
andd essentialized and consequently resulted in new patterns of inclusion and exclusion.. Although the opening of the border at first seemed to undo the political division
off Sarpi, it now seems that this division is being deeper imprinted in the social and
morall world of its inhabitants.

Renewedd and aborted contacts
Storiess are told and shared. They are grounded in experience, addressed
att particular audiences and intended to carry across specific messages. The stories
withh which I will start this chapter had the specific purpose of conveying the reasons
whyy the narrators no longer cared about the border opening, and why they were
disillusionedd about the contacts with their relatives across the border. The text that I
willl present was recorded during an evening in which Otari, Zurabi and Nino told
storiess about their village and their experiences with the border opening. It is importantt to note that Otari and Zurabi had frequently traveled to Turkey between 1990 and
1995.. But neither they, nor Nino, held an international passport at present.1 Otari was
inn his early forties and had made many trading trips to Turkey in the early 1990s but
noww earned his living as a cabdriver. Zurabi was in his late fifties and director of the
villagee school. He had been involved in a number of cultural exchanges with Turkey
afterr the border opening but had not crossed the border during the previous three
years.. Nino, twenty-eight at the time, had visited relatives in Turkey with her parents
onn a few occasions. At the moment she was unemployed and disillusioned not only
withh the cross-border contacts but more generally with the possibilities that life in
Sarpii could offer her.
Otari,, a gifted speaker in informal gatherings decorated with wine and food,
startedd telling about the first time he met some of his relatives.
II have this aunt, who, together with her son, stayed in my house for three
weeks.. I had not known her before but I considered [her stay] to be a normall thing. I mean, she was a close relative. A few months later I happened
too travel to Turkey for business when a neighbor asked me to deliver a
messagee to someone. Of course I agreed. Anyway, going to Turkey was still
likee being on a tourist trip, and for me it was interesting to visit peoples'
homes.. It happened that the house [to which the message needed be delivered]] was located not far from my relatives' house, those who had visited
'' After initial visits to relatives most villagers have continued to cross the border only for business
andd even that is happening less frequently. Diminished cross-border movement is caused foremost by
dwindlingg trade opportunities (see chapter eight for an elaborate discussion), but is locally also
explainedd by pointing to negative experiences with relatives in Turkey.
22
The term used was deida (mother's sister). Here it referred to a younger cousin of Otari's mother.
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mee here. I was thinking by myself, what [bad things] will they think if I
wouldd just pass their house without visiting? What will they think of me
whenn they find out? So I decided to pass by. My cousin opened the door,
andd he just stared at me: 'You!?,' he said, 'How come, what are you doing
here?'' When I entered the house I saw my aunt doing some ironing. She
raisedd her head, only to lower it immediately after' (laughter). So there I
was,, standing.... My cousin didn't even have the guts to tell me that he was
busyy and wasn't able to receive guests that moment. He didn't even apologize.. So I just left by myself.
Thee episode was briefly discussed among the three. Zurabi remarked:
Forr us those things are difficult to understand, because here relatives should
comee first. And there is another thing. You know how much hospitality
meanss to us in Georgia. We have our tradition of eating and drinking. When
theyy visit us, we know how to treat them, how to receive them well. Even if
aa person has nothing in his home and is in a bad economic situation, he will
telll his kids, sorry, you will have to go early to bed tonight, we don't have
foodd for you, but we have guests tonight. And the children won't even
complain,, because they know how important it is to have guests, as we say guestss are a gift from God.... But over there it is not like that. They are a bit
likee Germans, economically that is. A little bit, a little bit of everything [impliedd is probably food, alcohol and time]. Even in psychology they are not
thee same. Seventy years may be very little for history, but it did a lot to
them,, they are not like we are. For us relatives are the most valuable persons,, while for them kinship is obviously not that important. For them, a
relativee is just a person.
Ninoo nodded and told me: "You see, they may be Lazi but anyway they are Turks.
Theyy still know our language a little bit, but they adopted a Turkish life style. They
don'tt care about their relatives the way we do. Perhaps they cannot help it; they lived
underr the Turkish regime for so many years." Otari picked up on the issue of the
state.. He asked Zurabi and Nino whether he should tell me about his neighbor Zviadi.
Theyy pressed him to go on. Zurabi refilled the glasses.
Nott long after the border opening Zviadi [Vanilishi] was visited by one of
hiss cousins from Turkey. [After several days] Zviadi started to feel
uncomfortable,, fearing that his cousin might become bored with staying in
hiss house all the time. So he arranged a tour through Georgia to show some
beautifull parts of our country. You must know that at the time, people here
inn Sarpi had money at their disposal, but still Zviadi made quite an [financial]] offer. He arranged for transport, he paid the hotels, the food. They
traveledd to Kutaisi and Tbilisi and who knows where else, so you will
understand. .
Rightt before he returned to Turkey his cousin offered [Zviadi] a nice
deall of selling kalashnikov bullets in Turkey. According to [his cousin],
peoplee would pay up to two dollars a piece. 'That could be very interesting'
Zviadii thought, 'Why carry those heavy loads, when you can simply carry a
dozenn of boxes and make a few thousand dollars that way'. He knew of
coursee about the risks involved - trading in bullets is forbidden. But his
cousinn reassured him that no one would check at the border and that they
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wouldd sell [the bullets] under the counter in his own store, so that no one
wouldd find out about their business. In the end Zviadi decided to give it a
try.. Still somewhat unsure he decided that for his first [trading] trip he
wouldd only take one box of bullets along with other stuff [merchandise],
whichh he planned to sell in Turkey in the meantime. He hid the bullets in his
jackett and crossed the border without difficulties. But when he met his
cousin,, I think it was in Hopa, [his cousin] proposed to trade right there on
thee street, and to exhibit all the goods on the car. Well, Zviadi had some
doubtss about what was happening, but he had never expected that when his
relativee reappeared he would bring four, five policemen. They first checked
thee merchandise on his car. Obviously they didn't find what they were lookingg for. Zviadi however, became nervous as soon as he noticed the police.
Luckily,, before they approached closer he managed to throw [the box]
behindd his back in the river down the road. After that the police asked him,
'alright,, where did you hide the bullets?!' Zviadi, who felt relieved now that
hee had gotten rid of the bullets, asked them what they were talking about. Of
coursee the police didn't believe him. They searched everywhere in his car,
evenn checked the tires. Finally they had to admit that there were no bullets.
Theyy apologized and left. Zviadi then turned to his cousin who had betrayed
him,, saying: 'God helped me to stay out of the Turkish prison, and you are
goingg to help me to stay out of the Georgian prison.' His cousin's face
showedd his non-understanding, so Teimur went on: 'you will help me by
neverr setting a single step on Georgian territory, because if you do, I will cut
yourr throat, and a non-human as you is not worth spending years in jail for.'
Thatt was the end of the story. You know, for Turks, God and the state are
onn the same level, and this way [Zviadi's] cousin wanted to show the secret
servicess that, though he had relatives in Georgia, he was willing to sacrifice
themm for God, for the state that is.
Thesee intensely negative stories conveyed the opinion of many Georgian Lazi that
despitee common genealogical descent, their cross-border relatives were strangers and
moreover,, that they needed to stay strangers. The narrators intended to underline the
pointss of divergence between the Lazi in Georgia and those in Turkey and chose
storiess that best exemplified that message. That Otari selected the story of his
neighborr was no accident, on the contrary, he was encouraged to do so by Nino and
Zurabi,, probably because this story better than any other conveyed why they had no
furtherr interest in cross-border contacts. The story of 'how Zviadi was betrayed by his
cousin'' pointed to absolute rejection of cross-border relatives. But 'betrayal' is only
possiblee between people who share something. Thus the story suggests that initially
thee differences between cross-border neighbors were not perceived as unbridgeable. It
iss thus necessary to explore how the initial hopes of renewed contact were shattered
andd why ideas of unbridgeable difference came to be widely shared in Sarpi.
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An obvious handicap in my analysis is that I started doing research at a moment that cross-border
contactt between relatives had already become very infrequent. Except for some brief encounters
betweenn villagers of Georgian Sarpi and Lazi from Turkey, which I happened to observe, my
materiall consists only of the verbal statements of villagers living in Georgian Sarpi.
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Managingg difference
Thee negative accounts may be seen as the product of encounters
betweenn different category systems. The accounts implicitly reveal the expectations
peoplee had about their relatives across the border. They also tell about the villagers'
disappointmentss with these new contacts and moreover the stories explain and
structuree these disappointments. It is important to note that often the stories did not
focuss on 'expected' differences like those between Islam and Christianity, between
socialismm and capitalism, or opposing nationalisms. Instead discontent focused on
trustt and hospitality - on the improper and treacherous behavior of relatives. The
storiess were so negative precisely because they involved unexpected difference,
unexpectedd because of the close proximity between the two sides. Discontent was
addressedd at aspects of life that were expected to be least affected by the different
statess they lived in, and at those people that were connected closest by ties of blood.
EXPECTATIONSS AND DISAPPOINTMENTS

Hospitalityy and reciprocity - or lack thereof- were central elements in
mostt accounts of cross-border contact. As Sarpians tell it, they gathered as many
presentss as they could and bestowed them upon their long awaited relatives when
theyy were first able to visit each other. And, so they say, they prepared a warm
welcome,, including large banquets, plentiful of wine and lots of gifts for their guests
fromm the Turkish side. The stress on hospitality was evident in the stories told by
Otarii about himself and his neighbor Zviadi, in which they did everything possible to
bee good hosts to their relatives. I will give some other examples from my interview
material. .
Whenn my relatives came here for the first time they arrived with an empty
minivan.. We were so glad that they had been able to come. Together with
[neighbors]] I spent two whole days preparing dishes and [my daughter and
husband]] went to Batumi three times to buy them appropriate gifts. Oioioi,
youu should have seen how we received them. When they returned to Turkey
theirr van was bursting with all kinds of presents.
Wee prepared a rich table, invited neighbors and relatives so that [the guests
fromm Turkey] would feel how much we appreciated their visit. The whole
guestroomm was packed with people. We drank wine, we ate, we danced.
Theyy must have thought, goodness, what an expenses they incurred. Of
course,, at that time everything was cheap here and we had plenty of money
butt even so we did what we could for them.
Whateverr was true of these accounts, the stories about presents and food, of arranging
touristt trips and providing accommodation clearly referred to the importance of
displayingg hospitality in Georgian Sarpi. In Sarpi extensive networks of reciprocity
existedd and informal visits between neighbors and relatives played a crucial part of
sociall life. Although I cannot discuss it in detail here, it is important to mention that
thesee informal exchanges and reciprocal arrangements were crucial in dealing with
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thee rigidities of the Soviet system. Indeed, living in a 'shortage economy' demanded
thatt services, goods and positions were obtained through informal networks. Kinship
andd friendship formed the backbone of these informal networks and exchanges of
hospitalityy were a crucial ingredient for maintaining and extending one's network and
thuss one's position in Soviet society (see also Mars and Altman 1984; Dragadze
1988).. In Sarpi, formal work obligations came often second to social obligations. The
valuee of hospitality was locally displayed by recurring comments about Georgians
(andd also the Lazi) being the most hospitable nation in the world, by the saying that
'guestss are sent by God' and by insisting that festive dinners (like those for guests)
weree the Georgian equivalent of 'academy,' the place where valuable information
wass exchanged and the participants learned from each others speeches.
Myy own experience with locally displayed hospitality is not without significance.. During my stay in Sarpi I always needed to be prepared to be a guest. At least
oncee a week I spent long evenings drinking and eating in the company of people I
barelyy knew, and I frequently spent the night at unforeseen addresses. As a guest I
hadd to obey the rules and accept their displays of hospitality - and as an anthropologistt I was willing to do so because of the information such events produced. My
positionn as an outsider was a relatively easy one: initially I was allowed to be ignorantt of the rules of hospitality and was not expected to return their favors in a
balancedd way.
Pitt-Riverss pointed out in his essay on 'the law of hospitality' (1977), that the
positionn of the anthropologist (my position) resembles that of the 'barbarian' more
thann that of the 'stranger.' In his elaboration there is significant difference between
thesee two categories. The 'barbarian' is expected to remain an outsider to the local
communityy and therefore his behavior is relatively unimportant to the host. The
'' stranger' on the other hand poses a greater risk to the host. He is potentially dangerouss and his worth needs to be tested to determine his position. On the basis of this he
mayy be accepted or rejected (Pitt-Rivers 1977: 94-112). The relatives from Turkey
weree in first instance neither 'barbarians' nor 'strangers.' They were relatives, but not
'normal'' ones given the long break in relationships. Still, as relatives they were
expectedd to become part of social relations. They were expected to fit within patterns
off hospitality and reciprocity and to respond properly to the displays of hospitality.
Alll three demands of reciprocity - the obligation to give, the obligation to
receivee and the obligation to give back - turned out to be problematic with regards to
theirr cross-border relatives. "To refuse to give, to fail to invite, just as to refuse to
receive,, is tantamount to declaring war; it is to reject the bond of alliance and
commonality"" (Mauss 1990: 13). This statement seems to bear close similarities to
thee deteriorating relations between cross-border relatives. The 'declarations of war'
soo to speak, were often made unwittingly. They were the result of people trying to
extendd bonds of alliance on terms that were mutually incomprehensible or offensive.
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Thee following example was taken from an interview with Reshid, an elderly
villager,, and shows that the displays of hospitality were not always appropriately
accepted: :
Whenn you serve them food they always first ask what kind of meat it is. But
evenn when you say it is beef, they still won't eat it. Last year 1 had canned
beeff from China, good stuff, and I left fifteen cans with them. It was beef,
butt after three months they gave it back, they didn't eat it. I reassured them
itt was beef and even showed the picture of a cow [which was visible] on the
can.. But they said, 'no, no, it is pork'.
Reshidd told the incident as a joke and ridiculed his relatives' non-understanding, and
inn doing so he also revealed a less outspoken message. The festive dinners prepared
forr guests from Turkey may have included pork dishes (they often did when I was a
guest)) and certainly included vodka and wine, which may have been interpreted by
theirr guests as improper or even offensive. Understandably, Sarpians only rarely
mentionedd that their displays of hospitality may have been inappropriate or even
offensivee to their visitors. Rather they focused on their relatives' shortcomings in
reciprocatingg their hospitality. Zurabi at one occasion remarked: "When they were
ourr guests we did not give in order to receive back the same, but you expect at least
somethingg in return. But one of the first questions they asked us when we arrived at
theirr house was, 'how long are you going to stay?"' Another villager told me the
followingg about these 'insensitive' inquiries: "When you visit a relative he asks you,
'whyy did you come, how long will you stay, and when will you go?' I say, I don't
everr want to deal with you again. I'd rather sleep in a hotel. They lived at a very low
level.. It may have changed now that they opened the border but before that they were
reallyy 'wild' [dikij - a word usually reserved for animals]."
Too most inhabitants of Georgian Sarpi it was clear that hospitality was
poorlyy developed on the Turkish side and that kinship mattered very little to their
cross-borderr relatives. Informants mentioned that they felt unwelcome or that they
hadd been given improper treatment, for example that "they only offered me tea, cup
afterr cup." Women mentioned that they felt unfree because they had been forced to
spendd entire days with women with whom they shared nothing in common - who
"onlyy spoke Turkish." Several young women told me that they felt looked down
upon.. "They look at you as if you are a prostitute - only because we don't dress as
grandmothers." "
Besidess being disappointed with their relatives' behavior Sarpians were also
astonishedd by what they saw as lack of knowledge. One man expressed his surprise
thatt his relatives in Turkey did not know their shared genealogy. "They knew that we
weree relatives, but not what the connections were." This comment also tied in to the
ideaa that people in Turkey had forgotten 'who they were' and moreover, that they had
becomee Turks. People would say with contempt that their relatives ate Turkish
dishes,, that they gave their children Turkish names and that they had forgotten their
ownn language.
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Disillusionmentt was greatest in the stories that described betrayal by relativess in Turkey. This was obvious in the story told about Zviadi, in which a relative
betrayedd him to the police. A similar account was told me by Teimur Bekirishi.
Accordingg to the story, he and a group of Sarpians had been in Arhavi to participate
inn a cultural festival and during their stay they visited a restaurant. "We were sitting
inn this restaurant and I noticed the waiter trying to eavesdrop on our conversation. I
tookk a closer look, thought I recognized him, so I asked, 'aren't you the son of....' He
immediatelyy became red in his face. It turned out that he was my relative. Later other
peoplee confirmed that this guy worked for the secret service." Teimur then concluded
"Forr them the state is like God, they even consider it normal to betray relatives to
advancee their own position."
II have to admit that the status of this last story is difficult to ascertain,
particularlyy because of the similarities with the one presented earlier in this chapter.
Weree the stories so vividly remembered because betrayal by relatives is unforgivable?? Or were they invoked (perhaps invented?) because they provided a legitimate
reasonn to "reject bonds of alliance and commonality." In either case, such stories
couldd only be told and shared once the relatives across the border were not considered
relativess anymore. The stories concerning betrayal, like the narrations of less dramaticc experiences, were combined with national rhetoric to reinforce and substantiate
moree encompassing social and cultural boundaries. Indeed, through these stories
peoplee found confirmation in the ideological dimensions of the Cold War divide. By
narratingg these stories the Iron Curtain, as a mental construct and a barrier for social
relations,, was partly rebuilt.
EXPLANATIONSS AND CATEGORIZATIONS

Thee inhabitants of Georgian Sarpi commented elaborately on what they
thoughtt had changed their relatives. The earlier discussed conversation between
Otari,, Nino and Zurabi provided already clear indications. They pointed out that their
neighborss across the border had changed because they had "lived under the Turkish
regimee for so many years." Nino's aunt Lena proffered similar views about why the
Lazii in Turkey had changed the way they did:
Theyy were very afraid to speak Lazuri, even at home. Here in Georgia there
wass only one Laz village, but they still let us speak our language. In the
Soviett Union there were so many minorities [...], and they all had to learn
theirr own language and Russian, that's the way it should be. But in Turkey,
youu are only allowed to speak Turkish. Even in their passports they could
onlyy write 'Turk.'
Thee influences of 'Turkish nationalism' and the 'repressive state' (quite cynical
observationss for someone raised during the Stalin era) were frequently employed in
explainingg why the Lazi in Turkey had 'forgotten who they were.' Indeed, these
factorss were generally adopted to explain the lack of 'ethnic awareness' among their
cross-borderr neighbors. To explain other changes, like the lack of hospitality, there
weree other explanations available.
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Wee discovered that hospitality is not well developed among them. It is of
coursee because they hardly had anything. Even fifteen years ago they lived
underr really poor conditions. Now they may be living well, but they still
behavee as if they have to save every lira. The times have changed. Now we
aree the ones' that are poor, but, as you have seen, we still do everything to
treatt our guests well.
Anotherr alleged cause of why the Lazi in Turkey had changed was that they had lived
inn a capitalist system. The former director of the collective farm, still a devoted
communist,, was reaffirmed in his views of capitalism after he visited relatives in
Turkey. .
Youu know what really surprised me in Turkey? [That] when a brother gives
somethingg to his sibling, he should ask money for it. Once I visited an
acquaintancee in Hopa. We drove in his car and saw his brother standing
besidess the road. We stopped and the brother entered [the car]. When he left
thee car again after a few kilometers he handed money to his brother. I asked
[myy acquaintance] why this was happening. You know what he said: ' the
carr is mine and driving costs money, therefore he pays.' They have such a
customm that you need to pay for everything. And they don't care about other
people.. Those who have enough money live very well of course. My cousin
forr example is rich, while his neighbor has nothing at all. [...] It was exactly
whatt I had learned from our classes in communist ideology. The capitalist
alwayss wants to make himself richer, he only cares about himself.
Amongg the Sarpians there is strong agreement about the stereotypes that apply to the
Lazii in Turkey including their relatives. People commented that 'those people' were
noo longer Laz; they had forgotten their language, their history and even their
personalitiess had changed. The Turkish Lazi purportedly had become more orthodox
inn their religious beliefs than the Lazi had traditionally been.4 A conclusion of many
villagerss is that in Turkey the Laz do no longer exist. A girl remarked, "Pff, they have
justt become Turks, only the language remains, and even that is disappearing.""
Too an outsider it may seem clear that inhabitants of both sides of the border
changedd and that this happened in markedly different ways. But this is not how
inhabitantss of Georgian Sarpi perceive things. They see the other Lazi as the ones that
changedd while they believe themselves to have remained faithful to the true path. Of
coursee they were very much aware of the impact of the state on their own life, but, as
theyy explain it, the state's influence has meant that they became 'more like themselves.'' They have not forgotten that they changed their names into Georgian one's,
orr that many of their 'traditions' were recent innovations or adaptations. However,
theyy maintain that these changes did not implicate that they involved abandoning
theirr true selves. A short discussion between two villagers - the second of which was
off Russian descent - was revealing on this point.
-- They [the Lazi in Turkey] even say that they are Turks. That is already
visiblee in their passports. It only mentions 'Turk', not a word about who
theyy really are.
44

One informant told me about this divergence of religious affiliations: "Of course they changed.
Theyy adopted Islam. We were also Muslims, but not like they are right now."
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-- You say that about them, but what about yourself? Your passport only
mentionss that you are Georgian.
-- That is different, because Georgians and Lazi have always been like
siblings.. They have defended and assisted each other when one of them was
weak.. In the fourth century this region was called Lazica and probably the
Georgianss were then called Lazi. Now it is the other way around, we are
onlyy with a few. Thus we write in our passports that we are Georgian. You
see,, we are both Lazi and Georgian.
Thee disillusioning experiences with the Lazi in Turkey have been instrumental in
creatingg unambiguous cultural boundaries. These boundaries mark differences
betweenn the self-styled 'remaining Lazi' or 'first-class Georgians' of Georgian Sarpi
andd denoted the Lazi across the border as 'Turkified Lazi' or simply 'Turks.' The
obviouss message of the passage above was that because Lazi and Georgians were
relatedd through history it was to be considered only logical and natural that they had
thingss in common. In a similar vein, when social or cultural changes in their own
villagee were discussed, these were depicted in positive terms as a 'quest for ethnic
roots,'' stressing continuity which reaches back to a 'shared' Georgian past. The
perceivedd differences with the Turkish side are often explained by referring - with a
strongg negative connotation - to 'the force of Islam' and 'Turkish nationalism,' as
welll as to previous poverty and, with more ambiguity, to capitalism. In short, while
thee two sides were physically drawn closer in the years after 1988, this softening of
thee physical border was accompanied by a hardening of moral boundaries. The
characteristicss of these boundaries had clear similarities with the ideological connotationss of the Iron Curtain.

Groundingg difference
Thee negative impressions of cross-border contact were most unambiguouss among middle-aged men and women, in essence, among those who had grown up
withh high expectations concerning their cross-border relatives and those whose lives
hadd been most tightly entwined in Soviet Georgian society. The youth of Sarpi was
lesss insistent in explicating their views about their relatives on the other side of the
border.. Their stories were usually negative but sometimes they were simply indifferent.. For them the renewed contacts had not been all that important, these youths
lookedd to Georgian cities or to Europe for their aspirations and hardly cared about
theirr (somewhat distant) relatives on the other side of the border. Stories of people
abovee sixty showed less uniformity; very positive accounts were alternated with
extremelyy negative ones. Again, social distance seems to be what matters the most.
Likee Kakè, the older lady who had positive memories about her visits to Turkish
Sarp,, many elderly villagers were still in contact with their relatives on the other side.
Butt although sometimes these connections meant that elderly people had ambiguous,
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att times even positive feelings about life in Turkey, the connections also meant that
experiencedd difference were potentially threatening for social identity.
BACKK T O ' N O R M A L '

Onn the afternoon of 22 February 2000, my host mother Meri started to
preparee for the funeral of her aunt (father's sister). She spent two hours down-stairs in
thee bathroom and when she came up again she was dressed in black, had fixed her
hairr and was ready to go. The funeral was to start at four o'clock in the afternoon so
halff an hour earlier Meri walked to the backyard of her neighbors, from which she
hadd an excellent view of the scene. In the distance across the border, some three
hundredd meters away, the open space in front of a white house was just filling up
withh people. It was too far to see much else. Around four o'clock the corpse was
carriedd out of the house. After some time had passed a group of people moved away
fromm the house and disappeared in the distance when the road curved around a hill.
Merii then returned to her house, changed her clothes again and started preparations
forr dinner. She explained that she had considered going there, but her passport had
expiredd and it was too expensive to buy a new one. Then she said; "anyway, I don't
knoww how I would have felt there, they do things so differently." Later, her daughter
Ninoo told me, "I had a strange feeling when she made all these preparations and went
too [neighbor] Mamuka's terrace to watch. It reminded me of the past. I remember her
standingg there, looking at the houses of her relatives as if she could see what they
weree doing." For Nino the behavior of her mother during the funeral was a reminder
off the closed border. As such it was an indication that despite the opening of the
border,, the distance between both village-halves had anything but diminished. This
becamee even more apparent in what other people told me about the events.
Thee funeral that was observed by Meri was the one of her aunt Aise, who
diedd in Turkish Sarp at the age of eighty-six. Aise's family biography was typical of
manyy of the families that were divided by the borderline. Born on the Georgian side
off the village, Aise married across the border before its closure in 1937 and was
prohibitedd from contact with her relatives until the 1980s. Besides many nieces and
nephews,, two of her younger siblings were still alive and living in the Georgian part
off the village. After 1988 Aise visited her brothers in Georgian Sarpi several times
untill she became too ill to leave the house.
Somee fifteen villagers from the Georgian part attended her funeral - includingg Aise's two brothers - and accompanied her on her route to the graveyard. The
funerall did not, in many respects, live up to the brothers' expectations. When I spoke
withh them a few days after the funeral they were still upset about the whole event and
thee way they had been treated. Muhammad, one of the brothers, had only barely made
itt to the funeral. His financial situation had been difficult for years and therefore he
hadd not been able to renew his international passport. Still wishing to visit his sister,
hee subtly asked his nephews living on the Turkish side of the village to present him
withh a new passport. He was sure they would do so because they had repeatedly
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invitedd him. Moreover, from Muhammad's perspective, money seemed not to be a
problemm for his nephews as they spent large amounts of it on 'fun-trips' to Batumi.
Whateverr the reason might be, the nephews never fulfilled their uncle's sincere wish.
Thus,, when his sister died, he didn't have a passport. Only after the intervention of
relativess on the Georgian side did he manage to get across the border - without a
passportt - for the duration of a single hour.
Thee other brother, Reshid, was possibly even more disappointed with the
events.55 He spent two whole days on the other side. Being used to the large funerals
inn Georgia which involve a lot of eating, drinking and toasting, Reshid's experience
duringg his visit was disillusioning. He agitatedly told me that he was only given
'Turkishh soup' and was not even invited into the house of his sister. He added that
afterr the commemoration of his sister on the 52d day following her death, he would
neverr set foot on Turkish soil again.
Ass I was repeatedly told after the funeral, the death of Aise was a tragic
momentt not only because of the grief of her close relatives, but also because her
deathh disrupted the last nuclear family bond between the two villages and therefore
markedd the end of a significant episode of village history. The funeral completed the
tragedyy of the unhappily divided village. Although the Georgian Sarpians would not
sayy so, the accounts also demonstrated another tragedy - the fact that communication,
evenn between relatives, was severely strained. The practices of the Turkish Lazi strike
relativess across the border as strange, uncivilized and even offensive. In the case of
thee funeral the conflicting values were especially apparent in the way the funeral was
organized.. In Georgian Sarpi funerals are large events with extensive meals in which
hundredss of people participate. The sober funerals in Turkish Sarp stuck the Georgian
Lazii as showing a lack of respect for the deceased and inconsiderate of the grief of
relatives.66 The brothers returned home with the conviction that they had been denied
properr treatment as their sister's closest relatives.
Itt was not only the negative content of the stories that was striking, the way
thee stories spread was also telling of the moral divide. Sarpians were usually very
carefull to uphold a good image of their village and the wrongdoings of co-villagers
weree usually kept well hidden, especially to outsiders like me. This time however, I
didd not encounter any difficulty in eliciting stories. People readily told their stories
andd judgments of the event. Moreover, a strong consensus existed among the villagerss in their negative judgment of the funeral and in their condemnation of the
nephews'' behavior. This made it indirectly clear that despite the village 'discourse' of
"onee village unhappily divided," in fact people accepted that the two villages were
ss

Before these events Reshid had told me often about his visits to Turkey, and although he made
manyy jokes about their 'strange customs,' he had always appreciated being with his relatives. But this
opinionn too changed after this particular funeral.
66
Young Sarpians told me that they could not understand that after funerals 'those Turks' continue
theirr lives as if nothing had happened. One girl exclaimed, 'They do not even mourn!" and continued,, "after a few days the women wear their regular clothes instead of black. Maybe over here
womenn wear mourning dresses too long [often more than a year], but at least we pay respect to the
dead." "
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nott only separated but also parts of two different worlds. The inhabitants of the other
Sarpii are no longer part of their own group. They have become outsiders and needed
too stay on the other side of the border.
REDRAWINGG BORDERS AND BOUNDARIES

Inn one of our conversations Meri told me. "It used to be that everyone
wantedd the border to be open, but [my husband] Anzor always said: 'If they do that
thenn the whole village will be spoiled, then you won't recognize Sarpi any longer
becausee there will be more strangers than Sarpians.' And look what has happened to
ourr village. First the Ajarians came, then they opened the border and nothing has
remainedd of the old village, it is as if you live in a new place." Her daughter Nino
added,, "It is anarchy now." Nino probably implied more than just disruptions of
'ethnicc homogeneity.' Judging from other instances in which she had used the word
anarchy,, the phrase could also refer to the economic and political instability of life
afterr socialism. Within this context of instability and disorder, there are pressing
needss to re-establish order. In Sarpi there were clear attempts to fight at least the
'culturall anarchy.' Although the physical obstructions that regulated traffic and
communicationn have become porous, perhaps because of this change, inhabitants of
Sarpii have fortified their social and cultural boundaries.
Ass was illustrated throughout this chapter, symbolic discourse forms an
importantt aspect of constructing boundaries. But the creation of boundaries in Sarpi
wass not limited to the discursive level. In this concluding paragraph I wish to discuss
somee other ways in which ideas about cultural difference were simultaneously
translatedd to, and inscribed in, the territory of Sarpi, and thus result in spatial and
symbolicc reorganizations of the village. The clearest example of this is the commotionn in the village about the mosques on the Turkish side and the possible constructionn of a church on the Georgian side. The issue has become important during the last
fivefive or so years, during which the majority of the Sarpian youth has converted to
Christianity.. The rate of conversion is much slower among the older generations, who
aree reluctant in differentiating themselves from the Turkish Laz in terms of religion.
"Theyy are screaming as black crows again," commented Nino one morning
whenn the minaret was calling for prayer. "They start so early in the morning. It is like
ann alarm-clock, you don't need one over here," she mocked. The mosques in Turkish
Sarpii annoyed and disturbed many young Sarpians, especially the mosque that was
builtt on the seashore in the early 1990s. One informant told me, "You know why they
builtt that mosque over there? [They built it] simply because everyone would see it.
Theyy clearly didn't build it for the villagers because they already had one. And
accordingg to Islam mosques should be in the middle of a community, but that is not
whatt they did. They placed it right there on that rock, just to provoke us." Whatever
thee intent was behind its construction, it is true that this mosque is difficult to miss.
Whenn traveling from Batumi to Sarpi the one building that sticks out is the mosque,
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builtt on the coastline right at the other side of the state border. Rezo, a well-off
Sarpiann aged thirty-two said:
Visitorss often make jokes about it. They say that Sarpi is already in Turkey.
Thereforee we want to build a church right here on the coastline, which will
bee visible for everyone. But unfortunately we don't have enough money.
Youu see, the church needs to be at least as big as the mosque, otherwise....
Well,, you understand, if we build only a small chapel [...] there would be
noo balance. We had a group here [five names of men in their thirties and
fortiess are mentioned]. Together we met with the bishop and discussed our
plans.. The bishop was very pleased with our plans but they also lack
finances.. They [the eparchy] devote their attention first to those places
wheree it is most needed, and Sarpi is only a small community.
Itt is difficult to judge how serious the plans actually were, but the amount of discussionn in Sarpi suggested at least that the issue was considered important. Besides
financialfinancial difficulties finding a good spot also seemed problematic. Miriani, who was
onee of the five men mentioned by the previous speaker, explained that they had
consideredd various options. Preferably the church would have been built near the
borderr along the coast. But it turned out that the customs claimed part of that land.
Anotherr potential location was a rock that stuck out in the sea, "visible from a large
distance,, just like their mosque." Miriani told me that this rock was not stable enough
andd will eventually be washed away by the sea.
Noww we think that the best place is actually the old men's house, and when
wee are old we want to give that place up for a church. Some people thought
aboutt constructing it in Kalendera [neighborhood across the hill], but that
doesn'tt have the same result. First of all, it isn't visible from the other side of
thee border, and second, only the real-believers will go there, it won't have
anyy impact on those who are in the middle.
Thee difficulties suggest that it might actually be a long time before a church will be
build.. Moreover, religious differences between the Turkish and Georgian side were
perhapss less pronounced than the young generation would like it to be. Some middleagedd villagers pointed out that they were unsure whether the village was 'ready for
it.'' Zurabi stated, "I think that at this moment all the youth and some fifty percent of
ourr generation is ready. But you also have to respect the wishes of the old people."
Myy host father Anzor, always rather ambivalent about religion, made
interestingg remarks in this respect. He was skeptical about the plans to build a church
andd expressed his thought that no one would go there anyway. "Here Christianity is
oftenn only a symbol. I think it is unwise to force religion on people. Of course, Sarpi
willl be Christian, but according to me time should bring that about, not people. [...]
Lett me tell you an anecdote. Once these young men [refers to the group of Miriani]
toldd me that they would never allow the building of a mosque in Sarpi. You know
howw I replied? I said 'There already is a mosque in Sarpi, there are even two
mosques.'" "
Anzorr was referring to the two mosques in Turkish Sarp, and although I do
nott know whether he himself considers the Turkish side to be part of the village, his
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jokee pointed at the differences in perception between the different generations.
Elderlyy inhabitants may still talk about Sarpi as two parts that (once) made up one
whole,, but the younger generation will never think of Turkish Sarp when they talk
aboutt their village. In line with this is the observation that while for the younger
generationn Islam is an anomaly, for the older generation it is to some extent (still) a
tradition.. Villagers of Georgian Sarpi are actively shaping their environment in
attemptss to define where they belong and in response to the threats to their identity.
Neww boundaries are in the make in Sarpi, although their shape and nature still remain
uncertain. .

Conclusion n
Thee opening of the border enabled villagers to renew contacts with their
longg awaited relatives in Turkey. These contacts clearly did not live up to their
expectations.. In the perception of the Lazi living on the Georgian side, their relatives
acrosss the border not only had different lifestyles, but they also held radically
differentt ideas about friendship, hospitality, kinship, ethnicity and trade. The most
difficultt message in this meeting was perhaps that the people involved were not
simplyy 'others' but that they were related to them. These 'related others' moreover,
weree not emigrants who returned from far-away countries, instead they were covillagerss who had always been visible in the distance. Whereas one expects, and
sometimess accepts, deviant behavior and ideas from outsiders, it is more difficult to
acceptt deviancy from close relatives. It is difficult to define whether the differences
aboutt which the villagers of Sarpi spoke were 'major' or 'minor' and thus whether we
cann speak of 'The narcissism of minor differences' (Blok 2001). But it is clear that
thee differences mattered most when (a) they were expected the least, (b) social
distancess were shortest, and (c) when they endangered local ways of life. A process
wass started whereby 'minor' differences were enlarged and 'large' differences were
essentialized.. This is not always what is expected.
Anthropologicall border studies have devoted much attention to the ambiguitiess that lie beneath the borderline, and to the imperfections of international divides.
Baudd and van Schendel, for example, write that "despite attempts by central states to
controll their borderlanders and to impose a 'national' culture on them, a fascinating
aspectt of many borderlands is the development of a 'Creole' or 'syncretic' border
culture"" (1997: 234). In the preceding chapters about Sarpi I have addressed ambiguouss loyalties and identities. These ambiguities were not even extinguished by seventy
yearss of Soviet rule or by the physical and ideological enforcements of the border. At
leastt part of the population had maintained a distinctive identity and cherished
relationss across the border. However, the interesting aspect of identity construction in
Sarpii is that the imposed ideas and ideologies became crucial ingredients in creating
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boundariess between 'self and 'other' once the imposed physical and ideological
demarcationss had lost their rigidity.
Thee new rigidity of cultural boundaries needs to be understood in terms of
thee short social and physical distances between the two sides of the border. Houses
weree located exactly on the borderline; the physical distance between Turkish and
Soviett citizens was often not more than a stone's throw away. In chapter Five I
showedd how this proximity between the two sides, and the resulting relations between
villagee and state caused further enforcements of the physical divide. When the Iron
Curtainn opened, the mechanisms that upheld the physical distance broke down, which
madee the cultural differences suddenly visible and threatening. This outcome points
too another - underrepresented - feature of borders, namely that it may be precisely at
"thesee 'marked boundaries' at the 'periphery' and not at the center or 'core' that
culturall identity is frequently most emphasized," as Kavenagh remarked in his study
aboutt the Spanish-Portuguese border (1994: 75). The emphasis on cultural identity on
thee international border has in this particular context inhibited the creation of a
'syncreticc border culture' and in fact created new rigidities.
Duringg the Soviet period it was extremely difficult and often impossible to
maintainn contact across the border. After the border was closed in 1937 many
inhabitantss did not live to see their siblings, parents or children ever again. They had
beenn lost to the other side. But in many ways it is only recently that they have truly
lostt their relatives, separated by seemingly unbridgeable differences.
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InIn the Borderlands

Thee breakdown of the Soviet economic system and the new contacts
acrosss the 'Iron Curtain' have challenged familiar spaces and triggered a multitude of
responses.. Anthropologists writing about this issue have argued that the messianic
appeall of 'the West' for people in the socialist bloc was crudely shattered when they
weree exposed to the forces of global capitalism and neoliberal reform. The high
expectationss of life after socialism did not come true and accordingly people have
abandonedd their dreams about capitalism and democracy, instead expressing nostalgia
forr earlier times or seeking refuge in religious cults or other alternative ideologies.
Thiss sense of disillusionment is equally present in Batumi, where postsocialist
changess have dramatically reduced the living standards of most inhabitants. But
despitee the unavoidable disillusion, I observed that many people held on to their
dreamss about a bright and 'modern' future, which were usually modeled on images of
'thee West' or 'Europe.' The main question of this case study is why and how, despite
disillusionmentt with postsocialist change, the dreams of 'modernity' have retained
theirr primacy in Ajaria?
II will provide answers to this question in three parts. First I will argue that
inhabitantss of Batumi have channeled their discontent with the dislocations of
economicc and political change not to 'the West' or to capitalism and democracy, but
too other 'dangers' that are held responsible for denying Batumi residents the fruits of
theirr dreams. Second I will demonstrate that local ideas about 'modernity' are neither
entirelyy new, nor free-floating. Instead, the images are linked to Soviet ideology and
Georgiann nationalism and are actively advanced by local elites in defining the scope
forr future change. Third, I will show that the images of modernity form an important
constitutivee element of people's social identity and as such provide insight in their
dilemmass of reconciling ideas of tradition and history with meaningful images of the
presentt and the future.
Thiss case study thus explores the links between ideologies, political power
andd identity in a rapidly changing social field. As in the previous two case studies the
goall is to discover how social identities are being restructured after the opening of the
Ironn Curtain and the collapse of socialism. But in this case study the perspective from
whichh these reconfigurations are analyzed is quite different from the first two. The
secondd case study on ethnicity and kinship focused on the international border and on
howw the people living in its immediate vicinity were affected by the existence of this
geographicall divide and the powers that controlled it. In the first case study on
religiouss change the geographical dimension of borders was more loosely defined.
Insteadd of being fixed it was a changing and porous zone or frontier between opposingg and unequal ideologies. In this case study the geographical qualities of borders
aree abandoned even further, although the dynamics under study are directly related to
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thee opening of the (very physical) international boundary. In contrast to boundary and
frontier,, the term borderland as used in recent writing partly abandons the physical
connotationss of borders and instead is employed to describe ambivalent spaces that
aree open to multiple influences (Gupta and Ferguson 1992: 18). It serves as "both
metaphorr and place to further our understanding of multiple cultural identities amidst
greatt world change" (Donnan and Haller 2000: 16). Borderlands seem to be especiallyy relevant for studying the 'creativity' and 'constraints' that characterize cultural
processes.. This idea is reflected in the following two quotes.
Thee borderland is simultaneously a zone of cultural play and experimentationn as well as of domination and control (Donnan and Wilson 1999: 39).
Borderlandss and borders illustrate the contradictions, paradox, difference
andd conflict of power and domination in global capitalism and the nation
state,, especially in local level practices (Alvarez 1995: 447).
First,, 'borderland' refers to a space in which various cultural influences meet and
wheree new combinations are made from the convergence of flows. It links up with
thee idea that we are dealing with an unstable field in which social relations are being
redefined.. As such, the notion of borderland is useful to conceptualize the flows of
images,, goods, and people across the border into (and out of) Batumi. These new
flows,, combined with the processes of change triggered by the collapse of socialism,
addedd to the insecurities and differentiation in the borderlands. The contradictions
andd paradoxes that are inherent in these multiple changes become particularly visible
throughh an analysis of the meanings that people attach to their changing environment.
Second,, the notion borderland connotes space in which the power of the state
iss contested and its features redefined. This is particularly clear in the quote from
Alvarez,, which stresses the workings of power rather than the 'creativity' in borderlands. 11 The challenge then is to look beyond the play with images and explore how
theyy are tied to the interests and actions of regional elites. As Sampson wrote,
"Behindd the metaphors of globalization as 'forces' or 'flows', we tend to forget that
culturall practices and representations do not just 'travel': they are pushed, pulled,
mediated,, refused, bounced back and assimilated" (2002: 301). In other words, when
studyingg the influence of global discourses and images it is important to pay attention
too their 'production' and 'marketing', and to the way in which they are employed
locally.. This is especially urgent with reference to the title of this case study, borderlandslands of modernity. The title refers both to the ambiguity of the concept 'modernity'
inn Batumi and to the fact that 'modernity' as a powerful and seductive narrative links
upp with the interests of global and local elites.

11

See also Gupta and Ferguson {1992: 19) who write that although "deterritorialization has destabilizedd the fixity of 'ourselves' and 'others' [...] it has not thereby created subjects who are freefloatingg nomads."
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Whatt I am trying to come to grips with in this case study is the pervasiveness
off the myth of modernity as well as the ambiguities that people feel when talking
aboutt issues related to the idea of modernity. It is important to note that fascination
withh 'modern' lifestyles did not start with the opening of the border or the collapse of
socialism.. On the contrary, Marxist ideology "had its own notion of how to gain
modernityy - a more or less religious idea of paradise, with a just and omnipresent
manager"" (Herzfeld 2001: 39). This 'idea of paradise' did not disappear overnight. It
enteredd the present, not as a legacy that will disappear with the older and more
'nostalgic'' generation, but in combination and confrontation with newer ideas of
modernity.. When people in Batumi talk about present and future life, they also
invokee a dialogue of Soviet and Western images of 'modernity' which is telling of the
originss of the dreams and the ways in which the dreams are integrated into their lives
andd aspirations.
Butt although acknowledging that narratives of modernity have specific
sources,, it is crucial to avoid falling into the trap of equaling these sources with
modernityy as an analytical concept. As Herzfeld recently wrote, applying the notion
off modernity in ethnographic research demands cautious treatment since the conceptuall pair modernity and tradition "represent a characteristic difficulty for
anthropology,, because they are part of our own received rhetoric" (2001:81). The
mainn risk that needs to be avoided is essentializing and objectifying discursive
patternss that only partly (and in indirect ways) reflect realities. As with reference to
thee main topics of the previous case studies, ethnicity and religion, external definitionss of modernity are misleading, as the meanings attributed to the concept change
accordingg to context. I therefore will not employ an external or etic definition of
modernityy and I will make no attempt to analytically distinguish between 'modern'
andd 'traditional' life. But what is clear, and what is important for our discussion here,
iss that the theme of 'modernity' has locally been extremely important in coming to
gripss with the rapid economic changes that have characterized the 1990s. The
insistencee on using the term despite its drawbacks stems precisely from the recognitionn that the term is increasingly important for the people that we study.
Ideass about 'modernity' appear in various forms and are applied to various
themes,, the most important of which are perceived differences between Islam and
Christianity,, between rural and city life and between Europe and Asia. Although
thesee terms have different implications, they are each related to the idea of 'modernity.'' This claim finds substance in the writings of several critical Georgian thinkers.
Darchiashvilii and Pataraia, for example, showed that 'the West' and 'Europe' have
thee same connotation for the Georgian political elite (2001: 65). The political philosopherr Ghia Nodia moreover, argued that whereas Western scholars hasten to
distinguishh between 'modernization' and 'Westernization,' these notions are almost

22

See also Hannerz, who writes that anthropologists only reluctantly admitted modernity because it is
"moree than most concepts strained between analytical and rhetorical uses" (1996: 44)
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synonymss in Georgia, and 'Western' is used interchangeably with 'advanced',
'modernized',, or 'civilized' (2001: 32).
Inn Batumi, city life is generally described as more modern isovremenno) and
civilizedd {tsivilizovanno) than life in rural areas, which is considered to be backward
(otstalo)(otstalo) and traditional {traditsionno). These characterizations appear in discussing
themess like dress codes, types of accommodation, gender roles and levels of education.. As we have seen in previous chapters, rural inhabitants and city dwellers talk
differentlyy about these aspects. Villagers may talk with contempt about the 'immoral'
dresss codes in the city, or reject the individualized life in apartment buildings, while
att the same time showing fascination with the freedom and opportunities of life in the
city.. In Batumi as well, there is great ambiguity in talking about these differences. On
thee one hand, many inhabitants look down upon what they see as backward life in the
mountainss - the low level of education there, the absence of 'modern' washing
facilitiess or about the young age at which village youth enters marriage. The negative
viewss are further enhanced by religious difference and expressed through jokes - like
aboutt wearing veils or about the 'stupidity' of hodjas - which serve as symbols of
backwardness.. But at the same time there is also a more romantic view that depicts
rurall life as healthy and 'traditional.' Food is considered to be 'purer' and 'cleaner'
thann in the city and life in general is seen as more relaxed. Especially now that the
uncertaintiess of postsocialism have undermined many benefits of city life the close
tiess in rural areas between kin and neighbors are likely to evoke positive comments.
InIn addition, particularly among the intelligentsia the view is popular that rural life is
alsoo more truly 'Georgian' than city life. However, they are more likely to refer to
rurall areas in the Christian provinces of Georgia, than to 'Muslim' life in the Ajarian
highlands. .
Thee ambiguities do not only refer to valuations of rural life but also apply to
discussionss about city-life, and especially in view of the recent changes. On one level,
'Thee West' has a tremendous appeal, while at another there is much doubt about
whetherr 'Western lifestyles' are compatible with Georgian lifestyles and the broadly
valuedd Georgian 'traditions.' Although I run the risk of simplifying matters to the
pointt of distortion, it appears that 'the West' or 'Europe' as an image of abundance
andd technological progress is a fertile ground for dreaming, while images of
individuality,, sexual liberty and cultural plurality foster more ambiguous reactions. In
short,, although 'modernity' has a tremendous appeal in post-Soviet Batumi, this does
nott mean that it is uncontested or unconditionally embraced. 'Modernity' and its
locallyy understood antidotes 'backwardness' and 'tradition,' are important in many
discussions.. They return in ideas about 'East and West,' in publications that portray
Batumii (and Ajaria in general) as the gateway to Europe or as a bridge between
Europee and Asia. Most importantly, the concept modernity refers to the imagined
futuree of Ajaria.
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REORDERINGG WORLDS OF MEANING

'Modernity'' as a contested concept is a useful term to analyze the
redirectionn of cultural, economic and political flows after the collapse of the Soviet
Unionn and to explore how old and new commodities, lifestyles and ideologies are
incorporatedd in locally unfolding social and cultural patterns. The ways in which
'external'' influences are adopted, modified, and or rejected, provide insight into how
peoplee are seeking and asserting new forms of identity in contexts characterized by
ann asymmetrical intersection of discourses. Ultimately these processes involve
redefinitionss of personhood and post-Soviet space in which many connotations
producedd by the 'Iron Curtain' continue to play a role. Let me illustrate some of the
involvedd issues by recollecting an experience that helped me to better understand
somee of the dimensions that are important in reordering worlds of meaning.
AA few weeks after I first arrived in Batumi in 1997, I had a discussion with my
researchresearch assistant Teimuri. Before leaving the Netherlands, I had been in a rush to
makemake all the necessary purchases for my fieldwork trip to Ajaria. Anticipating that my
fieldworkfieldwork would involve extensive walking I decided to buy new shoes. I eventually
boughtbought relatively inexpensive shoes (approximately 50 USD) of the Italian brand
'Dolcis.''Dolcis.' They seemed well suited for the 'rough' conditions of fieldwork and I
expectedexpected that that they would last at least until I returned. However, three weeks
walkingwalking on unpaved village paths and plenty of rain and mud were obviously not the
conditionsconditions for which the shoes were designed. Only a month after I had bought them
theythey were practically useless. The sole had cracked open and the padding was
pulverized.pulverized. I was a little angry with myself, for my 'Dutch wisdom' told me never to
buybuy cheap. Anyway, the next walk through the mud revealed that walking had become
impossibleimpossible for me. Since there was no possibility to purchase shoes anywhere near, I
hadhad to tell Teimuri about my shoes although I felt embarrassed to do so.
TeimuriTeimuri showed his astonishment when he first learned that my solid looking
shoesshoes had worn out so fast. He was even more baffled when I confessed the (to him
extraordinaryextraordinary high) price I had paid for the shoes. But it did not take long before
everythingeverything was crystal clear to him. According to Teimuri, the shoes I had bought
werewere not of Italian origin at all. I showed him the brand name and the sign that said
"Made"Made in Italy " but this did not make any impression on him what so ever. He shook
hishis head and said: "I am sure that these shoes were not made in Italy. Probably they
werewere manufactured in Turkey or so, the seller has simply duped you. " For him this
waswas another example of how Turkish 'mafia' operates. He showed me his own shoes,
"Do"Do you see these? I bought them seven years ago when I was in Moscow. Maybe
theythey don't look beautiful, but they are very strong, made in Russia. " With disappointmenttment in his voice he added, "Unfortunately they don't make them any more. "
WhenWhen I asked Teimuri about a good place to buy shoes he was uncertain how
toto answer that question. "These days it is difficult to know where to go to. It is
probablyprobably better to ask Mzia [my host mother in Batumi]. She knows the town better
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thanthan I do. " It was decided that Teimuri would stay in the village to take care of some
domesticdomestic chores while I went to Batumi. Once I had arrived I discussed the issue with
Mzia.Mzia. She told me that there were several possibilities depending on how much
moneymoney I wanted to spend. First there were the new boutiques and Mzia seemed eager
toto accompany me there, perhaps because she had never bought anything in those
shopsshops with their expensive import goods. And then there was the Hopa bazaar, named
afterafter the first Turkish town across the border. Noting my interest to go there, she
raisedraised her doubts as to whether or not I would be able to find any good shoes.
MziaMzia arranged that I would get a ride from her neighbor Malkhaz, a modestlyestly successful businessman and owner of two telephone shops. Once we were on our
wayway in his Mercedes, Malkhaz thought the whole expedition was a joke, a Dutchman
buyingbuying Turkish goods. He was sure that I was the first person from 'the West' to do
hishis shopping at the Hopa bazaar. When I stepped out of the car he gave me a last bit
ofof advice, "if you really want to buy shoes here, you might just as well buy a second
pairpair straight away, otherwise tomorrow you will have to go back there barefoot. "
TheThe eight-dollar shoes I eventually bought lasted until social expectations back in
TheThe Netherlands induced me to buy new ones.
Withoutt being aware of it, my shoes and I had behaved in unexpected ways and as
suchh had triggered responses that provided insights in locally held ideas concerning
thee opening of the border and the rapid social and economic change. Most literally
thee above-described episode refers to the world of goods and the expectations that
existedd with reference to the opening of the border. Teimuri's remarks pointed to the
differencess between the Soviet and the post-Soviet period. The regret with which he
talkedd about his own Russian shoes betrayed nostalgia to times in which you could be
certainn about the quality of goods. This time stood in sharp contrast with the
uncertaintiess of the present era in which deception was common. But his astonishmentt was more specifically driven by the idea that the quality of his Soviet shoes was
similarr to the quality of European shoes. My Italian shoes were expensive and should
havee been good looking and of high quality, characteristics that they had lost after a
feww walks through the rain. This explained Teimuri's amazement with my shoes and
hiss certainty that I had been cheated. Mzia's and Malkhaze's comments basically
pointedd in the same direction, and revealed even stronger the sense that present-day
marketss were treacherous. I had ignored Mzia's advice about buying shoes in one of
thee new boutiques that sold high-quality import goods, and instead had purchased my
shoess in a place where most Batumi residents buy their clothes out of necessity. This
wass definitely not how a supposedly rich European was expected to act.
OUTLINEE OF PART III

Thee changed world of goods provides a good starting point to analyze
thee values and ideas that residents have attributed to the changes in the economy.
Chapterr 8 will look both at the economic opportunities that arose from the opening of
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thee border and the accompanying dislocations in the post-Soviet moral economy. For
thiss purpose I will explore the trade with Turkey that skyrocketed in the 1990s. This
tradee is vital for the economy of Batumi, but at the same time it has become a strong
symboll for contemporary disorder and poverty. The stories that people tell about the
borderr opening and the new flows of goods provide intimate reports of changes in the
morall economy in Batumi. Popular contempt is largely channeled towards obtrusive
forcess like the 'Mafia,' or to nearby neighbor 'Turkey.' This channeling of discontent
allowss the dream of the transition and its implicated images of 'modernity' and 'the
West'' to preserve its promises. The specific qualities that people attribute to the
changess in their society moreover, provide clues for understanding the role of
moralityy and economy in constructing social identities in the midst of social upheaval. .
Thee changes in the flows of goods and the resulting dislocations have made a
largee impact on social life in Ajaria. But we should recognize that the goods and the
involvedd images are not, somehow, free floating in amorphous space. Rather, various
elitee groups manipulate the images as well as the underlying economic and social
relations.. Chapter 9 explores the uses and manipulations of the images of'modernity'
byy the political elite. The question here is how the political elite combines new and
oldd symbols to legitimize power, and what reactions this engenders in various layers
off society. The chapter looks at recently constructed public buildings that have
becomee conspicuous expressions of how the future of Ajaria is presented and imagined.. I structure my argument around what might appear an odd case: the fact that
manyy of these new public buildings remain empty. I argue that these empty buildings
showw how, despite great disparities, the myth of transition and the actual socialpoliticall changes in Batumi are intimately connected. The buildings, and more
generallyy the regime's emphasis on construction, contribute to the continuation of the
mythh of progress and modernity. Moreover, I argue that the emptiness reinforces the
powerr of this myth by keeping the images and dreams part of the future and thus
accessiblee to everyone. Even more so, because people are made to believe that the
buildingss will be put to use soon, this future is tied to the present, thus keeping the
dreamm not only accessible but also alive.
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CHAPTERR EIGHT

ChannelingChanneling Discontent

Thee opening of the Iron Curtain between Georgia and Turkey brought
aboutt a tremendous flow of goods and people across the border. It offered people in
Georgiaa access to western consumption goods and hard currency, which both were
extremelyy valuable in their home country at the time. Transnational trade rapidly increasedd in volume and is still important for the region as a whole, affording many
residentss a means of living. Although the positive effects of the border opening seem
obvious,, the inhabitants of Ajaria increasingly tend to ascribe negative qualities to it.
Myy informants believed the opening of the border was responsible for the spread of
diseasess and for chaos on the markets. They also perceived it as a threat to local values. .
Att first glance, these negative reactions confirm observations made throughoutt the former socialist bloc. When people were exposed to the destabilizing qualities
off global economic forces, the high hopes of life after socialism were replaced by
"anger,, resignation and selective nostalgia for the socialist era" (Hann: 2002: 94).
Moreover,, as Hann and others observed, these resentments were increasingly channeledd towards 'the West' as the new threatening 'other' (ibid 94). [ The
disillusionmentt caused by unfulfilled hopes is equally present in Batumi, but as I will
showw in this chapter, it has led many Batumi residents to different conclusions.
Despitee the deteriorated living standards experienced by the majority and despite the
greatt inequalities that have emerged, 'the West' has retained many of its mythical
qualitiess and as such fuels hope that 'the transition' might eventually be completed.
Inn this chapter I argue that this situation exists because frustrations were
largelyy channeled to other 'evils,' the most conspicuous of which are 'the Mafia' and
'Turkey.'' This particular channeling of discontent personalizes 'the economy' and as
suchh provides locally convincing explanations for why Batumi residents were denied
thee expected fruits of the post-Soviet era. Though the stories that people tell about the
recentt changes contain valuable antidotes to the teleological rhetoric of the free
market,, they replace this rhetoric with equally mythologized conspiracy theories.
Thesee conspiracy theories reveal how Batumi residents have come to understand
radicall social change. The stories also illuminate notions of 'self and 'other' that
weree both challenged and re-solidified in the wake of the Soviet collapse.

11
See also Pine who stated that in Poland "the state and the public domain came to cany connotations
off the oppressive 'other,' this time in conjunction not with Russia but with the 'West'" (2002: 108).
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Thee opening of the border
Inn 1988 when the border was opened, at first surprisingly little happened.. A few visas were granted for family visits and transit trade; and a few tour
operatorss started organizing cross-border trips (Nisanyan 1990:111). This 'serenity'
suddenlyy ended in 1991 when the governments of Georgia and Turkey loosened
restrictionss on traffic. The border village Sarpi became one of the few gates that gave
accesss to the capitalist west. In 1992 some 800,000 people, arriving from Georgia,
Russia,, Azerbaijan and other republics, passed the border gate at Sarpi. Besides the
rushh on Western consumption goods across the border, the opening offered the
possibilityy of exporting goods, which was extremely profitable because of the huge
discrepancyy in price setting. Georgia was still in the ruble-zone and the prices of
manyy commodities were still set by the state. Moreover, because the newly independentt republic experienced severe economic decline and staggering inflation, people
badlyy needed hard currency. Meanwhile, Turkish goods started to enter Georgia and
filledd the gaps in the distribution of consumption goods. Batumi was strategically
situatedd to profit from the new transnational movements and the city became a major
tradingg center on the crossroads between Turkey and the Caucasus (see also Aves
1996). .
Residentss of Batumi vividly remember the first hectic years. The road from
Batumii to the border - until then a dead end accessible only with special permits becamee a major highway almost overnight. It was however a very slow highway,
sincee time-consuming procedures at the understaffed customs meant that travelers
hadd to wait for days before actually crossing the border. An acquaintance who used to
workk in Gonio - a town between Batumi and the border - told me his impressions.
Evenn there [in Gonio] cars, buses and trucks piled up in an endless row.
Peoplee waited along the road for two, even three days. There were no toilets,
noo restaurants, no hotels. So they were forced to spend the night in their
vehicles.. You can imagine what kind of hygiene there was. The beach
literallyy became a huge public toilet to the distress of the people living there.
Forr the villagers who lived along the 'highway,' the traffic-jam was both a nuisance
andd a source of unlimited economic gain. Elderly villagers remember the difficulty of
travellingg to Batumi and the shortcomings of the state in supplying both the villagers
andd the waiting crowd with food. But these nuisances, many villagers quickly
learned,, could be turned to their benefit. Those waiting in the line would buy
anythingg that the villagers could lay their hands on - fruit, vegetables, cigarettes,
vodkaa - at almost any price. Villagers thrived by setting up money exchange offices
andd kiosks selling drinks and food. During the night young men were involved in
'car-moving,'' which, I was told, implied offering drivers the possibility to pass the

22
According to the newspaper Adzharia (29-03-1995) every fifth inhabitant of Georgia made one or
moree trips to Turkey. Hale estimated that in 1992 some 3,000,000 visitors from the socialist bloc
enteredd Turkey. The majority made shopping expeditions (1996:4).
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borderr within a few hours. If the driver agreed and was willing to pay, the villagers
couldd use their residence permits to drive the car up to the gate.
Thosee engaged in cross-border trade used various methods to make their trip
worthwhile.. An early strategy was to capitalize on the discrepancy between official
currencyy rates and those that existed on the market. Until 1991 the ruble was officiallyy still rated higher than the dollar. The trick was to obtain an international
passport,, which allowed for converting rubles into dollars at the official rate. As an
informantt explained, "With dollars you could buy anything in Turkey. But it only
lastedd for a few years. The ruble declined and thereafter people only had coupons,
whichh couldn't be used for any purpose."
Aroundd 1992 the most simple and effective way to generate profits, the
methodd used by most traders, was to export cheaply obtained goods to Turkey. A
commonn strategy was to buy goods in the state-shops at subsidized prices or to
mobilizee personal networks to procure these products directly from factories, and
thenn to sell them at huge profits across the border. Selling was no problem, because
"ass soon as you crossed the border the Turks rushed into you to buy your goods."
Thiss form of trade obtained massive forms, to the extent, as a Georgian geographer
phrasedd it, that all the cheap (state-subsidized) goods "disappeared from shops all
overr the Caucasus as if a vacuum cleaner had gone through it" (Gachechiladze
1995:3). .
Batumii residents who were not professionally engaged in the trade still
seizedd the opportunity to add income to their decimated wages. As the economic
crisiss in Georgia persisted the exodus of goods to Turkey rapidly increased. Old
clothes,, furniture, Soviet medals, bicycles, binoculars and cameras amongst other
items,, found their way to the 'Russian markets' in Turkey. Sometimes personal
belongingss were sold with the conviction that later they could be re-bought cheaply
throughh the state shops, a hope that was never realized. One person told me that he
hadd sold his stove for which he thought to have no more need. But when the central
heatingg system of Batumi permanently collapsed one year later, he was forced to buy
aa Turkish stove that was more expensive and of lesser quality.
Thee petty trade carried out by thousands of individual traders was in volume
att least equaled by the large-scale exports carried out by (representatives of) state
institutions.. Export permits were granted to institutions to enable them to generate
fundss for paying employees their suspended wages, but the bulk of money probably
endedd up in the pockets of managers and others who held strategic positions. Timber
fromm the forest reserves began to move to Turkey; metal was stripped from industrial
enterprisess and even from tramlines to be transported across the border. This period
laterr became known as the grand liquidation of Georgia, in which much state property
wass sold to Turkey. 3

'' The first trials concerning these illegal sales reluctantly made their way to the Georgian courts in
2000,, but although some ministers resigned, no major sentences have been imposed.
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Att the time, public sentiment was generally positive about the opportunities
off trading. The newspaper Adzhaha published some of the reactions. A mother was
quotedd as saying, "if not for the new possibilities of trading, my daughters and I
wouldd have perished." Another interviewee pointed out that he had been able to
renovatee his apartment from his profits and one man even mentioned the educational
valuee of petty trading because it gave his sons the chance to practice business skills
thatt would be needed in the new market economy {Adzharia 13-04-1993). Those who
weree well situated to participate in the trade, like many residents of Sarpi, were able
too buy western cars and vans and they partly renovated their houses and apartments.
Otherr proofs of people's trading trips to Turkey are the audio-visual equipment
(televisions,, video recorders, radios) bought from initial profits. But nowadays these
expensivee items seem often out of place in apartments that otherwise betray impoverishedd lives.
Thee fulfillment of 'capitalist dreams' remained abortive for most residents of
Batumi.. In an interview at the local newspaper an attentive student foresaw what later
wouldd become a general sentiment: "for some the trip across the border is like a
dreamm that will never come true. Children see the fashionable clothes in shops and the
tastyy looking food. But their parents are not able to buy those goods" {Adzharia 1304-1993).. Popular attitudes towards the border opening were shifting and grew more
negativee as the benefits of trade faded in the mid-1990s. An elderly man from Sarpi
gavee a dense summary of what he observed as the general trend.
[Inn the beginning] Young people made lots of money. But they didn't keep
itt in their pockets. Tuda, shuda (literally 'that way, this way') and the
moneyy was gone. They just spent it all, mostly on girls, in Turkey or over
here.. But then the [traffic] line became shorter and they [authorities] brought
orderr in the line and the opportunities disappeared. After that we became
hungryy again. So after the disintegration of the Soviet Union we expected
thatt life would become better, but unfortunately that didn't happen.

Diminishedd opportunities and inverted flows
Dataa on the transnational trade show large discrepancies, mainly becausee a large part of it was carried out by thousands of unregistered tourist-traders
(seee also Hale 1996:59). Despite the absence of reliable figures it is safe to say that
whilee during the first years after 1990 the net flow of goods was directed towards
Turkey,, in later years the flow was reversed.4 Another significant change was that
althoughh the volume of registered trade increased, in subsequent years cross-border
movementss sharply decreased. While in 1992 more than 750.000 people crossed the
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The estimated value of exports to Turkey totaled 60-70 million dollars a month in 1993, while
hardlyy anything went the opposite direction (Derlugian 1994:27). In 1996 imports from Turkey to
Georgiaa totaled some 78 million dollars, 25 percent more than the total of exports (Resonansi
no.. 157, 11-06-1997).
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border,, in 1996 only some 170.000 border-crossings were registered.5 In other words,
thee flow of goods was not only reversed, but the trade was carried out by a group of
peoplee that had greatly diminished in size.
Forr most ordinary citizens, the initial opportunities of transnational trade
onlyy lasted several years. This was partly the inevitable outcome of the fact that the
sell-offf of Soviet state property had ended and that trade became dominated by
professionals,, which made it more difficult for 'amateurs' to participate. Equally
importantt was that in the mid-1990s local power holders tightened their grip on crossborderr trade and thereby limited opportunities for petty-trading. I will argue that the
diminishedd opportunities for ordinary citizens to participate in the trade, combined
withh the general deterioration of the economy in the 1990s are key in understanding
whyy public opinion about the border opening grew increasingly negative.
CONCENTRATIONN OF THE TRADE

Thee indicators presented above point to the changed nature of crossborderr trade. During the early 1990s the trading activities were mostly conducted by
individuall shuttlers or tourist-traders who exchanged whatever they could in return
forr cash and consumer goods. But in 1997, when I made my first research trip, little
remindedd of the hectic situation that had characterized the first years. Cross-border
trafficc consisted predominantly of large trucks, whereas smaller vehicles were largely
absent.. A few bus companies still ran daily lines between Trabzon and cities in
Georgia,, but their passengers went to Turkey mostly for occupational reasons. They
weree employed in hotels or worked as seasonal laborers on tea and hazelnut plantations,, or they traded on the ruspazari (Russian markets) in Trabzon and other Turkish
cities.. The goods sold on these 'Russian' markets however, were no longer of Soviet
origin,, but were produced in China or Taiwan and purchased by Georgian traders in
Istanbull or other large Turkish cities.6
Whatt had happened was that the Ajarian authorities had extended their controll over the trade. New regulations made the trip across the border more expensive,
andd it was prohibited to trade in certain goods. 8 As my informants told me, these
includedd the most profitable goods such as beverages, cigarettes and liquid fuel.
Furtherr control over cross-border trade was achieved by a massive replacement of
borderr personnel, which strengthened the ties between the customs and the Ajarian
politicall elite.9 This reorganization did not end corruption at the border, but rather
55
During the first ten months of 1996, 144,596 people crossed the border (Republic of Turkey, prime
ministryy state institute of statistics http://www.die.gov.tr/English/Sonist/turizm 1997).
66
This information is based on conversations with Georgians who lived 'temporarily' (between two to
fivefive years) on and around the Ruspazari in Trabzon, April and August 1997.
77
The fee for a Turkish visa was raised from USD 10 to USD 30 in 1995. Official fees on the
Georgiann side, including insurance vouches, bank-statements and computer registration, amounted to
USDD 40 for one person with a car, which does not include taxes and/or bribes for transported goods.
88
Officially a monopoly was announced over 15-20 percent of the commodities (Adzharia 29-031995) )
99
The Russian press bureau TASS mentioned that the presidium of Ajaria dismissed the entire 300
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securedd that informal payments were channeled more effectively towards the political
elite.. The Ajarian leadership refused outright to implement a directive from the
centrall government in Tbilisi which demanded that control over the customs be
handedd to a British firm (intended to secure the cash-flow to the central budget). This
providess a hint for the importance of the clandestine profits generated through crossborderr trade. A recent report of Freedom House underlined the link between transnationall trade and the position of local power holders, stating that in Ajaria "Illegal
monopoliess exist in the most profitable liquid fuel and cigarette markets, protected by
topp state officials and often owned by close relatives" (2001: 297).
Thee tightening of patronage networks within the Ajarian political economic
environmentt meant that most trade became concentrated in the hands of a small
groupp of people. To ordinary citizens it became evident that only this minority was
allowedd to share in the wealth. Of course, that people profited unequally from the
tradee had been clear from the start. Everyone had known about the self-enrichment of
KGB-- and customs-officers in the early 1990s. A typical guess was that between
19922 and 1994 a customhouse officer had "a very bad day when he earned less than
20000 dollars," and the large mansions built by custom officers left little (or much) to
thee imagination. But whereas in the early 1990s ordinary citizens were - if only
marginallyy - able to engage in the trade, in the late 1990s even these possibilities had
vanished.. Hayder, who had made numerous trips to Turkey with his son, gave the
followingg typical summary.
Inn the beginning there was little control. All we paid was a small tip to the
customhouse-officerss and in return they allowed us to export cars filled with
electronicc goods, even though this was officially prohibited. [...] For the last
couplee of years we haven't gone to Turkey any more. There are simply no
goodss left to sell. Besides, we can no longer pay the karmannyj nalog
[pockett taxes] they demand at the border.
Whenn I interviewed Hayder in 1997 he and his son were still involved in the trading
business.. Now that they were unable to go to Turkey they worked as street peddlers;
resellingg jeans and shirts that the 'big shots' imported from Turkey. For these men,
andd for Batumi residents like them, the trade is still important. Many are engaged in
thee transport of goods to other parts of Georgia; others make an income by reselling
goodss on the streets or capitalizing on small price differences between various
importers.. But the most lucrative part of the trade, the part that involves cross-border
movement,, has become out of reach for most Batumi residents.
Thee first image that is being prompted when people talk about the diminishedd possibilities is that of 'the Mafia.' People explain that the Mafia now fully
controlss the trade and collects all substantial profits. In ordinary conversations the
identityy of Mafia members is not usually specified, although when pressed people
willl say that the Mafia are 'they' (isini), and that statement is sometimes accompaniedd with a gesture into the air indicating that the Mafia is made up of those who are
inn power. Only sometimes were informants more concrete. They indicated that the
strongg personnel of the regional custom department citing their unsatisfactory performance.
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politicall leaders constituted the core of the Mafia, as in the reply of one informant:
"Whoo is the Mafia? I don't know. ... Sheverdnadze, Abashidze, they are all the same.
Alll the money ends up in their pockets." The concept Mafia in this context refers to
thee extensive lines of patronage that dominate all economic (as well as political)
activitiess in Ajaria, and that link the political leaders to all sorts of economic enterprises,, including the customs and the police. These patronage networks are of
themselvess not condemned as morally wrong. On the contrary, the informal links that
structuree the economy and politics are usually commented of as the 'cement' of
Georgiann society and as the basis of many valued social practices. However, thus is
thee common opinion, 'the Mafia' has misused these informal links and by doing so
deprivedd others from economic goods. When someone mentions the role of the Mafia
hee thus indicates his relative status within the network economy and evokes a
differentiationn between 'them' who have benefited from the trade and 'us' who are
thee victims of the recent changes. As such the concept is tightly related to the
restructuringg of economic flows.
REVERSEDD FLOWS: WINNERS AND LOSERS

Thee previous section showed that reinforced regulations at the border
andd a tightening of political-economic networks reduced the opportunities for most
citizenss and led to highly visible social inequalities in Batumi. Discontent with these
changess was blamed on 'the Mafia.' However, when commenting more generally on
thee plummeting economy people often evoked another 'evil,' in the form of neighbor
Turkey.. Turkey suited the status of wrongdoer particularly well because it was
perceivedd as a cultural and religious 'other' and seen as a continuing threat to the
Georgiann nation, notions that were easily transposed to stories about the new trade.
Butt to understand how and why Turkey was blamed for the economic dislocations,
wee first need to explore the wider context in which the border opening occurred.
Thee new possibilities of trade occurred simultaneously with the collapse of
thee overall economy of Georgia." The decline hit almost every economic sector in
Ajaria.. As a prestigious holiday resort Batumi had attracted tourists from diverse
partss of the Soviet Union. This influx of tourists abruptly ended with the disintegrationn of the Soviet Union and it is unlikely that the beaches of Ajaria will attract
substantiall flows of tourists in the near future, since tourists have found more exotic,
sunnierr and better equipped resorts in Europe and the Turkish Mediterranean. Besides
tourism,, Batumi also lost its car-manufacturing and oil refinery industries that had
formedd central pillars of the local economy. The factories were abandoned, disman100
This is not to say that the 'real' Mafia does not exist. As Humphrey noted, it is important not to
confusee the 'conceptual mafia' with the 'real thing' (Humphrey 2002a: 101). An analysis of the 'real'
Mafiaa would have to be a subject of another study. Here I concentrate predominantly on how the
conceptt 'Mafia' is used in everyday explanations of economic and political change.
"" Between 1989 and 1993 the Gross National Product of Georgia declined with 66 percent. A World
Bankk report stated that some 90 percent of the population of Georgia lived below the poverty line in
Octoberr 1993 (Fuller 1994: 34) and expenditures of an average household on foodstuffs rose from 36
percentt in 1985 to 79 percent by 1993 (Gachechiladze 1995: 117).
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tiedd and partly sold across the border as scrap metal. Although since 1996 the
economicc situation has stabilized and a gradual recovery of the economy is observed,
itt is a long way till pre-1991 levels of production will be reached.
Thee impact of changed geopolitical circumstances can be effectively illustratedd by changes in the agricultural sector, especially concerning the production of
tobacco,, tea and citrus fruits. The changes in the production of these crops also
explainn why negative sentiments about the border opening are particularly strong
amongg those who depended on the cultivation, processing and trade in these
commodities.. In the 1980s the coastal region of Ajaria was considered one of the
mostt prosperous agricultural regions in the Soviet Union. The subtropical climate and
thee protection from competitors offered by the Iron Curtain meant that Ajaria (with
thee rest of western Georgia) practically had a monopoly on the supply of subtropical
cropss within the socialist bloc. These crops secured a steady income for kolkhozniki
andd provided employment in retailing and processing. Moreover, the citrus fruits that
weree cultivated on private plots could be sold at tremendous profits at the kolkhoz
marketss throughout the Union.
Thee unique position within the economic structure was lost after the collapse
off the Soviet Union and the opening of the border with Turkey. As a result of the
civicc strife and continuing unrest in Abkhazia and the North Caucasus, the most
importantt (Russian) market became inaccessible over land. Moreover, while transport
fromm Ajaria to Russia was seriously hindered, trading relations between Turkey and
Russiaa quickly expanded. Ajaria had to compete with the superior produce of Turkey
whilee lacking an adequate infrastructure. The production of tea fell 93 percent
betweenn 1991 and 1995, while the production of citrus fruits dropped by 50 percent
{Adzhaha{Adzhaha 16-11-1996). On the fields, tea has gradually been replaced by subsistence
cropss like corn, potatoes and beans. For the inhabitants of Ajaria this collapse of the
rurall economy is tragic enough in itself, but discontent is further intensified by the
factt that these same commodities are now imported from abroad. Shops in Batumi
selll English and Indian but no Ajarian tea, the Tbilisi Coca-Cola factory imports
Turkishh oranges for its soda's and virtually all cigarettes that are consumed in town
aree manufactured in Turkey.
Thee new trading opportunities may have been vital for Batumi residents to
makee ends meet in difficult times, but the trade does not make up for the general
economicc decline. Moreover, while living standards in Ajaria have dropped significantlyy since Soviet times, Turkey's neighboring region has prospered. Since the
1970ss Turkey has expanded its cultivation of tea and hazelnuts (Hann 1990; Stokes
1993:: 41). This endeavor, combined with the new trade contacts in the former USSR,
hass speeded up its economic development. The Turkish press spoke of the "Golden
Era"" of trade with the former Soviet Union, which created an economic boom in the
Turkishh border towns.12 The increasing gap between Turkey and Georgia does not
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As stated 'mAdzharia 17-06-1995. See also Hale (1996: 57-61).
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remainn unobserved in Batumi. The following comment was typical of public opinion
inn Batumi concerning the widening gap of economic performance.
Iff you had been in Turkey some ten years ago, you would have seen how
poorr they were. There was nothing there, maybe a few wooden houses,
whilee now they have beautiful office-buildings and banks, luxurious shops
andd hotels, really everything. Turkey has been able to develop itself at our
costt (literally 'on our necks'). But for us the opening of the border meant
nothingg but misery. [...] We sold everything and look what we have now,
nothingg at all.
Peoplee in Batumi have ample 'evidence' indicating that Turkey has disproportionatelyy benefited from the trade. This evidence concerns the initial sell-off of state
propertyy to Turkey and even more so the reversal in the flow of goods. As a Georgian
customss officer put it,
Thee trade was at its height between 1992 and 1994. In that period Georgians
soldd many things in Turkey, but they sold it then much too cheaply. Now it
iss the other way around, but we still have the same problem. Georgia sells
woodd to Turkey at 30 dollars per cubic meter. In Turkey they make furniture
off it and sell it back to us at five times the original value of the wood.
Thee new patterns of trade are perceived as a grand liquidation of Georgia that has
enrichedd Turkey and left Georgia without possessions, products, machinery or raw
materials.. "We have sold our country," several Georgians told me. "In the beginning,
thee Turks paid almost nothing little for our belongings and now they sell goods you
cann only use once [odno-rozovye tovaty] at huge prices." After having commented on
thee poor quality of Turkish imports a middle-aged teacher exclaimed: "But what can
wee do? For us there is no other way out. If we had other neighbors, if we could go to
Westernn Europe, we would not even care about Turkey."
Soo far several factors were mentioned that contributed to the negative
perceptionss of the border opening. First, although trade has increased between
Georgiaa and Turkey, most ordinary citizens are no longer able to take advantage of
thiss because they lack the necessary contacts or capital. Moreover, they observe that
goodss that were once produced in Ajaria and exported to other Soviet republics are
noww imported from Turkey, something that is perceived as diminishing their possibilityy to engender income. They observe a deterioration of their own livelihoods, and
witnesss that only a small group of (political) entrepreneurs are benefiting from the
situation.. Popular ideas of the Mafia and conspiracy theories with reference to Turkey
seemm to corroborate their observations. Turkey is blamed for having taken advantage
off Georgia's weak position, of enriching itself while depriving Georgia of its wealth.
Thiss nationalist rhetoric points beyond the negative aspects of trade to ideas of
identityy and territory that were challenged by the flow of goods and people. The
dimensionss of the moral economy in Batumi can be effectively illustrated by a focus
onn the goods that entered Batumi and found their ways into the households of most
residents.. To these aspects, the nature of commodities and the interpretation of
culturall and economic flows, I will now turn.
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Evill and sacred commodities
Consumptionn is one of the key means by which people render their
sociall experience intelligible (Miller 1995:149), and according to Douglas and
Isherwoodd constructing a coherent universe from the worlds of goods is the most generall objective of every consumer (1978:65). This goal is arguably most tedious when
establishedd consumption patterns are confronted with radical changes in the worlds of
goodss (see for example Gell 1986). In Batumi, radical changes in the availability and
affordabilityy of consumption goods resulted from the disruption of the state distributionn system and the new flux of goods across the border. Compounding this sense of
uncontrollablee flux was the fact that status of the goods themselves changed status.
Thee resulting frustrations and confusion felt by consumers are suggestive of their
difficultyy to arrange goods into new coherent frameworks. In this section I will
examinee shifts in the meaning of commodities (cf. Kopytoff 1986:64) to reveal
aspectss of the moral economy behind the economy of visible transactions.
Severall anthropologists (Veenis 1999; Verdery 1996; Berdahl 1999) have
describedd the fantasies of people in the former socialist bloc about western
consumptionn society. The West was perceived as an earthly paradise, as an imaginary
worldd replete with material goods (Verdery 1996:189). When the Wall collapsed and
westernn consumption goods became available, these fantasies were confronted with
reality.. Veenis (1999), writing about former Eastern Germany, describes how the
confrontationn of these dreams with postsocialist change resulted in disillusion and the
disappearancee of the dream. In the preceding section I argued that the proximity of
Turkeyy and prevalent ideas about the Mafia have provided conceptual tools to keep
thee dream of the West alive, despite the great dislocations produced by 'the transition.'' People retained their dreams of modernity by denying the capitalist nature of
contemporaryy changes. Dense reports of how the changes in the economy and the
imagess of modernity intertwine can be retrieved by focusing on the changed world of
goodss in Batumi.
CONSUMERISMM AND THE TRAJECTORY FROM SOCIALISM

Thee most pervasive Cold War images about consumption in the Soviet
Unionn are those of shortage, empty shelves and queues in front of state shops. The
images,, no matter how much truth is implied in them, hinder proper understandings
off the changes in consumption because they produces a false comprehension of
consumerr behavior in the Soviet Union. Besides the fact that the images were more
applicablee to the cities of central Russia than to sub-tropical Batumi with its privilegedd status as a holiday resort and its rich kolkhoz markets, they rest on the
assumptionn that in the Soviet Union people were equally dependent on shops as in the
West.. It neglects the importance of subsistence production and the pervasiveness of
personall networks, especially in the shadow economy, which played a central role in
thee Georgian Soviet economy. The anthropologists Mars and Altman (1984) convinc211 1

inglyy argued that personal networks were the factual pillars of the economy, by which
accesss to jobs and services as well as consumption goods was organized (see also
Dragadzee 1988; Fairbanks 1996). In such an environment the picture of empty
shelvess has a different meaning than we are likely to attach to it, and is radically
opposedd to the way people remember consumption opportunities of the Soviet era.
Considerr for example Teimuri's comments on the availability of consumption goods:
Wee used to have European goods over here, from Czechoslovakia, Yugoslaviaa and even from the Netherlands and England. The government exchanged
oill and metal for cloth and other products, such that we could buy coats and
trousers.. And then of course the sailors smuggled many products. They
boughtt coats, liquor and cigarettes in the West and sold it in Batumi. The
customss did not pose a problem, for this is a small town where everybody
knowss each other. Of course they [sailors and other importers] did not sell it
inn the streets, but through their relatives and friends. This was a very extensivee network. In Kutaisi for example you could buy rare medication from
thee Jews. You could get everything, although you had to put some effort in
it.. Back then you needn't worry about most things. You could always buy
bread,, tea, food, and clothes. Maybe it was difficult to obtain luxury goods,
butt that was not too serious a problem. And once you got it you were happy.
Peoplee didn't have as many presumptions as [they have] now.
Itt might be compelling to interpret the above statement as selective nostalgia that
omitss the deficits of consumer goods. But the difficulties of gaining access to
commoditiess - especially basic goods - should not be overstated. One has to
rememberr that Batumi as a port-city and a holiday resort had a relatively rich supply
off goods. Moreover, the diverse rural economy of Ajaria meant that the kolkhoz
marketss were usually well-stocked with fruits, vegetables and milk-products, and that
reall shortages in the food supply hardly ever occurred.13 But more importantly, the
commentss point to the change from a period in which not money but access to goods
wass the crucial factor to a period in which all the goods are available but often
beyondd the pockets of ordinary residents.
Thee opening of the border definitely brought about a tremendous increase in
thee availability and variety of consumption goods. In the center of Batumi numerous
luxuryy shops have been opened and small grocery stores can be found on almost
everyy street corner. The five large open markets are buzzing with activity and display
aa rich array of goods, ranging from clothing and make-up to construction materials
andd computer software. But it is only a small elite that profits from the abundance.
Forr most people the appearance of new consumption goods is hardly an improvement;; they cannot afford them anyway.
Douglass and Isherwood argued that industrialization complicated life for
consumerss (1978: 104); in Batumi the effect of the new commodity flows was far
moree intense. First of all, people need to deal with the rising costs for most commodiLL

An indication of the importance of the kolkhoz markets in Soviet Georgia is a study carried out in
19799 that revealed that in Tbilisi almost 40 percent of the total expenditure for foodstuffs was spent
onn kolkhoz markets (c.f. Gachechiladze 1995: 126).
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ties,, as well as with the difficulty of establishing a fair price in an unstable market.
"Inn former times we had everything in the shops at fixed prices. Now it is the opposite.. You need to bargain everywhere." Quality and price-differences are much more
pronouncedd than they used to be, and as everyone in Batumi knows it is often not
easyy to find out what is fake and what is real.
REORDERINGG GOODS: UNSTABLE TAXONOMIES OF PRODUCTION

Inn Soviet Batumi the way to gain information about consumer goods
wass to inquire about their origin. There was a more or less stable hierarchy of value
basedd on site of production. At the top stood goods like trousers, shoes and paint from
thee GDR, Czechoslovakia and other Eastern European countries, followed by goods
producedd in Russia and the Ukraine. The lowest values were attributed to goods
producedd in Central Asia. Floating above this rudimentary taxonomy were 'foreign'
productss that only irregularly entered Batumi households. Middle aged and elderly
informantss regularly evoked the times when they ate Dutch cheese, drank coffee from
Brazill or watched Indian movies.
Preoccupationss with the origin of goods continue into the present, although
thee relation between origin and quality has become more difficult to determine. A
rudimentaryy classification of goods through their presumed origin can be summarized
ass follows: Western products are expensive, but beautiful and of good quality. Russiann products are cheap and have good quality, although the aesthetic value is low.
Turkishh products are also cheap and look relatively good, but they are of extreme
poorr quality. Georgian products finally, are mainly restricted to home-produce and
consumption.. They are valued for their purity and function sometimes as a source of
nationall pride.
Thee values attached to commodities of different origins become clearer in
theirr mutual relation. Turkish commodities are contrasted with the better-quality
Russiann goods that have now mostly disappeared from the markets. At the bargain
marketss in town you frequently see kiosks with signs advertising Russkie tovary
[Russiann goods], while the origin of Turkish goods is preferably concealed. In a
typicall response comparing Turkish and Russian goods, one informant commented,
"Maybee the Russian stuff doesn't look very beautiful, but the quality is good.
Comparee for example blouses. If you wash and iron a Turkish blouse two times it will
falll apart, while Russian clothes will remain good for years." Nevertheless, most
peoplee agree that Turkish products at least look better as is illustrated by the followingg comment: "The chocolate from Turkey is worth nothing and it is old, but you can
sitt down behind the packaging and look at it for hours. As if it were television." But
inn this cynical remark beauty is hardly considered a point in favor, for the outlook of
Turkishh goods is at best misleading.
Thee assessment of foreign products is not simply a balancing of the pro's and
cons.. My informants mostly gave a total valuation of the commodities and thereby
stressedd certain characteristics while neglecting others. Thus, that Russian products
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havee a low aesthetic value is less important than their quality and low-expense. Westernn products are forgiven to be expensive because they last long and have a high
aestheticc value. Turkish products on the other hand, are not considered to be lowpricedd or beautiful: they are seen as expensive because lacking quality. Concerning
Turkishh goods, both price and outlook are misleading properties.
Westernn goods are tremendously popular in Batumi. Coca-Cola and Fanta
havee become indispensable drinks at Georgian banquets. Mercedeses are valued not
onlyy for their good quality but also because they are considered powerful and
masculinee cars. New beauty shops and boutiques attract their customers with images
off the European Mediterranean. Many of my acquaintances had a far greater knowledgee than I did about the relative quality and prices of various brands of electronics,
Europeann cars (new and second hand), cell phones, computers and cigarettes.
However,, the problem of deception noted in reference to Turkish goods is equally
presentt in the case of Western goods. The problem is that it is often hard to distinguishh between 'real' and 'counterfeit' Western goods.
AA case in point is that of cigarettes. Since the beginning of the 1990s numerouss cigarette brands entered the Batumi market. Soon cigarettes with names as
Kennedy,Kennedy, Taste of America, Party Cigarettes, or President replaced the Soviet
brands.. When people asked me whether these cigarettes were sold in the Netherlands,
theyy took my denial as further proof that Georgia was being used to dump bad quality
products.. According to my informants general shifts had occurred in what were
consideredd good-quality cigarettes. At first any western-looking brand would do, but
whenn people found out that these brands were counterfeited, they turned to the (still
relativelyy cheap) Parliament cigarettes, which later lost in popularity in favor of
L&M.L&M. But these cigarettes were not the 'real thing' either, and several people pointed
outt that L&M were second quality cigarettes of Philip Morris, specially produced in
Turkeyy for the former socialist bloc. Those who are aware of this (and who can afford
it)) now increasingly turn to Marlboro. But even these popular cigarettes, which are
soldd for two Lari (one USD) per package, are not necessarily 'real' as I was made
awaree of during a diner. When I tried to light a Marlboro cigarette a rich customs
officerr grasped it away. "Here take one of these, they are imported from America."
Hee proudly remarked that they had cost him eight dollars a package and showed me
thee original American packaging of his expensive cigarettes.
Byy classifying goods through their presumed origin even when the origin can
nott be known for sure or when the product is manufactured in more than one country
(whichh is the case with many 'new' goods), people manage to attach meaning to the
changess taking place in the world of goods and the local economy. The attachment of
thee label 'Turkish' on all commodities that are considered worthless and preservation
off the label 'European' for those products that are highly valued has strengthened
peoples'' moral map of both the past and the future. The stories about foreign products
alsoo contain a time dimension. Whereas Russian products refer solely to the past,
Turkishh products refer to the disliked present, while Western products still trigger
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wishfull images of the future. Many Georgians express nostalgic thoughts about the
Soviett Union by referring to the price and quality of goods. By stressing the solid and
reliablee nature of Russian goods, people communicate the discomforts connected to
deterioratedd living standards and loss of security. In contrast to Turkish goods,
Europeann products represent a dream of a better and more colorful life. I will now
considerr how notions attached to new consumer goods are related to the opening of
thee borderr and the dislocations in the local economy.

Conspiraciess and the market
Thee new goods that have entered the Batumi markets are arranged
accordingg to origin, quality and price. As we have seen above, Turkish goods are
generallyy disliked. They are considered trash and described as useless (bezpoleznyj),
poorr quality, and even damaging to one's health. In part these valuations can be
understoodd as frustration with the deterioration of life in the post-Soviet era, which is
directedd at Georgia's historical, and, since the opening of the border, immediate
'other.'' The disillusions connected to the new flow of goods and the dependency on
tradee with Turkey has reinforced existing stereotypes. But the stories that are told
aboutt Turkish and other goods go beyond the mere representative. When the relative
qualityy of goods or the increased prices were discussed, my informants were not
simplyy making an observation of a fact, but instead they raised the issues because
theyy demanded answers. In other words, the changes in the economy were not
'simply'' taking place, but were seen as having specific causes.
Too understand the dilemmas and questions that my informants raised and
answered,, it is important to note that discussions about the negative aspects of
economicc change were simultaneously discursive confrontations between, and
amalgamationss of, 'Marxist' and 'Capitalist' views of the economy. My informants
weree usually well informed about presumed mechanisms of the market and concepts
suchh as supply and demand, competition and inflation. Besides their own experiences
withh trading and more broadly with the changes of the last ten years, they also had
beenn supplied with media reports about the workings of 'the market' and the necessityy of market reform. But as I will show, for my informants these market theories
couldd not always explain why prices and quality of goods had so radically changed.
Thee accounts used in the next sections were collected among inhabitants who
experiencedd a deterioration of life-standards, that is, among those for whom the
questionss concerning the changed economy were most pertinent. I have structured my
argumentt around three typical questions that were often prompted in discussions
aboutt economic change.
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W H YY DID THE PRICES RISE BEYOND EXPECTATION?

Thee reasons behind the staggering prices bewildered many of my informants.. This is not surprising given the fact that in Batumi, like elsewhere in the
Soviett Union, the prices of basic consumption goods, transport and accommodation
hadd remained stable for decades until the 1990s. Moreover, the sudden price increases
challengedd the widespread and attractive notion that ideally the pricing of goods
shouldd conform to the costs of production. In other words, every product was
assumedd to have a 'real' price that served as the basis from which people evaluated
thee changes. I will quote from an interview with Murman, a fifty-five year old former
mechanic,, in which this specific concern is discussed.
Wee used to have well-stocked shops on each corner. But they closed them
andd now the Mafia controls everything. First they wanted to make a little bit
profit,, maybe one Lari. But now it already came to a stage that they say that
aa sack of flour costs 50 Lari, simply because they want to have more money.
Theyy want to have ten Lari profit; one [Lari] isn't enough for them. Why
wouldd the price of flour be 50 Lari? During the Soviet Union a sack of flour
wass six ruble in our Russian money, so approximately 10 dollars, and now it
iss 25 dollars.
Too Murman it was clear that the Mafia manipulated the price-levels and could simply
"sayy that a sack of flour costs 50 Lari," even though the 'real' price was much lower.
Thee conviction that there is a 'real' price of goods points back to the Marxist dogma
thatt the cost should be equal to production plus labor costs. But Murman was not
unawaree of the dynamics of 'the market.' The standard 'market' answer would have
beenn that the price increases were caused by inflation. To account for this possible
factorr Murman traced the respective prices back to their supposedly inflation-free
valuee in dollars. The comparison taught him that the price of flour had nevertheless
moree than doubled. Another informant referred to the same issue, stating that "in
Turkeyy there may be inflation, but it is inflation of the Lira, while in dollars the prices
remainn the same. But here in Georgia we have an inflation of the dollar as well,
everythingg has become more expensive."
Thee comparisons made by these informants may not be valid from the
perspectivee of an economist. What they ignored was that in the Soviet Union the
pricess of consumer goods (as well as exchange rates) were set by the state and were
nott directly related to economic costs or international exchange rates. But for my
informantss the comparison was a very real proof that market concepts were insufficientt to account for the rising prices.
Thee quoted text suggests a less abstract cause for the price increases. Arguingg that 'the market' was by itself unable to have caused the changes, Murman
logicallyy concluded that the prices were manipulated. The cause that he brought
forwardd was the greed of the Mafia, who increased the prices because "one Lari is not
144

Murman was carefully seeking explanations for the price rises instead of making a rhetoric point or
underliningg economic hardship. Had the latter been the case he could have contrasted (as was
common)) the spending power of former and present wages and reveal a far more dramatic difference.
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enough"" profit for them. The discomfort communicated through this statement is
aboutt the uncertainty as to where this manipulation will lead. 'They' could simply
decidee that they wanted to make more money and accordingly increase prices. 'They'
controlledd the prices and little could be done about it.
W H OO MANIPULATES THE QUALITY OF GOODS AND WHY?

Discontentt with the increased cost of living is matched by concern
aboutt the quality of the new goods that have entered Batumi. The next example
providess an indication of the kind of speculations that people have about the forces
behindd the flow of goods. It also illustrates the uncertainties of the bazaar economy.
Whenn I was sitting in the bus I heard a man say that his kids got rashes from
Turkishh flour. They say that the Turks add chemicals to their flour and
physicianss are aware of this problem. And when you use Turkish washing
soapp your skin starts to peel off. The children start to scratch from itches and
thiss is very difficult to treat. They say that the Turks want to harm the Georgiann women with washing powders, that they export sweets to injure the
childrenn and they damage the men through cigarettes and vodka.
Thee use of chemicals is often prompted when the negative quality of Turkish goods
iss discussed. Because of their invisibility, chemicals poignantly reflect anxieties with
regardss to the new goods, of which the quality is difficult to determine and the
outlookk may be deceiving. But stories about the manipulation of consumption goods
alsoo reflect frustration and incomprehension about the fact that Turkish goods have
pushedd locally produced crops and goods out of the market. An indication of this
concernn I encountered when invited to a drinking session. When the host offered Yup
(instantt lemonade) to go with the vodka, his thirty-eight year old son Otari immediatelyy exclaimed: "What is this! Taste in a little bag!?" and turning to me he continued
"Noww you see what the Turks are doing to us. They sell powders and 'plop' you have
fruitt juice... or 'plop' and you have vodka." He and the other men laughed, but Otari
continuedd his comments in a more serious tone of voice, saying: "Because of Turkey
itt is hardly profitable for farmers to grow crops. If potatoes are actually worth 40 tetri
[cents],, then they [the Turks] come with their fake potatoes so that the price drops to
300 tetri. The same with cucumbers, they are all counterfeit. They add some chemicals
too the plant so that they can grow a whole cucumber in a single day, while here it
takess an entire month."
Thee message of these remarks seems to be that through deception and
falsificationn of products Turkey has pushed local producers out of the market. In this
context,, it is not the prices that are manipulated, but the quality of the goods. The
samee concern was present in the following account: "Macaroni for example. If they
havee spoiled grain, they just put it through the mill and sell it anyway. If a [Georgian]
sackk costs 30 rubles, someone without money will buy the Turkish sack for 10 ruble.
Suchh a life we have now, it is a very difficult time for us." In this anecdote there is
bothh a 'real' quality and a 'real' price to a sack of macaroni. The price is set at 30
rubless (actually Lari) for a sack of 'real' macaroni. But as the anecdote shows,
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throughh falsification and the use of bad quality materials, 'fake' macaroni can be sold
beloww the 'real' price. Interestingly, the argument prompted by informants in the
previouss section is reversed here. Whereas then it was argued that the Mafia drove up
thee prices, here it is argued that the prices of Turkish products are too low for local
producerss to compete with.
Thee contradiction between stories arguing that prices have gone up steeply
andd other stories claiming that Turkey sells products below the 'real' price can partly
bee explained by looking at the intent of the stories and the different roles of the storytellers.. Obviously, 'consumers' are most concerned with the rising prices. These
concernss were prompted when people talked about the difficulty of making ends
meet.. The alleged manipulations of quality and their lowering effects on prices were
mentionedd by 'producers' who aimed to explain why in Ajaria it is so difficult to set
upp viable businesses as farmer or as manufacturer of goods. Of course people are
oftenn both consumer and producer at the same time, but the incongruities between
thesee two explanations not necessarily concerns them. As my assistant replied (halfjokingly)) when I asked him about the incongruities: "well, you know, this entire
perekhodnyjperekhodnyj period (transitional period) has been a contradiction."
W H A TT CAN EXPLAIN THE DISLOCATIONS OF THE NEW ERA?

Thee stories about economic change and the conspiracy theories are
thosee of people who are being pressed to the margin by market forces. The statements
explainedd people's own misfortune as well as how others (like custom-officers and
statee representatives with modest official wages) could have turned into millionaires.
Thee stories also explained why post-Soviet change had not lived up to expectations
andd why the Georgian economy remained in a state of crisis. It is here that the notions
off the Mafia and popular ideas about the opening of the border converge. The
followingg example is from Rolandi, an unfortunate businessman who lost most of the
moneyy he made through trading after he set up a small mandarin-juice processing
workshopp and was unable to sell his product profitably. His comments show both
frustrationn with his own misfortune and regret about the economic situation in
general. .
Thee system is profitable for the Mafia. Why would you buy Turkish flour if
youu are able to grow it yourself? Why would we need to buy clothes from
Turkeyy if we had those factories in our own country, why? You know why?
Becausee for the Mafia it is profitable if the factories don't operate. Because
[then]] they can buy goods cheaply in Turkey and sell them expensively over
here.. [...] They are like vultures that eat dead corpses. Like vultures they
havee destroyed and sold our factories. I tell you, this didn't happen anywheree else, not in the Ukraine or in Russia, not in Latvia. They only did it
here.. And they allow no one else to set up businesses [...] In Tbilisi a
cigarettee factory was opened [but] already three times production was shut
downn because of a fire in the factory. The Mafia set fire to it, because they
cann make much more money by importing than by producing, because that
wouldd mean competition and than the profits would be lower.
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Rolandii was convinced, and with him many others, that the decline of the economy
couldd be explained by the direct involvement and interest of the Mafia. People argued
thatt the Mafia in Georgia was not like the one in Italy, because there the Mafia was
actuallyy part of the economy while in Georgia it was simply claiming everything for
itself.. The destructive force attributed to the Mafia or simply to those in power, was
alsoo evident in a popular anecdote. Someone would say that he hoped that 'they'
wouldd destroy everything even faster than they had done so far. The explanation of
thiss unexpected statement would be, that 'they' wouldn't need an honest worker as
longg as they hadn't destroyed everything, but once they had reached that point they
wouldd come to him and ask him to help rebuilding the country.
Thee conspiracy theories of my informants do not give 'objective' explanationss as to why prices have risen or why local farmers and manufacturers are unable
too compete successfully with import goods. What they do however, is to draw
attentionn to the unintended and unanticipated outcomes of the recent economic
transformations.. Rolandi's insistence that it is more profitable for the elite to retail
goodss than to set up 'honest' businesses is similar to Burawoy and Krotov's provocativee statement (1992) that the post-Soviet era sees the rise of 'mercantile capitalism.'
Iff we would preserve confidence in the validity of neoliberal transition theories the
storiess at best illuminate the 'side-effects' of the transition. But the centrality of these
'side-effects'' in local narratives implicitly raised the question, and according to me
rightlyy so, whether these unanticipated changes are only side-effects. The local voices
thuss question the usefulness of market theories for understanding economic change in
Ajaria. .
Inn many of the stories that have been presented above one can detect mythicall elements and misdirected discontent for what the actual destabilizing effects of
globall economic forces were. But, and that is a crucial aspect, 'the market' was not
sufficientt to explain the present economic situations. In fact, several ungraspable
forcess have been combined by inhabitants to help them deal with present day economicc realities. The unequal forces of the 'free market' and the actual interests of
powerr holders converge in what is called the Mafia. The commentaries of ordinary
peoplee were not far of the mark, and they certainly reflect post-Soviet realities in
Ajariaa better than the insistence of government bodies that gradual achievements are
beingg made to complete the transition to a market democracy. But the stories also
weree about the relative lack of power of those who told them. The Mafia as a metaphorr of asymmetrical market forces had bereft them of their past status and hopes of
futuree advancement.
Katherinee Verdery observed in Romania that for many citizens '"the economy'' was beginning to become an impersonal, unregulated social fact, something to
bee taken for granted because it worked" (1996:184). In Batumi, few people would
attributee self-regulating qualities to 'the economy' and would not agree that it
'worked,'' at least not for them. Instead they saw - quite realistically - economic
processess as tightly interwoven with webs of power that were simultaneously exclu219 9

sivee and unpredictable. Their use of the term Mafia should be understood in this
context.. The relevance of the term 'Mafia' for my informants was not that it
characterizedd certain practices, but that it set a line between 'us' who have been
victimss of the changes and 'them' who have benefited from the collapse of the Soviet
Union.. Moreover, the Mafia served as an image in explanations of why the transition
hadd failed. 'The Mafia' was the personalization of obtrusive forces as well as an
appreciationn of the fact that the recent changes had relatively little to do with economicc models assuming an automatic transition from socialism to the 'free market'.
Becausee 'the Mafia' offered a specific cause to the present economic dislocations,
hopess that the ideals of a 'modem' and wealthy end-stage would eventually be
reachedd could be preserved.

Preservingg the dream
Whenn I argued that many people held on to the dream of modernity,
thiss did not imply that people saw their own situation as having in any way
approachedd that dream. As has been extensively illustrated, people experienced
changess that were perceived as pushing them in the exact opposite direction towardss backwardness and poverty. In a discussion on trader-tourism between
Bulgariaa and Turkey, Konstantinov (1996) argued that while capitalism was for a
longg time perceived as the final 'safe haven,' this image is now replaced by the realitiess - insecurity, inferiority, immorality - of the trade-route itself. With the demise
off the Iron Curtain Ajarians have faced similar realities, but at the same time they still
seee themselves as travelling to the final 'safe haven.' They do not have to abandon
theirr goal and their fantasies about future life, for they can blame more immediate
andd personal forces for the dislocations that are taking place. The hope that these
dangerss can be defeated has not disappeared. And answers about how to reach the
brightt future are actively being produced.
Thee issue that remains is how the feelings of insecurity, inferiority and
immoralityy are counteracted, in essence, how the 'safe haven' is reached. In this
respect,, a comment of Caroline Humprey about perceptions of chaos in Russia seems
equallyy applicable to Ajaria. "The nightmare of chaos, in this way of thinking, is
counteractedd by the exercise of power. This is different from the strand of Western
Europeann thought which conceives of the state in reified form as 'that which has
alwayss existed'" (Humphrey 2002a: 28). So the dislocations have reinforced two
strandss of thought. On the one hand, a continued longing for 'The West,' and on the
other,, a wish for the reinstitution of rightful order, that is able to check the injustice
donee to ordinary citizens and to Ajaria/Georgia in general. As we will see in the next
chapter,, the present regime of Ajaria has skillfully appropriated these two longings. It
hass done so by presenting its rule as a form of authoritarian democracy, which will
guaranteee the 'revival' of Ajaria and its 'reconnection' to Europe.
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CHAPTERR NINE

TheThe Social Life of Empty Buildings

Dominantt western discourse had it that the changes which followed the
demisee of socialism should be interpreted as a transition to market democracy. As has
becomee obvious in the last five years, this master narrative stands in sharp contrast
withh the factual processes of change that have taken place in many parts of the postsocialistt world. From various sides attempts have been made to account for the poor
fitt between the transition paradigm and post-socialist realities. Broadly these theories
cann be categorized in two groups. The first, proffered by neoliberal economists and
mostt international organizations, explains the discrepancies as results of the 'Soviet
legacy'' which hinders the transition, or by explaining the distortions (away) as
temporaryy side-effects of the transition period. Either way, authors writing within this
frameworkk hold that the obstacles may slow down the transition, but that the changes
aree still pointing to an unavoidable end-stage of Western-style democracies and free
markets. .
Thee second perspective, held by some anthropologists and sociologists,
stronglyy criticizes the ideologically informed transition theory held by neo-liberal
economistss and development agencies.1 The social scientists argue that one should
considerr the possibility that the unexpected outcomes are in fact the core-effects of
thee transition, thus stressing the uncertainty of the direction of change. Provocatively
denotingg the changes as transitions to for example 'feudalism' or 'demodernized
society,'' these authors challenge the received wisdom of the master narrative
(Verderyy 1996; Platz 2000). Because they are less hindered by teleological
understandingss of post-socialism, they are able to provide better descriptions of the
sociall and political changes in the post-socialist world.
Yett despite its attempt to produce a more refined theory of the sociopolitical
changee in the 'transition' period, the second theory still falls short because it pays
insufficientt attention to the reality of transition discourse. Though it rightly argues
thatt the transition paradigm as a teleological construct fails to explain the difference
inn expected and actual outcomes of post-socialist change, it pays insufficient attention
too the fact that the ideology of transition has nevertheless been woven into the
language,, ideals and actions of the inhabitants of former Soviet Republics, and thus
hass effected the way they think about, act on and understand economic and political
situations.. This has occurred, despite the fact that the transition theory is severely
faulted.. By downplaying this fact, the second perspective disconnects social reality
11

Among the earliest critics of transition theory were Caroline Humphrey {1991) who described a
processs of increased control of local potentates on their administrative regions, and Burawoy and
Krotovv (1992) who argued that the changes were the precise opposite of market formation and were
betterr understood as heightened monopolies.
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fromm transition ideology, thus failing to explore how the two are ultimately linked at
thee local level.
Thee dilemma is similar to the one outlined by Ferguson in his Expectations
ofof Modernity (1999), which deals with a very different corner of the earth. Based on
researchh in the Zambian Copperbelt, Ferguson provides a convincing critique of the
mythh of modernization - of which the transition paradigm can be considered a
condensedd form - by making a useful distinction in the meaning of the word myth.
Thee first meaning corresponds with popular usage of the word and refers to a "false
orr factually inaccurate version of things that has come to be widely believed"
(ibid.. 13). This aspect of myth forces Ferguson to attempt a deconstruction of the
modernizationn myth, to show its fallacies and its ideological basis. The second
meaningg of myth refers to its social function, as "a cosmological blueprint that lays
downn fundamental categories and meanings for the organization and interpretation of
experience"" (ibid. 13-14). Although as a theoretical construct the modernization myth
needss to be deconstructed, as a cosmological blueprint it has continuing importance
forr social life. On the basis of this argument Ferguson points to the need to turn the
modernizationn myth into an ethnographic object. Of Ferguson's twofold mission - to
deconstructt grand narratives and to turn these into ethnographic objects the last one
seemss to be especially pertinent for studies of post-socialist change.2
AA second and related suggestion that underscores the importance of taking
upp the dual task of criticizing the modernization myth and exploring its continued
influencee can be deducted from an argument provided by the Comaroffs. In their
articlee Millennial capitalism: First thoughts on a second coming they connect the
issuee to the changing nature of the state. They argue that despite the fact that nationstatess are under attack, they "appear, at least in their exterior forms, to be more
similarr than ever before" (2000: 326, italics original). This insight directs attention to
thee issue of how these similar exterior forms and underlying changes are related. The
issuee is particularly relevant in the former Soviet Republics where the blueprints of
neoliberalismm were often eagerly embraced by local elites - however usually for very
differentt reasons than was assumed by those advancing it.3 It is to these seeming
contradictionss that I wish to point attention in order to explore the interconnection
betweenn the myth of transition and post-socialist reality.
Thee present situation in Ajaria, Georgia's southwestern Autonomous Republic,, strikingly shows the discrepancy between transition rhetoric and social-economic
reality,, as well as the continuing obsession with the ideals of the transition by the
inhabitantss of Ajaria. To capture this relation between imaginations and social reality
II will center my discussion on what I call "the social life of empty buildings."4 In
22

Others, most notably Verdery (1996), Burawoy and Verdery (1999) and Wedel (2001), have written
convincingg critiques of the transition paradigm.
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See especially Janine Wedel's Collision and Collusion (2001), which provides a thorough analysis
off the 'chemical reactions' resulting from the collision of neoliberal ideals and post-socialist reality.
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This phrase and thus the title stem from Appadurai's seminal work The Social Life of Things
(1986).. Like the approach advocated there I focus on how the empty buildings are 'consumed' and
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Ajaria,, not only are buildings the most conspicuous expressions of how groups
envisagee the new era, but also, because of their visibility and because of their emotionall attachment they are very important in legitimizing and criticizing the present.
Moreover,, the construction projects reveal links between the state and private sectors
ass well as the intertwining of politics and economics. In short, they display the
processess of change, real and imagined, and reveal how the appearances of similarity
andd the adoption of transition discourse influences the process of change and
understandingss of change in post-soviet Ajaria.

Multiplee transitions
Indicationss suggesting that Ajaria is becoming part of the global
communityy confront visitors right after they pass the Georgian-Turkish border. Road
signss in English welcome the traveler to the Autonomous Republic of Ajaria. Privatelyy owned companies advertise their names in French or English, like the Black
SeaSea Maritime Bank, hotel Montpellier or the business center Riviera. One of the few
exceptionss is the inscription Didi Banki, left untranslated from Georgian perhaps
becausee 'Big Bank' would sound too arrogant. The signs are often grammatically
incorrectt and sometimes unintelligible even to English-speakers, suggesting that the
hintt of 'newness' the sign provides is more important than its information. Even state
employeess wear goretex jackets saying Police, Security or Customs, despite angry
reactionss from nationalists who claim that these jackets not only strike a blow to the
Georgiann language, but also that the alphabet used is unintelligible to the majority of
thee people. New economic and political projects are celebrated as conforming to
'European'' or 'International' standards and the newest technological achievements in
Ajariaa are presented as steps towards the completion of the 'transition.' The daily
newss is presented in Georgian and in Russian, but since TV-Ajaria is transmitted by
satellitee and according to the political leaders being watched all around the world, the
newss is also presented in English, German, and Italian.
Thee new dynamism of this former Soviet periphery is very obvious in terms
off economic activities and consumption. Since the opening of the border with Turkey,
Ajaria'ss capital Batumi has been transformed into an important trading center
betweenn Turkey and the Caucasus. The opening of numerous clothing shops and
groceryy stores with imported goods perhaps reflects the opening of markets, whereas
theirr closures several months later proves the working of fierce market competition.
Privatizationn of housing, the opening of markets, the adoption of European legal
howw their 'value' is negotiated in a process of politicised social exchange (ibid. 56-57).
Thee differences between the Georgian, Cyrillic, Latin and Arabic scripts makes the use of alphabets
aa useful vehicle to convey public messages, In Ajaria the Georgian script is used most widely.
Russiann (Cyrillic) is slowly disappearing but still used in some economic and political domains. The
Arabicc script is reappearing in rural areas where Islam experienced a partial revival. The Latin script
iss used in connection to business and trade, and increasingly in use by state structures.
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codess and the installation of democratic state-structures, all indicate a transition
towardss a Western-styled market democracy. But each of these indicators proves
problematicc when examined closer. The market is only 'free' to those with the right
connections,, while privatization has often meant expropriation of public property.
Theree are no analyses available concerning the extent of these misappropriations.
However,, every inhabitant of Batumi can give ample anecdotal evidence. The term
privatizatsiaprivatizatsia was in common speech 'jokingly' referred to as prikhvatizatsia,
combiness the words for privatization and grabbing. And as far as the introduction of
democraticc principles of government is concerned, at this point it should suffice to
mentionn that the leading party of Ajaria received between ninety and a hundred
percentt of the votes during the last three elections.
Thee darker sides of the 'transition' are just as striking and just as new as the
signss of progress. New indeed is the presence of mass poverty in the street. The
numerouss people trading loaves of bread, homemade pastries or boxes of cigarettes is
aa phenomenon that was unknown before, like the day laborers waiting on corners for
thee next job. On the outskirts of town (the micro-raions), one stumbles through
damagedd streets which are flanked by privatized apartment buildings that look even
shabbierr than in socialist times. Occasionally however, one passes a high fence
behindd which a new villa is hidden. The contrasts point to the rising economic
inequalityy between the majority and the new rich. But these are only temporary sideeffects.. So the government claims.
Thee rapid changes following the demise of socialism have challenged familiarr spaces and shaken social relations. In Ajaria's capital Batumi, these changes are
intimatelyy related to the break down of centralized economy, and equally important,
too the opening of the nearby 'Iron Curtain' with Turkey. Next to these changes - or
relatedd to them - are the changes in the position of Ajaria within the Georgian
Republic.. Although its status as 'Autonomous Republic' has its origin in the early
dayss of Soviet rule, this status meant fairly little during the larger part of the twentieth
centuryy when Ajaria was an integrated part of the Georgian Soviet Republic. During
thee decade following the collapse of the Soviet Union, however, its position changed
rapidly.. Of central importance to this change were the power struggles in the national
centerr and civic strife in various parts of Georgia between 1990 and 1993. This
periodd saw violent conflicts in the Georgian autonomous republic of Abkhazia and
thee autonomous oblast South Ossetia, but also enabled the regional political elite of
Ajaria,, centered on its leader Asian Abashidze, to extend its power basis (Aves 1996:
41). 7 7
Duringg the second part of the 1990s the Ajarian government managed
too gain control over the most important economic assets of Ajaria and to suppress all
66

During elections in 1999 informants mentioned deficits of voting ballots (despite a 99 percent
turnout),, manipulations of election results by local election committees and outright demands to
villagee authorities to guarantee 100 percent turnout for Abashidze.
77
For more extensive discussions on the consolidation of economic and political control by the
RevivalRevival Party see Derlugian (1995) and Hin (2000).
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politicall opposition within the autonomous republic. Bearing this in mind, it would be
logicall to conclude that transition rhetoric as used by the political elite bears no
relationn to the actual economic and political processes in Ajaria - except to veil the
politicall and economic interests of the elite. Indeed, in terms of actual socioeconomic
changess there is little indication of alterations in the direction of neoliberal and
democraticc ideals.
Thee situation in Ajaria thus vividly shows the paradox that I outlined in the
introduction.. On the one hand, we see new flows of images, ideals, goods and people
thatt all suggest changes in political and economic life. On the other hand, we witness
thee persistence of nepotism and state control. Yet it must be seen that the apparent
continuitiess are embedded in new and different contexts and have ultimately different
consequences.. The continuities have gone hand in hand with far-reaching changes in
thee flows of images and goods. These new images and goods are incorporated,
modifiedd and re-interpreted in the stream of social life.
Iff transition to a market democracy isn't occurring, then what does this adoptionn of 'Western' images and rhetoric by the state mean? On one hand they can
clearlyy be seen as veils that hide political and economic interests. But are these only
superfluouss images that aim to legitimate the interests of the regime? What do the
imagess mean for the citizens of Ajaria? What do they suggest for the changing
sociopoliticall contexts in which they are embedded?
Thee amalgamation of newness with the interests of the new elite is best visiblee in the new construction projects that are (claimed to be) carried out by the state.
Thee importance of construction is already visible in the name of Abashidze's political
party,, The Union of Democratic Revival. Revival has to be taken quite literally, or as
onee informant put it: "Aghordzineba [Revival] means building up. With that name
theyy like to show off. They say that while in other regions destruction continues, they
doo the reverse." In the party brochures 'revival' is explicitly linked to long lists of
neww constructions. The numbers of new churches, schools, culture houses and
hospitalss are all mentioned, and the exact height and length of new bridges is proudly
described.. Pictures of the new soccer stadium, tennis-court, the kindergarten and new
factoriess are presented not only in the brochures, but are also for sale as postcards on
manyy street corners.8 In some cases, the act of constructing seems more important
thann the actual use of the buildings.

Emptiness s
OneOne building project that figures prominently in discussions about progressgress and development in Batumi is the new kindergarten. Its central location, near
thethe harbor and on one of the main roads, ensures that this 'sign of progress' is highly
88

A visual tour showing many of the mentioned images can be made on "The Official Web-site of
Ajaria"" at http://www.taboo.ru/adjara/.
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visiblevisible to both the inhabitants of Batumi and visitors to the city. The kindergarten is
actuallyactually only one of the projects being realized in this part of town. In the immediate
surroundingssurroundings many houses and other buildings have been torn down, and tra
formedformed into construction sites or spacious parks. The 'ultramodern' kindergarten
risesrises out from behind ornate fences catching the attention of those who pass it.
TogetherTogether with Misha, the architect, I visit the site. The large playground is quiet and
peaceful,peaceful, perhaps because of the large old tree in the middle, perhaps because of the
sterilitysterility of the new pavement. The building itself is bright white, white being the color
ofof Batumi as Misha reminds me. The interior is overwhelming. Standing inside the
entranceentrance hallway one can see up to the glass ceiling some twenty meters higher.
SunlightSunlight shines onto the white walls, the marble staircases and the floors of polished
naturalnatural stone. In the center of the hallway are several neo baroque sculptures RomanRoman images of white marble, decorated with silver and gold.
BothBoth sides of the hallway lead to rooms designed for play or sleep, as well as
toto some other facilities for the children. Upon entering the rooms I first pass the
dressingdressing rooms which have green, red and yellow lockers for every child. The
playroomplayroom has German wood floors and contains regularly placed sets of tables and
chairs.chairs. Vertical blinds hang in front of double glass windows. The bedrooms are
equallyequally well equipped with wooden beds and colorful sheets, all properly made for
thethe children. Misha then shows me the other facilities, first the kidney-shaped
swimmingswimming pool with sea-blue tiles, complete with a footbath to be used before
enteringentering the dressing rooms. The kitchen is equally well equipped. All the utensils
andand furnishings are shiny and new. They are imported from Europe, I am told. Misha
leadsleads the way to the second building.
TheThe second building is a renovated structure that used to be the old kindergarten.garten. It is less conspicuous in form, but what used to be concrete and wood has
beenbeen covered by marble and natural stone or replaced with plastic and aluminum.
TheThe rooms for computer-education and the language lab, where children can practice
foreignforeign languages with the aid of earphones and instructors, are located here. Last
butbut not least we enter the director's rooms. In the center of the main office is a heavy
woodwood desk with a leather coach for the director. Chairs are placed on the sides of the
roomroom for visitors. The room leads to a private bathroom. Misha explains that the
director'sdirector's room initially would have had its own shower, but that it had been decided
thatthat this was not really necessary. Still, the small kitchen and the guestroom make it
hardhard to pity the future director.
AccordingAccording to Misha, the kindergarten is meant as a pedagogical experiment
aa place where children can fully develop themselves. The transparency of the building,ing, the large windows and the glass ceiling lessens the divide between the rooms and
thethe street, so that children can communicate with the surroundings. "This kindergarten,garten, " Misha tells me when we leave the site, "will make sure that the children will
bebe well prepared for life in the new world. " (field notes, September 2001)
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Thee kindergarten incorporates the newest technology and assets that should prepare
childrenn for a life in the modern world. But this claim was discomforting, and my
firstt impression was that the luxuriousness of the rooms, the staff-cabinets and the
entrancee hall would fit in an office building better than in a kindergarten. The
computer-roomss and the language-labs moreover, hardly seemed useful for children
agedd four to six. But these are just side-remarks, they are unimportant because of the
simplee fact that the kindergarten is devoid of children. None have been admitted since
thee construction was completed two years ago and there are no signs yet that this
situationn will change.9
Itt is important to point out that the kindergarten is not an isolated case but is
representativee of much of the new constructing going on in Ajaria. In all three
Ajariann villages where I spent time I stumbled on new empty buildings. In the bordervillagee Sarpi a new "shopping-center" was erected in 1997 to outdo the shabbylookingg stalls formerly used by villagers for trading. However, the larger part of this
"shopping-center"" remains empty and, due to lack of maintenance, the first signs of
decayy are already visible. In the mountain village Ghorjomi I regularly passed the
neww k'ult'uris saxli (culture house), which was inaugurated by Asian Abashidze in
19999 but since then has never been used. In Khulo, a district center in the interior of
Ajaria,, the new hospital and nursing home proudly showed the emblem of the Revival
Party,Party, but medical services continued to be provided in the old building next to it. In
Batumi,, it was not only the kindergarten but also the renovated university and the
prestigiouss business-center Riviera that remained empty.
Thee emptiness of these buildings was difficult to understand. Millions of dollarss had been spent but the buildings had no apparent function. Sometimes, the empty
buildingss seemed simply a result of bad top-down planning. The kindergarten, for
example,, was not only empty but seemed also unfit for children of the proposed age.
Aree these buildings then to bee understood as remainders of the old regime, as a legacy
off centralized decision structures? Even if in some cases one could point at concrete
reasonss for the delay of their usage, the sheer number of empty buildings prevented
onee from seeing them simply in terms of bad planning and organizational problems.

Biographiess of emptiness
Constructionn of the kindergarten started during summer 1998 and was
completedd one year later. The exact reasons for its construction remain somewhat
obscure.. Some say that the former kindergarten was getting too old or too small to
coverr demand. The old kindergarten, which continued to function until 1998, had
roomm for 100 children, only slightly less than the 130 children that are supposed to fill
thee new one. Because the old building housed the most prestigious kindergarten in
99

The constructions were completed in summer 1999. The presented description is based on visits to
thee kindergarten in September 2001.
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Batumi,, the city council urged the architect to spare it. Misha would have preferred to
tearr down that building as well, but instead it was renovated. The result is neverthelesss satisfactory to him. The new corpus is built where there once was a canteen for
workerss and several small houses, "more like huts than real houses," Misha adds, "so
thiss is a great improvement for the city."
W H O S EE EMPTINESS IS IT?

Myy first visit to the kindergarten (July 2000) was part of an organized
tourr for foreign visitors that intended to show the progress being made in Ajaria and
too present its political leadership in the most favorable light. While we walked
throughh the rooms, the tour-leader presented her one-directional explanation. The
kindergarten,, she said, "is built by our leadership to improve the level of education in
Ajaria.. As you can see, everything is built according to international standards, using
onlyy materials of the highest quality. ... It represents the great love of our leader
batonibatoni Asian Abashidze for children." In the brochures of the Revival Party, the
kindergartenn is presented as one of the accomplishments of its rule, thus leaving little
roomm to doubt to whom the credits for this achievement should go. Most people
whomm I asked about it also told me that it was Abashidze who had financed it,
sometimess adding, "Who else has such money anyway?"
However,, the issue of financial flows and control over these buildings was
moree complicated than the answers suggested. In another case I tried to find out who
hadd financed the renovation of the - not entirely empty - synagogue.10 The president
off the Jewish association told me that Asian Abashidze financed the construction. I
askedd him carefully if it was Asian's money or money from the state budget, or if
theree were perhaps others who had contributed. His harsh reply made the
inappropriatenesss of that question clear. "Listen, when a friend gives you a wonderful
present,, would you ask him how he got the money to buy it? Or who had helped him
too buy it? Of course not, that would be an insult." The reply indicated that not only is
itit wiser not to ask certain questions in Ajaria, but also pointed at the personalized
naturee of politics. This last aspect was even clearer in his subsequent comment when
hee added, "Besides, even if others would have paid for it nothing would have been
realizedd anyway."
Inn the case of the kindergarten I was more successful in finding people who
weree willing to talk about financial matters. Misha had been involved in the whole
processs of construction, knew the approximate amounts put into the kindergarten and
wass willing to talk about it. The project cost a bit over 2 million US dollars. This
estimatee did not include the price of the land, as the property had been allocated by
thee city authorities. To my surprise however, Misha told me that the kindergarten was
nott financed by the state, but had been paid for by the director of the harbor and
100

The synagogue stems from the end of the nineteenth century, when Batumi had a Jewish communityy of approximately 1,000 members. Because of out-migration to Israel and other countries, the
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intendedd for the children of harbor employees. The kindergarten, which everyone
talkedd about as being a state-project, was not financed by the state. In short, it seemed
too be a privately owned school.
Despitee my own surprise at this discrepancy, those who told me that Abashidzee had paid for the school did not act surprised when they learned I had heard
evidencee to the contrary. It did not seem to matter all that much. A subsequent
discussionn with a befriended political opponent of Abashidze made their reactions
somewhatt clearer to me.
Maybee the harbor did indeed pay for it but that tells you very little. What do
youu think? That the children of the dockmen and simple workers will go
there?? Of course not. Sure, some of the children of the most important
peoplee working at the harbor - the director and his staff- will go there, but
forr the rest they will simply be people of his clan. ... You should understand
howw this kind of financing works. In the harbor all kinds of rules are violatedd and the bosses earn lots of money. Asian knows that and can therefore
easilyy force them to contribute to this or that project.
Thiss answer is valuable not only because it gives more insight in how 'state' projects
aree operated, but also and especially because they call attention to how unclear the
boundariess between the state and the people controlling the political arena are.
Moreover,, the official Ajarian state budget is only a fraction compared to the money
circulatingg through non-official channels of finance. As a befriended philosopher told
me:: "On the one hand, we say that there is no money in the budget to finance simple
renovationss in schools, while, on the other hand, huge amounts are being spent. You
know,, in a transition period such practices may sometimes be legitimate. [Because]
taxess are not being paid the lost money somehow has to be retrieved. So factually it is
moneyy that Asian Abashidze managed to accumulate outside the budget."
Butt less than a transitional practice of temporary use, the personal relationshipss seem to have become the backbone of the 'state'. Nearly all key-positions in the
statee structures are filled by use of these relationships. This system of allocation is
onlyy simplified by the fact that the key political and economic institutions - the
harbor,, the customs on the border with Turkey, and the state security forces - are
controlledd by a small group of families. These families moreover are closely related
too each other - the director of the harbor, for example, is the brother-in-law of Asian
Abashidze.. In such an environment it is very difficult indeed to determine what
belongss to the political and what to the economic domain, something which suggests
thatt the generally problematic differentiation between economics and politics is even
lesss tenable in Ajaria.
Soo whose emptiness is it? Who controls the empty kindergarten? Is it the
state,, the harbor, or batoni Asian Abashidze himself? In a way each of the three
1

'' An acquainted 'oil-checker' in the Batumi harbour gave an indication of the scale of profit making.
Accordingg to him, it is general practice that whenever an oil tanker is loaded, the measuring allows
forr 0.5 percent differentiation. "In Europe this margin is needed. ... But here, money has a different
value,, so we measure very precisely, making sure that we always give 0.5 percent less. That is 25,000
dollarss per ship [and after making a rough calculation] some 30 million dollars per year.'1
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answerss is partially true. Although officially it was the harbor that paid for the
kindergarten,, the building is widely recognized to be a state-project - in which the
statee is imagined along personal lines. One could say that at the moment the buildings
aree controlled by Asian Abashidze, but any change in the political environment may
alsoo renew claims by political structures or by the harbor. The discussion partly
revealss how the empty buildings need to be understood. Their status or ownership is
ass unclear as the political-economic context is, or as the direction of the transition.
Thee emptiness may be partially understood as a result of unclear divisions of
responsibilities,, or more explicitly, as a manifestation of the struggle over political
andd economic assets. The next section will discuss the issue of why the buildings
remainn empty in more detail.
W H YY EMPTY?

Thee first answers I received to this question were quite predictable. The
alreadyy introduced tour-guide told me that they were just about to open the
kindergarten,, thus successfully precluding any further questioning. Misha, the
architect,, claimed that there had been difficulties in finding missing equipment, that a
feww shortcomings in the design needed to be fixed, and besides that, he argued, 'This
iss Georgia, here it isn't so easy to find the right material to finish things off." Misha's
answerss might seem plausible, but the issue was a bit more complex than he
presentedd it. First, the exact same answers had been given a year earlier, when I first
becamee interested in the kindergarten, but since then it had remained empty. Second,
iff more than two million dollars had been spent on the construction of the kindergartenn - which had been completed within a year - why then would it take more than
twoo years to find an additional 50,000 dollars to complete the last details and a few
minorr repairs? u Even if there were reasons for its delayed use, then it was still
obviouss that the physical construction itself was tremendously more important than
itss stated future use as a kindergarten.
Thee 'non-use' of new public buildings is rarely publicly criticized, but informallyy people discuss and condemn the practices of the regime.13 The local intelligentsiaa and members of the (now muted) political opposition are most explicit in their
criticismss and it is worthwhile to explore how they explain the fact that public
buildingss remain empty. The first is Mindia, a history teacher and a fervent though
carefull critic of the regime.
Actuallyy they wanted to open it last year already. But the problem is that
thiss kindergarten will be private. Parents will have to pay five hundred
dollarss [a year] for their child to attend. Can you imagine? As a teacher I
onlyy make 300 dollars a year. So the thing is that if they open it, it would
makee people realize that this was not built for them, but only for his [Aba"" The futility of 'missing details' is especially striking when considering the deplorable state of the
vastt majority of schools and kindergartens in Ajaria.
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I should stress here that there is no free press in Ajaria. The two regional television stations and all
regionall newspapers are closely linked to the Revival Party.
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shidze's]] own clan.14 They [the political elite] are afraid for the unrest that
thiss would cause. That is why they keep it closed.
Similarr criticisms were common among the former intelligentsia, who now had to
livee from insufficient wages. It is this group who experienced perhaps the sharpest
declinee in their economic as well as their social status. They were the people who
usedd to be able to send their children to the best schools. In their criticisms this
bitternesss - and at the same time a fascination - about the new buildings can be
detected.. Consider for example the answer of Gia, lecturer at Batumi University, to
thee question of why the kindergarten remained closed. "Very simple, they are waiting
forr his [Asian's] grandson Ricardo to reach the age for entering kindergarten. He is
noww three, so next year they will bring him and open the kindergarten at the same
time.. The kindergarten has all the modern facilities, so the rich people will all seek to
putt their children there. It is only they who can pay the money anyway."
Thee emptiness points to wealth, and the distribution of power in postsocialistt Ajaria. What the comment suggests is that these unequal distributions of
powerr and wealth are seen as inhibiting people from gaining access to the 'modern,'
andd desired, facilities represented by the kindergarten. Irakli, a former spokesman of
onee of the (now marginal) opposition parties connected the example more tightly to
thee issue of morality. "It is empty because it is not built for the people, it is simply
theree to show off, but that is between the two of us, don't write about it.15 Maybe I am
nott right, but if we take for example the kindergarten, they won't allow us to send our
childrenn there because ... they built it only for themselves. ... They are provoking us.
Andd because they are afraid that this provocation will turn into rebellion, they keep it
empty."" Other critical voices offered less of an explanation for the emptiness, using it
ass just another opportunity to laugh at or mock the regime. For those who were hit
hardestt by the recent political and economic changes the empty buildings symbolized
thee immorality of the political elite.
Theree is one point that deserves special attention. All these criticisms were
directedd at those who would benefit from the new projects, rather than at the choices
thatt were made to construct them in the first place. None suggested that the money
shouldd instead have been divided among the existing kindergartens, to raise wages of
employeess or any other alternative. In the end, even the most severe critics agreed
withh the images to which these new projects pointed. The same Irakli who criticized
thee government for nepotism, at other times would say: "Well, at least they are
constructing.. How and why they build is perhaps less important than the fact that
somethingg is being done." Or as Gia told me about the empty hospital and nursing
144

Mindia's use of the Russian word klan (clan) did not indicate the existence of a unilineal descent
group.. Rather he used it to point to the kinship and marriage ties between members of the political
andd economic elite in Ajaria. From an analytical perspective the term 'clique' might have been more
apt. .
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Later in our conversation I asked Irakli why the discussion should be kept secret. It struck me as
strangee because the tape-recorder was recording everything with his permission. "It is not for me," he
answered,, "but for you! You should be thinking about your own perspectives as a future specialist on
Georgia.. Why care about one small article when he can make your future work impossible."
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homee in Khulo, "It is really smart that they constructed a nursing home there, because
thee birth-rate is very high in the mountains, I think that at least is a real improvement."" So although the manifestation of emptiness raises criticism the emptiness
seemss not to bereave the advanced images of their effectiveness. The lack of reliable
informationn channels may be part of the reason why, but more important is that the
languagee and images, the future imaginings to which the buildings point, are the same
ass those that are used by the critics of the regime.
Butt the majority of my informants were not critical at all. They would point
outt that at least Abashidze tried, that he had given new hope to the population, and
thatt he could not be blamed for the fact that Ajaria was still in a crisis. Besides people
wouldd tell me, "The wages may be low, but at least we receive them at the end of the
month,, whereas in Tbilisi [Georgia's capital] people wait for years and don't receive
anything."" Several informants told me that they felt proud when they walked along
thee boulevard or through the center. As one of them put it: "Here new roads are being
built,, things are moving forward, and that can not be said for the rest of Georgia." It
almostt seemed as if he was thinking that it was just a matter of time until he would
benefitt from the new economic dynamic as well. His answer resembled a claim that
cann be heard in almost any discussion on the subject - that "Ajaria is now in a
perekhodnyjperekhodnyj period, " a transition period or literally "a period that will pass." Discu
sionss would follow on the riches of their region, the availability of mineral water, the
productionn of citrus fruits and tea - which all suggested that better times could not be
far.16 6
Thee new buildings were early signs of that turn for the better, of a future of
fulfilledd dreams. That the buildings were empty was perhaps even a precondition of
thee maintenance of that dream, because as long as they were empty they belonged to
thee future and therefore remained potentially accessible to everyone. Empty buildings
doo not yet uncover the unevenness of 'progress', they do not yet show that the
kindergartenn is only for a select group of people, that one has to pay higher fees for
medicall service than before or that it is really much more profitable to trade in your
ownn run-down kiosk than to rent brand new shops owned by the state or by someone
allegedlyy representing it.
Thee ineffectiveness of criticisms was reinforced by another peculiarity.
Discussingg various stories and multiple meanings that fill 'emptiness' by implication
meanss that the buildings are not completely empty - instead they are almost empty.17
Thiss consideration is true also in a more concrete sense. Although the kindergarten
wass devoid of children for whom it purportedly was intended, it was filled with
furnishing.. The tables and chairs were ready to be taken in use, whereas the beds
weree neatly arranged and covered with colorful sheets that were aired once a while by
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To understand the emphasis on agricultural crops - usually not what first comes to mind when
talkingg about economic riches - it deserves mentioning that crops like tea and citrus fruits had
broughtt wealth during Soviet times, when inhabitants could capitalise on the deficits of these
luxuriouss goods.
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I am indebted to Bonno Thoden van Velzen for suggesting to me this line of thought.
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futuree employees. This seemed to suggest that they were expecting the arrival of
childrenn any day. Aside from the guards who were always present, the other employeess were in the kindergarten only at specific times, to take care of some chores or to
guardd their own future position in the kindergarten. And of course they were present
whenn it really mattered, when visitors like me would come to admire the building.
Thee kindergarten thus was almost empty, and this enforced the image of progress, it
gavee weight to the idea that every day its gates could be opened, and it effectively
silencedd any criticism on the new construction projects. Keeping the kindergarten
almostalmost empty thus not only managed to keep the future bright and accessible for
everyone,, but also, it tied this future closely to the present. In other words, the
imaginedd transition was going to be completed tomorrow.

Imaginingg the future through the past
Thee new buildings also have an imaginary aspect. They are important in
thee creation and continuance of dreams about a future of abundance and leisure. This
futuree often takes the form of an imagined return to Europe, whereby Europe is a
symboll of both technological progress and old traditions. The newspapers talked
aboutt European standards that were being met, and the most important square and
streett of Batumi were renamed ^^4-street and £7?/l-square, referring to the "Europeann Regional Assembly," of which Ajaria had become a member as "the first region
inn the Caucasus, thus setting an example for the rest of the country."18 The issues also
camee up in even the most fleeting conversations. People would for example ask me
whenn I thought the transition would be completed, whether it would take ten or
twentyy years. Or they would make apologies for whatever minor inconvenience I
mightt have endured. "Here we don't have civilization yet like in your country,"
peoplee would tell me. The word tsivilizatsia (civilization) was here used as synonym
forr technological progress. This usage of the word was common among villagers, but
radicallyy different from the way the local intelligentsia used the term for whom
'civilization'' referred to a glorious and long past of the Georgian nation. However,
bothh uses of the word 'civilization' seemed to refer to an imagined 'return to Europe.'
Wass it just me who had imagined these dreams? Was it because of me that
peoplee talked so much about Europe? During conversations with architects about
theirr new constructions I expressed my doubts and asked them why so many new
buildingss seemed to be influenced by (or copies of) European architectural traditions.
Forr them it was not at all an issue. In one interview with two architects I was told the
following. .
Thiss has nothing to do with deliberately copying European styles you know.
Simply,, when you grow up here you come to appreciate the beauty of
certainn styles. We use new materials and techniques but at the same time we
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From a brochure of the "Center of Democracy and Regionalism" in Batumi, printed in 1999.
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wantt to continue the tradition of the city, and Batumi is a European city. ...
Iff you look at what is being built at the moment you will see much neobaroque,, neo-classical and also ultramodern forms of buildings. Those are
tastess with which we have grown up.
Thee implicit linking of nineteenth century Batumi with the present suggests both the
eclipsingg of time - the neutralization of the Soviet period by reaching back to this
Europeann Batumi - as well as a selective reading of the past. In this reading historical
Batumii had come to be only that part of town that was constructed by European oilcompaniess in the 1880s to early 1900s,19 while architectural influences of the significantt Persian minority and the indigenous Islamic population had been omitted.20 The
neww constructions were not simply about economic development, but also about
retainingg valued Georgian traditions. Europe was an important model for both
aspirationss - both to imagine a future of plenty, and to neutralize or negate Ajaria's
Muslimm past. These imaginations were represented in the exterior of the buildings.
Thee architecture showed a reconstruction of a new Europe in Batumi that made it
possiblee to be part of a 'modern' and globalizing world without having to deal with
thee inherent plethora of cultural influences that threatened to undermine the moral
community.. As such they illustrated a progressive use of 'invented tradition' "as a
possibilityy to reconcile ways in which the past is used as part of political agenda's
withh the way in which people mobilize the past in developing their sense of place and
belonging"" (Sezneva 2001: 1).
Thee combination of the elements of imagined abundance and selective readingss of the past is well visible in yet another new complex, the most prestigious up to
now.. Riviera, as it is called is located not far from the kindergarten in the prestigious
partt of town, at the point where the beach takes a sharp turn and connects to the
harbor. 211 The project is financed by the Turkish company Aksoy, but has been
designedd by a number of architects from Batumi.
Constructionn started in 1998 but due to rising costs and sinking soil (caused
byy the weight of the complex) the construction activities have temporarily been
halted.. Nevertheless, the huge size of the complex triggers the imagination even in its
unfinishedd stage. No one seems to be very sure what Rivièra 's function will be. Some
peoplee say that it will be a stock exchange; others believe that it will be a commercial
centerr for show business. According to Zviadi, one of the architects, its primary
functionn will be a large shopping mall for luxury stores, whereas the inner part will
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During this period Batumi served as the main conduit for oil exports from the oilfields of Baku,
andd as such attracted much investment from European companies.
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This selective reading has been made possible by equally selective destruction of early Soviet rule,
whichh spared the buildings of the European bourgeoisie but tore down those buildings that betrayed
Turkishh and Persian influences.
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Plans for this project started in 1996 when a contest was held to design a complex that could be
representativee of the new era. The never realized prize-winning plans contained futuristic designs
combinedd with exuberant monuments in praise of Abashidze. The final design was developed in
19988 by a group of Batumian architects.
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containn apartment buildings for the president (as he used to call Abashidze), his
daughterr and those who can afford to buy apartments.
Althoughh it is highly uncertain when and if this 'dreamland' will be realized,
thiss does not undermine the reality of the images connected to it. Indeed, just like the
'state'' projects that have been realized, Riviera has already been completed on
postcards,, illustrations in books about Batumi and of course in the party brochures of
thee Revival Party. The complex combines elements of leisure and affluence with
architecturall forms derived from neoclassicism. The ground level consists of a
kilometerr long archway shaped as a pentagon, which will provide space for shops,
restaurantss and cafés. At the side where the complex almost touches the sea the
constructionn of a marina has been planned. Inside the pentagon, above ground level
luxuriouss apartment buildings are envisioned. The apartments consist of eight or
moree rooms, numbers that must seem fantastic to most ordinary Batumians.22 But
mostt interesting perhaps is the portrayal of abundance in the sketches. Every apartmentt building has its own fitness-center and swimming pool, whereas the open space
betweenn the buildings is occupied by a subtropical heaven, an area where you can
sunbathe,, play tennis and badminton, or drink your cocktails. The people in the
drawingss of these future dreamlands are especially interesting. The women are sun
tannedd and clad in sexy bikinis; some of them are portrayed with cocktails in their
handss or relaxing along the swimming pool. The men wear dark sunglasses and talk
onn their cell phones, while the cars that they or their chauffeurs drive are jeeps or
MercedesesMercedeses of the latest model.
Itt is difficult not to see these images as the embodiment of the myth of
transition,, of the dreams about a 'modern' life. After having joined me on several
tourss a befriended British anthropologist contrasted his impressions of Batumi with
hiss experience of living in Tbilisi. He told me that every time he visited Batumi he
wass astonished at the dynamism that he encountered. "Here you get the feeling of
whatt Georgian modernity will look like, but if that is what it is then I just don't like
it."" Perhaps the ugliness stems not so much from the forms and styles being used, as
fromm the feeling that this new 'modernity' serves goals of a tiny elite. Right now,
becausee of the fact that it is not completed, Riviera and the dreams it represents are
stilll accessible to everyone, an imagined future life of leisure, luxury and abundance.
Thee tragedy is that this dream will vanish as soon as the images become reality,
exceptt for the few who will really drink their cocktails at the swimming pool between
theirr neoclassical castles.
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Most Batumi residents live in one- or two-room apartments. Three-room apartments are already
consideredd a luxury.
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Almostt empty buildings and the 'transition'
Thee new architecture in Ajaria embodies the many facades of 'modernity'' and 'Western-ness' that have spread throughout the post-Soviet Republics. But
whatt do these images mean? In post-Soviet Ajaria the transition discourse with its
strongg resemblances of the myth of modernity seems as yet to be relatively unchallenged.. This is true for both the political elite that attempts using the discourse for its
ownn purposes and the critics who witness only corruption, nepotism and inequality.
Whatt the critics challenge is the discrepancy between the political reality and the
discourse,, not the dream of modernity.
Thee outward transition to 'modernity' is strongly linked to the opacity of
sociall reality. What we see in Ajaria is a combination of 'hollow' rhetoric and
opaquenesss of political and economic change, which makes it possible to present
dictatorshipss as democracy and civil society, and personal monopolies as the forces
off the market. What is called transition is actually a process in which the space
betweenn images and realities is reconfigured. This uncomfortable space, and the
manyy links that connect the two, need to be explored to grasp the processes of change
takingg place in post-Soviet countries.
Timothyy Mitchell points exactly to such contradictions in his recent discussionn on neoliberalism as a triumph of the political imagination. "[Neoliberalism's]
achievementt is double: while narrowing the window of political debate, it promises
fromm this window a prospect without limits. On the one hand it frames public discussionn in the ecliptic language of neoclassical economics. [...] On the other, neglecting
thee actual concern of any concrete local or collective community, neoliberalism
encouragess the most exuberant dreams of private accumulation - and a chaotic
reallocationn of collective resources" (1999: 28). Whereas Mitchell's comments
typicallyy deal with the dark sides of neoliberal policies, in Ajaria it seems that even
thee appearance, the seeming adjustment to neoliberal standards may trigger the same
results.. Chaotic reallocation of collective resources and exuberant private accumulationn take place without unravelling the mask of appearance, without destroying the
dreamss of the transition.
InIn this chapter I looked at the hollowness of new state projects and presented
themm as the embodiment of this uncomfortable space between reality and discourse.
Butt although in a way remaining empty, this emptiness served important goals and
wass filled by multiple meanings. Visual forms are of course, as Handelman has
argued,, powerful techniques to legitimate authoritarian forms of government (1990)
andd they go well together with constructing images of modernity. The facades are
importantt for the regime to present itself as a 'modern region' moving in the direction
off Europe, reviving from its ashes and ready to join the world of 'international
standards.'' But although these representations were often accepted, the 'emptiness'
alsoo served as a critique of the state, and through them people could give body to
theirr conspiracy theories and ideas about the corrupt state.
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However,, we have also seen that many people have adjusted to these realities
andd continue to see the buildings as signs of a promising future. Villagers who came
too town would see the grandeur of new buildings; town-dwellers knew about the
hospitalss and culture houses built in the mountains. At least something was being
done,done, at least there was progress. In the future things would be better - many people
seemedd to be thinking. Moreover, many, although raising their eyebrows about the
usess of the new buildings, approved the direction of change, which - very few would
contestt - was in the direction of an imagined Europe. Herzfeld discusses a similar
issuee in his book Anthropology (2001), where he points at both the need and the
dangerr of studying visual forms: "It remains useful - indeed, vital - to remind
ourselvess that spectacular performances may indeed provide authoritarian regimes
withh the means to enact an especially pernicious form of visualism - as long as we
alsoo remember to look behind the scenes and to catch the knowing winks and cynical
frownss of spectators" (2001: 16).
Ass I have illustrated in this chapter, critics of the regime employed the
emptinesss as a useful tool for pointing at the social and economic inequalities in
present-dayy Ajaria and at the corruptness of the regime. It is highly questionable
thoughh how effective these winks and frowns are in challenging political practices in
Ajariaa when they are framed within the same ideological language as the facades and
hollownesss to which they refer. Clearly, the discussions on almost empty buildings
willl not explain where Ajaria is heading. As we have seen, the emptiness is open to
multiplee - but not unlimited - interpretations. Although the buildings may continue to
representt an imagined future of abundance, the emptiness can also become the
symboll of the theft of that same dream. It is unclear yet, which interpretation eventuallyy will become accepted. The emptiness can be filled and refilled in various ways.
Untill then they will remain satiated with contradictory messages and imaginations.
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CONCLUSIONS S

BordersBorders in Time and Space

Borderss are created, sustained and altered as much "from the inside out
ass the outside in" (Driessen 1998: 99). A view from the border highlights the
contradictionss and imperfections in the grand narratives of nation and state. It shows
thatt the rhetoric of the state becomes problematic at its edges and that along borders
nationalizingg policies are regularly defeated, ignored or redirected. Border studies
showw that national identity does not simply expand "from the top down and from the
centerr outward" to use Sahlins phrasing (1998: 32), and have called attention to the
criticall role that borderlands and their inhabitants play in the construction and
persistencee of modern nation states. As students of borders have also noted, the fact
thatt the ideals of the nation state are contested at its borders may also be the precise
reasonn for vigorous attempts by the state to 'tame' its borders and to intensify the
disseminationn of its ideologies. The changing balance and interlocking of these
characteristicss - that borders tend to escape state control and therefore attract close
attentionn of power centers - are crucial in understanding the nature of the divide
betweenn (Soviet) Georgia and Turkey as well as the social and cultural identities that
formedd around it.
Fromm the perspective of Soviet authorities the border was a dividing line
betweenn socialism and capitalism, Georgians and Turks, and between atheism and
Islam.. But in the 1920s when the international border was delimited this was clearly
nott how things looked on the ground. At that time inhabitants of Ajaria defined their
sociall identities in reference to locality, religion and family, often in flagrant oppositionn to ideas about the 'Georgian nation' of which they were considered to be a part.
Welll into the Soviet period the inhabitants of Ajaria paid little attention to the actual
statee border; they maintained close spiritual, economic, educational and marital ties
withh the population of neighboring regions in Turkey. The contrasting dimensions of
thee international border as perceived (and designed) in power centers were by and
largee absent in local social life. As Baud and Van Schendel argued, "Although
[borders]] appear on maps in deceptively precise forms, they reflect, at least initially,
merelyy the mental images of politicians, lawyers and intellectuals" (1997: 211).
However,, the initial discrepancy between the projections of the state and the ideas
andd practices of border dwellers changed in subsequent decades. To a large extent the
projectedd images of elites became reality for the people living in the Georgian border
region. .
Socialistt rule transformed life along the border, often in unintended ways.
Thee socialist ideals of state-atheism and Soviet modernity as well as the Soviet
questionn of nationality obtained specific meanings when managed by national and
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regionall elites. In the Georgian border region state-atheism provided the means to
combatt 'Muslim' lifestyles of Ajarians, progress came to be equated with integration
inn Soviet-Georgian culture, and 'the development of nations' came to imply that
Ajarianss and Lazi had to denounce the 'inauthentic' elements of their culture and
realignn themselves with the larger Georgian nation. One would expect such 'imposed'
ideass to have evaporated with the collapse of the Soviet state. However, the Ajarian
casee shows that the religious and ethnic dimensions of the Soviet border retained their
relevancee and even tended to become more rigid as they entered the postsocialist era.
Inn this concluding chapter I return to the issue of how state borders and culturall boundaries are related. Although cultural boundaries do not need to be spatially
groundedd and although identities cannot be framed by fences and border posts, these
identitiess may form around and in reaction to the rigidities and opportunities posed by
territoriall borders. Here I will discuss the patterns observed in Ajaria. First, I will
revieww how changes in the permeability and closure of the border came about and
howw this limited and shaped the possibilities for social and cultural identification.
Second,, I will discuss the effects of seven decades of Soviet rule on processes of
identification,, arguing that the complex relations that unfolded between border
dwellerss and the state resulted in the adoption of primordial views of culture, ethnicityy and religion by the inhabitants of the region. Third, I will examine the fate of these
primordiall views after the demise of socialism and the opening of the border, arguing
thatt the destabilization of socialist space and the new cross-border interactions tended
too harden the 'fixed' identities. In short, this study shows that although the Soviet
periodd is increasingly dismissed from local historical discourse, some of the 'Soviet
inventions'' have been reinforced as important identity markers in the unstable
postsocialistt environment.

Thee rigidity of the Iron Curtain
Evenn when state borders are territorially fixed, their borderlands remain
inn a state of flux (Driessen 1998: 101; Douglass 1998: 88). These fluctuations in the
widerr border region have an impact on the nature of the state border both with regard
too its physical permeability and ideological rigidity. Border regions are often
describedd as places where national rhetoric is challenged and where the political
penetrationn of the state is limited. Moreover, according to this view, state borders
tendd to be permeable despite efforts of the state to strictly control movement across it.
Thee processes on the Soviet border have, however, been markedly different from
suchh depictions. Here the collision of two opposing states and the interaction of state
representativess with the border dwellers unleashed powers that made the border
virtuallyy impermeable and local life subject to strict control by the state. Consequently,, the currently fashionable approach to treat the two sides of a border as an
organicc whole that differs from the respective centers (Baud and Van Schendel 1997:
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216),, has only limited applicability to the border that is discussed here. To clarify the
specificss of this particular divide I will briefly reiterate border characteristics that are
oftenn mentioned in the literature.
Borderr studies have rightly challenged static depictions of national borders
byy drawing attention to the discrepancy between the rhetoric of central authorities and
thee actual practices of border dwellers. Whereas central authorities usually present
theirr borders as inviolable dividing lines border dwellers frequently defeat the
geographicall and ideological dimensions of borders. This suggests that it may be
moree fruitful to speak of a "zone of interaction rather than a divide" (Driessen 1992:
190).. The discrepancy between border rhetoric and actual behaviour can be detected
withinn state structures itself as well. State authorities may claim to control movement
acrosss the border, but in practice often abstain from exercising such control because
off economic or strategic interests (Kearney 1998).' In short, whereas national
authoritiess promote the view that the border is a line where different nations, states or
civilizationn face each other, in depth studies reveal that the border is rather a zone
wheree these 'entities1 overlap. Related to this discussion is the argument that political
penetrationn is often relatively weak at the edges of the state. In the words of Kopytoff
theree are limits to the "political penetration that the center could achieve both in
geographicall extent, and locally, in depth" (1987: 29). In some cases this weak hold
off border regions may be simply due to their marginal economic relevance or
geographicall distance, in other cases it is the existence of lines of political demarcationn that make border regions almost per definition difficult to 'tame' (Carsten 1998:
232).. Effective control of the authorities in border regions is often hindered, because
itss inhabitants can manipulate and lean upon networks that crosscut official borders
(Blokk 1995). The inhabitants can escape state forces by crossing the border or can
shiftt allegiances to get the best out of the respective states.
Thee often observed ambiguity of state policies concerning border maintenance,, the discrepancy between border rhetoric and everyday practice, and the
contestedd nature of state influence hardly applied to the (Soviet) Georgian - Turkish
border.. Here, the subversive actions of border dwellers prompted further fortifications
off the divide and motivated the state to intensify attempts to mold the region into its
ownn image. The ability and willingness of the Soviet state to exercise brutal force
againstt its citizens was one reason why this border lost the flexibility and Janus-faced
naturee often ascribed to borders. It is important to stress though that this border
closuree was not a straightforward and one-sided exercise of power. The actions and
reactionss of border dwellers played a crucial role in developing the ultimate rigidity
off the border.
Whenn the border was initially delineated in the 1920s, the people living in its
vicinityy were not deeply affected by it. Up to the late 1930s the Ajarians maintained
11
Kearney discusses the discrepancy between state rhetoric of border containment and the de-facto
practicee of keeping the Mexican-American border open to 'illegal' migration. This contradiction, he
explains,, stems from the fact that while cheap labor is desired, the persons in whom this labor is
embodiedd are not desired (1998: 125).
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extensivee ties with economic and religious centers in Turkey. The Lazi of Sarpi
continuedd to marry Turkish citizens, to work their land across the border and to
engagee in small-scale cross-border trading. In some ways at least the border dwellers
managedd to make use of the differences between both sides of the political divide.
Thee possibility to do so stemmed partly from the ambiguous attitudes of the state
towardss the border and its inhabitants. The Soviet leadership had ambitions to reclaim
thee territory which the Czarist Empire had lost to Turkey after World War I and had
thereforee an interest in keeping the border permeable for propaganda and intelligence
activities.. Even after the border was closed by the authorities in 1937 the villagers in
Sarpii employed various strategies to maintain contact with the other side. Turkish
citizenss who married into Sarpi retained their Turkish passports, others tried to
maintainn contact by singing and wailing. But these activities backfired on the villagers.. Paradoxically, through their subversive actions the border dwellers further
definedd the limits of the possible.
Thee local population was simultaneously instrumental to, and deeply suspectedd by, state authorities. This combination of instrumentality and suspicion
resultedd in extreme anxiety of central authorities about its border and the ongoing
surveillancee of the local inhabitants. When ambitions to reclaim part of Turkish
territoryy were abandoned after World War II, the state no longer had any interest in
keepingg the border permeable. The border changed from a contact zone where the
influencee of the state was contested and where the local population retained some
negotiatingg power into an ideological divide which was fortified with military
personnel,, controlling mechanisms and check points. This border impermeability was
nott simply achieved by decisions made from above. Instead it was a combination of
statee force, a culture of secrecy and fear, and the actions of local inhabitants that
sealedd the border. The unpredictability of the deportations and executions carried out
byy the state eventually had the result that villagers turned away from the border. The
borderr dwellers literally avoided looking in the direction of Turkey and were active in
civiliann border militias that tried to detect and detain illegal border crossers. The
villagerss cooperated closely with the military, who in turn were equally anxious to
showw complete control over the border by placing new fences and detection systems.
Thee system of surveillance functioned, much like Foucault's depiction of Bentham's
panopticon,, as a as a network of relations that worked from above and below as well
ass laterally, a network "that 'holds' the whole together and traverses it in its entirety
withh effects of power that derive from one another: supervisor, perpetually supervised"" (1979: 175).
Betweenn the 1950s and 1980s the border was, at least from the perspective of
locall inhabitants, no longer a place where two worlds met, but a region where two
worldss ended. The physical impermeability was accompanied by the active involvementt of the state in the process of rewriting and reshaping the history and culture of
thee region. Moreover, these 'impositions' did not remain external schemata detached
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fromm actual life but instead entered local life. The grounding of these 'impositions'
providess answers to why identities remained fixed after the socialist collapse.

Frozenn histories and fixed cultures
AA persistent view in Western discourse, in the media as well as academia,, is that Soviet rule held pre-Soviet identities in cold storage. In essence, this 'cold
storage'' view asserts that previously held religious, ethnic and national identities
weree repressed - but not eradicated - by communist rule and that as soon as the
'Soviett freeze' ended the pre-existing loyalties and tensions returned with renewed
forcedd For example, Manuel Castells writes that "Soviet experience is a testimony to
thee perdurability of nations beyond, and despite, the state" (1997: 41). Another social
scientistt wrote in Annual Review of Anthropology that state policies "may have
changedd the physical circumstances of people's lives, but they appear as a veneer
abovee something one might describe as more profound and enduring." He continued
byy indicating that the current cultural activity that is witnessed throughout the former
Soviett Union suggests "the reappearance of a culture that lay buried beneath generationss of Sovietization" (Wolfe 2000: 200). The problem with such a primordial perspectivee is that, as many others have already argued, it attributes immutable cores to
culturee and ethnicity that operate almost out of time, unaffected by historical processes. .
Partlyy in reaction to the 'cold storage' view, several social scientists have
arguedd that the collapse of the Soviet Union left behind a cultural, social and political
'vacuum'' that was filled with invented or reinvented histories. These social scientists
seee the rise of the primacy of cultural identity in the former Soviet Union as a way to
'overcomee socialism,' and the involved 'inventions of histories' as strategic
responsess of elite groups to create and promote new national identities (Rupnik 1996:
53-54).. The attraction of the pre-Soviet past is thus explained by the 'ideological
vacuum 11 that arose after communism. The danger in this kind of explanation is that it
presentss the new era as an absolute new beginning, a view that violates the complex
floww of memory, community and culture in which people live their lives (cf.
Lamplandd 2000: 210). Instead of assuming or denying continuities between preSoviett and post-Soviet forms of identity, as the 'cold storage' and 'vacuum' theories
doo respectively, it is crucial to analyze how these forms of identity were shaped and
modifiedd to fit changing social and political contexts.
Thee Ajarian paradox is that its inhabitants did not on the whole 'return' to
pre-Soviett identities, yet at the same they mobilized pre-Soviet history to give
meaningg to the present. Many inhabitants of Khulo did not 'return' to Islam - the
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Phrases like "the question of identity is clearly the most insistent to have surfaced after the long
freeze"" (Hooson 1994: 140), or arguments that describe conflict in the Caucasus as the "opening of
oldd ethnic wounds" (Zverev 1996: 13) also clearly point to aspects of the 'cold storage' view.
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religionn of their parents and grandparents - but instead converted to Christianity and
partlyy justified this action by presenting it as a continuation of the missionary work
thatt Saint Andrew commenced in the first century AD. The Lazi of Sarpi did not
attemptt to reconstruct how their community looked like before Soviet rule, but
resortedd instead to much deeper pasts. Their 'Colchian origins' and the presumed
unionn of Lazi and Georgians in classical times were crucial aspects in their discussionss about what being Laz entailed. In Batumi, the ruling elite drew credibility for its
claimss to build a future of abundance by bolstering images of a 19th century European
Batumi.. These 'European' images draw attention away from the economic and
politicall asymmetries at least partly produced by the ruling elite and moreover, they
fedd on the dream of the region's re-connection to Europe. The 'inventions of tradition'' indicate the richness of the past as a source for creating a meaningful present,
butt this should not prevent us from exploring how past and present are connected.
Thee 'pre-Soviet' referents for identity had their own genealogies; they were,
moree often than not, actively produced and popularized during the Soviet period.
Indeed,, I suggest that the pre-Soviet is important as a reference for identity not
despitedespite Soviet rule but, on the contrary, because of the Soviet need to classify,
categorizee and construct its population along historical and territorial lines. To
reiteratee an argument that has been developed in earlier chapters, the attitude of the
Soviett state to questions of culture and ethnicity reverberated between two trends onee to diversity, the other to uniformity. In public speeches, communist leaders rarely
failedd to pay lip service to the Leninist expectation that Soviet rule would result in the
creationn of a distinct Soviet people, but it was clear with time that the government
wass not looking to erase all ethnic or cultural differences. 'Cold storage' theories
misrepresentt the Soviet state by taking at face value its stated intent to create Homo
SovieticusSovieticus and by ignoring that this intent existed within a plethora of other official
idealss and policies. Thus, Castells (1997) argument that the "most powerful state"
failedd in constructing a homo sovieticus and that therefore 'nation' and 'state' are
separatee entities, is close to meaningless. Instead of fighting nationalism and ethnicity
ass organizing principles, Soviet rule attempted to mold cultural expressions and
referentss in specific ways. As Chris Hann argued, "the discourses and practices of
socialismm and nationalism have often proved compatible" (1993), not least because
thee involved identity politics were modified and changed while traveling from the
federall center to local settings.
Thee stated intention of many cultural policies of the Soviet regime was that
culturall manifestations could be "national in form" while being "socialist in content."
Thatt is, new rituals and ceremonies as well as literary and scholarly publications were
allowedd to express 'national' or 'ethnic' characteristics, but these characteristics
shouldd be imbedded in the more important moral messages about the 'universal' laws
off history, the brotherhood of nations and the leading role of the working class. This
combinationn of 'nationalist' and 'socialist' rhetoric materialized in at least two
differentt ways. As was pointed out in the discussion of the Colkhoba festival, local
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actorss could appropriate 'socialist' aspects to dress-up expressions of ethnic and
nationall identity. In hindsight, they described the socialist aspects as obligatory
formall procedures that had corrupted the 'authentic' traditions. But whereas in some
instancess the combination of 'nationalist' and 'socialist' was employed to enhance
locall expressions of cultural identity, this same combination was also instrumental in
thee enforcement and legitimization of nationalist assimilation policies. The Soviet
ideall of state atheism was frequently used by regional and national authorities to
combatt cultural forms or expressions that were perceived as incompatible with
Georgiann nationality as well as to rewrite the region's history along explicit Georgian
lines. .
Inn short, the 'nationalist forms' did not reappear from a Soviet freeze, but
weree actively shaped during the seventy years of socialism. The point I wish to make
iss that although the inhabitants of Ajaria created their identities they did so under the
constraintss posed by socialist rule and the limits set by an impermeable Iron Curtain.
When,, in the wake of the Soviet collapse, people reached back to images of a preSoviett past, they drew on messages of ethnic and cultural primordiality with which
theyy were thoroughly familiar. People's dismissal of the Soviet past and the return to
'pre-Soviett identities' then, does not illustrate as Castells claims that "national
identityy and state are historically and analytically distinct" (1997: 33), but instead that
theyy act upon each other in intricate and unexpected ways.
Ass the Soviet Union recedes into the past and its messages are increasingly
dismissedd as a historical anomaly by local elites and Western observers alike, the
impactt of the Soviet period on cultural formations remains poorly understood (cf.
Bonnettt 2002). This dissertation tried to show how life went on along the Soviet
border,, and moreover how the inhabitants shaped their lives in interaction with the
policiess and ideals of the state. As such it drew attention to the 'hidden histories' of
peoplee who lived on the edge of the Soviet Union, histories that are now increasingly
obscuredd by the need to 'freeze' or 'forget' the Soviet past. What this means is that
althoughh this dissertation aimed to show that people are as much products as producerss of history, it did so cognizant of the fact that being a product of Soviet history - to
whateverr degree - is not something inhabitants of Ajaria will easily admit to.
Inn Ajarian publications that appeared after 1991 the period between the
1920ss and 1980s is absent. Historical textbooks, political pamphlets, clerical histories,, as well as books on urban development and architecture, by and large omit the
seventyy years of socialist rule. Soviet history is left out and ignored, reduced to a few
sentencess that textually bridge seven decades. One reason why the Soviet past is
dismissedd has just been mentioned - the Soviet past shows too clearly the limits and
incongruitiess of primordial ideas about identity. Freezing the socialist past is not,
however,, something that is limited to discourses of ethnic and cultural identity. As
Verderyy has argued, the process of "writing the communist past out of history" is part
off the political project to put local history back on the 'progressive track' of capitalismm (1999: 112; 1996). Socialism is often understood as a deviance of 'natural'
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westernn history, as a case of 'misdevelopment' running into a dead end (Wedel
2001:21).. The logical consequence of this perspective is, as also noted by Verdery,
thatt the societies involved first have to move backward, to rid themselves of socialismm in order to return to the 'progressive' road to capitalism (1996: 204-205). The
practicee of the political elite and the Christian clergy of presenting the 1990s as a
periodd of 'resurrection' and 'revival' reveals that they see it as a period that will
reconnectt the region and its inhabitants to the 'normal course of history.' This normal
coursee of history ties in with dominant ideas about the pre-Soviet - it connects the
regionn tightly with Christian history and implies a 'return to Europe.'
Becausee the communist past can no longer be presented as a stage in the
'development'' of the region, it is left out of historical narratives. The Soviet past is
alsoo potentially destabilizing. Put simply, the Soviet past can not be presented as an
unambiguouss period of repression, because the memories of compliance are still too
fresh.. This is true for elite groups as well as for many ordinary citizens. People
adjustedd to the rigidities of the Soviet regime and developed their own ways of
dealingg with its structures. In other words, they were not 'outside the system' but
tightlyy embedded in its structures. Present-day leaders used to have significant
positionss in the Soviet state apparatus, but now have to legitimize their rule by
stressingg difference with Soviet rule. Villagers in Sarpi actively participated in the
maintenancee of the border, but now feel the need to present their experience as
instancess of unambiguous victimhood. The Soviet past is discomforting. It needs to
remainn frozen until it has become 'a foreign country' which can be studied and
analyzedd without undermining the sense of self.

Distantt neighbors and immediate dangers
Soviett rule did not simply repress 'culture' or hold identity in a grip of
permafrost,, but instead provided tools to fix and channel ideas about culture in ways
thatt remain influential after the collapse of the Soviet state. The discussion so far has
illustratedd how peoples' frames of reference changed. It has shown why Ajarians
weree thus likely to adopt Christian-Georgian identities, why Lazi stressed similarities
withh the Georgian nation and why inhabitants of Batumi perceived their city as
European. .
However,, this historical analysis does not explain why, in the border region,
thesee ideas are now so vigorously defended. I suggest three reasons that may explain
whyy the ideas that had become dominant during socialism were reinforced after the
collapsee of the Soviet Union and the opening of the border. First, the recent changes
madee the coexistence of different identities problematic. Second, the new crossborderr contacts involved confrontations with unexpected 'difference' and unwanted
'sameness'' which reinforced the need to set boundaries between self and other. Third,
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thee dominant ideas were reinforced to preserve the dreams of modernity that were
challengedd by the realities of postsocialist change.
Althoughh public life in Ajaria had become well attuned to Soviet Georgian
ideals,, 'hidden ambiguities' remained. For example, though Islam disappeared from
thee public domain it remained important as a personal haven. Similarly, the Lazi of
Sarpii were effectively integrated in the wider Georgian society but at the same time
theyy continued to value their ties to the Lazi in Turkey and they looked forward to
timess when contact could be reestablished. After the collapse of the Soviet Union
thesee 'hidden ambiguities' initially seemed to enrich the available options to combine
andd construct new forms of social and cultural identity. Indeed, the serial conversions
off Ajarians in the early 1990s, the numerous visits between cross-border relatives
rightt after the border opening as well as the initial opportunities for transnational
trade,, all seemed to point to hybridizations of culture that transcended the rigidities of
thee Soviet border. But with time, instead of a hybridization of cultures a hardening of
culturall and social boundaries came about. The dominant ideas that had crystallized
duringg the preceding decades were challenged by the new visibility of 'hidden
ambiguities,'' as this confrontation undermined their cultivated naturalness.
Ass Stuart Hall wrote, "the concept of identity does not signal that stable core
off the self, unfolding from beginning to end through all the vicissitudes of history
withoutt change; the bit of the self which remains always-already 'the same', identical
too itself across time" (1996: 3). Nevertheless, cultural, religious and ethnic discourses
derivee their strength from the belief that such stable cores do exist. The return of
hiddenn ambiguities in the 1990s posed a threat to religious, ethnic and national
identitiess because it drew attention to the absence of these 'cores.' The imperfections
andd ambiguities of the Iron Curtain brought unwanted connotations to the center of
attention.. This demanded clarification on what it meant to be a Muslim or a Christian,
whatt the difference was between Turks and Lazi, and how a category like 'European'
connectedd to Ajaria. The construction of new boundaries can consequently be seen as
effortss to purify identity and to conceal those aspects of identity that do not possess a
stablee and timeless core.
Culturall identity is threatened most severely when challenges are unexpected
andd come from what is near (Blok 2001: 123). This study showed that it is not
differencee per se, but the social context within which people confront difference or
samenesss that matters. With the reappearance of Islam in the public domain, the
assumedd differences between Ajaria and Turkey turned out to be blurred. This
provokedd the intelligentsia and political elites of Ajaria to intensify its claims about
thee Christian and Georgian roots of the region. When the inhabitants of Sarpi reestablishedd contact with their cross-border kin the assumed shared 'Laz identity'
turnedd out to be absent, which motivated the Sarpians to reinforce their ideas about a
'pure'' Laz identity different from ideas that existed across the border. The changes in
thee relationship between social actors made the experienced difference and resem-
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blancee immediate and problematic, activating mechanisms that triggered new social
tensions. .
Thee ambiguities also tended to endanger ideas that people had about their
future.. Before the Soviet collapse inhabitants of Ajaria saw themselves as more
'developed'' than their Turkish neighbors and Batumians thought of their city as a
typicall European town. The breakdown of the local economy and the realization that
livingg standards across the border were higher was frustrating and problematic
becausee it undermined the ideas Ajarians had of themselves in relation to Turkey. The
discrepanciess did not automatically mean that people abandoned their dreams. The
dreamm about modernity and progress was too precious to be abandoned. Indeed, the
dreamm was vital in dealing with impoverishment and economic insecurities. Moreover,, the dream was used by local elites to legitimize their rule. In order to rectify the
disparityy between 'dream' and 'reality,' the dislocations of postsocialism were often
blamedd on the 'immediate other,' notably Turkey.
Thoughh identity is always multi-layered, the possibilities for combining
identitiess depend to a large extent on the social and political environment. Certain
aspectss of identity may gain primacy and thereby have repercussions for other aspects
off identity. Moreover, since identities are mutually constitutive, changes in the
definitionn of one aspect of identity will have repercussions on other aspects of
identity.. The renewed importance of cultural identity creates its own contradictions
andd rigidities. After socialism people had to reposition themselves vis-a-vis religion
andd ethnicity and straddle the connections between those categories. My informants
oftenn needed to make unambiguous choices concerning where they did and did not
belong.. In elaborating on perceived and experienced differences they also set new
sociall and cultural boundaries.
Thee ideas that were so vigorously defended - the dreams about the west, the
Georgiann national ideal, Christian roots - had not been part of communist ideology,
butt they had developed as a consequence of Soviet rule. The ideas had become part
andd parcel of everyday life, of how people went about defining themselves and
others.. The disappearance of these 'Soviet certainties' meant that people were forced
too reconsider the very basis of self. When religion returned in the public sphere, when
ethnicc kin from across the border appeared on one's doorstep and when ideas about
progresss were challenged by the realities of post-socialist change, combinations of
identitiess became increasingly problematic. The imagined primal unity of Georgian
nationalityy and Christianity was challenged by a renewed visibility of Islam in Ajaria.
Thee Laz identity that developed throughout the Soviet period tended to be 'contaminated'' by Turkish influences. The ideas about modernity were shattered with the
actuall opening of markets and the disillusions about goods and economic opportunities.. Answers to these challenges have been found by suppressing or denouncing
certainn layers of identity. What happened in all three cases was that the imperfections
orr incongruities of previous identifications were brought to the center of attention,
therebyy challenging previously held notions and moral maps.
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Uncertainn divides
Thee nature of the Georgian - Turkish border has changed over the last
decade.. The oppositions between Islam and state-atheism, between capitalism and
socialism,, and between NATO and Warsaw Pact have disappeared from official
rhetoricc and political practice. Instead the governments of Georgia and Turkey
displayy a favorable attitude towards each other and repeatedly express the need for
cooperationn in the new transnational economy. Changes in government rhetoric and
renewedd border permeability do not mean, however, that the contrasting dimensions
havee simply evaporated. Although the border is easier to cross than before, it continuess to regulate movement and communication in ways that could not have been
anticipatedd beforehand. In the midst of new perceived dangers the inhabitants create
neww divides, fortify them with stereotypes and solidify them with ethnicized versions
off culture and religion. These processes have the paradoxical effect of making
variouss dimensions of the Iron Curtain even more impermeable than during the
Soviett period.
Thee fortification of identity offers an important antidote to views of hybridity
andd intermingling on and across state borders. It suggests that in a world that is
characterizedd by transnational contact and the absence of grand ideological divides
betweenn states, it may be cultural boundaries which become more rigid and less
permeable.. This study thus confirms the hypothesis of Gupta and Ferguson who
notedd that when "actual places become ever more blurred and indeterminate, ideas of
culturallyy and ethnically distinct places become perhaps even more salient" (1992:
10).. Ironically in a situation where the border regime has relaxed and Cold War
enmitiess ceased to exist, the inhabitants have not been able to manage the differences
thatt arose between them. Instead, the Cold War border has now more truly become a
dividee between Islam and Christianity, Georgians and Turks, and Asia and Europe. I
suggestt that the largest paradox of the Soviet border is exactly this - the Soviet Union
didd not effectively erase its borderland ambiguities, but its fall has sparked incentives
too fortify and essentialize the cultural boundaries it produced.
Insteadd of seeing the situation that emerged after the Soviet Union collapsed
ass a 'vacuum' in which new ideologies could freely compete, it is more useful to see
thee 1990s as a phase in which the restructuring of ideology and power allowed for
specificc ways of identification. The 'imposed' national, cultural and ethnic dimensionss are, at least for the moment, instrumental in defending identities and in holding
onn to the dreams of a better future. Moreover, the prevailing ideas about Christianity,
Georgiann nationality and modernity tie in with the ideals and the interests of the state.
Butt as the nature of the state itself is changing it is uncertain how stable the cultural
dividess will prove in the future. As people's lives are increasingly detached from the
structuress of the state, loyalties and frames of references may shift and new borders
off identity will consequently be drawn.
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Glossary y
(RR - Russian; G - Georgian; L - Lazuri; T - Turkish; I - general Islamic terms)

aspirantura a
aghordzineba a
bey y
catsi i
chacha a
chadri i
deda a
derebey y
druzhina a
efendi i
episk'oposi i
giauri i
haram m
hadji i
hodja a
imam m
jame e
kolkhoz z
kolkhoznik k
korenizatsiia a
madli i
medrese e
mevludi i
mullah h
muhajir r
muhajiroba a
mufti i
muftiate e
nodei i
oblast t
opute e

RR - three-year post-graduate trajectory resulting in the
titlee 'candidate of science'
GG - revival
TT - lord, person of high social rank
GG - male.
GG - alcoholic drink (50-60 %) distilled from fruits.
II - veil
GG - mother
TT - val ley-lord
RR - militia unit
TT - title used to express respect for (elderly) men
GG - bishop
TT - 'heathen,' i.e. non-Muslim
TT - sin, what is forbidden by religion
II - title of someone who has made the pilgrimage to
Mecca a
II - devout Muslim man who is respected for his
knowledgee of Islam
II - prayer leader, first person in a Muslim community
TT - mosque
RR - collective farm
RR - collective farm employee
RR - 'indigenization,' refers to policies of the Communist
Partyy to extend its popular basis among non-Russians
II - good deed, virtue
II - religious school attached to a mosque
II - the night of the birth of the Prophet Muhammad
II - teacher of Islam.
TT - migrant
T/GG - migration - indicating migrations of Muslims into
thee Ottoman Empire
II - chairman of the majlis, first person of a muftiate
II - Muslim community, in this case comprising all
Muslimss of Ajaria
LL - working party
RR - province, first administrative level below that of SSRs
LL - household, neighborhood
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qadi i
raion n
rhmerti i
sakrebulo o
sovkhoz z
supra a
tamada a
vaizi i
yaylaa / yeyla

II - magistrate acting according to Islamic law
RR - district, administrative level below oblast or ASSR
GG - God (term used both by Muslims and Christians)
GG - district government
RR - state farm
GG - festive dinner, feast
GG - head of the table, person responsible for raising toasts
II - sermon given by the imam preceding the actual prayers
TT - mountain pasture, high plateau

Frequentlyy used name endings meaning 'of or 'child'
-dze e
-shvili i
-oghli i
-ovv / -ev
-shi -shi

GG
GG
TT
RR
LL

Abbreviations s
ASMA A
ASSR R
CIS S
CSAA A
KGB B
NKVD D
OGPU U
RevKom m
RaiKom m
RSFSR R
SSR R
USSR R
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Archivee of the State Museum of Ajaria
Autonomouss Socialist Soviet Republic
Commonwealthh of Independent States
Centra]] State Archive of Ajaria
Thee Committee of Internal Security
Thee People's Committee on Internal Affairs, predecessor
too the KGB
Statee Political Department, predecessor to the NKVD and
KGB B
Revolutionnaryy Committee
Raionn (district) Committee
Russiann Socialist Federative Soviet Republic
Socialistt Soviet Republic
Unionn of Socialist Soviet Republics
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Summaryy in Dutch
Onduidelijkee scheidslijnen
Religie,, etniciteit en politiek in het Georgische grensgebied
Dezee dissertatie onderzoekt de wisselwerking tussen macht en identiteit
inn de autonome provincie Adjarië, een grensgebied van de Georgische Republiek, aan
dee oostelijke kust van de Zwarte Zee. Het analyseert hoe veranderingen in culturele
identiteitt samenhangen met de ontmanteling van de Sovjetunie en de opening van het
ijzerenn gordijn tussen Georgië en Turkije. Meer specifiek richt deze dissertatie zich
opp de vraag of de verzwakking van de staat en haar grenzen heeft geresulteerd in
socialee en culturele vermenging over de staatsgrens heen, ofwel in een verharding
vann sociale en culturele verschillen.
Hett boek is in veel opzichten de uitkomst van mijn persoonlijke belangstelling
voorr postsocialistische verandering en de recente samenkomst van 'Oost' en 'West'.
Mijnn interesse voor Adjarië werd in eerste instantie gewekt door de verbeeldingskrachtt van de dikke zwarte lijn in atlassen uit de koude oorlog. Deze atlassen
presenteerdenn de grens tussen (Sovjet-)Georgië en Turkije niet alleen als een grens
tussenn respectievelijke naties, maar ook als een scheiding tussen de machtsblokken
vann de NAVO en het Warschaupact, tussen kapitalisme en communisme, tussen de
Christelijkee en Islamitische wereld en tussen Azië en Europa. Dergelijke schematischee en ideologische scheidslijnen geven zelden de sociale werkelijkheid weer en ook
inn dit geval kenmerkte het grensgebied zich aanvankelijk door een grote mate van
socialee en culturele overlap. De inwoners van Adjarië waren in etnisch en religieus
opzichtt nauw verwant aan de bevolking in de naburige Turkse regio en onderhielden
uitgebreidee sociale en economische relaties over de grens heen. Maar hoewel de
ideologischee scheidingen aanvankelijk niet meer waren dan de projecties van de staat,
raaktenn zij gedurende de sovjetperiode nauw verweven met de wijze waarop grensbewonerss hun identiteit vorm gaven en ideeën over 'zelf en 'ander' tot uiting
brachten.. De ideologische dimensies van de sovjetgrens boden de grensbewoners
bovendienn belangrijke hulpmiddelen om de recente veranderingen in hun leefomgevingg te kunnen duiden. De toegenomen mogelijkheden voor grensoverschrijdend
contactt leidden mede hierdoor niet tot het ontstaan van een 'hybride grenscultuur',
maarr juist tot een sterkere nadruk op sociale en culturele distinctie.
Dezee thematiek wordt in een drietal deelstudies uiteen gezet. De deelstudies
zijnn gebaseerd op etnografisch veldwerk in de plaatsen Khulo, Sarpi en Batumi en
richtenn zich op telkens een ander aspect van identiteit. De aspecten religie, etniciteit
enn moderniteit zijn gekozen, omdat die in de respectievelijke locaties een zwaartepunt
vormdenn voor de wijze waarop inwoners van het grensgebied betekenis geven aan de
veranderingenn in hun sociale omgeving en hoe zij ideeën over zichzelf en anderen
hierbinnenn plaatsen. Door deze aspecten van identiteit in historisch perspectief te
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plaatsen,, is getracht de veranderende verbindingen tussen politieke en culturele
grenzenn te traceren en te analyseren. Als zodanig toont deze dissertatie niet alleen dat
grenzenn meerdere dimensies hebben, maar bovendien dat deze dimensies in het
grensgebiedd op telkens verschillende wijze in elkaar grijpen.
DeelDeel I. De Religieuze Grens. Deze deelstudie gaat over religieuze identiteit in het
bergachtigee achterland van Adjarië en behandelt de vraag hoe de nieuwe zichtbaarheidd en relevantie van religie zich, na zeventig jaar staatsatheïsme, in deze
Islamitisch-Georgischee regio hebben gemanifesteerd. Hoewel het hernieuwde belang
vann religie veelal wordt omschreven als een terugkeer van onderdrukte presovjettradities,, maakte de situatie in Adjarië duidelijk dat een dergelijke uitleg onacceptabel
is.. Na de val van het socialisme keerden veel inwoners van Adjarië zich juist af van
dee Islam en bekeerden zich tot het Orthodox-Christendom. De identiteitenpolitiek van
dee Sovjetunie, de invloed van staatsatheïsme en de huidige verhoudingen tussen staat
enn religie zijn cruciaal om deze uitkomst te verklaren.
Dee Islamitische inwoners van Adjarië identificeerden zich vóór de sovjetperiodee veelal als 'Achareli' (Adjariër) en onderscheidden zich krachtig van de
Orthodox-Christelijkee 'Kartveli' (Georgiërs). Tijdens de sovjetperiode werd echter
eenn sterke integratiepolitiek bedreven, die identificatie van de inwoners van Adjarië
mett de Georgische natie stimuleerde. Reeds aan het eind van de jaren twintig schafte
hett sovjetbewind de categorie 'Adjariër' af; de bevolking werd voortaan geclassificeerdd als Georgiër. Deze bureaucratische maatregel had tot gevolg dat belangrijke
positiess in staatsinstellingen werden toebedeeld aan Georgiërs van buiten Adjarië en
leiddee er bovendien toe dat scholen, de media en culturele instellingen zich (moesten)
conformerenn aan de 'moederrepubliek'. Dat de integratiepolitiek ook binnen Adjarië
geaccepteerdd raakte, was voor een belangrijk deel het gevolg van de verwijdering van
religiee uit het openbare leven. Dit maakte het mogelijk dat Adjariërs zich gelijktijdig
-- maar in verschillende domeinen - konden identificeren met zowel de Islam als de
Georgischee natie.
Dezee situatie veranderde met het einde van de Sovjetunie. Doordat religie
terugkeerdee in het publieke domein werd een scheiding tussen religieuze en nationale
identiteitt problematisch. Het ideaal van de Georgische natie werd expliciet gekoppeld
aann Orthodox-Christendom en zette zich sterk af tegen de Islam, die in nationalistischee retoriek werd voorgesteld als de historische vijand van Georgië. De nauwe
relatiee tussen de Georgische staat en kerk resulteerde in Adjarië in een ongelijke
confrontatiee tussen Islam en Christendom. De Georgische kerk genoot actieve steun
vann regionale en nationale bestuurslagen, terwijl Islamitische groeperingen naar de
randd van de samenleving werden gemanoeuvreerd. De verwevenheid van religieuze,
etnischee en nationale identiteit betekende dat inwoners van Adjarië gevangen raakten
tussenn rivaliserende referentiekaders. De hieruit voortvloeiende dilemma's dwongen
veell inwoners tot het maken van expliciete keuzes.
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Dee bekering van inwoners van Adjarië tot het Orthodox-Christendom past
binnenn deze ongelijke confrontatie. De betrokkenen omschreven hun bekering als een
terugkeerr naar het oorspronkelijke Georgische geloof en zij typeerden het Christendomm als een onlosmakelijk element van hun cultuur. Bekeringen waren met name
frequentt onder inwoners die middels studie of werk stevig waren ingebed in de
Georgischee maatschappij; veel bekeerlingen hadden gestudeerd in Georgische steden
off maakten als leraar, verpleegkundige of beambte deel uit van de staatsstructuur.
Daarnaastt kwam bekering relatief frequent voor in situaties waar de sociale cohesie
laagg was: onder inwoners die een gedeelte van hun leven elders hadden gewoond en
inn families die incompleet waren als gevolg van echtscheiding, migratie of vroegtijdigee sterfte van familieleden. Met andere woorden: bekeerlingen waren vaak
gedeeltelijkk buitenstaanders van de lokale (moslim)gemeenschap en bovendien zagen
zijj hun toekomst binnen het raamwerk van de Georgische natiestaat.
Tegelijkertijdd vond er ook een vernieuwing van de Islam plaats, hoewel deze
vernieuwing,, noodgedwongen plaats vond in de marges van het publieke domein.
Voorr veel Moslims bleek het moeilijk om tegengestelde verwachtingen en eisen van
Islamm en de Georgische natie een plaats te geven in hun eigen leven. Mede als een
reactiee hierop bleef de vernieuwing van Islam vooralsnog beperkt en leek de invloed
vann religieuze leiders op haar gemeenschap tanende. Maar de hechte relatie tussen
religieuzee en politieke verandering in Adjarië maakt tevens duidelijk dat de toekomst
vann de religieuze grens onduidelijk is. Nieuwe grensoverschrijdende contacten en de
huidigee onmacht van de Georgische staat betekenen dat nationale referentiekaders
gedeeltelijkk plaats maken voor referentiekaders die zich weinig gelegen laten liggen
aann het ideaal van de natiestaat. Hoewel het nog te vroeg is om dit met zekerheid te
zeggen,, kan deze verschuiving een nieuwe impuls geven aan de positie van Islam in
Adjarië. .
DeelDeel II. De Georgisch-Turkse grens. Deze deelstudie richt zich op de vraag waarom
dee lang verwachte opening van de grens voor veel dorpelingen in het grensdorp Sarpi
teleurstellendd was. Om deze vraag te beantwoorden, worden veranderende noties van
verwantschapp en etniciteit geanalyseerd. Deze thematiek was met name interessant,
omdatt de staatsgrens tussen Turkije en de Sovjetunie in 1921 in het midden van Sarpi
kwamm te liggen. De grens doorsneed verwantschapsbanden en andere sociale betrekkingenn tussen beide zijden van het dorp. Bovendien had de plaatsing van de grens tot
gevolgg dat de Lazi van Sarpi geïsoleerd raakten van de rest van hun etnische groep;
hett merendeel van de Lazi leeft in de naburige Turkse regio.
Dee deelstudie beschrijft welke invloed de plaatsing van de grens had op het
socialee leven in sovjet Sarpi. Hoewel de grens van bovenaf was opgelegd, waren de
dorpelingenn zeker geen willoze slachtoffers van een almachtige staat. Zij trachtten op
velerleii wijze de beperkingen van de Sovjetgrens het hoofd te bieden. De acties die
zijj daarbij ondernamen - waaronder het onderhouden van grenscontact en het
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behoudenn van Turkse paspoorten - hadden vaak het onbedoelde gevolg de staatsgrens
verderr te versterken, doordat zij nieuwe acties van de kant van de staat ontlokten.
Inn deze begrensde omgeving ontwikkelden de Lazi van Sarpi nieuwe noties
overr cultuur en etniciteit die sterk waren gericht op de Georgische natie. Dit kwam
onderr andere tot uitdrukking in de nadruk die dorpelingen legden op de historische
eenheidd van de Lazi en de Georgièrs en in het benadrukken van de gelijkenis tussen
dee respectievelijke talen, Lazuri en Georgisch. Ook de sociale en economische integratiee van het dorp in de Georgische sovjetrepubliek resulteerde in een vervaging van
dee etnische grens tussen de Lazi van Sarpi en Georgièrs. Dit bleek onder meer uit een
toenamee van huwelijken met Georgièrs (waaronder Adjariërs). Maar hoewel dit
integratieprocess gelijktijdig een verwijdering ten opzichte van de Lazi in Turkije
inhield,, bleven veel inwoners van Sarpi het idee koesteren deel uit te maken van een
etnischee groep die zich uitstrekte tot in Turkije. Bovendien waren veel dorpelingen
hoopvoll over nieuwe contacten met verwanten aan de andere kant van de grens.
Naa vijftig jaar waarin grenscontact uiterst beperkt was, werd de staatsgrens
tussenn Georgië en Turkije in 1988 geopend. Dit leidde in eerste instantie tot pogingen
omm verbroken familierelaties te herstellen en om de gezamenlijke culturele identiteit
vormm te geven. Maar al snel werd duidelijk dat verschillen tussen de Lazi aan beide
zijdenn van de grens het contact bemoeilijkten. Het meest problematisch waren onverwachtee verschillen in sociaal gedrag: het besef dat verwanten in Turkije heel anders
omgingenn met noties van reciprociteit en gastvrijheid en een andere rol toedichtten
aann familierelaties. Juist vanwege de nabijheid tussen beide zijden van het dorp - in
termenn van sociale relaties, geografie, geschiedenis, verwantschap en etniciteit was
hett uitermate moeilijk om bestaande verschillen te accepteren. De verschillen
vormdenn een bedreiging voor identiteit, omdat ze niet waren verwacht en van nabij
kwamen.. De fricties die hieruit voortvloeiden, leidden tot herdefiniëringen van noties
overr 'zelf en 'ander' en daarmee tot de creatie van een nieuwe 'etnische' scheiding
tussenn de Lazi aan beide kanten van de staatsgrens.
DeelDeel III. Grensgebied van moderniteit. Dit deel beschrijft en analyseert de discrepantiee tussen verwachtingen over het leven na socialisme en de feitelijke sociaaleconomischee processen die zich het afgelopen decennium in Adjarië voordeden. De
deelstudiee poogt antwoord te geven op de vraag hoe en waarom de ideeën en dromen
overr een 'modern' leven hun geloofwaardigheid en aantrekkingskracht behielden,
ondankss grootschalige desillusies met betrekking tot de recente veranderingen. Voor
hett beantwoorden van deze vraag is gekeken naar de ervaringen en ideeën omtrent de
nieuwee handel met Turkije en naar de pogingen van de staat om 'de transitie' een
gezichtt te geven.
Teleurstellingg over postsocialistische verandering kwam sterk tot uitdrukking
inn de ervaringen van inwoners van Batumi met de handel tussen Georgië en Turkije
diee explosief steeg na 1991. Zowel de behaalde winsten als de toename in de beschikbaarheidd van consumptiegoederen leken aanvankelijk de vervulling te zijn van
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dromenn over 'kapitalisme'. Echter, de professionalisering en monopolisering van de
handell betekenden dat voor veel inwoners de economische mogelijkheden slechts van
kortee duur waren. Zij zagen zich bovendien geconfronteerd met stijgende prijzen en
dee onbetrouwbare kwaliteit van nieuwe producten. Hoewel deze problemen gedeeltelijkk kunnen worden gezien als inherent aan de nieuwe economische verhoudingen,
zochtenn en vonden veel inwoners van Batumi meer concrete oorzaken. De uitwassen
vann de handel werden vooral toegedicht aan 'de maffia' en aan Turkije. Deze twee
'kwadee krachten' zouden de bewoners van Georgië voor eigen doeleinden hebben
misbruiktt en daardoor de vervullingg van verwachtingen hebben gedwarsboomd. Deze
kanalisatiee van ontevredenheid had twee belangrijke gevolgen. Het bevestigde en
versterktee ideeën over cultureel verschil tussen Georgië en Turkije en doordat het
concretee boosdoeners aanwees, hield het verwachtingen over een ophanden zijnde
overgangg naar een modern en welvarend leven in stand.
Dee ideeën over moderniteit, over een 'terugkeer naar Europa' en over 'het
Westen'' verkeerden niet in een vacuüm. Ze maakten een essentieel deel uit van
inspanningenn van het bewind om haar macht te legitimeren. Politieke leiders presenteerdenn hun activiteiten onveranderlijk als onderdeel van een transitie naar
kapitalismee en democratie en benadrukten dat de regio onder haar leiding een
welvarendee toekomst tegemoet ging. Een belangrijk 'bewijs' voor deze beweringen
vormdee de constructie en renovatie van publieke gebouwen: scholen, ziekenhuizen,
winkelcentra,, de universiteit. Voor de bouw en renovatie van uitgekozen objecten
werdenn kosten noch moeite gespaard. De objecten vormden dan ook vaak een schril
contrastt met de verpauperde omgeving. De paradox van deze wederopbouw was, dat
dee nieuwe prestigeprojecten veelal leeg bleven staan. Deze 'leegte' was typerend
voorr de relatie tussen de mythe van transitie en de feitelijke sociaal-economische
processen.. Het toonde dat de 'transitieretoriek' vaak niet meer was dan een middel
omm persoonlijke belangen van machthebbers te maskeren, maar tegelijkertijd droeg
hett bij aan het in stand houden van de droom over een 'moderne' toekomst. Doordat
gebouwenn nog niet in gebruik waren genomen, maakten ze nog deel uit van de
toekomstt en waren dus nog potentieel van iedereen. Behalve een politieke boodschap
haddenn de gebouwen ook een culturele lading. Het uiterlijk van de gebouwen en de
betekeniss die hieraan werd toegekend, maakten ze tot onderdeel van pogingen om een
'Europees'' presovjetverleden te creëren. Als zodanig markeerden de gebouwen een
nieuwee culturele identiteit die, door terug te grijpen naar een 'Europees' verleden,
verderr vorm gaf aan de culturele scheiding tussen Georgië en Turkije.
Eenn belangrijke overeenkomst in de beschreven deelstudies is dat in elk afzonderlijk
gevall het einde van de socialistische staat gepaard ging met het verstevigen van
culturelee en sociale scheidslijnen. De nieuwe nadruk op culturele identiteit in postsocialistischee landen wordt vaak omschreven als een terugkeer van (of naar)
presovjetidentiteitenn die zogenaamd in 'koeling' waren gehouden. Een andere visie
typeertt de nadruk op culturele identiteit als een reactie op het ideologische 'vacuüm'
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naa de instorting van het sovjetimperium. Het probleem met dergelijke visies is, dat ze
hett sovjetverleden negeren en daardoor niet zien hoe, vaak op onverwachte en
indirectee wijze, het sovjetbewind de vorming van specifieke identiteiten heeft
beïnvloed.. In plaats van het aannemen of ontkennen van continuïteit tussen presovjet
enn postsovjetvormen van identiteit, zoals de 'koeling'- en 'vacuüm'visies
respectievelijkk doen, is het van vitaal belang om de vorming van collectieve identiteitenn te analyseren en te bestuderen hoe deze identiteiten worden aangepast aan
veranderendee sociale en politieke contexten. Deze dissertatie toont dat hoewel lokale
uitingsvormenn van culturele identiteit deel uit maken van pogingen om het
sovjetverledenn te neutraliseren en om de toekomst te bezien vanuit een
presovjetperspectief,, zij veelal sociale lijnen volgen en zich baseren op ideeën die
hunn basis hebben in de socialistische tijd.
Dezee 'sovjetidentiteiten' zijn niet simpelweg overeind gebleven in gewijzigde
socialee en politieke contexten. Veeleer heeft het einde van de sovjetstaat stimuli
voortgebrachtt om haar culturele constructies verder te versterken. Het wegvallen van
sociaal-economischee zekerheden, de hernieuwing van grensoverschrijdende contacten
enn de terugkeer van afwijkende meningen, hebben tegenstrijdigheden en onvolmaakthedenn in lokale noties over religie, etniciteit en moderniteit zichtbaar gemaakt. Deze
bedreigingenn van identiteit hebben de inwoners van Adjarië aangespoord om
verschillenn tussen 'zelf en 'ander' te benadrukken en uit te vergroten. Als gevolg
hiervann zijn de scheidslijnen tussen Christendom en Islam, tussen Georgiërs en
Turkenn en tussen Azië en Europa eerder versterkt dan verzwakt. Deze dissertatie
toontt derhalve dat hoewel sociale en culturele identiteiten niet kunnen worden
ingeperktt door staatsgrenzen, de processen die zich langs en over staatsgrenzen
voordoenn wel degelijk de middelen en stimuli kunnen leveren voor het verankeren en
pantserenn van identiteiten die in interactie met de staat zijn ontstaan. De ideologische
scheidslijnenn die in Adjarië tijdens de socialistische periode werden gecreëerd, zijn
versterkt,, ondanks het feit dat de sovjetstaat zelfheeft opgehouden te bestaan.
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